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Preface
This quarterly publication provides archival reports on developments in programs
managed by JPL's Office of Telecommunications and Data Acquisition (TDA). In space
communications, radio navigation, radio science, and ground-based radio and radar astron-
omy, it reports on activities of the Deep Space Network (DSN) and its associated Ground
Communications Facility (GCF) in planning, in supporting research and technology, in
implementation, and in operations. Also included is TDA-funded activity at JPL on data
and information systems and reimbursable DSN work performed for other space agen-
cies through NASA. The preceding work is all performed for NASA's Office of Space
Operations (OSO).
In the search for extraterrestrial intelligence (SETI), the TDA Progress Report reports
on implementation and operations for searching the microwave spectrum. In solar system
radar, it reports on the uses of the Goldstone Solar System Radar for scientific explora-
tion of the planets, their rings and satellites, asteroids, and comets. In radio astronomy,
the areas of support include spectroscopy, very long baseline interferometry, and astrom-
etry. These three programs are performed for NASA's Office of Space Science and
Applications (OSSA), with support by the Office of Space Operations for the station
support time.
Finally, tasks funded under the JPL Director's Discretionary Fund and the Caltech
President's Fund which involve the TDA Office are included.
This and each succeeding issue of the TDA Progress Report will present material in
some, but not necessarily all, of the following categories:
OSO Tasks
DSN Advanced Systems
Tracking and Ground-Based Navigation
Communications, Spacecraft-Ground
Station Control and System Technology
Network Data Processing and Productivity
DSN Systems Implementation
Capabilities for Existing Projects
Capabilities for New Projects
New Initiatives
Network Upgrade and Sustaining
DSN Operations
Network Operations and Operations Support
Mission Interface and Support
TDA Program Management and Analysis
Communications Implementation and Operations
Data and Information Systems
Flight-Ground Advanced Engineering
OSSA Tasks:
Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence
Goldstone Solar System Radar
Radio Astronomy
Discretionary Funded Tasks
... III
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Deep Space Tracking in Local Reference Frames
R. N. Treuhaft
Tracking Systemsand Applications Section
A self-calibrating deep space tracking technique is described which can potentially
produce 2-nanoradian angular spacecraft determinations. The technique uses very long
baseline interferometric observations of a spacecraft and several radio sources. This article
first describes the currently employed single-source technique as a parameter estimation
procedure. Extending the number of parameters and observations leads to the proposed
local reference frame technique. Station clock, Earth rotation, and tropospheric param-
eters are estimated along with spacecraft position from the multisource observation
sequence. The contributions to spacecraft angular uncertainty from system noise, tropo-
spheric fluctuations, and uncalibrated radio source structure are evaluated. Of these
experimental errors, radio source structure dominates the determination of the space-
craft position in the radio reference frame. It is shown, however, that the sensitivity of
relative spacecraft position accuracies to time-invariant radio source structure effects may
be on the order of 2 nanoradians.
I. Introduction
Deep space angular tracking is routinely performed on
Voyager with 50- to 100-nanoradian accuracy [1] and will be
performed on Galileo at the 50-nanoradian level. The analysis
in this article suggests a tracking strategy for the Deep Space
Network (DSN) which, in the 30-minute measurement time
typically allotted for angular tracking, will potentially yield
better than 2-nanoradian accuracy and will require virtually no
calibration support external to the signal chains at the stations.
The self-calibrating technique outlined below capitalizes on
the extreme sensitivity of the DSN after it is equipped with
Mark III observing bandwidths and recording hardware [2].
The proposed astrometric technique can potentially deter-
mine angular distances accurate to 10 km near Neptune, or
2 km near Jupiter. Such a capability would allow the delter-
mination of a planet's position in the radio frame by sensing
gravitational forces long before encounter [3] .1 In addition to
providing navigational benefits, the technique to be described
would help the DSN realize its potential as a high-precision
astrometric radio and planetary science tool. This astrometric
technique would facilitate other tracking-related scientific
measurement, such as the determination of planetary and
satellite masses. Additional experiments, such as direct mea-
surement of relativistic gravitational bending by Jupiter would
also become possible.
1R. N. Treuhaft and J. S. Ulvestad, "Using Gravitational Signatures for
Target-Relative Angular Tracking During Planetary Approach," JPL
Interoffice Memorandum No. 335.3-88-76 (internal document), Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, July 11, 1988.
Angular deep space navigation is currently achieved by
tracking with Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI)
[4]-[6]. In a technique called Delta Differential One-Way
Range (ADOR), the geometric delay of a radio source signal
is differenced from that of a spacecraft signal [1]. Through
this difference, the angular stability of the radio reference
frame, determined by the accuracy of the radio source catalog,
can be transferred to the spacecraft angular measurement. For
the DSN astrometric radio catalog, measurement errors cur-
rently limit radio source astrometry to the 10-nanoradian level
[7]. As measurement techniques and instrumentation improve,
source structure variability will begin to limit astrometric
accuracy at the 5-nanoradian level [8].
In practice, the current 10-nanoradian stability of the radio
frame is not completely transferred to the spacecraft angular
accuracy. Errors in the determination of the spacecraft and
radio source delays at the time of the ADOR measurement
limit tracking accuracy to the 20- to 50-nanoradian range,
which is about 15 to 40 kilometers of projected error at
Jupiter or 90 to 225 kilometers at Neptune [1].2 It has
been shown that 5- to 10-nanoradian accuracies could be
achieved with future DSN hardware configurations and im-
proved calibration support using the ADOR single radio
source technique. 3
The alternative measurement strategy outlined below entails
interferometric observations of a spacecraft and a number of
radio sources. This technique of navigation in a local reference
frame of radio sources can potentially yield 2-nanoradian
accuracy without clock synchronization, Earth orientation,
or tropospheric calibration support. The thrust of the local
reference frame technique is to use the known positions of
several reference radio sources to determine the magnitude of
systematic errors affecting the normal ADOR position mea-
surement. Navigation in a local reference frame is especially
attractive for outer planet missions in which the spacecraft
moves by only a few degrees on the sky over a year. For exam-
ple, Voyager will be in the same 15-square-degree piece of sky
from late 1987 until Neptune encounter. An additional advan-
tage of the local reference frame technique is that the radio
sources do not have to be angularly close to the spacecraft;
30-degree separations still yield the high accuracy mentioned
above. When a spacecraft drifts away from the radio source
2j. B. Thomas, "An Error Analysis for Galileo Angular Position Mea-
surements With the Block l ,_DOR System," JPL Engineering Memo-
randum No. 335-26 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory,
Pasadena, California, November l 1,1981.
3R. N. Treuhaft and L.J. Wood, "Revisions in the Differential VLBI
Error Budget and Applications for Navigation in Future Missions,"
JPL Interoffice Memorandum No. 335.4-_01 (internal document),
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, December 31, 1986.
to which it has been referenced with standard ADOR, it will
sometimes be in a place where no other close sources are avail-
able. The local reference frame technique is ideal in situations
in which a "hole" in the known extragalactic radio sky is
encountered.
In the next section, the conventional single radio source
ADOR strategy is reviewed as a parameter estimation process.
The local reference frame technique is then developed in Sec-
tion III as an extension of this process. Section IV contains
covariance results for the local network technique as com-
pared to conventional ADOR. Section V summarizes the pro-
posed technique, outlines possible improvements, and reports
the status of experimental efforts at validation.
II. Delta DOR as Parameter Estimation
In this section, the ADOR process will be formulated as
parameter estimation from observed VLBI delays. The depen-
dence of the VLBI delays on spacecraft position and clock
parameters will be followed by the least squares result for esti-
mating the parameters and their errors. Extending the depen-
dence of observed VLBI delays to include station clock rates,
Earth rotation, and tropospheric effects will then lead to the
local reference frame technique in the next section.
The object of angular tracking is to determine the space-
craft unit vector, which points from the Earth to the space-
craft. The essential quantities derived from ADOR measure-
ments are the components of the residual spacecraft unit
vector. 4 With DSN VLBI, these components are determined
by observations on nearly orthogonal baselines. The following
analysis will treat measurements on a single baseline only. In
that case, the quantity to be determined, ASp, is the compo-
nent of the residual spacecraft unit vector along the projected
baseline, which is the baseline projected onto the plane of the
sky. Given the length of the a priori projected baseline, Bp at
the spacecraft observation epoch,
car
Asp B (1)
p
In Eq. (1), c is the speed of light, and Arg is the residual
spacecraft geometric delay. It is given by
a_ = (2)g c
4The term residual used in the analysis means the difference between
the actual value of a quantity and its best known a priori value. Resid-
uals are used both to linearize subsequent least squares procedures and
to make computation less cumbersome.
where ffm is the total baseline vector at the epoch of the space-
craft measurement, ?sc is the actual unit vector pointing to the
spacecraft, and gmsc is the a priori spacecraft unit vector. In
much of the following analysis, Arg will be regarded as the
quantity to be determined from the interferometric observa-
tions. Geometric delays are related to projected spacecraft
angles via Eq. (1). The rest of this section is devoted to the
procedure for estimating Arg and its error.
The extraction of Arg from ADOR observations can be
viewed as a simple example of parameter estimation. In Eqs.
(3) and (4) below, the observed spacecraft and radio source
residual delays, Arsc and Arts , are expressed in terms of Arg
and the residual difference between clock epochs at the two
observing stations, Arc:
ar ar
-- $¢ $C
Ar ar Ar+_Ar+e,_
g e
_T
Ar - rs Ar + e
rs a r c rs
c
parameter estimate variances due to white observable noise
are also determined by standard least squares methods. For
ADOR, with the dependence of observables on parameters
given by Eqs. (3) and (4), the spacecraft delay and clock epoch
parameter estimate variances are given by
2 02 _2a ^ = + (7)
A rg,W sc,w rs,w
2 0 2o .. = (8)
_'l'¢,W rS,W
where 2 02Osc,w and ,s,w are the white components of (eric) and
2 respectively. Note that since white observable noise is(ers),
temporally uncorrelated, it is uncorrelated between the space-
craft and radio source observations.
(3) The impact of all correlated errors affecting the delay mea-
surements can be evaluated in a consider analysis (e.g., [10]).
This is the formal method for determining how much a given
error source cancels in the differencing of spacecraft and radio
(4) source delays prescribed by Eq. (5). The parameter estimate
variances due to correlated error sources are
where esc represents all contributions to observed spacecraft
delay not included in the first two terms on the right side of
Eq. (3). Similarly, ers represents all effects not included in the
first term on the right of Eq. (4). Since both Arg and Ar c are
delays, they map directly into observed residual delays, and all
partial derivatives in Eqs. (3) and (4) are unity. Note that a
residual radio source geometric delay, analogous to Eq. (2),
does not explicitly appear in Eq. (4). This is because the resid-
ual delay effects induced by errors in the a priori baseline com-
ponents and radio source coordinates are included in esc and
ers. The only delay terms which explicitly appear in Eqs. (3)
and (4) are those which contain parameters to be estimated.
Generally, both random and systematic effects are included in
esc and ers , but in the following discussion they are both
assumed to have zero mean statistics.
Standard least squares procedures (e.g., [9] ) give the mini-
mum variance estimates of Arg and Arc, _ and A'}c, in
terms of the observed residual delays:
A
&r = Ar (6)
Equation (5) gives the familiar prescription of differencing the
spacecraft and radio source observed residual delays to esti-
mate Arg. The estimate of clock epoch given in Eq. (6) is avail-
able for correcting time tags in other radio metric data. The
G2%, c 0 2 + 0 2= sc,c rs,c - 2P°sc,c %s,c (9)
OaA_rc,C= °2rs,c (10)
where °2sc,c and 02s,c are due to correlated components of <e2c>
and (e2s), respectively, and p is the correlation coefficient
between the spacecraft and radio source observations. Familiar
ADOR rules of thumb, such as "ADOR errors grow propor-
tionally with spacecraft-radio source separation," formally
originate in Eq. (9). Examples of correlated error sources are
clock rate, Earth rotation, and tropospheric effects.
III. Local Reference Frame Parameter
Estimation
Equations (3) through (10) cast ADOR in the form of a
parameter estimation procedure. The parameters estimated are
the residual spacecraft geometric delay and residual differen-
tial clock epoch. It has been shown that clock rate, Earth
orientation, and static tropospheric effects are the next domi-
nant correlated error sources in esc and ers (see reference 3").
(As will be assumed throughout this article, ionospheric errors
are largely removed by dual-frequency calibration and contrib-
ute less than 100-picoradian observation errors for the typical
2300- and 8400-GHz observing frequencies.) The approach
taken in the reference to reduce ADOR uncertainties from
the 30- to the 5-nanoradian level was to improve calibration
support.Highlyaccuratearthorientationmeasurements
andwatervaporadiometryweresuggestedasthemeansto
improvingADOR.An alternativeto augmentingcalibration
supportis tointroducemoreparametersintoEqs.(3)and(4)
andmakemoreradiosourceobservationsto olveforthem.As
impliedin theintroduction,theMarkIII instrumentationnow
beinginstalledintheDSNwillallowontheorderofsixhighly
accurate(_30-picosecond)radiosourcegroupdelaymeasure-
mentsto bemadein thesametimecurrentlyallottedforone.
In Eqs.(11)and(12)below,Eqs.(3)and(4)arerewritten
with theextendedparameterdependences.Thefirst new
parameteris÷c,whichis thedelaydueto theresidualdiffer-
entialclockratebetweenthetwo stations.Thenext two
parameters,0 and ¢. are the magnitudes of rotations about
two axes perpendicular to the baseline. The rotation axes are
chosen to be "_msc × _ m andff m X "_msc X t]m. The next two
parameters, z I and z2, are the magnitudes of the static zenith
tropospheric delay over each of the two stations. The expres-
sions for all partial derivatives of delay with respect to those
parameters are given in Appendix A. The local-reference-frame
extended parameterizations for observed delay are
ar ar ar ar
- _¢A%+ s_ s_A_+ s_Arc a_- _ _Ar+_ _ _--A0
g C C
ar ar ar
SC S¢ $C lift
v- 1
(11)
ar ar ar aT
_ ,s _s rs AO _s A '
o c
_r aT
rs rs et (12)
' ' include all observation errors not explicitlywhere esc and Gs
appearing on the right sides of Eqs. (11) and (12), respectively.
There are now seven parameters to be estimated.
It should be noted that the VLB1 phase delay rate, which is
a measure of the short-term rate of change of VLBI delay, is
extracted along with the delay in the VLB1 fringe fitting pro-
cedure. It is not normally used in standard ADOR because it is
believed to be dominated by atmospheric fluctuations rather
than by the geometric signature of the rotating Earth [11]. It
will be seen, however, that in the local reference frame tech-
nique, the phase delay rate can be used to constrain singulari-
ties in the least squares solution for the above seven param-
eters. The parameter dependences of the observed residual
spacecraft and radio source delay rates, A_sc and A_rs, are
expressed in Eqs. (13) and (14):
M-
Sc
a_- a:r a_r a._
afisc A_ + _'_¢ Ar + -g('-sc_A_ + sg_f_ AO
S¢ SC $C etl
+ _ /kq_+ _ AZ1 + -_.-Z2 A22 + sc
(13)
a÷ ar -gT- -gO- :,0 + _
¢ c
r$ r$ ett
+ _ AZl + _ AZ2 + rs
(14)
The partial derivatives of delay rate with respect to the param-
eters are given in Appendix A in terms of baseline and source
coordinates. The new parameter in Eq. (13) is the residual
spacecraft geometric delay rate, A-_g. This parameter, inserted
for completeness, represents the sum of two contributions to
the spacecraft's delay rate: (1) the residual rate induced by
unmodeled spacecraft motion; and (2) the residual rate in-
duced by Earth rotation in the presence of a nonzero residual
tt
spacecraft position vector. In Eqs. (13) and (14), e's'c and ers
are the contributions to the spacecraft and radio source delay
rate not explicitly parameterized.
As will be described in the next section on covariance
results, the seven parameters in Eq. (11) are largely determined
by delay observations; approximately seven delay observations
are therefore required in a local reference frame observing
sequence with the above parameterizations. Only the _g param-
eter is explicitly determined by the delay rate observation, and
it is of minimal use in reducing angular position errors. In the
next section, a data acquisition strategy is evaluated in which
the spacecraft and five radio sources are observed, with one
source observed twice. The error in determining residual space-
craft geometric delay due to system noise, tropospheric fluctu-
ations, and source structure will be calculated.
IV. Covariance Results
A. Observation Configuration for Covariance
Calculation
The radio source-spacecraft configuration used to calcu-
late sample covariance results is shown in Fig. 1. The radio
sources, which are denoted by Rs in the figure, are from the
DSN source catalog. Their coordinates in the J2000 reference
flamearegivenin Table 1 [7] .s The S in Fig. 1 denotes the
spacecraft angular position used for the covariance analyses; its
coordinates are the last entry in Table 1. In these analyses, it
was assumed that the spacecraft and four of the five radio
sources were observed only once on the California-Australia
baseline. One radio source was observed twice to provide the
seven observations needed to determine the seven parameters
in Eq. (11) above. The numbers below the letters in Fig. 1
indicate the temporal sequence of observations. Each observa-
tion was assumed to last one minute, with two minutes allowed
for antenna slewing. In Section IVB, the covariance due to
system noise and tropospheric fluctuations is presented. Sec-
tion IVC contains the covariance due to source structure
effects. Although the spacecraft observation was spatially and
temporally centered in the sample observing sequence, the
covariance results which follow do not critically depend on
such a sequence. For example, observing the spacecraft before
all radio source observations changes the results of the next
section by only +1 nanoradian.
B. Covariance Due to System Noise and
Tropospheric Fluctuations
In order to evaluate the spacecraft angular error due to
white system noise in the local reference frame example of
Fig. 1, white noise standard deviations of 30 picoseconds were
assumed for both the radio source and spacecraft observations.
For the selected radio sources, this assumption is consistent
with typical Mark III group delay noise values for one-minute
observations. If it were possible to use the higher-precision
VLBI phase delays instead of group delays [12], then typical
noise standard deviations would be below one picosecond.
However, this analysis will not assume the availability of the
phase delay data type. Using standard least squares techniques,
an equation analogous to Eq. (7) can be derived for the space-
craft geometric delay error in terms of the system noise con-
tributions of the seven observations described above.
The model described in Eqs. (11) through (14) assumes a
static tropospheric delay over each station. Tropospheric
fluctuations, predominantly due to the wet component, will
cause an error in the spacecraft geometric delay. This error has
been evaluated in a consider analysis using a covariance matrix,
derived for average DSN conditions, from wet tropospheric
fluctuation modeling ([11], Eq. [15]). The model in the refer-
ence assumes that a frozen spatial pattern of turbulence is
blown across a site by the wind. The model, which is normal-
ized by WVR data taken near Goldstone, is consistent with a
daily wet zenith delay fluctuation of 1 cm.
SThe first source in the table was observed too recently to appear in the
publication referenced, but its coordinates are derived from the same
analysis as the other sources in the table.
Both system noise and tropospheric contributions to space-
craft angular error are shown in Fig. 2. The ordinate is the
error in the estimation of Asp of Eq. (1) for the California-
Australia baseline, which is approximately 10,600 kin. This
angular error is plotted versus hour angle, which is defined
as the angle between lhe spacecraft and baseline vectors at
the middle of the seven-observation sequence. The pattern of
Fig. 1, therefore, moves across the sky to the west as the hour
angle decreases. It can be seen that the system noise contribu-
tion is between 1 and 3 nanoradians. The tropospheric error is
somewhat smaller. The peak on the right side of the plot is due
largely to correlations between the first rotation parameter
and the clock epoch. The location and strength of such peaks
are completely dependent on the baseline vector and observa-
tion schedule used. In the example of Fig. 2, if delay rates had
not been used to constrain the solution, the peak would have
risen to about 20 nanoradians. The solution could also have
been controlled by readily achieved a priori constraints on the
Earth rotation and tropospheric parameters on the order of
500 nanoradians and 4 cm, respectively. In the covariances in
this article, the delay rate constraints were chosen to avoid
placing specific demands on a priori knowledge; but in an
operational mode, some combination of delay rates and
a priori constraints could be used to control singularities in the
determination of geometric delay.
In order to compare the local reference frame technique to
a standard ADOR observing sequence, in which Earth rotation
and static tropospheric effects are not estimated, these effects
have been evaluated for a spacecraft and single radio source
observation sequence. The radio source used was the one
closest to the spacecraft (about 10 degrees away) in Fig. 1,
P0019+058. Earth rotation uncertainties of 50 nanoradians
per component and tropospheric zenith delay uncertainties
of 4 cm were used for the consider analysis. The above Earth
rotation uncertainty is typical of what will be delivered to tile
DSN for the Galileo and Magellan missions. The tropospheric
uncertainty of 4 cm reflects the error in wet zenith delay cali-
bration derived from surface meteorology. Figure 3 shows tile
contributions of these two error sources as a function of hour
angle. Comparison with the local reference frame system noise
error of Fig. 2, shown in Fig. 3 as a broken line, shows that
estimating Earth orientation and tropospheric parameters in
the multisource observation strategy reduces the tracking error
due to these effects by an approximate factor of 3 for most
hour angles.
C. Covariance Due to Radio Source Structure
In this subsection, the effect of time-invariant radio source
structure will be discussed. Time-varying source structure will
be mentioned in Section V, but no detailed method for mini-
mizing its effect is given in this article. If the absolute location
of the spacecraft is required in the radio frame, radio source
structureat the5-nanoradianlevelimposesa seriouslimita-
tion.In the observation configuration of Section A, the abso-
lute measurement of spacecraft location is degraded to the
lO-nanoradian level due to 5-nanoradian, time-invariant source
position errors caused by structure effects. Radio source maps
could be made at regular intervals to calibrate the structure
effects, but that effort would be costly and in contrast to the
self-contained nature of the local reference frame technique.
However, as will be shown below, uncalibrated source struc-
ture effects can be dramatically reduced for relative angular
measurements. In many applications, measurement of the
spacecraft's change in angular position over some period of
time can provide valuable navigation information. The stability
of typical radio source structures over 6-month to 1-year per-
iods can then be exploited. Because the induced signature of
constant source structure over these time periods is largely the
same, it cancels in the relative position measurement. This
statement is treated rigorously in Appendix B on stationary
source structure, in which it is shown that maximum error can-
celing between observations is facilitated by using the same
observation sequence.
Using the same observation sequence helps in two ways:
(1) time-invariant source structure effects on each delay and
delay rate observation will repeat because the projection of
the source component vectors onto the baseline will repeat;
and (2) as shown in Appendix B, observable errors which are
completely correlated will largely cancel in the differencing of
sequential spacecraft position measurements if the partial
derivatives and system noise covariances are similar. The time-
invariant structure effect will be identically zero if exactly the
same observation sequence is used. Using similar observation
sequences means that the spacecraft position cannot change
substantially or the parameter estimation formalism, which
leads to the multisource analog of Eq. (5), will propagate the
structure effect differently from one angular determination to
the next. This means that, in order to minimize the source
structure effect and achieve the few-nanoradian relative angu-
lar accuracy suggested by Fig. 2, the spacecraft cannot move
significantly in the sky between measurements, which is a
typical geometry for an outer planet encounter.
In Fig. 4, the source structure effect on relative angular
measurements is shown, assuming that the spacecraft moved
from the S to the indicated points on the two circles between
measurements. An apparent error of 5 nanoradians in radio
source position due to structure was assigned for a cos fi and
_, where _ is right ascension and _ is declination, for all radio
sources. This error is random from source to source, but does
not vary from epoch to epoch. For the smaller, 3-degree circle,
which represents approximately 40 days of travel time for
asymptotic speeds of 10 km/sec, 1- to 3-nanoradian errors in
spacecraft position estimates are incurred due to source struc-
ture. For the larger, 6-degree circle, source structure errors
grow to between 2 and 7 nanoradians. This error growth as the
spacecraft moves from its initial position is a result of the
changing least squares equations, as mentioned above.
V. Summary, Improvements, and
Demonstrations
In the absence of radio source structure, the covariance
analyses presented here show that VLBI observations of
approximately five radio sources along with a spacecraft can
yield 2- to 3-nanoradian tracking results. This accuracy, based
on Mark III radio source measurement noise levels, is attain-
able through use of the radio source observations to solve for
clock, Earth orientation, and static tropospheric effects. In
addition to system noise, the error contributions from tropo-
spheric fluctuations and radio source structure uncertainties
have been evaluated in consider analyses. While the tropo-
spheric fluctuation error contributions are smaller than errors
due to the assumed VLBI system noise, radio source structure
can contribute up to 10 nanoradians to the error in locating a
spacecraft relative to the radio frame. However, this error
source can be reduced to approximately 2 nanoradians in
many applications where the relative spacecraft angle over
small pieces of the sky is of interest. It has been shown else-
where (see footnote 1) that using a 2-nanoradian differential
measurement to sense Jupiter's gravitational field yields target
relative tracking accuracies competitive with onboard optical
navigation. However, subnanoradian accuracies will be neces-
sary to use the same technique at Neptune, for example, and
improvements to the technique should be considered.
Improvements to the technique could result from reducing
the error contributions from system noise, tropospheric fluc-
tuations, and source structure. As has been mentioned above,
using the highly accurate phase delay will reduce system noise
contributions almost two orders of magnitude. This would
mean that system noise would contribute on the order of 20
picoradians to the local reference frame technique. Obtaining
phase delay data is challenging in that it requires resolving
cycle ambiguities at 8400 GHz or higher radio frequencies.
Resolving cycle ambiguities is theoretically possible with the
Mark III system and DSN instrumentation, 6 but this capabil-
ity has not yet been demonstrated on intercontinental base-
lines. Even if it is demonstrated, the accuracy inherent in the
phase delay would be of marginal use if the other error sources
considered above remained at the quoted levels.
6C. D. Edwards, K. M. Liewer, C. S. Jacobs, and R. N. Treuhaft, "An
Algorithm for Connection of RF Phase in VLBI," JPL Interoffice
Memorandum No. 335.3-475 (internal document), Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, November 20, 1986.
The obvious means of reducing the tropospheric fluctua-
tion error is by using water vapor radiometers (WVRs) [13].
Since typical water vapor fluctuations on 30-minute time
scales are on the order of 5 mm [11], the WVR will have to
track fluctuations at or below the millimeter level to substan-
tially reduce the fluctuation contribution to the tracking error.
WVR. comparisons with spectral hygrometers, which have been
conducted in the Advanced Systems Program, suggest the
possibility of that precision. Note that apparent zenith delay
biases in the WVR measurement, which have been suggested
by some existing WVR data [14], might be tolerated as long as
they could be parameterized and estimated in place of the
zenith parameters appearing in Eqs. (11) through (14).
If WVRs were successfully applied to remove wet tropo-
spheric fluctuation errors, the dry fluctuations, which are
estimated to be about 25 percent of the wet on the time scale
of the observation sequence, would then limit the angular mea-
surement to approximately 300 picoradians. A possible albeit
unexplored method of reducing the dry fluctuation effect is
to measure unmodeled phase fluctuations on Earth-orbiting
satellites to sense the dry component. Barometric arrays should
also be considered. Another possibility for improving the angu-
lar measurement accuracy beyond 300 picoradians is to put an
interferometric system on an orbiting platform or on the
moon. In that case, the Earth rotation parameters in the
system discussed here would be replaced by parameters
describing the orientation of the platform or the moon. Since
the variations of these parameters may be very different from
Earth orientation parameters, the entire local _ference frame
strategy could conceivably be altered, perhaps ultimately
reverting back to a single-radio-source ADOR strategy if plat-
form orientation can be modeled at the 20-picoradian level.
It has been shown that tracking errors due to time-invariant
radio source structure can be greatly reduced in relative
measurements over small pieces of the sky. If tracking rela-
tive angular position is needed over long periods of time, the
assumption that the source structure is stationary may not be
valid. In these cases, it may be possible to parameterize source
structure evolution 7 and use the accumulated VLBI data to
estimate and remove the structure effect. The feasibility of
this technique will be explored as soon as a data base on struc-
ture effects can be accumulated.
If, some time in the future, the target ephemeris is known
to the few-nanoradian level in the radio reference frame, it may
be desirable to have absolute rather than the differential angu-
7j. S. Ulvestad, "Possible Source Structure Effects in IRIS Data," JPL
Interoffice Memorandum No. 335.3-88-15 (intemal document), Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, February 3, 1988.
lar measurements discussed above. In other words, determina-
tions of a spacecraft's position relative to the radio sources
may be preferable to determinations of its position relative to
previous positions. As already mentioned, 10-nanoradian
absolute errors can be expected from source structure in the
local reference frame technique. Parameterization of source
structure may again be a possibility. Another approach for
decreasing structure-related errors is to use the capability of
the Mark III system to detect a much larger set of weaker
radio sources and select only the most pointlike of those
sources. The trade-off between source structure effects and
system noise errors will have to be evaluated in this approach.
It may also be possible to use the structure information
obtained by observing programs on the Very Long Baseline
Array [15] to calibrate the structure of sources used in
local reference frames.
A potentially important error source which has not been
considered in this analysis is that of dispersive phase effects
across the bandpasses of the receiving instrumentation. Because
the spacecraft signal is a tone and the radio sources are broad-
band noise, variations in the phase response across the band-
pass will introduce tracking errors. There may be ways to
include static bandpass error into the parameter estimation
scheme. It is also possible that digital front-end electronics
being explored in the Advanced Systems Program for the DSN
will allow calibration or elimination of this effect.
Demonstrations of the local reference frame technique are
under way to test the assumptions of the covariance analysis
in this report. Three experiments using the Mark III system
have been conducted between California and Australia. In the
first experiment, conducted on March 21, 1988, the gravita-
tional bend by Jupiter of the ray path of the radio source
P0201+113 was investigated using the local reference frame
technique. This gravitational shift in angular position of about
10 nanoradians simulates a spacecraft motion of about 8 km at
Jupiter. On April 2 and May 16, when Jupiter was far from the
ray path, P0201+113 was observed again in the same local
reference frame of radio sources. About five other groups of
radio sources were also observed to test the technique. At
the time of this report, fringes have been found for the first
two experiments with the Block II correlator at Caltech. How-
ever, the accuracy of the measurements and the resulting sig-
nificance of the detection of gravitational bending are as yet
undetermined.
If the technique described is validated in a non-real-time
mode through experiment, an important practical operational
issue will be the transport of large data volumes in real time.
As opposed to the current VLBI operational system, which
relays 500 kbits/sec from the stations, the Mark III system
neededto achievethederivedaccuracieswillrequiretranspor-
tationof approximately50 to 100Mbits/sec.Althoughthe
AdvancedSystemsdemonstrationsf the local reference frame
technique will not be done in real time, a real-time operational
system would have to employ relay satellites or optical fiber
links. Data transport rather than analysis will probably be the
most time-consuming step in producing tracking results for
navigation.
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Table 1. Radio source and spacecraft positions used for local
reference frame covariance analysis
Radio Right ascension, Declination,
source name hours/minutes/seconds degrees/minutes/seconds
P0048-09 0 50 41.3180 -9 29 5.216
P0019+058 0 22 32.4413 6 8 4.272
P0106+01 1 8 38.7711 1 35 0.320
P2320-035 23 23 31.9538 -3 17 5.022
P2345-16 23 48 2.6085 -16 31 12.019
Spacecraft 0 20 0.0000 -5 0 0.000
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Fig. 1. The radio source and spacecraft angular distribution used
in all covariance analysis results of Section IlL In that section, only
the California-Australia baseline is considered.
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Fig. 3. Standard &DOR covariance results: the standard _DOR
(single radio source) angular error due to 50-nanoredian Earth
orientation uncertainty and 4-¢m tropospheric delay uncertainty.
For comparison, the dashed line is the local reference frame system
noise covariance from Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Local reference frame covariance results: the spacecraft
angular error (&sp of Eq. [1] ) due to system noise of 30 picoseconds
per observationand l-cm daily zenith wet tropospheric fluctua-
tions, as a function of hour angle. The hour angle is the angle
between the spacecraft and the baseline at the middle of the
7-observation sequence.
Fig. 4. Differential angular position error due to stationary source
structure: the numbers indicate the error, in nanorsdians, in a
measurement of relative spacecraft position due to time-invariant
source structure errors. The numbers apply to a differential position
measurement between the S and the indicated point on the circle. All
radio sources were assumed to have 5-nanoradisn errors in a cos 6
and in _ where ¢= is right ascension and 6 is declination.
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Appendix A
Partial Derivatives of Delay and Rate
In the case of standard ADOR, the partial derivatives of
observed delay with respect to the spacecraft and clock delay
parameters, arsc/a'rg and arsc/arc, are unity. Below, the
partial derivatives with respect to all the additional parameters
in Eq. (11) are expressed in terms of source and baseline com-
ponents and observation epochs. The partial derivatives of
delay rate are similarly treated. Since the only differences
between a spacecraft and radio source observation in this
treatment are the objects' angular positions and the observa-
tion epochs, the partial derivatives below apply to either type
of observation. The subscripts sc and rs in Eqs. (11) and (12)
will therefore be ignored. Five partial derivatives, one for each
parameter added in the local reference frame approach, are
given below. The derivatives are of delay with respect to
station-differenced clock rate, two rotation angles, and two
zenith tropospheric delays.
The partial derivative of observed delay with respect to
station-differenced clock rate is
aT-
c_-- = t- t o (A-l)
c
where t is the observation epoch and to is the average of all
spacecraft and radio source observation epochs.
The first Earth rotation partial derivative in Eq. (I I) is as
follows:
aT
ao - Bmxlt(c°s6 sin asin5 c-sin6 cos6 c sin %)
+Bmytt (sin a cos ac cos % - cos a cos o_sin _)
+Bm zlt (COS_ COS6c sin (% - a)) (A-2)
where, as defined in the text, 0 is the magnitude of a rotation
about the "grnsc × l]rn axis, where ffm is the a priori baseline
vector at the spacecraft observation epoch. Note that Brn x lt,
Bmylt , and Bmzlt are the a priori baseline components, in a
space-fixed coordinate system, evaluated at the time t at which
r is measured. In Eq. (A-2), a, 6, a c, and 6c are the right ascen-
sions and declinations of the observed source and the rotation
axis, respectively. The partial derivative of delay with respect
to ¢, the magnitude of the rotation about ffm × samsc × "fire,
is given by an expression identical to Eq. (A-2) with ac and
6c replaced by+the right ascension and declination of the
(fire X SAmsc × Bin) vector.
The partial derivative of observed delay with respect to
observed station l's zenith troposphere delay is given by
az -1
az 1 sin 71
(A-3)
where 3'1 is the elevation angle at station 1. The error in covari-
ance results incurred by not using a more realistic zenith par-
tial derivative is about 0.1 nanoradian. When subnanoradian
accuracies are attempted, the dry and wet tropospheres, each
with its own mapping functions [16], [17], will need more
careful treatment than implied by Eq. (A-3). An expression for
the partial derivative of geometric delay with respect to station
2's zenith troposphere is obtained by substituting 2 for 1 in
Eq. (A-3) and omitting the minus sign.
The partial derivatives of delay rate with respect to the
model parameters of Eqs. (13) and (14) are given below. The
first three derivatives of rate with respect to spacecraft geo-
metric rate and clock parameters are
a_
= 1
at
g
at
- 0 (A-4)
aT
C
at
at
C
where all symbols are defined in the text. The first line of Eq.
(A-4) applies to the spacecraft rate observation only, as the
partial of radio source observed rate with respect to spacecraft
geometric rate is zero. Eq. (A-4) states that delay rate param-
eters map directly into delay rate observations, and the value
of the clock epoch parameter does not affect the delay rate
observations.
Because an important component of the modeled geometric
delay rate is due to baseline rotation about the Earth's spin
axis, baseline orientation errors cause residual observed delay
rate. The partial derivatives are found by performing an infini-
tesimal rotation on the baseline and calculating the difference
in delay rate between the rotated and original baseline. For a
rotation about the "Smsc × ffm axis, with rotation axis right
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ascension and declination a c and 6c, the delay rate partial
derivative is
c-- -- _ cos 8
BO
× ['coso_(Bmztt cos6 c cosa c -Brnxl t sin 5c)
+ sina(BmzltCOS6 c sinac-Bmy sinSc) 3 (A-5)
where g2 is the Earth's rotation rate in radians/sec. A similar
expression holds for b r/b ¢.
For the partial derivatives of delay rate with respect to
zenith delay, the troposphere is taken to be static. That is, the
rate signature is again induced by Earth rotation, which
causes an elevation angle rate. The partial derivative is found
numerically by calculating elevation angles at plus and minus
two seconds from the observation epoch. The rate of change
of Eq. (A-3) is thereby obtained.
t
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Appendix B
The Effect of Stationary Radio Source Structure on
Differential Angular Position Determinations
As noted in Section IVC, time-invariant source structure
has less effect on differences in angular position than on abso-
lute angular position in the radio frame. In this appendix, the
the effect of time-invariant source structure on the angular
difference determination is evaluated. Figure 4 results from
the derivation below. The treatment applies equally well to
radio source position errors, because the source structure
errors can be represented by unknown shifts in the effective
radio source positions. For the source structure calculation, it
will be assumed that the observing schedule for the radio
sources is identical for the two local reference frame measure-
ments. The spacecraft will be allowed to move. Its observation
epoch will be taken to be identical for the two measurements,
but its position on the sky (and therefore relative to the base-
line) will be allowed to change. For the following calcula-
tion, the effect of constant but unknown errors on a general
parameter estimate, Xi, will be considered. This generalized
notation is consistent with the index manipulations in the
derivation. For the relative tracking problem in question, "Yi
should be thought of as the residual spacecraft geometric delay
parameter.
In the linear least squares formalism, the estimate of the ith
parameter, )_i, is given by
-- F, a 5 (B-l)
j=I,N
where N is the number of observations and the A_).s are the
residual observation delays due solely to source structure
effects. The Fi,js are the least squares coefficients which
describe the contribution of the jth observation to the ith
parameter estimate; they are explicitly defined in Eq. (B-3)
below. Equation (5) in the text is an example of Eq. (B-I) for
the specific case of ADOR. An estimate of the same param-
eter, from observations at a later epoch, will be denoted by
2"= Z F.', ,,J A_-j (B-2)
j=I,N
The A_). terms are not primed because it is assumed that they
arise from the same source structure or uncertainty effects for
both the unprimed and primed observations. Although the
parameter estimates in this appendix are derived from AT).
delay measurements only, this treatment can be extended by
including delay rates in Eqs. (B-l) and (B-2). The Fi, ! and F_,j
coefficients are given by [9]
Fi,j = _ATWA )-I ATw_i,I
F:_,j = [(A'TWA') -1A'Tw3i,j
(B-3)
The matrix A is defined by Am, n = 3"rm/OX n. The A matrix
includes the partial derivatives calculated in the previous appen-
dix. If the spacecraft has moved between the unprimed and
primed observations, then the partial derivatives of spacecraft
delay with respect to model parameters in the A' matrix will
be different from those in the A matrix; all other elements of
A and A' will be identical to each other. In Eq. (B-3), W is
the inverse of the modeled observable covariance matrix. It
has been assumed that the modeled observable covariances,
such as system noise, do not change between the unprimed
and primed observations. Although this need not be assumed
to complete the derivation, the modeled covariances would
generally be nearly identical for each observation set.
A
In order to calculate the variance of relative X i determina-
tions due to source structure, the A_)'s will be associated with
geometric delay errors induced by position uncertainties.
Below, ATj is written in terms of parameter residuals AP k :
3T.
ap k: Z -G2
k
(B-4)
where the Pk parameters are the right ascensions and declina-
tions of the observed radio sources. Obviously, the partial
derivative in Eq. (B-4) vanishes unless Pk is the right ascension
or declination of the radio source being observed in the jth
VLBI delay measurement.
The variance of (Xi - X;) in terms of the covariance of the
Pk source coordinate parameters will now be calculated. Ex-
A
pressions for the variance of Xiwill be needed. From Eqs. (B-l)
and (B-4), it is
35 3r
j,k,l,m
(B-5)
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where Mp k,t is the covariance of the kth and lth source coordi-
nate errors. Expressions similar to Eq. (B-5) can be derived for
the variance of A'[ and the covariance of X i and ^'Xi, leading to
the final result, shown below in matrix form:
var ('_i- _:) = (FDMpDTFT)i,i + (F'DMpDTF'T)i,i
- 2 (FDMpDTF ' r)i,i (B-6)
where Did - O_./OP..
Equation (B-6) illustrates the parameter error cancellation
which can arise when parameter estimates are differenced in
the presence of unknown but repeatable errors. If the observ-
ing schedules were exactly the same-that is, if the spacecraft
did not move at all on the sky-then all primed quantities
would equal all unprimed quantities and Eq. (B-6) would yield
identically zero. Small changes in spacecraft position make
small differences between the F and F' and A and A' matrices,
yielding the results of Fig. 4. 8 Note that the crucial step in
realizing the cancellation was assuming that the A1)'s were
identical for the unprimed and primed measurements. This is
equivalent to saying that the source structure or position
uncertainties did not change from one observation to the next.
SThe actual calculation of the results for Fig. 4 employed the gen-
eralization of Eq. (B-6), which includes both delay and delay rate
observations.
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Precise Orbit Determination for NASA's Earth
Observing System Using GPS
B. G. Williams
Navigation Systems Section
An appfication of a precision orbit determination technique for NASA's Earth Observ-
ing System (EOS) using the Global Positioning System (GPS) is described. This technique
allows the geometric information from measurements of GPS carrier phase and P-code
pseudo-range to be exploited while minimizing requirements for precision dynamical
modeling. Briefly, the method combines geometric and dynamic information to deter-
mine the spacecraft trajectory; the weight on the dynamic information is controlled by
adjusting fictitious spacecraft accelerations in three dimensions which are treated as first-
order exponentially time-correlated stochastic processes. By varying the time correlation
and uncertainty of the stochastic accelerations, the technique can range from purely
geometric (for zero time correlation, infinite uncertainty) to purely dynamic (for infinite
time correlation, zero uncertainty). Performance estimates for this technique as applied
to the orbit geometry planned for the EOS platforms indicate that decimeter accuracies
for EOS orbit position may be obtainable. The sensitivity of the predicted orbit uneer-
tainties to model errors for station locations, non-gravitational platform accelerations,
and Earth gravity is also presented.
I. Introduction
NASA's Earth Observing System will be a primary user of
the Space Station polar platforms planned for the 1990s. The
EOS project requirements have helped define the payload
requirements for the polar platforms and have resulted in pre-
liminary plans for three platforms to be flown concurrently in
order to provide a long-term (10-year) data base of Earth sci-
ence information. The platforms will carry a variety of remote
sensing instruments, several of which will require or will bene-
fit from precise orbit determination. These include a precision
radar altimeter (similar in performance to the TOPEX altim-
eter), the High Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (HIRIS), and
the Thermal Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (TIMS) [1].
The three platforms, referred to as platforms 1, 2, and 3,
will be in near-circular, sun-synchronous orbits at 824 km
altitude. The orbit of each platform will have a sixteen-day
ground track repeat and will be near-polar. The orbit plane of
platforms 1 and 2 will have its ascending node at 1:30 p.m.
(local solar time, LST) on the Earth's true equator of date,
while platform 3 will have its descending node at 9:30 a.m.
(LST). The orbits of the three platforms differ only in their
16
phasing relative to the GPS constellation and the ground
receivers being simulated in this analysis, and hence are essen-
tially the same for the purposes of this preliminary covariance
analysis. Of course, a more detailed mission design analysis for
each platform would be concerned with the day-to-day varia-
bility in orbit uncertainties due to these phasing differences.
With this in mind, platform 3 orbit parameters were used in
this study to simulate geometry typical of all three platforms.
The orbit parameters assumed for platform 3 were based on
the current mission baseline design I and are presented in
Table 1. The epoch time shown in Table 1 is arbitrary and was
chosen to coincide with the epoch of existing trajectory pre-
dictions for the GPS constellation. The orbit node relative to
the Earth true equator of date shown in Table 1 was chosen to
place the orbit descending node at 9:30 a.m. (LST) on the
epoch date.
Tile GPS tracking analysis techniques applied in this study
are among several that have been developed at JPL over the
past several years to probe the ultimate on-orbit precision avail-
able from GPS [2], [3], [4]. The techniques all require a GPS
receiver aboard the spacecraft to be tracked and a precisely
known global network of GPS ground receivers. The basis of
these sub-decimeter GPS tracking strategies is their ability to
exploit the extreme precision of carrier phase tracking by
using it to smooth the geometric solutions obtained from the
less precise pseudo-range measurements [3], [4]. The appli-
cation of two of these techniques, the "non-dynamic" and
"reduced-dynamic," to the determination of EOS orbits is
the subject of this article. The reduced-dynamic method is the
more robust of the two techniques, as will be shown in the
results to follow. The reduced-dynamic method has been
described in general for Earth orbiters as a method for exploit-
ing the redundant geometric information available from GPS
measurements while minimizing requirements for precision
dynamical models. This technique is less sensitive to momen-
tary viewing geometry between the EOS receiver and GPS, as
are the non-dynamic methods, which eliminate orbit dy-
namics entirely [2].
This analysis used the Orbit Analysis and Simulation Soft-
ware (OASIS), which was developed at JPL especially for
studying GPS tracking performance over a wide range of
applications [5]. OASIS capabilities include simulation/
covariance analysis features for a variety of model parameters,
including multi-spacecraft states and dynamic parameters,
tracking station location parameters, media delay parameters,
and a host of clock modeling parameters for both spacecraft
and ground receivers. Any of these model parameters (except
1H. N. Norton (ed.), "EOS Phase A Final Report," JPL Report D-4566
(internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
April 20, 1988.
spacecraft states) may be treated as piecewise constant sto-
chastic process noise in the filter. This flexibility of design
allows the random clock behavior of GPS transmitters and
receivers to be eliminated by modeling clock biases as uncor-
related stochastic processes at each measurement time. Also,
the ability to model three-dimensional accelerations on EOS as
exponentially time-correlated stochastic processes is the heart
of the reduced-dynamic tracking technique. In this technique,
the relative weighting of dynamics and geometry may be
adjusted continuously by varying the a priori standard devia-
tion and the correlation time of the stochastic acceleration. By
selecting large a priori and steady-state standard deviations and
a zero correlation time for these accelerations, the filter be-
comes the purely geometrical non-dynamic tracking technique.
The goal of this article is to demonstrate that if an advanced
GPS receiver is flown on EOS (similar to the TOPEX GPS
receiver) and if the data are processed correctly, then the orbit
determination for EOS could achieve decimeter-level accura-
cies. This article outlines results from two differential GPS
techniques and the system requirements that could be used to
reach these decimeter-level accuracies. The study includes GPS
tracking strategy for the EOS flight receiver as well as filter
strategies and covariance results for short arcs of one and two
orbits of EOS tracking.
II. Radio Metric Data Simulation
A. Simulation Assumptions
The data simulation assumed a fully operational GPS con-
stellation consisting of eighteen GPS spacecraft, with three in
each of six orbit planes. The orbit planes are inclined 55 de-
grees to the equator and are equally spaced 60 degrees apart in
longitude. The three spacecraft in each orbit plane are equally
spaced (120 degrees) and are phased 40 degrees from plane to
plane to ensure global visibility (for ground sites) of at least
four spacecraft. This is the anticipated configuration of the
operational GPS assembly that is scheduled for completion
sometime in 1990 [6].
As stated earlier, the orbit recovery methods used here
require both a GPS receiver aboard EOS and a precisely known
global network of ground GPS receivers. For this study, a
worldwide network of ten GPS ground receivers was assumed
with an a priori location uncertainty equal to 5 cm in each of
three orthogonal directions. An elevation cutoff angle of ten
degrees above the local horizon was also assumed for each
ground receiver. A world plot showing the global distribution
of these sites and the EOS orbit ground track for this study is
presented in Fig. 1. It should be noted that the operation of
the ground-based receiver network is completely independent
of the EOS platform. These receivers make measurements only
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to the GPS, and the improved GPS orbits are used to deter-
mine the EOS orbit indirectly. In fact, once such a global net-
work is established, any number of other user spacecraft which
are carrying GPS receivers could make use of the system for
precision orbit determination with no impact on the network
operation or on each other (assuming that processing is dis-
tributed to different host computers).
The GPS receiver aboard EOS was assumed to have the
capability to track continuous carrier phase and P-code
pseudo-range from five GPS spacecraft simultaneously through
an antenna with a hemispherical field of view centered at the
zenith; ground-based GPS receivers were assumed able to track
up to eight spacecraft simultaneously. The measurement and
timing precision requirements for the receivers are summarized
in Table 2, along with other pertinent simulation assumptions.
The measurement precision assumed for all receivers was
0.5 cm for carrier phase and 5 cm for pseudo-range over a five-
minute integration time. This implies that the dual-frequency
measurements have been combined to remove the first-order
ionospheric delay. These requirements are within the expected
capabilities of the next generation of GPS receivers being devel-
oped both for NASA's Deep Space Network and for flight
aboard TOPEX in the 1990s.
B. EOS GPS Receiver Scheduling
In order to extract the maximum information from the
GPS carrier phase observable, it is important that the receiver
be able to continuously track each of the GPS dual-band car-
rier signals at 1.6 GHz and 1.2 GHz. The continuous count
phase observable is ambiguous to an integer number of cycles
of the carrier, which requires that an initial phase bias be
solved for in addition to other state parameters. If the receiver
momentarily loses "lock" and the continuous count is inter-
rupted, then additional phase bias parameters must be esti-
mated at each phase break. In general, when the number of
phase breaks decreases, the solution strength increases because
there are fewer parameters to estimate and because dynamic
information is accumulated from continuous phase observables.
To show the importance of satellite selection and its impact
on the non-dynamic tracking technique, the EOS flight receiver
assumed for this study was capable of tracking only five GPS
spacecraft simultaneously. Since EOS is in a near-polar, retro-
grade orbit, there is a sparsity of spacecraft to be tracked dur-
ing some parts of the orbit. The number of GPS spacecraft
visible to the assumed EOS antenna for the geometries assumed
in this study is presented in Fig. 2. As seen in the figure, the
number of visible spacecraft ranges from five to eight. For
optimal tracking, the selection algorithm may have to trade off
the geometrical strength of a particular configuration in favor
of minimizing switching between the spacecraft. Excessive
switching between GPS spacecraft could weaken the solution
through the introduction of unnecessary phase breaks. Of
course, there would be an advantage if the EOS receiver were
assumed to be able to track all visible GPS, since then these
scheduling trade-offs (and the corresponding receiver algo-
rithms) would not be necessary.
The selection of which five GPS spacecraft to track at each
measurement time over the two EOS orbits in this simulation
was designed to maximize both the length of tracking for a
given spacecraft and the geometric strength of the particular
five tracked. In order to measure the geometric strength of a
given GPS tracking selection, the Position Dilution of Preci-
sion [7], or PDOP, parameter was used. Small values of PDOP
indicate good arrangements in the geometry and correspond-
ingly small errors in position determination. Using tabular
values of all possible PDOP values at each five-minute interval
over the simulation, an iterative approach was used to select
those five spacecraft at each measurement time which would
give reasonably uninterrupted phase tracking with low or mini-
mum PDOP values. The resulting tracks for each spacecraft
were no shorter than ten minutes while some reached a maxi-
mum length of forty minutes; the average length was thirty
minutes. The minimum values of PDOP that were available and
the actual values for the tracking schedule used in this study
are presented in Fig. 3. Overall, the tracking chosen here
achieved the minimum PDOP values 30 percent of the time.
III. Performance Analysis
The simulated radio metric data described above were used
to produce orbit covariance results for both the non-dynamic
and reduced-dynamic filter strategies. In the sections that
follow, the two techniques are compared for processing a
single orbit of data, and then the processing is repeated for
data arcs in which the geometric strength has been degraded.
For this degraded case, it will be seen that the nondynamic
solution degenerates sharply while the reduced-dynamic solu-
tion remains stable. Finally, some results for the reduced-
dynamic filter strategy over arc lengths of two EOS orbits
are presented.
A. Assumptions for Covariance Analysis
In each of the filter strategies presented here, all clock
biases between receivers and GPS transmitters were solved for
at each measurement time. This eliminates the effects of
unstable oscillators which produce common systematic effects
betweerr receiver-GPS pairs, but the price that is paid is a loss
of information and a reduction in geometric strength. Explicit
double differencing of the data could be used to eliminate the
clocks [2] ; however, in the present analysis, this is done by
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implicitly double differencing the data by modeling each clock
bias as an uncorrelated stochastic process. Essentially, this
modeling is equivalent to solving for a new clock bias at each
measurement time. In this strategy, one clock is chosen as a
reference and is not estimated; hence, all other clock offsets
are relative to this master clock. Simulations and reductions of
actual GPS radio metric data [8], [9] have demonstrated that
these stochastic clock models give results comparable to expli-
citly double differenced data.
In both non-dynamic and reduced-dynamic strategies, the
covariance of a pseudoepoch filter state was computed for
each of the time "batches" over which the stochastic process
noise parameters were assumed constant [4]. In this study, the
batch length, At, was chosen to coincide with the measure-
ment interval of five minutes. In other words, each batch is the
same length and contains only one set of measurements from a
given GPS/ground station set. The batches for the stochastic
clock parameters coincided with those for the stochastic
forces. These stochastic processes were characterized by corre-
lation time, r, a priori variance, Oo2, and steady-state variance,
a2 , which controlled the propagation of the variance, P/, of the
stochastic parameters from batch to batch (i.e., from time t/
to ti+1) as follows:
_+1 = m2P] + o2 (1)
where 02 is given by
02 = (1 - m 2) 02 (2)
P
with
m = exp (-At/r) (3)
In the case where r _ 0, Eq. (1) represents a white noise pro-
2.
cess with variance Op, as r -, _ it approaches a random walk
process if o remains non-zero. These concepts will be useful in
considering the results to follow. The nature of the stochastic
process representing the fictitious forces on EOS determines
whether the filter strategy is non-dynamic (r -_ 0, op _ oo) or
dynamic (r -_ oo, op -_ 0). The reduced-dynamic technique
combines these two strategies by proper choice of r, oo, and
Op. A mathematical description for this filter strategy in terms
of a Kalman sequential filter formulation is presented in [4].
In the present study, both non-dynamic and reduced-dynamic
techniques assume o0 = Op.
The filter states that were estimated for each of the strate-
gies included the GPS spacecraft and EOS positions and veloci-
ties at epoch (114 parameters), the stochastic clock biases
for each receiver (except the reference clock) and spacecraft
clock (28 parameters), the phase ambiguity parameters be-
tween GPS transmitters and receivers for each data arc (9'7
parameters), and the stochastic acceleration on EOS (3 param-
eters) for a total of 242 estimated parameters. Furthermore,
the orbit uncertainties presented here have been adjusted for
mismodeled parameters. These "consider" sigmas take into
account the a priori errors due to the following:
(1) Station location errors
(2) Troposphere delay for each of the ten ground receivers
(3) GM of Earth
(4) Gravity harmonics through 4th degree and order
(5) EOS solar pressure
(6) EOS atmospheric drag.
The a priori standard deviations of each of the estimated and
considered parameters are given in Table 2.
The processing steps used for both the techniques studied
involved filtering, smoothing, and mapping of both the esti-
mate state computed covariance and the sensitivity of the
estimate state to the considered parameters. First, the filter
was used to compute covariance and sensitivity results for
each batch in the data arc being processed. Next, these were
smoothed, taking into account measurement data from all
batches processed. Then these smoothed pseudoepoch results
were mapped to each batch time in order to create "current
state" results. These current state results are presented for
both tracking techniques in the following sections.
B. Comparison of Two Filter Strategies
The results for non-dynamic processing of a single orbit of
EOS tracking are presented in Fig. 4. In the figure, the con-
sider uncertainty for each of three orthogonal components,
the radial, cross-track, and down-track (or tangential), and the
total Root-Sum-Square (RSS) of these components are plotted
every ten minutes over the data span of one orbit (_100 min).
The total number of measurements processed over this arc was
2,404, or 1,202 for each data type. This case assumed the sto-
chastic acceleration on EOS had a steady state op of 1.0 cm/
sec 2 and a correlation time of zero. As will be demonstrated in
the next section, the variations in uncertainty over time seen
in Fig. 4 are the result of the momentary viewing geometry
and the common visibility between EOS, GPS, and the ground
receivers.
A reduced-dynamic strategy applied to the same one-orbit
data arc produced the results shown in Fig. 5. In this case, the
assumed stochastic acceleration on EOS had a op = 2.0/am/
sec 2 and a correlation time of one day. Other reduced-dynamic
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cases were run in which the steady state sigma on the EOS
stochastic force was as small as 0.5 pm/sec 2 with essentially
the same result. The result in Fig. 5 shows much smoother
uncertainty in each component over the arc than was seen for
the non-dynamic case; this is due to time correlation of posi-
tion fixes through dynamics which are included in the reduced-
dynamic scheme but which are removed entirely in the non-
dynamic case. The larger error in radial component evident at
the final time in both plots is due almost entirely to the con-
sidered station location error and is most likely due to an end
of data arc effect rather than poor geometry, as it does not
appear in the longer arc fit presented later.
The average error contributions for the two cases above are
presented in Fig. 6. Each error source and the total RSS are
displayed in Radial, Cross-track, and Down-track components,
which are labeled as R, C, and D, respectively, in Fig. 6. The
errors in this figure represent the root mean square (RMS) of
each error source over the single orbit of data in the fit. The
errors labeled "Data" in Fig. 6 are the formal error contribu-
tions due to the assumed measurement precision. Note that
the station location error is the dominant error source in both
techniques. As expected, the non-dynamic scheme showed
very little sensitivity to mismodeled dynamic parameters with
computed perturbations of less than 1 mm in each component
due to those parameters. The only exception was a 2-mm
radial perturbation due to Earth GM. The reduced-dynamic
strategy showed slightly higher sensitivity to dynamic mis-
modeling, although the largest of these perturbations were less
than 2 cm. The perturbations due to dynamic mismodeling for
the reduced-dynamic case are presented in Table 3. Note that
the largest of the dynamic perturbations in this case are due to
gravity harmonics at about a centimeter or less. Further note
that the maximum effect of atmospheric drag occurs in the
down-track component, although it is still insignificant at
7.2 mm. Since the perturbations due to solar pressure and
atmospheric drag were so small for both techniques, they were
excluded from Fig. 6.
C. Performance With Degraded Tracking
In this section, the two techniques are compared over the
same single-orbit fit as before, but th_ data arc was degraded in
this case by deleting EOS measurements to three GPS space-
craft at 60 and 65 minutes past the epoch time. These two
times correspond to the instances when a maximum of five
spacecraft are visible as indicated in Fig. 2 at 0.60 and 0.65
orbit periods past epoch. Hence, only two spacecraft are being
tracked by the EOS receiver at these times. This was done to
simulate conditions that might occur if the selection algorithm
in the GPS receiver aboard EOS fails to properly schedule
tracking.
The results for the non-dynamic technique, shown for this
case in Fig. 7, indicate a dramatic loss of solution strength
where the geometric strength has been weakened. The errors
computed for this case at other times in the orbit are essen-
tially the same as those shown in Fig. 4, but errors computed
for 60 minutes past epoch have increased to over 362 m. The
error components at this time were dominated by the formal
estimate error (362.2 m due to data noise); all the consider
error contributions remained less than 30 cm. The size of the
orbit error at the geometric singularity is determined by the
a priori uncertainties on the state and the stochastic force;
otherwise, the orbit error becomes infinite at these times. This
behavior along with the recovery of the orbit for all times
except the degraded time shows the essential point positioning
nature of the non-dynamic scheme. It should be noted that the
rapid loss of solution accuracy seen here can also occur if the
ground network lacks sufficient common visibility to produce
strong geometric information [2].
The results for reduced-dynamic processing of the degraded
data are shown in Fig. 8. Now the errors are hardly perturbed
at the 60-minute time point, and in fact the RSS error there
has increased to only 13.3 cm compared to the 12.0 cm com-
puted for the corresponding good geometry case of Fig. 5. The
smoothing effect of the orbit dynamics has "carried" the solu-
tion past the geometric singularity to produce a good overall
solution. This robustness of the reduced-dynamic strategy in
the presence of momentary loss of geometric strength in the
radio metric data contrasts sharply with the non-dynamic
results shown in Fig. 7, and makes the reduced-dynamic tech-
nique the method of choice for precise GPS tracking.
D. Performance Over Longer Data Spans
In this section, the reduced-dynamic filter technique was
applied to two orbits (_200 min) of the simulated data. This
measurement arc was an extension of the single-orbit data arc
analyzed above and contained an extra 2,300 measurements
for a total of 4,704, or 2,352 of each data type. This case esti-
mated the same parameters as the single-orbit cases except for
an additional 14 phase biases which were due to extra GPS
tracks in the longer arc. The a priori parameter uncertainties
are again those listed in Table 2. Also, the stochastic accelera-
tion on EOS was assumed to have a steady state sigma, ap =
2/Jm/sec 2, and a correlation time of one day to be consistent
with the single-orbit reduced-dynamic cases already presented.
The results obtained for position errors in the two-orbit fit are
presented in Fig. 9. The corresponding velocity errors for this
case are shown in Fig. 10.
The error contributions for two-orbit results were also
averaged over time and are presented in Fig. 11. Comparing
this figure to reduced-dynamic errors for the single-orbit fit
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shown in Fig. 6, note that the optimal filter (i.e., data noise)
contribution is smaller for the two-orbit fit (_1.3 cm vs.
_2.3 cm), and that the sub-optimal filter error (i.e., consider
error) in the radial direction has decreased slightly (by 0.74 cm
RMS) over that obtained in the single-orbit reduced-dynamic
case. However, the total error has grown slightly for the other
two components by 1.51 cm RMS in cross track and 0.32 cm
RMS in down track. These increased total errors are due to
increases in the station location errors and troposphere errors.
This counter-intuitive result is due to the sub-optimal filter
behavior. Perturbations due to station location errors still
dominate the solution, although the particular perturbation at
100 min past epoch is much smaller for the two-orbit case
than for the single-orbit fit (compare Figs. 5 and 9). The per-
turbations due to atmospheric drag and gravity harmonics
were slightly less than those in the single-orbit case, while for
solar pressure and GM they either remained essentially the
same or grew slightly; all the dynamic perturbations for this
case are summarized in Table 4.
The slight increase in cross-track and down-track errors is
due to weighting of the dynamic information relative to the
geometric information which is a result of the particular values
for r and op used in this study. The particularly large value of
r = ld relative to the batch size, At = 5 min, may also be at
fault since it results in m = 0.9965 from Eq. (3), and hence the
fictitious forces were being modeled approximately as random
walks. These random walk forces had little cumulative effect
on the short single-orbit cases, but they could have influenced
the errors in the longer two-orbit fit. Although these considera-
tions of optimality merit further study, the results for the
one- or two-orbit cases presented here both yield reduced-
dynamic RMS errors of less than ten centimeters for each
component.
IV. Conclusions
The EOS orbit can be determined to decimeter levels by
GPS tracking if the EOS receiver takes full advantage of the
precision inherent in the GPS signal. The GPS receiver aboard
EOS should either be designed to receive signals from all GPS
spacecraft in view, or be able to optimize selection for at least
five spacecraft. In addition, this study assumed a ground net-
work of ten GPS receivers distributed worldwide to ensure
good common visibility of the GPS with the EOS receiver.
This ground network was sufficient for the current analysis,
but the optimal size and placement of such a network was not
considered here. The establishment of any such network will
certainly not fall entirely on EOS, however, since the tracking
system will also be required by other precisely determined
Earth orbiters in the 1990s (such as TOPEX). Sharing the net-
work among many such users places no additional tracking
burden on the system since the ground receivers track only the
GPS.
Either of the data reduction techniques presented here can
produce decimeter accuracy without precise dynamical model-
ing since they rely mainly on the geometric strength of the
GPS measurements. However, the reduced-dynamic technique
was the clear choice over the non-dynamic strategy whenever
the geometric strength of the measurement data was degraded.
Hence, this analysis presents reduced-dynamic GPS tracking as
the best way to achieve EOS orbit accuracy without precJ[se
knowledge of orbit dynamical models.
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Table 1. EOS orbit characteristics used in this study
Semi-major axis 7202 km Longitude of ascending 143.1 deg
node, a s2
Eccentricity 0.00114 Argument of perifocus, to 90.0 deg
Inclination a 98.7 deg True anomaly 0.0 deg
Orbit period 101.4 min
aAngles are referenced to Earth true equator and equinox of
21 March 1986, 14 h UTC.
Table 2. A priori standard deviations used in EOS study
EOS and ground GPS receiver performance
Parameters Standard deviations
Data noise 0.5 cm at 5-rain interval, calibrated
carrier phase
5.0 cm at 5-min interval, calibrated
P-code pseudo-range
1 sec
1 sec for receivers and satellites
5 cm each component
1 cm
Phase bias
Clock bias
Station location
Zenith troposphere
Spacecraft orbit uncertainty
Parameters Standard deviations
GPS state 2 m (X, Y, Z); 0.2 mm/sec (DX, DY, DZ)
EOS state 2 km (X, Y, Z); 2 mm/sec (DX, DY, DZ)
EOS accelerations
Parameters Standard deviations
Earth GM
4 × 4 gravity
Atmospheric drag
Solar pressure
0.004 km3/sec 2
50% GEM10 - GEM10B
20% uncertainty in CD
10% uncertainty in reflectivity
Table 3. Perturbations due to dynamic mismodeling for reduced-
dynamic single-orbit case
4 × 4 Solar Atmospheric
Spacecraft position GM, cm gravity, pressure, drag, cm
components cm cm
Radial 0.18 1.22 0.08 0,20
Cross-track 0.10 0.73 0.04 0.18
Down-track 0.05 0.78 0.10 0.72
Table 4. Perturbations due to dynamic mismodeling for reduced-
dynamic two-orbit case
4 × 4 Solar Atmospheric
Spacecraft position GM, cm gravity, pressure, drag, cm
components cm cm
Radial 0.31 1.03 0.09 0.10
Cross-track 0.14 0.72 0.06 0.14
Down-track 0.14 0.60 0.08 0.29
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PSA: A Program to Streamline Orbit Determination for
Launch Support Operations
V. N. Legerton and N. A. Mottinger
Navigation SystemsSection
An interactive, menu-driven computer program has been written to streamline the
orbit determination process during the critical launch support phase of a mission. Re-
siding on a virtual memory minicomputer, this program retains the quantities in-core
needed to obtain a least squares estimate of the spacecraft trafectory with interactive
displays to assist in rapid radio metric data evaluation. Menu-driven displays allow real-
time filter and data strategy development. Graphical and tabular displays can be sent to
a laser printer for analysis without exiting the program. Productsgenerated by this pro-
gram feed back to the main orbit determination program in order to further refine the
estimate of the trajectory. The final estimate provides a spacecraft ephemeris which is
transmitted to the mission control center and used for antenna pointing and frequency
predict generation by the Deep Space Network. The development and implementation
process of this program differed from that used for most other navigation software by
allowing the users to check important operating features during development and have
changes made as needed.
I. Introduction
Spacecraft radio metric tracking and telemetry support is
provided by the Deep Space Network for a variety of interna-
tional and domestic space agencies. One component of this
tracking system, the High Earth Orbiter (HEO) Multimission
Navigation Facility, uses the radio metric data to determine
the spacecraft trajectory during the critical launch phase. For
Earth-orbiting communications satellites destined for geosta-
tionary positioning or for out-bound interplanetary probes,
an estimate of the trajectory is needed within hours after
launch for planning maneuvers. These trajectory change maneu-
vers may be required to achieve geostationary status or to re-
fine the Earth departure trajectory. Another estimate of the
spacecraft trajectory may be needed even sooner to update
DSN Deep Space Station antenna pointing information in the
event of non-nominal launch vehicle performance.
The functions of this Navigation Facility were described in
a previous TDA Progress Report [1]. Significant in its design
was the need to provide low-cost and efficient multimission
navigation support using a dedicated minicomputer. The new
computer program being described in this article has been
designed by the HEO Navigation team and implemented by
the Navigation Software Development Group to assist in the
orbit determination process in this environment.
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The fundamental computer program used for spacecraft
navigation by the HEO team is the JPL Orbit Determination
Program (ODP) [2]. This program is currently used in support
of all JPL deep space missions, and it was implemented on a
VAX 11/780 minicomputer for the HEO task. The ODP is not
a single program but rather a set of software modules, each of
which executes in a non-interactive mode and requires several
mass storage files for inter-module communication. Expe-
rience with the ODP in the HEO launch environment revealed
the need for a different operating mode in order to meet mis-
sion timeline requirements. This has been achieved by writing
an easy-to-use, interactive, menu-driven program which com-
bines five basic ODP functions of data selection, data editing,
filter specification, parameter estimation, and residual display
into a single program.
Processing radio metric data begins by running only the
ODP modules needed to convert the data to a form which can
be used to update the spacecraft trajectory. This new program
is used to carefully evaluate those data, choosing which data
types to use, deleting any bad data, and selecting the filter
parameters necessary to properly estimate the spacecraft tra-
jectory. When its task is completed, updated values of the
spacecraft trajectory, information necessary to duplicate the
set of radio metric data used, and filter specifications are
passed back to the ODP for final refinement of the spacecraft
trajectory. At this stage all the functions needed to process the
data and update the trajectory estimate are performed by the
ODP in the batch environment. Only solution summary infor-
mation is monitored to determine when this iterative pro-
cedure has converged. When it has, the appropriate trajectory
products are delivered to the mission control center for subse-
quent mission planning and to the DSN for updating Deep
Space Station antenna pointing information.
The acronym PSA, chosen for this new program, is derived
from the three basic functions the program performs: Packing
information arrays of processed radio metric data, Solving for
a set of parameters in a least squares sense, and Analyzing the
solution with graphic and tabular output. This article traces
some of the significant steps in the program's evolution and
shows some of the interactive features which have made it so
useful. Future plans for its continued development and imple-
mentation will also be described.
This article assumes familiarity with the orbit determina-
tion process and some associated terms and quantities. It is
not a tutorial introduction to the subject; nor is it a PSA user's
guide. Illustrations of the menus and displays which PSA gen-
erates are included, and even though their contents cannot be
described completely, it is hoped that the reader can appre-
ciate how they help to streamline the orbit determination
process in the launch support environment.
II. Program Development
In the traditional use and development of most navigation
software, PSA represents a new approach, not because of new
mathematical algorithms but because of the interactive capa-
bilities it offers. The PSA mathematical requirements were
easily satisfied with existing software libraries, but achieving
easy-to-use human interfaces required a different approach to
the implementation. In this section two significant steps lead-
ing to PSA will be described, followed by a general description
of how it was implemented.
A. Virtual Memory Radio Metric Data Editing
The Flight Project Office-UNIVAC operating environment
for the ODP consists of a large, fixed core, mainframe com-
puter used primarily in a batch mode with no interactive
capabilities. In preparation for this launch support activity
with the DSN, the ODP was implemented on a VAX 11/780
minicomputer with virtual memory, but without any modifi-
cation to its basic operating mode.
In the mid-1980s the potential use of virtual memory was
first realized when a utility program to assist with radio metric
data editing was written for the HEO Navigation team. This
program retained pertinent information in virtual memory
about the data processed by the ODP, sorting it by type, i.e.,
two-way Doppler, range, angles, etc., and using interactive
menus to enable the user to study the different types. For any
type selected, the display at the terminal screen showed basic
information such as the time of each point, the Deep Space
Station which received it, elevation angle, residual (difference
between the value observed at the station and that computed
by ODP), and a simple line printer plot of the residual. It was
easy to see "bad" data from either the plot or the value of the
residual. Commands similar to those associated with full-screen
text editing made it possible to delete individual or sets of
"bad" data. Inverse functions were also present to accept data
previously deleted. Upon exiting the program, a status code
for each radio metric data point was updated on a mass storage
file to reflect the in-core status, and the updated file was
passed back to the solution links of the ODP. An ASCII file
was also written identifying the points which had been rejected
so that a permanent record of "bad" data could be retained.
This program, called PTSCAN for PoinT SCAArmg, repre-
sented a significant improvement over other data editing tech-
niques primarily because of the ease and speed it offered in
displaying any of the radio metric data types being considered
for use in determining the spacecraft trajectory. Other helpful
attributes were the combination of numerical and "graphical"
displays used to present the data. PTSCAN was used in sup-
port of several launches, but it did not provide all the capabili-
ties needed, particularly that of being able to process the data
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and determine an estimate of the spacecraft trajectory. It did
suggest, however, testing the feasibility of retaining all the
information needed in virtual memory.
B. Virtual Memory Least Squares Estimation
Following the favorable experience with PTSCAN, a pro-
gram was written to test the feasibility of storing in virtual
memory all the quantities needed to do the least squares
solution. This represented an increase of more than an order
of magnitude in memory storage requirements over PTSCAN.
This simple program, written by the HEO Navigation
team, did not contain all the convenient user interfaces of
PTSCAN or all that would ultimately be needed, but it defi-
nitely proved that the concept was a viable one. Trajectory
estimates could be obtained very quickly without excessive
demands on computer resources. An important part of deter-
mining the spacecraft trajectory involves verifying consistency
among the solutions derived, using different combinations of
the radio metric data available. Such changes could quickly
and easily be made with this program and a new solution
obtained without having to re-read the data from a mass stor-
age file, as required when using existing ODP modules to do
these types of studies. With all the data available in virtual
memory, it is a simple matter to use only the types requested
by the user. The speed with which the estimate was obtained
was a real "eye opener" to the possibilities available. The
thought of expanding the basic PTSCAN functions to include
the estimation capability along with other necessary inter-
active features evolved into the current PSA. Continued use
of the test program helped the Navigation team visualize the
types of interactive menus and displays needed in PSA.
C. PSA User Interfaces: Design, Implementation, and
Testing
The idea for PSA, an interactive program to enable the user
to eliminate bad data, select different data types to use in a
solution, tune the filter, generate graphic plots, and feed infor-
mation back to the ODP, was becoming more clearly defined.
The next step was to specify its design as completely as
possible.
A variety of menus and displays were envisioned to assist
in specifying general types of radio metric data to use in the
filter, as well as the specific data points not to use, the param-
eters to estimate, the a priori uncertainty to use with each of
them, and the display of the solution, to name a few. To
clarify how the menus should appear, prototype text files were
created for viewing at a computer terminal. It was easy to
make changes until the files contained the desired informa-
tion, displayed in a useful manner. After identifying all of
them in this way, a detailed design document was written
describing how the menus would be activated in PSA and how
each one would work.
It was possible that the menus might operate unacceptably
and have to be changed even if they were implemented exactly
as requested. To check for this, the first step in PSA imple-
mentation was to provide a version of the program in which
only the menus operated. Since the files which would nor-
mally supply the menu contents were not read at this stage of
the development, simulated numerical quantities were pro-
vided. The Navigation team ran this version of PSA to test how
easy it was to access different menus and in turn to determine
how easy they were to use. A few changes were made and then
the implementation of the rest of the program began.
This development process represents an approach to ODP
software implementation which is different from the custo-
mary one. That approach involves specifying the mathematical
formulation, user inputs, and required output. The program is
developed, checked by the programmer, and then delivered to
the engineers working on a mission project. At this time, it
may be impossible to change operating features which are
different from those anticipated, and the users have no choice
but to wait a long time (until the next mission) before it is
possible to consider modifying the program. Even then it may
be too late to make fundamental changes without major
redesign and implementation. If the traditional process re-
peats, it still may be difficult to obtain the type of program
desired.
D. PSA Computations: Implementation and Testing
Once the user interfaces were working well, implementa-
tion of the mathematical portions of PSA began. Much of this
existed in other software, as would be expected, since PSA
was combining functions already in existence and could be
copied. For example, the filter had been implemented in the
test program described in Section liB and would serve as a
model for PSA. It was important to ensure that the filter was
working correctly, primarily verifying that only the intended
data were actually used. Numerous cases were run in PSA
varying the radio metric data set followed by duplication with
the ODP. The flexibility offered in PSA for choosing different
sets of data was especially apparent when compared with the
time required to make the corresponding ODP run.
Graphical products generated by PSA were the same
as in other ODP programs, so comparison could be accom-
plished merely by overlaying two plots and checking for any
differences.
PSA debugging information was created to verify that quan-
tities had been read correctly from the input files or to exam-
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ine quantities computed by PSA to more digits than normally
displayed. These data are written, when requested by the user,
as ASCII files for study at the conclusion of a PSA execution.
The ultimate test of all PSA functions was the ability to
duplicate a solution using the ODP. Certain products gener-
ated by PSA were best tested through use with the ODP
to verify that the same number of data points, same solution,
and same graphical output were generated. A binary fide
written by both PSA and the ODP could be checked using
existing comparison software.
From the HEO Navigation team's experience with previous
missions, it was initially decided to configure PSA to store
information for a maximum of 5000 radio metric data points,
with the capability to estimate a maximum of 25 parameters.
Subsequent use of the program in mission operations indicated
the need to increase the number of points to 20,000, with a
maximum estimation capability of 30 parameters. No degrada-
tion in running time was observed after increasing the storage
requirements by this amount.
III. Program Usage
This section will give a brief overview of the functions PSA
can perform. The reader who has not experienced the real-
time operations may not appreciate fully the conveniences
afforded by PSA but will have an increased awareness of how
PSA helps.
There are three basic functions performed in PSA:
(1) Data EDITing
(2) Data FILTERing
(3) Data DISPLAY
Within these three functions are twelve subfunctions or op-
tions which the user may choose, in any order, to do the task.
The first display to greet the PSA user shows these functions
and options, and is reproduced in Fig. 1. The subfunctions or
options are all preceded by a letter in "( )"s. To select the
desired function, simply enter its code letter. This in turn will
replace the screen with the menu or display associated with
that option. Upon completion of any subfunction, a concise
summary of the options available is displayed across the bot-
tom of the terminal screen. This is shown in Fig. 2. This con-
cise display contains the same information as the entry-level
display but can be portrayed quickly on the screen to serve
as a reminder of the options available. The help option, "h,"
will re-create the entry-level display any time the user needs
it. Note that no carriage return is required when the options
are entered.
The subfunctions are briefly described and iUustrated in
the following sections.
A. PSA EDITIng Options
The EDITing options in PSA enable the user to control
the radio metric data used in the solution, to decide how it
should be weighted, and to generate text files which will pass
this information back to the ODP.
1. Data selection. There are three options available to
control the radio metric data used to estimate the spacecraft
trajectory.
One high-level capability permits general radio metric data
selection by type (two-way Doppler, range, angles, etc.)and
by Deep Space Station (DSS) which received the data. This is
referred to as Global Data selection and is controlled using
an interactive menu as illustrated in Fig. 3. With this menu the
user can easily choose to include (accept)or omit (reject)any
of the radio metric data type/station combinations shown.
With this menu, data consistency checks can easily be made by
comparing the estimates of the spacecraft trajectory deter-
mined using different data types or data from different Deep
Space Tracking stations.
The menu in Fig. 3 shows a configuration in which the
radio metric data type F3 (three-way Doppler) from DSS 46 is
rejected, as is the F2 (two-way Doppler) from DSS 24 at
Guam. All of the other radio metric data will be used to
estimate the spacecraft trajectory when a solution is requested.
A second high-level EDITing capability can be selected
from the Global Data Selection Menu and is shown in Fig. 4.
This menu is used to specify whether all radio metric data
should be deleted (rejected) as a function of elevation angle or
as a function of time, e.g., before, after, or between specified
times. Another function deletes specific radio metric data
points if the residual, the difference between the value received
at the Deep Space Station and that computed by the ODP,
exceeds a specified limit. The user may modify, remove, or
add new delete commands to this menu at any time. The
example in Fig. 4 illustrates the deletion (rejection) of any
radio metric data recorded at less than 5 degrees of elevation.
A third EDITing option permits a point-by-point examina-
tion of the radio metric data in search of "bad" points. This is
the "p" or PTSCAN option. Named for the PTSCAN program
discussed in Section IIA because this function was copied from
it, this option first produces a menu like that shown in Fig. 5.
From this menu the user selects a radio metric data type for
study, as shown in Fig. 6, where a portion of the interactiw, •
PTSCAN display for a range data type is shown. An individual
data point Accepted for use in a solution is plotted with an
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"A," while data Rejected are plotted with an "R" and flagged
with an "*" at the left, as can be seen in Fig. 5. Using terminal
keypad commands similar to those employed in full-screen
text editing, the user may indicate to reject or accept individ-
ual or groups of radio metric data points. Other keypad com-
mands automatically seek out "bad" data points which the
user can then delete. Three methods for controlling the plot
scale also exist. One technique uses a percentile method to
minimize effects of extremely large "bad" residuals, while
another uses the statistical mean and 3-e standard deviation
to set the plot scale. The third allows the user to set whatever
value is desired.
2. Data weighting. Another PSA EDITing function is the
Weight or "w" option. The menu associated with this option
enables the user to modify weights assigned to the different
radio metric data types. Figure 7 shows an example of the
Global Weighting Menu. The names of the radio metric data
types are shown along with the default weight values which
were read from a file also used by the ODP. Metric equivalent
values are also entered computed from user-supplied conver-
sion factors. Note that two "*"s replace a numerical quantity
for the F2 data. This is because another Weight Menu has been
used to specify weights as a function of the Deep Space Sta-
tion which received the data. These are referred to as Menu
Weights and are specified using the Menu Data Weighting menu
shown in Fig. 8. Note that two-way Doppler radio metric data
from DSS 24 are weighted one-tenth that from DSS 46, re-
flecting the higher noise level in the data received from this
smaller-diameter antenna. Even though data from this station
are currently rejected in the Global Data selection menu,
Fig. 3, a weight is retained should these data ever be used in a
solution.
3. Text files for the ODP. The fourth and final PSA EDIT-
ing function is the "c" option for writing ASCII files needed
by the ODP to reproduce the set of accepted and deleted data
defined in PSA. The information written in these files is based
upon the contents of the Global Data Selection Menu, Fig. 3;
the Menu Data Selection Menu, Fig. 4; and individual points
deleted in the PTSCAN mode, Fig. 6. The ASCII file will con-
cisely enable subsequent ODP runs to delete exactly the same
set of data points as was deleted in PSA. In subsequent PSA
runs, the ODP binary file created from this ASCII file will be
read and used to set these menus in the same configuration
and delete any individual points, again reproducing the same
set of rejected data.
This is a vital function in PSA because as more and more
radio metric data are received and processed by the ODP in the
course of a mission, any data previously deleted with PSA
should continue to be deleted. The user need be concerned
only with new data when reentering PSA. It can be studied in
search of any "bad" points and rejected, and a new solution
obtained quickly. It also permits flexibility in changing data
rejection criteria. For example, it is easy to change the mini-
mum elevation angle for data rejection, feed the information
back to the ODP, and then have it automatically available in
future PSA runs.
Other ASCII files written under the "c" option enable the
information in the Weight menus, Figs. 7 and 8, to be trans-
mitted back to the ODP just as the deleted data points were.
This information is also retrieved by PSA in subsequent runs
to maintain the current weighting values.
B. PSA FILTER Options
The FILTER function in PSA consists of five subfunctions
or options which are used both to establish the correct estima-
tion model depending on the types of radio metric data con-
sidered and to obtain estimates of the spacecraft trajectory.
Other functions create files for passing the new estimate and
associated filter model back to the ODP. This section will
describe the menus and displays associated with this aspect of
the program.
1. Estimate and a priori a. The user may need to vary the
set of parameters estimated in conjunction with the types of
radio metric data used in the solution. For example, angle
biases must be estimated when angular observables are in the
solution, or a bias may be estimated in the two-way Doppler
radio metric data for a spinning spacecraft with a circularly
polarized antenna. A sample of the menu used to control
which parameters are estimated is shown in Fig. 9. This menu
can also be used to modify their a priori uncertainty. The
menu shown in this figure is configured to estimate the six
components of the spacecraft state, a two-way Doppler bias,
and biases in the angle measurements received at DSS 24
and 46.
The nominal configuration of this menu is based upon a
file maintained by the ODP. If changes are made in PSA, these
can be communicated back to this ODP file so that future
ODP and PSA runs will retain the new configuration. This is
described in Section IIIB4, PSA FILTER: Solution Output to
ODP.
2. Solution generation. The "s" option creates a least
squares estimate for the parameters identified in the Estimate
menu. Householder transformations are first used in a square
root formulation to pack an information array of all regres-
sion quantities (partial derivatives) stored in the virtual mem-
ory PSA arrays. The estimate for the specified set of param-
eters is then obtained by extracting only those columns from
this information array, repacking, and adding the a priori
information. This implementation enables the user to vary the
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set of estimated parameters or their a priori uncertainty with-
out having to repack all the data, until a different data set is
specified.
The radio metric data used in the solution is based upon the
current information in the Global and Menu Data Selection
menus and the point-by-point reject status set in the PTSCAN
mode. A printed solution summary, as shown in Fig. 10(a),
appears at the terminal screen each time the "s" option is
entered. This summary contains a number of quantities needed
to analyze the current solution and indicate any mistuning of
the filter. Columnar data identify the parameters estimated,
the least squares Correction, the computed o (uncertainty),
and the New value of the estimated parameter. Other informa-
tion shows a summary of the data used to obtain the solution.
The solution output concludes, as shown in Fig. 10(b), with a
comparison of the classical orbital elements computed from
the nominal trajectory of the spacecraft and the New value
just estimated. Using these coordinates provides a valuable
alternative assessment of the solution. All of this print can be
sent to a laser printer, as will be described in Section IIIC,
which discusses PSA DISPLAY functions.
3. Bias partials. The "b" option under the PSA FILTER
Function enables the user to add Bias partials of a simple form
to the regression data stored in virtual memory. The menu
shown in Fig. 11 is used to make this addition. The user can
request new partials, remove old ones, or modify some portion
of an existing one. This capability enables the user to study
the effect of possible biases in the radio metric data without
having to exit PSA and compute them using other software.
Doppler biases are often encountered in the missions which
the HEO Navigation team supports, since many spacecraft are
spinning with circularly polarized antennas. Modification to
the spin rate results in a different Doppler bias. The bias
option capability in PSA makes it easy to account for such
changes.
4. Solution output to ODP. The FILTER function "g"
writes binary and ASCII files for use in the ODP. The binary
file contains the New values of the estimated parameters in a
form which can be assimilated by the ODP to begin the next
processing of the radio metric data. The ASCII file contains
data which can be input to the ODP to duplicate the filter
model set up in PSA.
5. Output regression file. The FILTER function "u" will
create a new mass storage file duplicating the regression infor-
mation contained in the PSA virtual memory arrays. This func-
tion was designed for the case in which this might be the
easiest way to communicate the set of selected data back to
the ODP for special processing, or continue with new bias
partials.
C. PSA DISPLAY Options
There are four options which generate output to assist in
assessing the solution. Some of them produce tabular output,
two of them produce graphical output, and two of them send
products to a laser printer. Any output directed to the laser
printer can be received, without terminating PSA, and used for
continued analysis.
1. Residual statistics. A summary showing the bias and 1-o
standard deviation of the radio metric data residuals is con-
trolled by the "r" option. A sample of the information is dis-
played in Fig. 12. The statistics shown here are computed
from two sets of radio metric data residuals, those read from
the input ODP file and the linearly predicted ones computed
by PSA for the current solution. Optional conversion factors
can be input to PSA to convert the statistics to metric units, as
shown in Fig. 12. Also shown are the weights for each data
type and the number of accepted and deleted points.
2. Residual statistics at laser printer. With the "i" option,
tabular solution and data statistics are sent to a laser printer.
The information is a combination of the output shown in
Figs. 10 and 12, which is displayed at the terminal for the "s"
and "r" options.
3. Residual statistics and plots at laser printer. With the
"1" option it is possible to augment the information printed
by the "i" option with graphic plots of the radio metric data
residuals. Figure 13 shows representative graphical output
generated by this option. Plot scaling is computed by PSA,
using the mean and 3-o data statistics available for each radio
metric data type. This entire summary output can be conven-
iently stored as a record of the analysis, providing both numer-
ical and graphical information. This graphic output is available
only at the laser printer, and not at the terminal.
4. PTSCAN mode. The PTSCAN Edit mode display can be
accessed again to review radio metric data residuals. After a
solution is requested, linearly predicted residuals are compu'Led
and available to the PTSCAN mode. This creates the same
menus as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The user may choose between
these two sets of residuals, and data points may be deleted or
accepted based upon examining either set. Sometimes addi-
tional "bad" data cannot be detected until a solution has been
obtained and the linearly predicted residual computed. Such
points are easy to detect by using the PTSCAN mode again;
they can be deleted and a new solution obtained.
IV. Program Testing
A prototype version of PSA was available by the summer of
1987. It was tested and evaluated during prelaunch training
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exercises and used for the launch of the Japanese NASDA
ETS-5 mission. It proved a resounding success, interfacing
with the ODP to provide the efficient means needed for quickly
analyzing the radio metric data. It was possible to deliver an
updated spacecraft trajectory for DSN support based upon an
hour of radio metric data, within an hour after receipt of the
data. At five hours into the mission, updated trajectory infor-
mation was again available, this time for NASDA mission plan-
ning purposes. Since that time, PSA has been evaluated in sup-
port of another NASDA mission, CS-3a, and two European
flights, the German TV-SAT and the French Telecom-lc. The
current PSA prototype will be transferred to operations for
support of numerous future missions.
In addition to direct navigation support, PSA was useful
during the Telecom-lc mission for evaluating range data re-
ceived from two different Deep Space Stations. The project
reported receiving bad real-time range data, but these were
quickly certified, utilizing PSA, as being valid data. PSA is also
proving very useful for non-real-time parametric studies using
radio metric data from deep space missions supported by the
DSN.
V. Future Improvements
Following the evaluations of the prototype version of
PSA, there are several new capabilities needed to enhance its
usage. One is to provide graphic residual displays at the termi-
nal. Creating plots like those shown in Fig. 13 at the terminal
would make PSA operations much more efficient by eliminat-
ing the time required to generate copies on the laser printer.
Often these plots are needed only for intermediate analysis
and are then discarded. Usually it is only the plots from the
final solution which need to be sent to the laser printer to
create copies for record-keeping purposes. This capability
could reduce use of the laser printer by 50 to 75 percent,
making more of that resource available to other members of
the Navigation team.
Another useful graphic display is one which includes inter-
active data editing. In this mode, residual plots of only one or
two data types would be displayed at the screen. The user
would move a cursor to identify individual or sets of data to
delete (or accept). This is similar to the data editing done in
the PTSCAN mode in PSA, but would represent an improve-
ment with the linear time scale and the ability to simultan-
eously view all the residuals for a particular data type. This
technique exists in another program available to the HEO
Navigation team and is known to be useful.
Another useful capability would be to simultaneously view
various summaries such as the solution, Fig. 10, or statistics,
Fig. 12, and residual plots, Fig. 13. Being able to correlate
summaries and graphical output would improve PSA's effec-
tiveness and efficiency.
Meeting these needs in PSA cannot be achieved with the
terminals currently being used by the HEO Navigation team.
Bigger screens with windowing capability and much faster
graphic generation are required to make these features effec-
tive tools. Simultaneous display of tabular and graphical out-
put also requires a large screen. The capabilities offered in a
workstation-type environment are currently being evaluated
to determine if they meet these needs.
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PSA
EDIT:
(d) Data Selection
(p) PTSCAN
(w) Weighting
(c) Write CSP Text Files
FILTER:
(f) EST List, Apriori
(s) Solve
(b) Add Bias Partial
(g) Write Solution & Filter Text Files
(u) Update Regres File
DISPLAY:
(r) Residual Statistics
(i) Solution & Plots to Printer
(i) Solution to Printer
(p) PTSCAN Residuals (Before & After)
UTILITY:
(x) Exit
(h) Help
Fig. 1. Entry-level display
I
(d)Data (w)Weights (f)Est list (b)Bias (u)Regres (1)Printer (x)Exit I
(p)PTSCAN (c)CSP (s)Solve (g)File 32 (r)Stats (i)Prt Sol (h)Help J
Fig. 2. Concise function display
Global Data Selection Menu
# Data Rcvr Band First Point Last Point
182 X85 46 / 12-MAR-1988 00:33:30 12-MAR-1988 03:40:50
182 Y85 46 / 12-MAR-1988 00:33:30 12-MAR-1988 03:40:50
24 GSRAN 46 S/S 12-MAR-1988 00:35:20 12-MAR-1988 01:13:40
161 F2 46 S/S 12-MAR-1988 00:40:45 12-MAR-1988 01:35:45
8 X30 24 / 12-MAR-1988 01:17:30 12-MAR-1988 03:40:00
8 Y30 24 / 12-MAR-1988 01:17:30 12-MAR-1988 03:40:00
38 GSRAN 24 S/S 12-MAR-1988 01:17:50 12-MAR-1988 03:40:20
40 r F2 24 S/S 12-MAR-1988 01:17:55 12-MAR-1988 03:40:35
42 r F3 46 S/S 12-MAR-1988 01:17:55 12-MAR-1988 03:40:45
Functions: (M)enu, (P)age, (S)urmnary, (E)xit
Editing: (A)ccept, (C)lear all rejects, (R)eject
Fig. 3. Global data selection menu
Menu Data Deletion Menu
DELETE For Scope Limiter
ALL ELVMIN 5.
a(R)esid, (E)ivmin, (B)efore, (A)fter, (F)rom-to
Functions: (G)lobal, (P)age, (E)xit, (V)iolation clear
Editing: (A)dd, (C)hange, (D)elete, (R)efresh
Fig. 4. Menu data deletion menu
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PTSCAN
X85
Y85
GSRAN / S
F2 / S
X30
Y30
F3 / S
Functions: (L)ook, (E)xit
Fig. 5. PTSCAN option menu
CASE 0 62 TOTAL MEAN --1.221E-03 SIGMA - 9.699E+00
1988 59 ACCEPTED CENTER --1.995E+00 SCALE - 2.776E+01 %-til
TM R1 GSRAN / SREC MMDD
1 0312
2 0312
3 0312
4 0312
5 0312
6 0312
7 0312
8 0312
9 0312
I0 0312
ii 0312
12 0312
13 0312
14 0312
15 0312
16 0312
17 0312
18 0312
19 0312
20 0312
21 0312
22 0312
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Fig. 6. PTSCAN mode radio metric data editing
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Global Data Weighting Menu
Data Band Weight Metric
X85 / 0.20000000E-01 0.34906580E+03
Y85 / 0.20000000E-01 0.34906580E+03
GSRAN S/S 0.66670000E+02 0.I0000433E+02
F2 S/S **
X30 / 0.20000000E-01
Y30 / 0.20000000E-01
F3 S/S 0.15000000E+00 0.98039999E+01
Functions: (M)enu, (P)age , (E)xit
Editing: (C)hange, (D)elete menu, (S)et menu
Fig. 7. Global data weighting menu
Menu Data Weighting
Data Band T R1 Weight Metric
F2 S/S 46 46 0.15300000E-01 0.10000080E+01
F2 S/S 24 24 0.15300000E+00 0.10000080E+02
Functions: (G)lobal, (E)xit
Editing: (C)hange
Fig. 8. Menu data weighting menu
Epoch 12-MAR-1988 00:30:00.0000 ET CENT " 3
Estimate & Apriori Menu
Name Apr Sigma Est Nominal Value
X 1.00D+05 X -7.277844761887D+02
Y 1.00D+05 Y -1.624675317719D+04
Z 1.00D+05 Z -1.843971504740D+03
DX I.OOD+02 DX 3.932390300891D+00
DY I.OOD+02 DY -4.098763063321D+00
DZ 1.00D+02 DZ -2.595886602461D-01
BF2 1.00D+02 BF2 O.O00000000000D+O0
BXI6 5.00D-02 O.O00000000000D+O0
BY16 5.00D-02 0.000000000000D+00
BXI7 5.00D-02 0.000000000000D+O0
BY17 5.00D-02 0.O00000000000D+00
BX66 5.00D-02 0.O00000000000D+00
BY66 5.00D-02 0.000000000000D+O0
BGSI7 6.67D+03 0.000000000000D+00
BGS16 6.67D+03 O.O00000000000D+00
BGS66 6.67D+03 0.000000000000D+00
BPL61 7.04D+03 O.000000000000D+00
BX46 5.00D-02 BX46 0.O00000000000D+00
BY46 5.00D-02 BY46 0.000000000000D+00
BX24 5.00D-02 BX24 O.000000000000D+O0
BY24 5.00D-02 BY24 O.000000000000D+O0
Functions: (P)age, (E)xit
Editing: (A)dd, (C)hange, (D)elete
Fig. 9. Estimate list menu
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O_.:._,.,,._.LPAGE IS
.Of.POOR QUALITY
(a)
Enter PSA 29-MAR-1988 09:59:16.23 , linked 19-FEB-1988 i0:30:46
TCIC.NAV.TC0601
SOLUTION EPOCH 12-MAR-1988 00:30:00.0000 ET CENT 3
S 1.15022E+03 Q 1.15022E+03 SOLNO - 1
SL - 6.66446E+01 QL = 6.72302E+01 MDATA - 455
RSS of correction Position = 6.53446E-03 Velocity - 2.33642E-06
RSS of sigma Position - 1.36410E+00 Velocity - 4.84490E-04
Name Correction Sigma Sigma/Apriori New Value DX(Apriori)
X -6.01130E-03 1.201E+00 1.201E-05 -7.277904874930D+02 -5.46110E+00
Y 2.52602E-03 5.104E-01 5.104E-06 -1.624675065117D+04 3.32638E+00
Z 4.27367E-04 3.962E-01 3.962E-06 -1.843971077373D+03 -8.70912E+00
DX -1.28324E-06 2.584E-04 2.584E-06 3.932389017653D+00 -1.20960E-03
DY -1.94028E-06 3.909E-04 3.909E-06 -4.098765003596D+00 1.49352E-03
DZ 2.17910E-07 1.232E-04 1.232E-06 -2.595884423359D-01 1.78506E-03
BF2 1.37433E-01 3.729E-01 3.729E-03 1.374333980741D-01 1.37433E-01
BX46 3.51083E-02 2.682E-03 5.364E-02 3.510830817475D-02 3.51083E-02
BY46 -7.69038E-03 4.429E-03 8.859E-02 -7.690375578295D-03 -7.69038E-03
BX24 -I.14663E-02 8.240E-03 1.648E-01 -I.146633349429D-02 -I.14663E-02
BY24 6.39953E-03 7.291E-03 1.458E-01 6.399528197851D-03 6.39953E-03
DATA IN SOLUTION -0--1--2--3--4--5--6--7--
# Data B Rcvr Span First Point Last Point
162 X85 46 02:56 12-MAR-88 00:44:30 12-MAR-88 03:40:50
162 Y85 46 02:56 12-MAR-88 00:44:30 12-MAR-88 03:40:50
45 F2 S 46 00:25 12-MAR-88 00:48:55 12-MAR-88 01:14:45
21 GSRAN S 46 00:03 12-MAR-88 01:10:20 12-MAR-88 01:13:40
8 X30 24 02:22 12-MAR-88 01:17:30 12-MAR-88 03:40:00
8 Y30 24 02:22 12-MAR-88 01:17:30 12-MAR-88 03:40:00
38 GSRAN S 24 02:22 12-MAR-88 01:17:50 12-MAR-88 03:40:20
(b)
Classical Orbital Element Summary
Epoch 12-MAR-1988 00:30:00.0000 ET Center 3
GM 0. 3986004480734463D+06 Radius 6378. 140
Name Units New - Nominal New Value Nominal Value
a (km) -0.002 24340.321 24340.323
e 0. 00000 0.72954 0.72954
i (deg) 0.00000 6.95346 6.95346
APF (deg) 0. 00003 176. 81228 176. 81226
Node (deg) -0. 00005 335. 82047 335. 82052
TFP (sec ) -0. 001 2726. 382 2726. 382
PER - 00:00:00.00 10:29:52.04 10:29:52.05
MA (deg) 0.000 25.971 25.971
TA (deg) 0.000 114.658 114.658
ALT a (km) -0.002 35719.460 35719.462
Time a (sec) - 00:00:00.00 12-MAR-1988 12-MAR-1988
04:59:29.64 04:59:29.64
ALT p (km) -0.001 204.903 204.904
Time p (sec) - 00:00:00.00 12-MAR-1988 12-MAR-1988
10:14:25.66 10:14:25.67
Fig. 10. Solution page
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Bias Partial Addition Menu
New Data Band Station End Time
Partial Type U D T R
Editing: (A)dd, (C)hange, (D)elete, (E)xit
Change: Name(CN), Data(CD), Bands(CB), Stations(CS), Time(CT)
Fig. 11. Bias partial addition menu
DATA STATISTICS F2 & F3: MM/S GSRAN: M X85 & Y85: MICRORAD
Data Bias Sigma Weight Number of
pointsi
Type B DSN metric DSN I metric DSN Acc ReJ
X85 3.51E-02 6.13E+02 3.46E-03 6.04E+01 2.00E-02 162 20
4.87E-05 8.51E-01 3.46E-03 6.04E+01
Y85 -7.69E-03 -1.34E+02 3.80E-03 6.64E+01 2.00E-02 162 20
2.04E-05 3.57E-01 3.80E-03 6.64E+01
GSRAN S -1.22E-03 -1.83E-04 9.70E+00 1.45E+00 6.67E+01 59 3
4.11E-03 6.16E-04 9.70E+00 1.46E+00
F2/10 S 1.39E-01 9.07E+00 4.25E-02 2.78E+00 45 156
-2.76E-06 -1.81E-04 4.25E-02 2.78E+00
X30 -I.17E-02 4.83E-03 2.00E-02 8 0
-2.36E-04 4.83E-03
Y30 6.54E-03 2.99E-03 2.00E-02 8 0
1.30E-04 2.99E-03
F3/10 S 9.76E-01 6.38E+01 1.29E+00 8.41E+01 1.50E-01 ( 42) 0
9.76E-01 6.38E+01 1.29E+00 8.42E+01
Menu Data Weighting
DATA Band T R1 Weight
F2 S 46 46 1.53E-02
24 24 1.53E-01
Fig. 12. Data statistics display
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Spain 31-GHz Observations of Sky Brightness
Temperatures
B. L. Gary
MicrowaveObservationalSystemsSection
A water vapor radiometer was deployed at DSS 63 for 3 months of sky brightness tem-
perature measurements at 31 GHz. An exceedance plot has been derived from this data
showing the fraction of time that 31-GHz 30-degree elevation angle brightness tempera-
ture exceeds specified values. The 5-percent exceedance statistic occurs at 75 K, com-
pared with 70 K in Australia.
I. Introduction
The Deep Space Network is evaluating the merits of using
31 GHz for future spacecraft communications. One part of the
Advanced Systems Program is to conduct observations at DSN
sites to derive exceedance plots of 31-GHz sky brightness
temperature. JPL's Ground-Based Microwave Applications
Group was asked to provide these statistics for Spain using the
group's SCAMS Water Vapor Radiometer (WVR). In [1], a
background is given for acquiring Ka-band weather statistics;
Australian results are given in [2].
The SCAMS WVR was deployed in Spain for observations
during March 23 to June 28, 1984. The first 10 days of data
were taken at the radiosonde launching site at Barajas, seven
miles east of Madrid. The next three months were spent at
DSS 63, 29 miles west of Madrid.
The Barajas data were intended for use in extrapolating
results for the three months at DSS 63 to radiosonde archive-
length time bases. (This part of the analysis has not yet been
performed.) Another objective was to determine if there was
anything unusual about Spain meteorology that would affect
the WVR's ability to convert sky brightness temperatures to
vapor content and path delay. No differences were found.
II. Observing Setup
Figure 1 is a photograph of the SCAMS WVR. Figure 2 is a
photograph of the WVR as it was deployed at DSS 63. The
sensor box is on the roof and is tired (22 degrees) in order to
reduce the amount of water that is on the radome cover during
(and after) rain. (DSS-63 personnel installed a blower to fur-
ther assist in reducing "water on radome" problems, but it was
rarely used.)
Figure 3 shows what SCAMS prints out in real time. The
WVR was programmed to take 100-second tip curve measure-
ments beginning every 10 minutes. Two printout modes are
selectable; one shows a sky map of differences from a tip curve
fit (lower part), and the other shows estimated brightness tem-
peratures, vapor and liquid, using instrument physical tempera-
ture for deriving radiometer gain (upper part). Columns T1
and T2 show the zenith brightness temperature for 22.2 and
31.4 GHz. These are based on real-time tip curve reductions
and are very reliable for clear sky conditions.
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III. "Tip Curve" Reduction Method
Figure 4(a) is a plot of 22.2- and 31.4-GHz zenith bright-
ness temperatures for a four-day period in April. The hori-
zontal scale has two-hour markers. The vertical scale covers a
range of zero to 110 K. The 31.4-GHz data are as low as 12 K
(an all-time low for the 3-month observing period at DSS 63).
Every day at 1600 UT, the sun passes through one of the tip
curve pointing locations and causes a positive feature in this
plot. The sky was clear most of this four-day period. Broken
clouds were present on April 16, which accounts for some of
the midday higher brightness temperatures.
Figure 4(b) is a plot of brightness temperatures for five
days of the following week. Most of these data (as presented in
this figure) is unusable because of cloud-produced sky bright-
ness temperature "clumpiness." Tip curve reduction algo-
rithms have not yet been developed for deriving good-quality
radiometer gains (which are crucial for producing good-quality
zenith brightness temperatures). The brightness temperatures
that are "zero pegged" are clearly wrong, and they are caused
by rainwater resting on the top of the radome (as will be
shown below).
The entire data set from DSS 63 has been reduced by the
procedure used in producing Figs. 4(a) and (b). A statistical
analysis has also been performed on these data. However, since
this reduction procedure has serious shortcomings in represent-
ing the rainy periods, these statistical results are a very pessi-
mistic interpretation of the Spain measurements, and they will
not be presented in this article. Fortunately, another reduc-
tion procedure has been developed which "rescues" the rainy
periods.
IV. "Gain From Instrument Temperature"
Reduction Method
Figure 4(c) is a re-reduction of the 31-GHz raw data used
in creating the previous figure and is based on the assump-
tion that knowledge of the SCAMS instrument physical
temperature can be used to predict radiometer gain. By
overlaying Figs. 4(b) and 4(c), it can be seen that the "well-
behaved" parts of Fig. 4(b) agree with the corresponding parts
of Fig. 4(c). This provides confidence in the quality of those
parts of Fig. 4(c) corresponding to the "poorly behaved"
periods of Fig. 4(b).
V. "Off-Zenith" Reduction Method
The reduction procedure that produced Fig. 4(c) still has
shortcomings. According to this figure, the 31-GHz zenith
sky brightness temperature exceeds 110 K for a period of
3 hours on April 24. If this were a true sky brightness tem-
perature, we could predict that at an elevation of 30 degrees
we would expect to measure a brightness temperature exceed-
ing 220 K for the same three-hour period.
Figure 5 is a plot of brightness temperature at one of the
30-degree elevation angle viewing directions (for the same
period covered by the previous figure). The vertical scale is
compressed by a factor of two so that the top of the plot is
actually 220 K. The label for the vertical scale has not been
changed, however. This means that the top of the scale, which
is 220 K for 30-degree elevation data, can be read as predicting
a 110-K brightness temperature at zenith. This is useful fbr
the purpose of detecting non-sky contributions to the mea-
sured zenith brightness temperature. If there were no "water
on the radome," for example, the two plots would overlap.
(Strictly speaking, this is not true, because the 3-K cosmic
background component does not double, and saturation effe_:ts
reduce the doubling for large zenith brightness temperatures.)
Comparing Figs. 4(c) and 5 reveals that "water on radome"
effects must have been present during the April 24 high bright-
ness temperature three-hour period. Whereas the average
zenith brightness temperature was 123 K between 0400 and
0500 UT, at 30 degrees of elevation it was not twice 123 K
but actually lower than at zenith, being 61 K (which would
predict a 34-K zenith value).
Figure 6 is a plot of brightness temperature versus ze-
nith angle for the 1-hour period referred to in the previous
paragraph. The solid line fits the measured brightness tena-
peratures. The broken line fits the "zenith-derived" bright-
ness temperature, according to the approximate formula:
Tzen equiv = 3 + (Tmeas - 3)/air mass. A dotted horizontal
line is placed at 32 K to indicate the author's estimate of the
zenith sky brightness temperature. This plot can be interpreted
to mean that water on the radome contributed a component
to brightness temperature represented by the difference be-
tween the broken line and the dotted line.
Referring to Fig. 6, the 32-K value for zenith brightness
temperature is derived by extrapolating a hand-fitted line (fit-
ted to the "zenith equivalent" data) to a zenith angle of
90 degrees which corresponds to the vertical edges of the ra-
dome, where, presumably, no water can remain standing. The
lowest objectively determined zenith equivalent brightness
temperature comes from the +60-degree zenith angle, and this
would be a more conservative value to adopt (i.e., 34 K). Tihe
minimum zenith equivalent brightness temperature, where-
ever it occurs, would serve for determining an inferred sky
component. This is the procedure that has been adopted for
all subsequent data reduction that is described in this article.
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Another example of the "off-zenith" method for reducing
data is shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). Figure 7(a) is a plot of the
tip-curve-based 22- and 31-GHz brightness temperatures, show-
ing that the sky was very "lumpy" for week number 6. Fig-
ure 7(b) is a plot of 31-GHz zenith brightness temperature
based on radiometer gains that are determined from the
instrument physical temperature. It contains both the "sky"
and "water on radome" components. Figure 8, in addition to
repeating the plot in the previous figure, shows the zenith
equivalent brightness temperature derived from the -46- and
-60-degree angles. The importance of using the "off-zenith"
reduction method is most apparent during two 8-hour periods,
one on May 2 and the other on May 3.
Figure 9 is very similar to Fig. 8, except that two-hour
averages for the off-zenith data are used. The two-hour average
data are obtained automatically by a program that accepts
(from the user) gain adjustment information for the week in
question, calculates two-hour average zenith-equivalent bright-
ness temperatures for all zenith angles (for each two-hour
period), and determines which viewing location was "driest,"
i.e., had the lowest persistent zenith-equivalent brightness
temperature.
In using this automatic procedure for locating the "driest"
part of the radome, it is implicitly assumed that any clear
areas in the sky do not "hover" over a preferred viewing direc-
tion for periods as long as two hours. Indeed, the viewing
direction which is found to be "driest" tends to persist for
several two-hour periods, implying that the reduction algo-
rithm is actually finding the part of the radome with the least
amount of standing water, as opposed to a viewing direction
which happened to have the least amount of cloud emission.
Therefore, the lowest trace in Fig. 9 appears to be a fair
upper-limit estimate of zenith brightness temperature.
Figure 10 is a printout produced by the automatic reducing
program described in the previous paragraphs. It is a tabulation
of data for week number 1. The dG column is a gain adjust-
ment which the user entered, and will be described later. The
right-most columns are average and maximum zenith-equivalent
brightness temperatures for each of the five zenith angles. The
column labeled "Best" is a duplicate of one entry of one of
the five zenith angle columns. For example, the first row is for
a two-hour period beginning March 29 at 10 hours UT, and the
best viewing direction was +60 degrees. The next row shows a
best viewing direction at -60 degrees.
Figure 11 is similar to the plot in Fig. 6, except that it is a
plot of the "water on radome" component of measured sky
brightness temperature for week number 5. The upper trace
indicates maximum amount, and the other traces indicate
75th, 50th, and 25th percentiles. This plot is obtained by
blending individual two-hour traces with the zero level estab-
lished by assuming that the driest viewing direction corres-
ponds to "no water on radome."
Figure 12 is the same kind of plot for week number 6. The
maximum "water on radome" effect is displaced toward the
west. Presumably, the rain came from the west during this
week.
It was mentioned earlier that the user had to enter informa-
tion about gain adjustments for each particular week. This is
accomplished by a three-step procedure. First, a plot of "tip
curve derived zenith brightness temperature" is produced.
Second, a plot of "instrument physical temperature-based
zenith brightness temperature" is produced using the nominal
"gain versus temperature" relation (unpublished). This plot
can be for any desired offset in anticipation of an overall
week's best offset. Third, the two plots are overlaid, and dif-
ferences during the "well-behaved" parts of the tip curve data
are noted. These differences are used to derive a table of gain
adjustment values. For example, if the "gain from tempera-
ture" plot of zenith brightness temperatures is 1 K too high
(compared to the tip curve temperatures), the gain needs to be
adjusted by -1.5 units (where a unit is 0.01 count per degree
of brightness temperature). This is a labor-intensive procedure
and does not lend itself easily to automation. It has been done
for all the Spain data. The success of the entire analysis
described in this article depends on hand analysis derivations
of gain adjustment tables.
Table 1 summarizes the results of the preceding reduction
procedure for the entire 14-week observing period at DSS 63.
The numbers on the left margin represent "zenith brightness
temperature." These values include the components of bright-
ness temperature attributable to the 2.9-K cosmic background,
oxygen, water vapor, and liquid water. These results demon-
strate that "water on radome" effects have been reduced to a
negligible level through use of the elaborate reduction proce-
dure described above.
The numbers in the body of the figure represent the num-
ber of occasions having average zenith brightness temperatures
of the value indicated on the left, for the week number indi-
cated at the top of the figure. The first column outside the
box, on the right, is a summation across all weeks. The next
column is a summation of the previous column, summing
upward. It is an exceedance tabulation. The last column on the
right is the same exceedance tabulation after conversion to
percentages. It is to be read in the following manner: X
percent of the time, two-hour averages of zenith brightness
temperature are equal to, or less than, the brightness tem-
perature value found at the left side of the figure. Thus, 53.5
percent of the time the two-hour averages of zenith brightness
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temperatureareequalto,or less than, 18 K. (Or, 53.3 percent
of the time the two-hour averages of 31-GHz zenith brightness
temperature are less than 19 K.)
Vl. Results
Figure 13(a) summarizes the statistics on measured sky
brightness temperatures for the 14-week observation period at
DSS 63. This figure is an exceedance plot. The following
example illustrates how this figure should be read: 75 percent
of the two-hour averages of measured 31-GHz brightness
temperatures correspond to brightness temperatures at a
30-degree elevation angle that are less than 37 K (after exclud-
ing the 2.9-K cosmic background component).
Another way to read Fig. 13(a)is illustrated by the follow-
ing (different) example: 5 percent of the time, two-hour
averages of 30-degree elevation angle brightness temperatures
exceed 75 K. This brightness temperature level corresponds to
an attenuation of about 0.8 dB.
Figure 13(b) is a plot similar to the previous one except
that the averaging period is one hour (instead of two hours).
The 75-K level is exceeded 5 percent of the time (which is the
same as that for the two-hour averaging interval). Table 2 is a
tabulation of the one-hour averaging period data.
Figure 14 combines exceedance information contained in
the previous two exceedance plots and presents it in a slightly
different format. Exceedance plots are shown for the 1-hour
and 2-hour data for the high brightness temperatures (the
plots are identical for lower brightness temperatures). This
figure is to be read: 100-K brightness temperatures (at a
30-degree elevation angle) are exceeded 2.0 percent of the
time for the two-hour averaged data and are exceeded 2.3
percent of the time for the one-hour averaged data.
It is not straightforward to produce similar exceedance
plots for time intervals that are shorter than one hour. This is
due to limitations of the complex reduction procedure used to
remove "water on radome" effects. A great amount of time
would be involved in extracting this information from the
data, and at this time there are no plans to do this.
Figure 16 is an estimate of the family of curves relating
exceedance plots to averaging period. The 1- and 2-hour
plots are the measured plots from Fig. 14, while the other plot
is the author's estimated extrapolation of the data as the
observation time interval becomes increasingly small, or
"instantaneous."
VII. Rainfall Adjustments
Figure 15 is a plot of rainfall versus season for Barajas. Dur-
ing the 1984 SEAMS observation period, the accumulated
rainfall was 15.7 cm instead of the long-term average value of
10.7 cm. The observation period was therefore "wetter" than
average. Thus, the exceedance plots presented in this article
correspond to "wetter than average" conditions.
Rain-related weather defines the location and shape of the
high brightness temperature end of the exceedance plots.
There was 47 percent more rain during the observation period
than during a typical April through June period. There must
be many ways of adjusting the exceedance plots to produce a
plot that corresponds to different weather conditions. The
straightforward and intuitive assumption is that the "height"
of the exceedance plot (at the high brightness temperature
end) is directly proportional to the rate of rainfall for the
interval in question. This method was used to produce Fig. 16,
which is perhaps the best estimate that can be made from the
SCAMS measurements of exceedance plots for average weather
at DSS 63. This figure is the final product of this report.
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Table 1. Statistical summary of Spain data after correction for rsdome water effects: 2-hour averages
Zenith Week number a Exceedance
brightness statistics
temperature,
K 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 _ _ %
>80 1 2 .... 1 2 - 6 994 100.0
61-80 - 2 - 2 2 3 - 1 2 12 988 99.4
51-60 5 2 - 6 3 1 - - - 17 976 98.2
41-50 3 7 1 3 1 7 2 3 2 1 30 959 96.5
31--40 6 2 6 3 7 7 8 7 12 3 1 4 66 929 93.5
26-30 4 2 7 3 3 4 13 7 3 3 3 6 1 59 863 86.8
23-25 11 - 2 5 2 6 8 3 6 9 2 6 2 62 804 81.0
21-22 4 - 2 4 2 4 5 5 3 5 5 27 15 81 742 74.7
20 5 3 2 1 - 2 4 4 6 2 7 3 17 5 61 661 66.6
19 4 - 4 5 3 2 4 6 6 12 4 15 4 69 600 60.4
18 2 4 5 6 4 2 9 7 3 15 20 7 8 92 531 53.5
17 2 8 31 1 7 3 - 9 5 11 13 10 1 101 439 44.2
16 1 26 6 10 10 1 8 12 16 14 2 9 2 117 338 34.0
15 2 20 15 28 4 14 6 8 15 7 17 136 221 22.3
14 2 6 15 - 1 16 3 2 2 2 4 53 85 8.6
13 10 5 2 4 1 22 32 3.2
12 6 1 3 10 10 1.0
Totals 46 71 78 58 83 37 81 97 72 83 82 83 85 38 994
aData show the number of occations that 2-hour averages had the corresponding sky zenith brightness temperature.
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Table 2. Statistical summary of Spain data with hourly averages
Zenith Exceedance
brightness Week number a statistics
temperature,
K b l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 Z ZZ %
>80 - - 1 3 1 3 3 1 4 - 16 1982 100.0
61-80 - - 4 4 2 4 4 1 2 4 25 1966 99.2
51-60 1 - 9 2 1 10 5 2 2 2 - 34 1941 97.9
41-50 6 2 7 1 6 6 10 2 5 2 2 2 51 1907 96.2
31-40 9 - 16 7 15 11 21 12 13 10 3 5 1 123 1856 93.6
26-30 12 2 11 10 6 10 18 7 13 2 2 16 - 109 1733 87.4
23-25 12 1 6 14 5 6 10 9 12 12 9 13 1 110 1624 81.9
21-22 11 3 2 11 8 5 13 11 5 17 10 25 11 132 1514 76.4
20 8 2 2 2 9 6 4 6 11 5 14 4 42 16 131 1382 69.7
19 11 - 4 - 21 9 - 13 16 9 21 6 45 11 166 1251 63.1
18 7 6 9 - 27 5 2 18 13 11 34 39 13 14 198 1085 54.7
17 5 6 51 2 38 2 12 18 17 20 29 21 3 15 240 887 44.8
16 - 31 20 20 14 1 10 30 18 30 5 15 6 200 647 32.6
15 3 55 3 30 3 5 22 18 17 31 9 30 1 227 447 22.6
14 5 27 30 3 33 3 4 3 4 12 2 126 220 11.1
13 2 4 20 22 2 5 1 1 6 63 94 4.7
12 - 2 12 8 3 5 1 31 31 1.6
Totals 92 141 145 116 164 73 164 192 145 167 169 168 168 78 1982
aData show the number of occations that 2-hour averages had the corresponding sky zenith brightness temperature.
blncludes 2.9 K.
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Fig. 1. Photograph of the SCAMS water vapor radiometer system 
prior to deployment 
Fig. 2. Photograph of the SCAMS after deployment on the roof of 
the main control building at DSS 63. The view is to the south. 
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VAPOR LIQUID MODE BASED ON TIP CURVE REDUCTION
.,_,
DOY UT ap LIQ T1 T2 tD12 n12 GAINS
0324 1800 1.57 -3 36.6 17.2 195192 4 7 320 415
0324 1810 1.65 80 40.1 21.9 192191 7 8 322 422
0324 1820 1.60 67 38.9 21.0 192189 510 317 415
0324 1830 1.58 -50 35.6 14.7 193190 1226 304 384
0324 1840 1.64 113 40.8 23.6 190189 6 5 321 418
0324 1850 1.59 96 39.6 22.5 188187 4 6 320 420
0324 1900 1.60 21 37.8 18.6 186184 6 7 319 417
0324 1910 1.53 18 36.4 18.1 188182 5 8 317 415
[cm] [#] _ t-r-LTJ LTJ _ y. I
ZENITHTB[°K] I I
10xt DCH 1 [°C]-J I
10 x t D CH 2_
WORST NOISE, IN COUNTS, OF THE
5 READINGS PER SKY LOC'N
(MAX CTS MINUS MIN CTS)
CH 1 AND 2 rTIP-CURVE CALIBRATION -_
BASED GAINS, CTS/°K,
TIMES 10, CH 1 AND 2
SKY MAP MODE
DOY UT Vap LIQ T1 T2 tD12 n12 GAINS
0324 1920 1.46 7 35.0 17.3 186184 4 9 317 415
0324 1930 1.30 1 31.8 16.3 187183 5 8 317 415
0324 1940 1.28 -2 31.4 16.0 182179 4 8 318 414
0324 1950 1.21 5 30.3 16.1 183178 5 6 317 415
0324 2000 1.30 2 31.9 16.4 180177 4 8 316 414
0324 2010 1.30 9 32.1 16.7 179175 5 8 314 414
0324 2020 1.30 13 32.1 16.9 179176 4 8 316 414
0324 2030 1.26 7 31.3 16.4 178174 5 6 313 411
0324 2040 1.28 24 32.2 17.5 176173 6 9 316 415
Y
BASED ON TIP CURVE
REDUCTION
t D - GAIN REDUCTION
Z///222 T1 T2 Vap Liq F#
2319417 36 19 1.45 36 020
2318417 36 19 1.51 31 021
2318416 39 2 1.59 87 022
2318417 47 37 1.62 373 023
2317416 38 23 1.47 111 024
2317416 37 20 1.52 47 025
2316415 35 17 1.49 4 026
2317414 36 17 1.53 6 027
TBCH 1ANDCH2 [°K]CH 2 tD-BASED GAIN
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CURVE CALCULATION
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Z 1111111111
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Fig. 3. Real-time printouts of the SCAMS observing program. Printouts for two data reduction modes are displayed.
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Fig. 4. Brightness temperatures for various dates and condittons at DSS 63: (a) ptot of 22.2- and 31.4-GHz zenith brightness temperatures
from April 16-21, 1984; (b) plot of brightness temperatures during cloudy conditions from April 23-30, 1984; (c) plot of the 31.4-GHz
brightness temperature for the same period as shown in (b), using 8 data reductiorl algorithm that should give better results for cloudy
conditions by deriving instrument gain from a gain versus instrument temperature relation, rather than deriving gain from tip curves.
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Fig. 5. The 31.4-GHz brightness temperatures for the viewing direction +60 zenith angle for the
same period as Fig. 4(c). The Y-axis scale, shown extending from 0 to 110 K, is actually for 0 to 220
K. If the trace is thought of as a zenith equivalent brightness temperature, then the scale 0 to 110 K
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Fig. 7. Brightness temperatures for s second period during which water is suspected of being on
the radome: (a) 22.2- and 31.4-GHz plot based on tip curve; (b) plot of zenith brightness tempera-
tures based on the "instrument gain versus instrument physical temperature" relationship. Note
that (b) is better behaved than (a).
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Fig, g. The dotted line trace, taken from the previous figure, represents the zenith brightness
temperature. The two bottom traces represent the lowest measured brightness temperatures
during 2-hour observation periods at -+48 and -+60 zenith.
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DATE/UT dG BEST -60 -48 ZEN +48 +60
32910 4 23 30 23 29 25 32 28 40 25 32 23 30
32912 3 24 34 24 34 26 34 29 34 27 35 25 32
32914 2 31 57 31 57 36 70 60 109 46 74 39 61
32916 2 41 45 41 45 53 61 80 90 51 73 43 60
32918 1 41 62 41 62 46 68 95 114 62 87 51 68
32920 0 43 55 43 55 49 58 89 129 61 70 51 61
32922 -0 30 42 30 42 40 54 47 71 45 63 34 48
33000 -1 27 36 27 36 34 47 54 85 38 58 31 45
33002 -2 23 26 23 26 24 26 41 46 30 37 23 26
33004 -2 20 21 21 23 22 23 32 37 23 26 20 21
33006 -3 23 34 23 34 25 31 26 30 27 51 24 29
33009 -4 21 23 21 23 22 25 25 30 23 27 24 37
33012 -5 21 23 21 23 22 24 29 55 33 96 25 29
33015 -6 24 30 24 30 24 32 26 38 30 52 26 32
33017 -6 32 58 32 58 41 76 67 165 48 132 44 103
33019 -7 25 37 25 37 27 37 33 56 26 39 26 57
33021 -8 20 20 21 22 21 23 23 24 20 21 20 20
33023 -8 18 18 19 20 19 20 20 22 18 19 18 18
33100 -8 18 19 19 21 19 19 19 20 18 19 18 19
33102 -7 19 21 20 26 21 27 21 27 19 22 19 21
33104 -7 19 20 22 26 23 27 21 25 20 22 19 20
33106 -6 16 23 18 27 17 26 16 23 16 21 16 19
33108 -6 14 22 16 18 16 18 14 22 15 19 16 21
33110 -5 32 38 32 38 34 42 36 54 41 56 42 57
33112 -5 37 82 44 83 51 82 37 82 41 73 38 59
33114 -4 34 68 34 68 39 84 59 122 62 111 55 94
33116 -4 23 33 23 33 23 37 26 51 32 56 34 52
33118 -3 38 97 40 104 47 113 68 152 43 106 38 97
33120 -3 21 51 21 51 22 66 43 98 25 70 22 57
33122 -3 15 17 15 17 15 19 19 25 21 36 21 37
40100 -2 17 29 17 29 19 34 22 58 20 37 18 29
40102 -2 15 22 15 21 15 22 15 21 16 22 16 21
40104 -1 26 51 26 51 31 61 43 92 36 55 34 50
40106 -1 17 20 18 21 17 20 18 29 18 23 18 21
40108 -0 20 24 20 24 20 27 23 29 25 33 26 34
40110 0 28 41 28 41 30 42 36 46 37 47 34 44
40112 1 21 28 21 28 22 28 27 37 33 56 33 53
40114 1 23 26 23 26 26 31 30 37 38 50 32 45
40116 2 23 30 23 30 24 30 25 31 26 44 24 35
40118 2 24 28 26 35 24 28 26 29 25 33 24 29
40120 3 24 29 26 35 25 33 26 30 25 32 24 29
40122 3 20 20 20 20 20 21 21 22 20 21 20 20
40200 3 19 20 20 20 20 20 19 20 19 20 19 20
40202 3 19 21 19 20 20 22 20 24 19 22 19 21
40204 3 20 22 20 22 21 23 22 26 22 28 24 29
Fig. 10. Output of a program that automatically performs the "off-zenith" correction for water-on-radome effects
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week of data
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Fig. 16. Final plot of 31.4-G Hz 30-degree elevation angle sky bright-
ness temperature exceedances. The plots reflect a correction for the
greater than average rainfall that occurred during the 14-week
observation period. The 1- and 2-hour data averages are based on
real data, whereas the broken line is an estimate for "instan-
taneous" statistics.
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Water vapor radiometer measurements were made at DSS 43 during an 18-month
period. Brightness temperatures at 31 GHz were subjected to a statistical analysis which
included correction for the effects of occasional water on the radiometer radome. An
exceedance plot has been constructed, and the 1 percent exceedance statistic occurs at
120 K. The 5 percent exceedance statistic occurs at 70 K, compared with 75 K in Spain.
These values are valid for all of the three-month data groupings that were studied.
I. Observations
In [I], models were derived for weather effects on Ka-band
performance analysis. To use the models, measurements of
noise temperature effects of a measured amount of water
vapor are needed. Therefore, the RO6 water vapor radiometer
(WVR) was deployed at DSS 43 in Australia for several years
prior to early 1986. Beginning in the spring of 1984, RO6 was
pointed at an elevation angle of 45 degrees so that line-of-sight
data would be less affected by water on the radome cover. Tip
curve data were taken for approximately 30 minutes once or
twice weekly. All remaining hours were devoted to 45-degree
line-of-sight data.
A line-of-sight observation consists of a 15-minute average
of sky count data for the 20.7- and 31.4-GHz radiometer
channels and a recording of physical temperatures within RO6.
Hot load and base load readings were made. Data were recorded
on a diskette, which was replaced twice weekly and mailed to
JPL. The operation of RO6 was conducted by DSS 43 station
personnel.
RO6 data from the 18-month period of July 1984 through
December 1985 are the subject of the present article. Data
from earlier epochs are subject to uncertain effects due to
water remaining on the radome after precipitation, because the
WVR was pointed at zenith at these earlier times. As will be
explained below, radome water corrections are a crucial part
of obtaining exceedance statistics at the high brightness tem-
perature regime, and these corrections are much greater (and
are subject to much greater uncertainties) for zenith data than
for 45-degree data. See [2] for Spain measurements.
II. Data Reduction
In order to convert radiometer sky counts to brightness
temperature, it is necessary to know the gain of the radiom-
eter channel that is being used. Tip curves enable this measure-
ment of gain to be made when sky conditions are clear. When
it is cloudy, tip curve gains are "noisy." Plots of gain versus
instrument temperature were made for several data groupings.
Figure 1 is a plot of this relationship for both channels, and it
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represents data from the 6-month period of July to December
1984. The solid line was determined from data from August
1985. The agreement of the plotted points in Fig. 1 with the
lines indicates that the gain-temperature relationships did not
change over a 13-month interval.
The gain-temperature relationship represented by the
straight line in Fig. l(b) was used to reduce all 31-GHz data
that will be described in this report
Gain 2 = 8.340 - 0.206 (rmb - 40°C)
where the units for gain are counts/°C.
Figure 2 is a sample output from a computer program that
reduces raw data files and calculates sky brightness tempera-
tures. The first three rows correspond to tip curves, and they
yielded measurements of the gain and tip curve correlation
coefficient (R-squared) for each channel. The column of
interest in this figure is labeled "TBzen." For the line-of-sight
data cycles, ZBze n is lhe zenith-normalized brightness tempera-
ture. There is an entry in this column every 15 minutes. The
channel 2 entries in this column-pair are "input" for the next
data-reducing program.
The next program collects the 31-GHz zenith-normalized
brightness temperatures for a user-specified time period and
creates a histogram. Figure 3 is a histogram for the entire
18-month period. The left-most four columns are zenith-
normalized brightness temperatures. The fifth column is the
number of occasions that a measurement has a given brightness
temperature value (designated by the first four columns).
Figures 4(a) and (b) are exceedance plots of 3-month
groupings of the data in the previous figure. The figure labels
use the term wet radome to remind the reader that the plots
are based on data that have not been corrected for water that
may have been on the RO6 radome when data were taken.
III. Radome Water Correction Procedure
High brightness temperature values can be produced by
water drops remaining on the radome after rain or overnight
dew. The SCAMS (Scanning Microwave Spectrometer) WVR
has been used to investigate radome water effects. SCAMS
measures sky brightness temperature at zenith angles that
range from 0 (zenith) to -+60 degrees (i.e., a 30-degree eleva-
tion angle at opposite azimuths). After rain, the zenith bright-
ness temperatures are affected the most because more water
remains at the top of the curved radome than on the sides.
Measurements from each of the SCAMS viewing directions can
be used to infer zenith brightness temperature, which will be
referred to as TB z (for TB zenith-normalized). When the
radome is dry and when there are no lumpy clouds, each of
these TB z values are the same. When different amounts of
water are standing on the various parts of the radome, how-
ever, there are different TB z values. The smallest value corre-
sponds to the driest part of the radome. When the radome has
water, the lowest value for TB z usually comes from one of the
60-degree zenith angle viewing directions.
It is fortunate for the present investigation that SCAMS
was used at DSS 43 in Spain for a 4-month study of 31-GHz
brightness temperature statistics. During the course of analy-
sis of these data, some interesting things were discovered
about the effect of water on the SCAMS radome. These find-
ings play a crucial role in deriving a radome water-correcting
algorithm for the RO6 Australia data. The Spain data are
described in [2]. Some of the Spain data that will be pre-
sented here are taken from this article.
Figure 5 is a plot of TB z that is derived from the zenith,
-48-degree, and -60-degree zenith angle measurements made
in Spain. The vertical scale is labeled in 10-K increments, and
the horizontal scale is labeled in 1-hour increments. The
highest trace invariably corresponds to the zenith data, mean-
ing that there is always more water at the top of the radome
than on the sides. The three traces are together before high-
TB z events, and they approach each other during a "drying-
out" period. Note that during an event there can be disparities
as great as 24 K. While it is raining, the traces are "noisy."
During the drying-out phase, the traces are smooth but sepa-
rated. The last event has a drying-out period that lasts 13 hours.
An empirical relationship has been deduced for the amount
of TB z excess (attributable to radome water) and the mea-
sured (uncorrected) TB z. This relationship has been derived
for the -+48-degree SCAMS data. Figure 6 is a plot of the
data that have enabled this relationship to be determined. The
curves can be used to derive corrections, which the following
example will illustrate. When measured TB z is 80 K, 50 per-
cent of the time the required correction is 27 K, 5 percent
of the time the correction is 16 K, and another 25 percent of
the time the correction is 35 K. This plot could have been used
to correct -+48-degree measurements of TB z to derive dry-
radome-equivalent TB statistics. For SCAMS it was not neces-
sary to use this procedure, since SCAMS measured TB z for
many angles, and the lowest TB z value was adopted as corre-
sponding to "dry."
Table 1 was derived from the plot of Fig. 6. Note that more
categories are used for the redistribution of TBs. The follow-
ing example will illustrate the use of this table. If there are
100 entries in the histogram of observed (uncorrected) TB z
values at the 100-K level, 10 percent of these entries (i.e.,
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10 entries) would be moved to the histogram location 18 K
below 100 K (i.e., 100 - 18 = 82 K), 15 percent would be
moved to the histogram location 24 K below 100 K, etc.
Before the SCAMS algorithm is used for correcting radome
water effects that are present in the RO6 (Australia) data, it is
necessary to demonstrate that the two WVRs respond to rain
in the same way. That is to say, whenever TB z for SCAMS is
too large by a certain amount due to radome water, is TB z for
RO6 too large by the same amount? The answer is yes, and
this was established by conducting side-by-side tests with a
garden hose simulation of rain.1
IV. Corrected Brightness Temperature
Statistics
Figure 7 is a histogram of the "corrected" brightness tem-
peratures. As in Fig. 3, the first four columns are zenith bright-
ness temperatures and the fifth column is the number of entries
in the histogram bin-range.
Table 2 outlines exceedance statistics for the observed (un-
corrected) and "radome-water-corrected" brightness tempera-
ture histograms. Columns 1 and 2 correspond to "zenith" and
"30-degree elevation angle" brightness temperatures (exclud-
ing the 3-K cosmic background component). Column 3 is an
exceedance table for the uncorrected data (in Fig. 3), and
column 4 is an exceedance table for the corrected data (in
Fig. 7). Columns 5 through 10 correspond to 3-month group-
lB. L. Gary, "Rain on Radome Effects," internal memorandum, Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, November 3, 1985.
ings of the uncorrected data. Columns 11 through 16 corre-
spond to 3-month groupings of the corrected data.
Figures 8(a) and (b) are exceedance plots of the uncor-
rected and corrected TBs (columns 3 and 4 of Table 2). The
difference between the plotted line and "A" symbols shows
the result of correcting for radome water effects. The differ-
ence is "substantial," which accounts for the long explanation
presented (in the previous section) of what was involved in
correcting measured TBs for the effects of radome water.
Figure 9 shows exceedance plots for the 3-month groupings
of corrected TB data. It is noteworthy that the exceedance
statistics do not change with season in the 1 percent region.
The Spain exceedance statistics are shown in the next two
figures. Figure 10 is for the 4-month observing period March
to June 1984. (Remember that all Spain data shown here
would correspond to "dry" even though the correcting table
described above was not employed in reducing the Spain data.)
The several lines correspond to different data-averaging times.
The Australia data have an averaging time of 15 minutes per
data point, so that is the appropriate time to use in selecting
an exceedance trace in this figure. Figure 11 is based on the
data in the previous figure, and it reflects an adjustment that
was made for the difference in rainfall that occurred during
the 4-month observing period and the climatic average for
Madrid. This adjustment is described in the Spain exceedance
statistic report [2].
Figure 12 is a repeat of Fig. 9, except that the Spain data
of the previous figure are plotted for comparison. There is a
remarkable similarity in the levels of the exceedance plots
from both stations.
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Table 1. Correction table for radome water effects (corrections to
brightness temperature versus uncorrected brightness tempera-
ture)
Redistribution percentages
TB z
10 15 25 25 15 10
25 0 0 0 0 0 0
30 0 0 1 3 4 6
40 3 6 9 11 13 15
50 7 9 13 17 21 23
70 11 17 22 26 30 36
100 18 24 29 33 38 44
140 24 30 35 39 45 51
200 31 37 42 46 54 60
220 33 39 44 48 56 63
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Table 2. Exceedance table for 18-months of 31-GHz brightness temperature data at DSS-43
TB TB3o
All wet All dry
%> %>
4JASW 4ONDW 5JFMW 5AMJW 5JASW 5ONDW 4JASD 4ONDD 5JFMD 5AMJD 5JASD 5ONDD
10.0 14.0 98.8 98.8 98.2 97.6 99.9 98.7 99.9 I00.0 98.2 97.6
11.0 15.9 96.4 96.2 93.7 94.9 99.2 96.5 98.2 98.5 93.5 94.8
12.0 17.9 91.1 90.8 83.2 89.9 96.8 91.6 85.6 96.4 82.8 89.6
13.0 19.9 84.2 83.5 70.8 83.3 94.1 83.2 68.3 91.6 70.0 82.8
14.0 21.8 76.6 75.7 60.0 75.7 90.7 75.6 51.1 84.1 58.9 75.0
15.0 23.7 68.8 67.5 50.7 67.8 86.0 66.1 41.2 75.2 49.4 66.9
16.0 25.7 60.2 58.6 43.1 58.7 79.3 56.4 34.8 64.8 41.6 57.5
17.0 27.6 52.7 50.8 37.9 50.8 73.0 47.1 30.7 54.0 36.2 49.3
18.0 29.5 46.6 44.4 34.2 44.8 65.8 40.0 27.6 45.9 32.4 43.2
19.0 31.4 40.8 38.4 30.6 39.2 58.2 33.8 24.8 39.1 28.7 37.3
20.0 33.3 35.3 32.7 27.8 34.2 49.1 29.4 23.1 33.0 25.9 32.2
22.0 37.1 27.0 24.1 23.8 26.4 34.2 23.5 20.7 25.3 21.7 24.1
24.0 40.8 21.7 18.0 19.9 22.0 24.1 19.7 18.7 21.2 17.3 19.0
26.0 44.6 18.5 15.0 17.8 19.6 17.8 17.4 17.2 18.6 15.1 16.3
28.0 48.3 16.2 12.2 16.0 17.9 13.9 16.2 15.9 16.7 12.7 13.1
30.0 51.9 14.7 9.9 14.9 16.5 11.5 15.2 14.9 15.3 10.8 10.4
32.0 55.6 13.3 8.2 13.9 15.0 9.7 14.1 13.8 14.1 9.3 8.3
34.0 59.2 12.1 7.1 12.9 13.0 8.8 13.3 12.6 12.9 8.2 7.0
36.0 62.7 11.2 6.2 12.0 11.9 8.0 12.6 11.5 12.1 7.3 6.0
38.0 66.3 10.2 5.4 11.3 10.4 7.2 11.9 10.4 11.1 6.4 5.2
40.0 69.8 9.4 4.8 10.7 9.5 6.5 10.9 9.6 10.3 5.7 4.6
42.0 73.3 8.6 4.2 9.9 8.6 5.7 10.1 8.9 9.5 5.0 4.0
44.0 76.8 7.9 3.8 9.2 7.7 5.2 9.5 8.2 9.0 4.6 3.6
46.0 80.2 7.3 3.3 8.7 7.2 4.5 8.7 7.5 8.3 4.0 3.2
48.0 83.6 6.8 3.0 8.1 6.7 4.1 8.0 7.0 7.7 3.6 2.9
50.0 87.0 6.3 2.7 7.6 6.1 3.8 7.0 6.4 7.3 3.2 2.6
55.0 95.3 5.2 2.2 6.5 4.8 3.0 5.3 5.4 5.9 2.5 2.1
60.0 103.4 4.2 1.8 5.2 4.1 2.4 4.5 4.2 4.7 2.0 1.7
65.0 111.3 3.5 1.4 4.4 3.5 2.1 3.8 3.2 3.8 1.5 1.4
70.0 119.1 3.0 1.1 3.6 2.9 1.8 3.1 2.5 3.3 1.1 1.1
75.0 126.6 2.5 0.9 3.0 2.4 1.7 2.5 2.1 2.8 0.9 0.9
80.0 134.0 2.1 0.8 2.5 2.1 1.4 2.0 1.7 2.3 0.7 0.8
85.0 141.2 1.8 0.6 2.1 1.8 1.2 1.6 1.4 2.0 0.5 0.7
90.0 148.3 1.5 0.5 1.7 1.5 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.7 0.4 0.6
95.0 155.1 1.3 0.5 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.0 0.9 1.4 0.3 0.5
100.0 161.8 1.1 0.4 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.8 0.8 1.2 0.3 0.4
110.0 174.5 0.8 0.3 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.6 0.8 0.1 0.3
120.0 186.6 0.6 0.2 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.4 0.4 0.6 0.1 0.2
130.0 197.9 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.0 0.1
140.0 208.5 0.3 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.0 0.1
150.0 218.3 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.0
160.0 227.5 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0
170.0 235.8 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
180.0 243.5 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0
190.0 250.4 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
200.0 256.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
98.6 98.6 99.0 99.2
96.6 96.6 97.0 97.3
92.6 92.2 90.2 91.3
87.4 85.7 80.5 82.5
81.3 79.1 70.6 73.1
74.5 71.2 62.1 64.5
66.0 62.2 53.8 55.7
58.5 53.9 46.8 47.9
51.6 46.9 40.9 41.5
44.8 40.3 35.3 35.7
37.6 34.1 30.4 30.5
26.2 24.5 23.0 23.0
18.3 18.0 17.6 17.7
14.8 14.9 14.9 15.0
11.6 12.1 12.1 12.3
9.0 9.7 9.8 10.0
7.2 7.9 8.1 8.3
6.0 6.7 6.9 7.1
5.2 5.8 5.9 6.2
4.5 5.0 5.1 5.3
3.9 4.4 4.5 4.7
3.4 3.8 3.9 4.1
3.1 3.4 3.5 3.6
2.7 3.0 3.0 3.2
2.5 2.8 2.8 2.9
2.3 2.5 2.5 2.6
1.9 2.0 1.9 2.1
1.6 1.6 1.6 1.7
1.3 1.3 1.2 1.3
1.1 1.1 1.0 1.1
0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
0.8 0.8 0.7 0.8
0.7 0.7 0.6 0.7
0.6 0.6 0.5 0.6
0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5
0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4
0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3
0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Fig. 1. WVR instrument gain versus mixer temperature from tip
curves during a &month period in 1984. The straight line is based on
data from August 1985.
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01-10-1987 10:24:57 8:A5306.DAT to A:A5306.001
J-range = 2 to 14 TB' REJECT CRITERION= 100 degK
MILl. DO TIP REDUCTION
NOTE: TIP data has entries up to TBzen columns; line-of-sight data has dots in some columns, & TBobs°d is fop 45 de9 elev'n
DAY HR RN ..TEMPS .... GAINS .... TB obs'd. ..R**2 ...... RRS... RJ
306 2 57 43.6 42.2 8.35 7.84 21.9 15.7 1.00 0.99 0.67 0.62 11
306 3 2 43.6 42.2 8.38 7.87 22.8 16.4 1.00 1.00 0.61 0.52 O0
306 3 8 43.5 42.1 8.39 7.88 22.8 16.7 1.00 1.00 0.53 0.47 O0
306 3 20 43.7 42.2 .......... 30.1 23.3 ......... 0.32 0.29 O0
306 3 35 43.6 42.3 .......... 31.1 23.2 ......... 0.25 0.20 O0
306 3 50 43.7 42.3 .......... 31.5 23.9 ......... 0.22 0.13 O0
306 4 5 43.7 42,4 .......... 30.9
306 4 20 43.7 42,3 .......... 31,3
306 4 35 43.7 42.3 .......... 31.3
306 4 50 43.7 42.3 .......... 31.7
306 5 5 43.6 42.2 .......... 32.8
306 5 20 43.5 42.1 .......... 33.8
306 5 35 43.5 42,1 .......... 33.6
306 5 50 43.6 42.1 .......... 33.0
306 6 5 43.7 42.2 .......... 35.1
306 6 20 43.4 42.0 .......... 39.6
306 6 35 43.4 42.0 .......... 37.3
306 6 50 43.4 41.7 .......... 35.8
306 7 5 43.2 41.4 .......... 36.2
306 7 20 43.0 41,1 .......... 38.1
306 7 35 42.9 40.9 .......... 37.2
306 7 50 42.8 40.5 .......... 37.1
306 8 5 42.5 40.1 .......... 39.0
306 8 20 42.3 39.8 .......... 40.2
306 8 35 42.3 39.6 .......... 39.1
306 8 50 42.2 39.5 .......... 40.2
306 9 5 42.2 39.3 .......... 41.0
306 9 20 42.1 39.2 .......... 42.0
306 9 35 42.1 39.1 .......... 42.0
306 9 50 42.2 39.2 .......... 38.4
306 10 5 42.2 39.3 .......... 38.0
306 10 20 42.2 39.2 .......... 38.9
306 10 35 42.2 39,3 .......... 38.0
306 10 50 42.2 39.2 .......... 38.2
306 11 5 42.1 39.1 .......... 38.7
306 11 20 42.2 39.2 .......... 38.2
306 11 35 42,2 39.2 .......... 39.6
306 11 50 42.2 39.2 .......... 37.6
306 12 5 42,2 39,2 .......... 38.0
306 12 20 42.2 39.2 .......... 40.4
306 12 35 42.2 39.2 .......... 40.3
306 12 50 42.2 39.3 .......... 39.2
306 13 5 42,3 39.3 .......... 40.1
306 13 20 42.3 39.4 .......... 43.3
306 13 35 42,3 39.3 .......... 42.3
306 13 50 42.2 39.3 .......... 40.6
306 14 5 42.2 39.3 .......... 39.7
306 14 20 42.2 39.3 .......... 40.8
306 14 35 42.2 39.3 .......... 40.8
306 14 50 42.2 39,3 .......... 39.6
306 15 5 42.1 39.2 .......... 41.0
306 15 20 42,2 39.3 .......... 38.4
306 15 35 42.2 39.2 .......... 39.4
306 15 50 42.1 39.2 .......... 40.5
306 16 5 42.2 39,2 .......... 39.3
306 16 20 42.2 39.2 .......... 38.0
306 16 35 42.2 39.2 .......... 37.7
306 16 50 42.2 39.2 .......... 38.7
306 17 5 42.2 39.2 .......... 39.2
306 17 20 42,3 39.2 .......... 37.4
306 17 35 42.2 39.2 .......... 38.1
306 17 50 42.1 39.2 .......... 38.0
306 18 5 42.2 39.2 .......... 37.6
306 18 20 42.3 39.3 .......... 36.6
306 18 35 42.2 39.2 .......... 36.9
306 18 50 42.2 39,2 .......... 37.8
306 19 5 42.2 39.2 .......... 39.0
306 19 20 42.2 39.3 .......... 39.3
23.7 ......... 0.13 0.06 O0
23.7 ......... 0.30 0.27 O0
23.6 ......... 0.17 0.08 O0
23.8 ......... 0.24 0.18 O0
24.2 ......... O. 16 O. 14 O0
24.4 ......... 0.20 0.21 O0
24.2 ......... 0,19 0.35 O0
24,6 ......... 0.47 0.39 DO
25.2 ......... 2.39 1.39 DO
27.1 ......... 0.35 0.30 O0
25.3 ......... 0.72 0.82 O0
23,5 ......... 0.53 0.71 O0
23.0 ......... 0.20 0.37 DO
24.3 ......... 0.23 0.21 DO
24.0 ......... 0.86 0.69 O0
24.3 ......... 0.38 0.47 DO
24.2 ......... 0.38 0.43 O0
26.9 ......... 0.31 0.67 DO
27.2 ......... 0.64 1.10 O0
28.5 ......... 0.52 1.37 DO
31,5 ......... 0.30 0.78 DO
31.7 ......... 0.36 0.82 O0
33.9 ......... 0.97 1.94 O0
29.6 ......... 0.64 1.45 O0
27.1 ......... 0.50 0.95 DO
28.5 ......... 0.20 0.39 DO
29.0 ......... 0.48 0.88 O0
28.0 ......... 0.40 0.78 DO
27.3 ......... 0.23 0.62 O0
27.5 ......... 0.29 0.53 DO
29.8 ......... 0,46 1.00 O0
26.2 ......... 0.58 1.15 O0
27.1 ......... 0.91 1.90 O0
33.8 ......... 0.73 1.59 O0
32.0 ......... 0.59 1.21 O0
29.2 ......... 0.65 1.26 O0
33.2 ......... 1.18 2.50 O0
39.2 ......... 1.24 2.95 DO
38.8 ......... 0.91 1.78 DO
35.2 ......... 0.66 1.40 DO
33.7 ......... 0.99 2.05 DO
34.4 ......... 1.04 2.24 O0
35.3 ......... 1.00 2.02 O0
33.2 ......... O. 29 0.59 O0
34.8 ......... 0.67 1.38 DO
32.0 ......... 0.43 0.72 O0
34.1 ......... 0.50 1.01 O0
35.3 ......... 0.24 0.37 O0
34,2 ......... 0.42 0.90 DO
32.7 ......... 0.38 0.80 DO
31.1 ......... 0.98 1,91 O0
33.4 ......... 0.65 1.32 O0
34.3 ......... 0.51 1.03 O0
33,1 ......... 0.64 1.39 O0
32.5 ......... 0.80 1.48 O0
31.6 ......... 0.17 0.34 O0
31.8 ......... 0.6"I 1.45 DO
31.3 ......... 0.82 1.70 O0
29.8 ......... 0.30 O. 56 O0
32.3 ......... 0.55 1.06 O0
34.1 ......... 0.39 0.71 O0
33.0 ......... 0.64 1.29 DO
1.47
1.55 -20
1.54 -11
1,45 25
1.54 9
1.55 22
1.50 24
1.54 18
1.54 17
1.57 17
1.64 14
1.72 6
1.71 3
1.65 21
1.81 8
2.13 -4
1.99 -19
1.92 -42
1.98 -61
2.10 -53
2.03 -49
2.01 -41
2.18 -68
2.19 _6
2.08 6
2.13 24
2.09 90
2.18 81
2.10 137
1.93 75
1.99 17
2.02 39
1.92 65
1.98 37
2.04 13
1.99 25
2.04 64
1.99 -1
1.99 18
1.95 155
2.02 109
2.02 54
1.96 144
2.01 258
.94 261
.92 189
.90 163
.96 168
.94 188
.91 150
.97 174
.84 138
.85 177
.91 195
.84 181
.79 159
.82 123
.83 167
.84 183
.72 178
.80 154
.83 130
.78 142
.72 142
.80 99
.79 151
.83 181
.89 150
..TBzen .... good.tip.data.. G(t)
21.9 15.7 43.6 8.35 42.2 7.84 835 789
22.8 16,4 43.6 8.38 42.2 7.87 835 788
22.8 16.7 43.5 8.39 42.1 7.88 841 789
22.5 17.5 834 787
23.2 17.4 835 785
23.5 18.0 834 785
23.0 17.8 832 784
23.3 17.8 834 784
23.3 17.7 834 786
23.6 17.9 834 785
24.4 18.2 835 787
25.1 18.3 839 788
25.0 18.2 839 790
24.6 18.5 835 790
26.1 18.9 834 788
29.4 20,3 842 791
27.7 18.9 842 792
26.6 17.7 844 798
26.9 17.3 850 804
28.3 18.3 857 811
27.6 18.0 861 815
27.6 18.2 867 823
29.0 18.2 878 830
29.8 20.1 883 837
29.1 20.4 884 841
29.8 21.3 888 844
30.4 23.5 888 846
31.2 23.6 891 848
31.2 25.2 892 851
28.5 22.1 888 849
28.2 20.3 888 848
28.9 21.3 890 848
28.2 21.6 887 848
28.4 20.9 888 849
28.7 20.4 893 851
28.3 20.5 888 850
29.4 22.2 890 850
28.0 19.6 888 850
28.2 20.3 890 849
30.0 25.1 887 848
30.0 23.8 888 848
29.1 21.8 887 847
29.8 24.7 883 846
32.1 29.1 885 845
31.4 28.8 885 846
30.1 26.1 887 846
29.5 25.1 887 847
30.3 25.6 890 847
30,3 26.2 888 847
29.4 24.7 888 847
30.5 25.9 891 849
28.5 23.9 887 848
29.2 25.4 888 848
30.1 26.3 892 850
29.2 25.4 890 850
28.3 24.4 888 850
28.0 23.2 890 850
28.8 24.8 890 849
29.1 25.5 890 850
27.8 24.7 885 848
28.3 24.2 888 849
28.2 23.5 891 849
27.9 23.7 888 848
27.2 23,3 885 847
27.4 22.2 888 848
28.1 24.0 887 848
29,0 25.3 888 848
29.2 24.6 890 847
Fig. 2. Sample output from a computer program that reduces raw data
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18.-HONTHUNCORRECTED(ME )31.-GHzBRIGHTNESSTEMPERATUREHISTOGRAM
>140 100
137 138 139 140 12
133 134 135 136 12
129 130 131 132 10
125 126 127 128 18
121 122 123 124 19
117 118 119 120 20
113 114 115 116 29
109 110 111 112 26
105 106 107 108 29
101 102 103 104 42
97 98 99 100 46
93 94 95 96 51
89 90 91 92 62
85 86 87 88 77
81 82 83 84 64
77 78 79 80 82
73 74 75 76 119
69 70 71 72 112
65 66 67 68 139
61 62 63 64 161
58 59 60 148
55 56 57 212
52 53 54 170
49 50 51 234
46 47 48 242
43 44 45 283
40 41 42 359
38 39 256
36 37 272
34 35 311
32 33 410
30 31 414
28 29 547
26 27 747
24 25 1248
22 23 1988
20 21 2941
19 1696
18 1810
17 2210
16 2508
15 2311
14 2221
13 2047
12 1541
11 732
10 183
<10 159
TOIAL # = 29430
• tt_tt
NOTE: Above temperatures include 3°K cosmic background
Fig. 3. Histogram of zenith-normalized 31-GHz brightness temperature for an 18-month period. Data are not corrected for
water-on-radome effects.
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Fig. 7. Histogram of wet-redome_corrected zenith sky brightness temperature for an 18-month period
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The DSN doppler spacecraft link is currently the only method available for broadband
gravitational wave searches in the 10-2. to l O-4-Hz frequency range. This report describes
the DSN's role in the worldwide search for gravitational waves by first summarizing from
the literature current theoretical estimates of gravitational wave strengths and time scales
from various astrophysical sources. Current and future detection schemes for ground-
based and space-based detectors are then discussed. Past, present, and future planned or
proposed gravitational wave experiments using DSN doppler tracking are described. Lastly,
some major technical challenges to improved gravitational wave sensitivities using the
DSN are discussed.
I. Introduction
Gravitational waves are polarized gravitational fields that
have escaped their sources and propagate independently [1].
These "ripples" in the curvature of space-time carry energy
and momentum and move at finite speed. All relativistic theo-
ries of gravity agree on the existence of these waves, although
the theories may differ in number of polarization states, prop-
agation speed, efficiency of wave generation, etc. In General
Relativity, gravitational waves are transverse, have two polar-
ization states, and propagate at the speed of light. As a wave
passes through space, it causes a strain-a dimensionless
fractional change in the distances between massive objects
and a similar fractional change in the rates at which separated
clocks keep time. Figure 1 shows schematically the effect of a
gravitational wave passing perpendicularly through a mass
(exaggerated by many powers of 10) according to General
Relativity theory.
The search for gravitational waves has been going on since
the 1960s using several detection approaches. In principle,
gravitational waves can be detected through their effect orl
separated masses or clocks. All gravitational wave detectors
attempt to sense some manifestation of these deviations in
test mass separation (see Fig. 1 and Section III). However,
gravitational waves are extremely weak, and they must be
detected in a noisy environment; thus detection poses many
experimental problems and provides profound challenges to
instrument builders. Although gravitational waves are gener-
ated whenever there is time-varying, asymmetrical motion of
any matter, they are generated at appreciable levels only by
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extremely massive objects undergoing extremely violent
dynamics. In other words, "strong" gravitational waves can be
generated only by astrophysical sources. Because gravitational
waves are so weak, Einstein-whose theory of General Rela-
tivity includes gravitational waves as a natural consequence-
speculated that they could never be detected [2]. To date
he is still right, although the search is gaining momentum
worldwide, with ground- and space-based experiments being
carried out or planned in Europe, Japan, China, the Soviet
Union, Australia, and the United States.
There are many potential rewards of verified gravitational
wave detection. Gravitational waves offer tests of fundamental
physical law that may not be possible in any other way [3].
For example, comparison of arrival times of light and gravita-
tional waves from, say, a supernova would test General Rela-
tivity's prediction that light and gravitational waves travel at
the same speed. Polarization measurements could verify or
refute the prediction of General Relativity that the waves are
transverse and characterized by traceless tensor waves. Also,
detailed waveform analysis might well be the first unequivocal
proof of the existence of black holes and General Relativity's
predictions of their dynamic behavior. Additional benefits of
gravitational wave detection could include very accurate mea-
surements of the Hubble constant and investigation of the
dynamics of the Big Bang.
Another important consequence of a verified detection will
be its implications for observational astronomy. Because gravi-
tational waves interact very weakly with matter, they propa-
gate unchanged from their sources. Thus detailed information
about the time evolution of the source during violent events
is preserved. This contrasts with electromagnetic waves, which
can be absorbed or scattered by intervening matter. Even neu-
trinos produced in supernovae are scattered many times while
leaving their sources. Relativistic motion of bulk matter and
strong gravitational fields are central to most theoretical
views about violent activity in supernovae, galactic nuclei, and
quasars. When gravitational waves from these objects are
detected, we will have the first observations of the interiors of
strong-gravity, high-velocity regions. A new window will have
opened for observational astronomy.
II. Gravitational Wave Sources and
Anticipated Strengths and Frequencies
A. Gravitational Wave Sources
It is customary to classify gravitational waves and their
sources based on their temporal waveforms [3].
Bursts (waves that are "on" for a few cycles) are expected
to be produced by collisions of stars or black holes, the col-
lapse of a supernova to form a neutron star, the collapse of a
star or star cluster to form a black hole, the coalescence of
binary stars or black holes, and the fall of stars or small black
holes into supermassive black holes.
Periodic waves, the prototypes of which are sinusoids, are
expected to be produced by rotating neutron stars, binary
stars, and binary black holes.
Stochastic waves (random fluctuations of long duration
compared with observing times) are expected to be produced
by ensembles of radiating binary stars, deaths of pregalactic
massive stars, vibrations of cosmic strings, and the Big Bang.
Gravitational waves should be produced on a variety of
time scales, depending on the masses of the objects involved.
In general, stronger gravitational waves are expected to be pro-
duced on longer time scales. Figure 2 shows schematically
some of the predicted waveforms from varying astrophysical
events. Figure 3, adapted from [3], shows estimates of wave
amplitudes at Earth as a function of the characteristic fre-
quency of the waves.
B. Frequency Ranges
To detect gravitational waves in the full frequency range
over which they are expected to occur, both ground.based and
space-based technologies must be employed. Detector sensi-
tivity depends on a number of factors, including test-mass
separation and competing noise strengths. At present, doppler
tracking of interplanetary spacecraft offers the only method
for a broadband search in the 10 -2- to lO-4-Hz frequency
range. Ground-based detectors achieve good sensitivity at fre-
quencies above about 10 Hz. (Below about 10 Hz, it becomes
prohibitively difficult to isolate ground-based detectors from
seismic and other noise.)
III. Gravitational Wave Detectors
A. Ground-Based Detectors
For very short period waves-on the order of 1/1000 sec-
ond (e.g., from a supernova)-two ground-based technologies
are currently employed: resonant bars and laser interferom-
eters. Figure 4 shows schematically the two types of ground-
based detectors.
Bar technology was pioneered in the 1960s by Joseph
Weber of the University of Maryland. Gravitational waves
excite mechanical oscillations in a cryogenically cooled bar
which are read out by a transducer/amplifier system. Current-
generation bars, like the one at Stanford University, now
achieve sensitivities of better than 10 -17 in strain amplitude.
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This excellent sensitivity is comparable to the expected strain
from a 1 percent efficient supernova collapse in our galaxy [3]
and represents the best sensitivity achieved by any detector
technology to date.
Laser interferometer detectors consist of three freely sus-
pended test masses arranged at the corners of a right-angled
"L." A gravitational wave incident on this system will "push"
the test masses in one arm and "pull" the test masses in the
other arm. This displacement will be reversed on the next
half cycle of the wave (see Fig. 4). A laser light beam is split
with a beam splitter, sent down both arms, bounced off mir-
rors on the test masses, and then recombined. The relative
motions caused by a gravitational wave are detected as a fringe
shift in the recombined light. This system is inherently broad-
band; many Fourier components are measured, and thus the
gravitational waveform can be reconstructed. The prototype
laser interferometers, such as Caltech's 40-meter system [4],
currently have sensitivities comparable to those of the cryo-
genicaUy cooled bars. A joint Caltech/MIT collaboration has
been proposed to the National Science Foundation for con-
struction of twin 4-kin arm detectors that would yield more
than three orders of magnitude better sensitivity [5]. The
proposed joint facility has been named the Laser Interferom-
eter Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO).
B. Space-Based Detectors
The current generation of space-based detectors uses the
Earth and a distant spacecraft as free test masses. The DSN
doppler tracking system, driven by an ultrastable time base on
the ground, monitors a two-way coherent transponded micro-
wave link with a distant spacecraft. In doing so, it contin-
uously measures the relative dimensionless velocity (Av/c)
between the Earth and the spacecraft. A gravitational wave
passing through the solar system produces strain (A1/1) on
the Earth-spacecraft system and similarly shifts the frequency
of the clock driving the system. The result is that the gravita-
tional waveform is replicated three times in the doppler track-
ing time series: once when the wave "buffets" the Earth,
causing a small change in the difference between the trans-
mitted and received doppler frequencies; once when the space-
craft is buffeted by the wave, causing the transponded signal
to be different from the transmitted signal; and once when the
initial Earth perturbation is transponded back to the Earth
at "two-way light time" after the initial pulse (see Fig. 5).
This three-pulse signal is an important signature of a gravita-
tional wave and allows discrimination against noise sources
in the doppler measurement system [6].
The sensitivity of a spacecraft-tracking gravitational wave
search is limited by a variety of noise sources. The leading
noise source for the current-generation (S-band radio link)
experiments is plasma scintillation noise. In the next genera-
tion of experiments (X-band radio link), the plasma noise will
be reduced by more than an order of magnitude. At that
point, very careful attention to other noise sources will be
required. Instrumental contributions to the noise include, for
example, station timekeeping, frequency-time distribution
within the station, antenna mechanical changes with time,
and spacecraft transponder instability. Tropospheric phase
scintillations are also expected to be an important noise source
for X-band experiments.
Other space-based detectors have been suggested that do
not involve doppler tracking. These include orbiting optical
interferometers that are conceptually similar to ground-based
interferometers. See [3] for details of gravitational wave space-
based experiments that are currently under consideration.
IV. Past, Current, and Future Low-Frequency
Gravitational Wave Experiments
The first attempt to use spacecraft doppler data to search
for gravitational waves was conducted at JPL by A. J. Anderson
in 1971. Since that time, the DSN has obtained data from the
Pioneer, Viking, and Voyager spacecraft that have been used
to characterize noise sources, gain insight into experimental
problems, and put upper limits on the strengths of the waves
in the "low-frequency" band [7]-[11]. Both the Ulysses and
Galileo missions have approved gravitational wave experiments
and will be able to do experiments with better sensitivity than
the current-generation prototype searches. Pulsar timing and
precision celestial mechanics data allow searches for waves
in the "very-low-frequency" band [I 1]-[13]. Finally, obser-
vation of excitations of the Earth, Moon, and Sun can also be
used in principle [14]. Table 1 lists the published sensitivities
of searches in the low-frequency and very-low-frequency bands.
V. Technology Needed for Future
Experiments
As described previously, the current leading noise source
in low-frequency experiments is plasma scintillation noise,
i.e., random phase variations of the radio wave imposed as the
signal propagates through the ionosphere and the solar wind
plasma. Because of these variations, the apparent electrical
distance to the spacecraft varies irregularly with time, acting
as a noise source for gravitational wave detection. The magni-
tude of the effect depends inversely on the radio frequency
of the tracking link squared; thus, higher frequency radio
links are much less affected. X-band uplinks will produce
more than an order of magnitude improvement in sensitivity
over S-band experiments. The first of the X-band uplink obser-
vations will be made with the Galileo spacecraft during the
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cruise to Jupiter, with an expected sensitivity of approxi-
mately 5 X 10-is for bursts and approximately 10 -16 for
periodic waves (cf. Fig. 3). The Mariner Mark II and Mars
Observer spacecraft will also have X-band uplinks and will be
appropriate for use in gravitational wave searches. Observations
with very-high-frequency links such as K-band (31,000 MHz),
or those with multiple-frequency links, can provide very high
immunity to plasma noise and very sensitive gravitational
wave experiments (about 10 -17 for K-band). Improved time-
keeping and precision tropospheric monitoring would also be
necessary to fully exploit the benefits of higher frequencies.
The remarkably good sensitivities of current and near-future
experiments are due to the explosion in precision measure-
ment technology that has occurred over the past few decades.
For both space- and ground-based detectors, a continued push
of the state of the art in relevant advanced instrumentation is
required for further progress. For the doppler tracking link,
technological improvements that would increase sensitivities
include:
(1) Higher-precision timekeeping. Timekeeping is at the
heart of doppler gravitational wave experiments
(2)
(3)
(4)
(10-16/1000-sec accuracy is currently the 1990 time-
keeping goal for the DSN).
Higher RF links and dual-frequency uplinks. Higher-
frequency links (e.g., K-band) or dual-frequency up-
links and downlinks can substantially reduce plasma
scintillation noise, currently the leading noise source
for gravitational wave experiments.
Tropospheric monitoring technology. The Earth's
neutral atmosphere produces tropospheric scintilla-
tions that are at microwave frequencies independent
of the radio frequency of the doppler link. As the
plasma noise is reduced by higher-frequency links,
tropospheric scintillation will become a leading noise
source. Accurate monitoring of tropospheric scintilla-
tion with, for example, water vapor radiometry will
be required to correct gravitational wave data for this
effect.
Further transponder development. Instrumental sta-
bility on the spacecraft is also central to a high-sensi-
tivity doppler tracking experiment.
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Table 1. Gravitational waves: experimental limits in the LF and VLF bands
Burst Sources
("Raw" = Allan variance without matched filtering in the postprocessing.)
Frequency, Hz Strain amplitude Data type (date) Data duration Reference or comment
~10 -3 <3 × 10 -14 Voyager (1979) 2 days [7]
~10 -3 <6 X 10 -14 Viking (1977) 2 days [8]
~10 -3 <2 X 10 -13 Pioneer 10 (1981) 21 days JPL group (in preparation)
10 -2 to 5 × 10 -4 <2 X 10 -13 Pioneer 11 (1983) 3 days JPL group (in preparation)
10 -1 to 10 -4 ~3 X 10 -14 Ulysses (1990+) 28 days/year Predicted performance
10 -1 to 10 -4 ~3 × 10 -15 Galileo (1990+) 40 days/year Predicted (raw) performance
Sinusoidal Sources
Frequency, Hz Amplitude (la) Data type (date) Comment Reference or comment
1.04 × 10 -4 <2 × 10 -14 Pioneer 10 (1981) Geminga [9]
0.005 to 0.033 <1.5 × 10 -14 Pioneer 11 (1983) broadband [10]
10 -1 to 10 -4 ~5 × 10 -15 Ulysses (1990+) 28 days/year Predicted performance
10 -1 to 10 -4 ~3 X 10 -16 Galileo (1990+) 40 days/year Predicted performance
Stochastic Background
(Amplitude expressed as energy density in gravitational waves in bandwidth equal to the center frequency,
except for the normal mode data, normalized by the energy density required to close the universe.)
Energy density/ Data type (date) Reference or comment
Frequency, Hz closure density
~10 -8 <1.4 × 10 -4 pulsars [11]
~10 -7 <5 X 10 -4 pulsars [ 12]
~10 -6 <18 Pioneer 10 (1981) [ 13 ]
~4 X 10 -6 <38 Pioneer 10 [131
~7 × 10 -5 <260 Pioneer 10 [13]
~4 X 10 -4 <40 Voyager (1979) [7]
~3 X 10 -4 <100 Sun's normal modes [14]
_3.1 x 10 -4 <1 Earth's normal modes [ 14]
1.2 × 10 -4 <9 Pioneer 11 (1983) JPL group (in preparation)
10 -1 to 10 -4 ~5 Ulysses (1990+) 28 days/year, predicted performance
10 -1 to 10 -4 ~0.01 Galileo (1990+) 40 days/year, predicted performance
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Fig. 1. A plane gravitational wave produces changes in the separation of test masses transverse
to the direction of propagation. This figure, adapted from [1], shows schematically how an initially
circular ring of test masses is distorted by the passage of waves in each of the two independent
polarizations ("+" and "x" polarizations). Gravitational wave detectors attempt to sense some
manifestation of these (very small) deviations in test particle separation.
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Fig. 2. Gravitational waves are conventionally classified by their temporal waveforms. Burst
waves are "on" for at most a few cycles and might be produced by, for example, black hole
collisions. Periodic waves, the prototype of which is the indicated sinusoid, could be generated
by binary black holes. Stochastic waves, irregular variations in the wave strength on time scales
that are long compared to an experimental time scale, might be generated by an ensemble of
incoherent radiators or by the Big Bang.
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Fig. 3. Theoretical estimates of amplitudes and time scales for gravitational wavw from some 
sources, adapted from [3]. It should be understood that these estimates am highly uncertain and 
many caveats apply; see (31. “Upper limit based on current theory’’ is for the anticipated strength 
of burst radiation based on current understanding of the galaxy and general physical considera- 
tions. “Closure density” is the envelope of a family of curves having bandwidths equal to center 
frequency which represents the level of a gravitational wave background that would be sufficient 
to gravitationally close the universe. “Collapse to black hole” is the anticipated strength for burst 
radiation from black hole formation, assuming the mass of the hole (indicated) and assuming the 
source is at the Hubble distance (3 Gpc) or the Virgo cluster (where the amplitudes would be 
about 200 times larger). Shaded area labeled “black hole binaries (Hubble distance)” indicates 
amplitudes of periodic radiation from black hole binaries of indicated mass at 3 Gpc. The nearly 
horizontal arrows indicate evolutionary tracks. Amplitudes scale upward by about 200 if the 
source is in the Virgo cluster. “Galactic binary stars” shows the calculated strength of periodic 
waves from known binary stars in our galaxy. “Compact binaries” shows the calculated ampli- 
tudes for compact binaries, e.g., neutron star binaries, in our galaxy. 
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagrams of ground-based detectors--resonant bars and laser
interferometers; see text for discussion.
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Fig. 5. Schematic diagram of spacecraft doppler tracking detector. Upper diagram shows a
plane gravitational wave incident on the Earth-spacecraft system. Lower diagram shows
"three-pulse" mapping of a gravitational waveform into the doppler tracking time series (see text
and [6]).
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Evaluation of the Characteristics of a Field Emission
Cathode for Use in a Mercury Ion Trap
Frequency Standard
J. M. Christman
Communications Systems Research Section
Th& article reports on the performance of a field emission array characterized for the
purpose of replacing the filament in a trapped ion frequency standard. This dark electron
emitter eliminates the need for the interference filter currently used in the trapped ion
standard. While reducing the filament's unwanted light, this filter causes a significant
reduction in the signal. The magnetic fieM associated with the filament is also eliminated,
thus potentially improving the present stability of the trapped ion standard. The opera-
tion of the filament in the present system is described, as well as the associated concerns.
The cathode considered for the filament's replacement is then described along with the
experimental system. Experimental results; observations, and conclusions are presented.
I. Introduction and Background
Stability requirements desired of modern frequency stan-
dards, in the range of one part in 1017 , are nearly two orders
of magnitude beyond the capabilities of hydrogen masers cur-
rently employed in the DSN. Because of the increased poten-
tial of achieving higher frequency stability, extensive research
has focused on the development of trapped ion frequency
standards [ 1 ].
The inherent stability of atomic frequency standards is
completely defined by two parameters: the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) and the line Q. The SNR determines the effi-
ciency of the atomic resonance measurement procedure. The
line Q represents the narrowness of the atomic resonant
frequency.
Methods which increase the signal and suppress the noise
are used to enhance the detection of the atomic resonance,
increasing the SNR. The signal in the ion trap device is the
fluorescence of the trapped ions, and the noise is due to stray
light scattering from the optical pumping light and all other
light sources. The principal source of noise is currently light
emitted from the hot filament electron source. One way to
improve the atomic resonance detection involves eliminating
the interference filter required in the light detection system
[1]. While suppressing unwanted light, this filter also signifi-
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cantlyreducesthesignal.Removalof theinterferencefilteris
feasibleonlyif theFilamentisreplacedwithadarkelectron
emitter.
Atomswithnarrowhyperfinestructuresareusedto im-
provethelineQ.Energylevelsarebroadenedasthemagnetic
fieldgradientat thepositionof theioncloudis increased.
Eliminationof magneticfieldgradientsinternaltotheiontrap
will resultinanincreasedlineQ.Theelectroncurrentemitted
byresistivedevicesi dependentontheappliedcurrent,which
inducesa magneticfieldgradient.Replacementof thefila-
mentwithanon-resistiveel ctronemittereducestheassoci-
atedmagneticfield.
Thisarticlereportson the performance of a field emission
array characterized for the purpose of replacing the filament in
a trapped ion frequency standard. The operation of the fila-
ment in the present system is described, as are the associated
concerns. The cathode considered for the filament's replace-
ment is described along with the experimental system. Experi-
mental results, observations, and conclusions are also presented.
II. Present System
In the development of a mercury ion frequency standard,
hot filaments are used in the vacuum chamber to ionize con-
fined mercury atoms, which are then trapped and illuminated
with ultraviolet and microwave radiation. During initial opera-
tion of the frequency standard, electrons are emitted into the
trap for half a second and are then turned off for two and one-
half seconds. Two power supplies are necessary to pulse the
electrons. One provides the power through the filament, and
the other is used to float the filament to a negative potential
of 300 V, accelerating the electrons to a positively charged
collector. Because the filament is a resistive element, the most
effective method of pulsing the electrons is to switch the high-
voltage supply on and off, leaving the filament supply constant.
The operating parameters of the filament are 2 V at 1.4 A.
This continuous 2.8-watt level of power keeps the filament
white hot. The bright filament makes an interference filter
necessary in the optical collection portion of the vacuum sys-
tem. While all filament light is efficiently blocked from the
photon detection system, this filter also blocks 60 to 70 per-
cent of the signal. The result is that twice as much collection
time is required to obtain the equivalent signal-to-noise ratio
with the filter in place than without.
The filament's continuous current also generates an un-
wanted magnetic field in the trap. Internal magnetic field
gradients produce line broadening in the mercury ion hyper-
fine transition, thereby reducing the line Q.
An evaluation of the characteristics of a cold cathode was
initiated to determine if these problems could be eliminated.
Because the cathode is not a resistive element, it does not pro-
duce unwanted light and eliminates the need for the interfer-
ence filter. As the maximum current between the base and the
gate of the cathode is 200/aA, four orders of magnitude less
than the filament current, the resulting magnetic field would
be greatly reduced. It is also possible to directly pulse the
cathode, eliminating the magnetic field associated with the off
time of the electrons.
III. Cathode Description
Field emission devices operate on the principle that applied
electric fields at the surface of conductors cause electron
emission. Efficiency of electron emission results from the
choice of appropriate conducting materials and geometrically
sharp conductor tips to achieve high electric fields. Limita-
tions of these devices arise from the high potential necessary
to generate these fields, typically 1000 to 10,000 volts. These
high voltages generally cause current instability and limited
device lifetime. Higher stability and longer lifetimes have
been achieved by employing ultrahigh-vacuum environments,
improving the sharpness of the pin used for emission, and
decreasing the anode-emitting tip distance. Increasing the num-
ber of pins used for emission provides higher electron current,
while reducing anode-emitting tip distance results in the
achievement of the necessary high fields at much decreased
applied voltages in the range of 50 to 200 volts.
The device used in this work was developed by Spindt et al.
[2]. These field emission arrays are produced by a sandwich of
conducting, insulating, and conducting materials. The manu-
facturing process consists of coating an oxidized silicon sub-
strate with a molybdenum film, etching 10,000 holes through
the various layers to the silicon, and forming molybdenum
cones in the cavities. The bases of the cones are attached to
the silicon substrate, and their tips lie in the plane of the
molybdenum coating (Fig. 1). A negative potential applied
between the molybdenum tips (base or cathode) and the
molybdenum film (gate or anode) causes electron emission
from the tips. A collector, positively biased with respect to the
gate, attracts the electrons and allows for emission current
measurements. The cathode is mounted on a TO-5 header with
eight contact pins. Only two of these pins, the gate and the
base, need exterior connections.
Manufacturer data indicate that emission current densities
of 6600 mA/cm 2 are common with these cathodes, which have
a packing density of 1.2E6 tips/cm 2 . This density is strongly
dependent on the geometry and biasing of the collector as well
as on the proximity of the collector to the cathode. These
arrays are capable of pulsed or continuous mode operation.
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IV. Experimental Setup
For the initial turn-on of the cathode, it was necessary to
achieve an ultrahigh-vacuum environment of about 1E-9 torr.
For this purpose, a stainless steel vacuum chamber was assem-
bled using mechanical, turbo, and ion pumps. An electrical
feedthrough served as the connection to the base and gate of
the cathode and also provided four attachments to the isolated
portions of the collector. The collector used was an actual
stainless steel ion trap consisting of an extraction grid, two end
caps, and a cylindrical ring electrode. The extraction grid and
the end cap closest to the cathode are constructed of stainless
steel mesh, while other components are solid stainless steel
(Fig. 2). The mount for the electron emitter was secured to
the collector, approximately 1 cm away. Because contamina-
tion causes cathode shorts, it was necessary to clean the collec-
tor thoroughly. Therefore, a tungsten filament was inserted
into the vacuum chamber prior to the positioning of the
cathode.
When the pressure was below 1E-9 torr, the filament was
operated and the collector was cleaned by electron bombard-
ment. Before its use, the cathode is kept vacuum sealed to
prevent destructive atmospheric contamination. Argon was
introduced into the vacuum system to maintain the chamber's
uncontaminated condition as the system was opened for the
replacement of the filament with the cathode. The cathode is
mounted in a standard transistor-type casing that is approxi-
mately the same size as the filament. Therefore, installing
the cathode was merely a matter of removing the filament
and inserting the cathode in its place, minimizing atmospheric
contamination.
Two power supplies were used in series to extract the elec-
tron emission toward the collector held at ground potential.
One provided power to the cathode, while the other estab-
lished the cathode's negative biasing. A resistor was placed in
series with the cathode in order to monitor the current pro-
vided by the power supplies. It is crucial to monitor the base-
gate current of the cathode because destruction of the array
can occur if this current is greater than 1 pA. At high base-
gate currents, the tips melt to the gate and short the cathode.
Current from the various sections of the collector was com-
bined and monitored using an electrometer. The current
supplied by the power supplies is equal to the combination of
the gate-base current and the emission current collected by
the collector.
The base pressure of the vacuum system was 5E-10 torr,
lower than the manufacturer's suggested pressure of 1E-9 torr
for the initial turn-on of the cathode. The emission current
was monitored as the voltage across the cathode was varied
between 50 and 80 volts. The current between the base and
gate was determined by observing the total current supplied by
the cathode's power supply and subtracting the collected emis-
sion current.
After the current-voltage relationship was determined, the
cathode was isolated from the turbo and mechanical pumps
by a valve. Helium was introduced into the vacuum system
from an auxiliary port on the turbo pump to simulate the
operating environment of the ion frequency standard. When
the helium pressure had increased to 1E-5 torr, the valve be-
tween the turbo pump and the cathode was opened. Current
was again monitored to determine the effect of the helium
pressure on the emission characteristics of the array.
The cathode has operated continuously for a four-week
period. During the first week of operation, two shorts occurred
from the base to the gate. This damage was reversed by the dis-
charging of a 1-#F capacitor that was charged to 30 V. The
array was again able to emit with no variation in the current.
V. Results
The emission characteristics of the cathode were deter-
mined by varying the applied voltage. The voltage was varied
between 55 and 80 volts, and 15 values of the emission current
were measured. The data were obtained after the emission cur-
rent had stabilized. The emission current, the total current,
and the base-gate current are plotted against the applied volt-
age in Fig. 3. Figure 4 shows the plot of the same data for the
helium environment. As can be seen in these figures, 75 volts
will produce more than 50 pA of collectible emission current
in either environment. The electron current needed in an ion
frequency standard is dependent on the trapping time of the
standard, which corresponds to a few microamps in the present
system. The desired level of emission collected in the simulated
trap is 30 gA. In both environments, the gate-base current was
measured up to 20 pA, much higher than the 1 pA suggested
by the manufacturer.
Comparison of the current versus voltage graphs of the two
environments indicates that the helium pressure does not affect
the emitting characteristics of the cathode, confirming predic-
tions based on the short-term effects of a background gas (pri-
vate communication, SRI). The lifetime of an array under a
substantial amount of background gas pressure has not been
determined; yet the cathode has operated for a period of three
weeks at a helium pressure of IE-5 torr without adverse
effects on its performance.
Plots of log (I/V 2) versus 1000/V were generated to deter-
mine if the cathode followed the expected Fowler-Nordheim
relationship of an emitting array [3]. The Fowler-Nordheim
plotsof thecurrentandvoltageshouldproduceastraightline
if thereis consistentgeometryof thetipsandtheemitting
areandif theworkfunctionisconstant.Theuniformgeom-
etry of thecathodedependson themanufacturingprocess.
Thedegreeof deviationof theworkfunctionfromaconstant
valueincreasesa thecontaminationlevelof theenvironment
increases.
Figures5 and6 aretheFowler-Nordheimplotsusingthe
totalcurrentandtheappliedvoltageofthecathode.Forboth
theultrahigh-vacuum(UHV)andtheheliumbackgroundpres-
sureenvironments,theexperimentalpointsaregraphedalong
withthebestfit lines.The best fits were obtained using a least
squares fit method. The slopes of the best fit lines are -0.210
(-+0.005) and -0.200 (-+0.005) for the UHV and helium envi-
ronments, respectively. The slopes have a 2.5 percent experi-
mental error margin, reflecting the precision of the measure-
ment equipment. Within this margin the slopes have the same
value, indicating that there is no appreciable effect on the
emission current due to the helium pressure.
As indicated by comparison of the Fowler-Nordheim plots
of the two environments, the cathode is adequately designed
and manufactured for application in an ion frequency standard.
Vl. Conclusion
An electron source has a vital function in an ion frequency
standard. The existing filament offers sufficient electron cur-
rent for the function of this standard but brings with it inher-
ent disadvantages, including undesired light and a magnetic
field. A novel method for producing electron current in an ion
trap which functions without the production of light or a mag-
netic field has been presented in this article. An electron emis-
sion array has been placed in a simulated ion frequency stan-
dard environment to determine if it is suitable as a filament
replacement.
The study reported here indicates the cathode's compati-
bility with the existing system. This device provides confident
replacement of the filament in an ion frequency standard and
offers many advantages.
The similar sizes of the cathode and the filament provide
for the interchangeability of the two with minor modifications
in the existing system. The amount of the cathode-collected
,emission current is sufficient for use as an electron source.
Since no indication of adverse effects of helium on the perfor-
mance of the cathode was found, the compatibility of the
cathode with the present system is enhanced.
The cathode's ability to generate electrons without produc-
ing light allows for the elimination of the existing interference
filter, thereby increasing the collected signal by a factor of two
or three, which improves the SNR. The negligible amount of
current required for cathode operation, together with the abil-
ity of the cathode to operate in an efficient pulsed mode,
eliminates the associated magnetic field generated when the
filament is utilized. Because of the dependence of the line Q
on the magnetic field, improvements in the line Q follow the
reduction of the magnetic field.
This article reported on an electron-emitting device which
will increase the inherent stability of the ion frequency stan-
dard. The replacement of the filament with the emission array
improves both of the stability-defining parameters, the SNR
and the line Q.
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Simultaneous S- and X-Band Uplink-Downlink
Performance at DSS 13
A. J. Freiley
Radio Frequency and Microwave Subsystems Section
The DSS 13 26-meter antenna with the second generation S/X feedcone was tested to
determine the dual S- and X-band (2.1 to 2.3 GHz and 7.1 to 8.5 GHz, respectively)
transmit and receive performance. Measurements were conducted using the 20-kW trans-
mitters at S- and X-band while simultaneously receiving S- and X-band. This system
proved to be very quiet compared with the other DSN antennas. Under normal tracking
configurations, no noise burst or intermodulation product (IMP) activity was detectable
to the -175-dBm level. To prove the instrumentation's ability to detect such phenomena,
an IMP generator was introduced onto the system with positive, verifiable results. The
IMP occurred at the -162-dBm level, accompanied by moderate noise burst activity, and
was readily repeatable. The measurement also showed the possible need for additional
fourth-channel filtering in the system to reduce the effect of the transmitter power on the
LNAs.
I. Introduction
In support of the deep space missions, the Deep Space Net-
work has been developing systems capable of providing multi-
ple uplinks and downlinks from a single antenna. Since the
mid-1970s, the DSN has experienced occasional difficulty with
the high-power/low-noise systems that are used for deep space
communications. These systems simultaneously transmit from
20 kW to 500 kW and receive signals at the -160- to -170-dBm
level. These systems occasionally experience problems with
low-level corona, or arcing, which causes a momentary increase
in system temperature, a phenomenon called noise bursts.
Considerable effort has been expended to improve or elimi-
nate the problem [3]. With the development of a dual uplink
capability, the problems of intermodulation products present
additional challenges to the operation of high-power/low-noise
systems.
Initially, the dual uplink was attempted by trying to modu-
late a single klystron transmitter with two carriers. The sys-
tems were plagued with noise bursts, as well as with a general
steady-state increase in the system noise temperature and
higher-order intermodulation products (IMPs) caused by the
nonlinear mixing of the two carrier signals. In this early work,
the carriers were only a few megahertz apart, so the mixing
products were also a few megahertz apart throughout the
receive spectrum. The IMP frequency is generally stable, but
the amplitude fluctuates rapidly over a wide range [1], [2].
Noise abatement efforts in the DSN [1] have improved the
performance of the antennas greatly over initial conditions
[2]. The systems are currently able to transmit a single 400- to
500-kW carrier with little or no noise burst activity, provided
good antenna housekeeping techniques are maintained. How-
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ever,the IMP problems caused by the dual-carrier transmission
have never been overcome.
Advanced Transmitter Development personnel tested the
new common aperture feed at DSS 13, called the XSR, to
demonstrate its ability to transmit and receive two widely
spaced signals simultaneously. The goal was to measure the
level of performance in terms of noise burst and IMP levels,
and to identify the various noise and IMP contributors, both
internal and external to the feed system. The frequency bands
of primary interest are 2110 to 2120 and 2270 to 2300 MHz
at S-band and 7145 to 7135 and 8400 to 8500 MHz at X-band.
In each case, the lower frequencies are the transmit band.
Noise bursts and IMP generation are much reduced as a result
of the widely separated transmit signals used in this system.
II. XSR System
The DSS 13 antenna is a 26-meter az-el Cassegrainian center-
feed reflector. The feedcone [3] houses the microwave feed
components, the X-band transmitter power amplifier, and the
receiver front ends. The feed provides simultaneous S- and
X-band transmission and reception. The S-band transmitter
power amplifier is located in the electronics room behind the
main reflector. The system performance characteristics are
given in Table 1. Figure 1 is a functional block diagram of the
XSR system. The feedhorn is a common aperture multimode
corrugated horn. The feedhorn is followed by the S/X com-
biner, which separates the S- and X-band signals. The S-band
signals are fed in radially, while the X-band signals pass directly
through, into another corrugated section below.
A. X-Band System
The X-band system consists of a quarter-wave plate polar-
izer surrounded by round rotary joints that provide switchable
RCP or LCP polarization. Following the polarizer is a round to
rectangular transition. Next is a 54-dB coupler, which is the
point at which the test transmitter signal is injected into the
X-band system. The next component is a rectangular wave-
guide switch that is used to switch the input of the low-noise
amplifier (LNA) from the horn to the ambient load to provide
the absolute temperature reference for the measurement of the
antenna system noise temperature (Top).
The X-band diplexer consists of three components. The
first is the junction which combines the transmit and receive
signals. In the transmit arm, a filter prevents the noise power
in the receive band from reaching the LNA. In the receive arm,
another filter prevents the transmit signal frequencies from
reaching the LNA.
Continuing down the system along the receive path, the
next component is the LNA input coupler, which is used to
inject test signals or the power from the noise diode assembly
needed to measure Top, Next is the cryogenically cooled
X-band traveling wave maser. Its noise contribution to the
system is 8 kelvins with an instantaneous bandwidth of 8 MHz;
it is tunable through the range of 8400 to 8500 MHz. The
amplified signal is then distributed or switched to one of
three receivers. There are two modified Block III receivers,
one of which can be configured to X-band. There is also an
R&D receiver, which consists of a simple mixer/downconverter
assembly, and a radar receiver used to condition the radar sig-
nals. The modified Block III receiver and the R&D receiver
proved the most useful for supporting the measurements
reported here. The output of each of the receivers is a standard
50-MHz signal that is distributed to various locations in the
station.
The X-band transmitter portion of the system is driven by
a synthesizer. The signal is multiplied by 336, amplified, and
fed into the transmitter power amplifier. The RF signal passes
through a harmonic filter to reduce levels of unwanted signals.
Then the filtered signal is fed into the transmitter port of the
diplexer and radiated out the horn.
B. S-Band System
The S-band signals emerge from the combiner into the laby-
rinth waveguide assembly. This assembly consists of four
equal-length waveguide runs, two waveguide magic tees, and a
short slot hybrid. This waveguide assembly functions as a
polarizer. An S-band RCP signal is received into the horn and
the energy is coupled into the waveguide. The labyrinth
phases the four signals in such a way as to produce a linearly
polarized fundamental mode in the rectangular waveguide
feeding the first waveguide switch. This switch selects either
the low-noise listen-only receive configuration or the some-
what higher noise diplexed configuration. For the purpose of
the system tests, the diplexed configuration was required.
The S-band diplexer consists of a short slot hybrid to com-
bine or separate the transmit and receive signals and a filter
section of waveguide below cutoff to allow the receive signal
to propagate through while attenuating the transmit signal
(thus protecting the LNA from the high power). The receive
signal is combined in another short slot hybrid and then
propagates through another waveguide switch that selects
between the diplexed configuration and the S-band ambient
load. The next component is the WR430 X-band reject filter,
which protects the S-band LNA from X-band transmitter
power that may couple into the S-band waveguide system. The
multiport LNA input coupler allows the injection of signal
and noise diode power to calibrate the receive system. The
S-band low-noise amplifier is a cryogenically cooled traveling
wave maser that contributes 2.5 kelvins to the system. The
amplified signal is distributed to the applicable receiver.
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The S-band transmit signal is based on a synthesizer signal
that is multiplied by 48 and fed into the transmitter power
amplifier. The high-power RF signal then passes through a
low-pass filter to reduce the levels at the receive frequencies,
and through a harmonic filter to reduce the harmonic level to
avoid interference in the X-band system. This filtered signal
is then passed to the diplexer and out the horn.
III. Noise Instrumentation
The station noise instrumentation consists of three sets of
equipment. The first is the conventional Y-factor instrumen-
tation. The 50-MHz signal from the receiver passes through an
AIL variable attenuator to the power meter detector. The
power meter detector feeds a DC voltage to a stripchart
recorder.
The second set of equipment is the noise-adding radiom-
eter (NAR). The 50-MHz signal from the receiver is fed into
the square-law detector, where the power is converted by a
voltage-to-frequency converter. This proportional frequency
is fed into a frequency-to-digital converter within the NAR to
calculate the system temperature based on the strength of the
noise diode power injected into the microwave system (see
Fig. 1).
The third set of equipment is a subset of the NAR system.
The 50 MHz are fed into the square law detector as in the
previous set, but the detector also has a DC output that is
proportional to the input power. This DC signal is displayed
on a stripchart recorder. Through the use of the noise diodes,
the stripchart can be calibrated in kelvins per inch.
Both the Y-factor instrumentation and the NAR instrumen-
tation produced the same results when measuring the system
temperature of the S-band and X-band systems, even though
each set of instrumentation derives its results by a different
method. This agreement indicates that the receiving system
is linear. (The results of these measurements are given in
Table 1.) However, each of these sets of instruments disrupts
or masks the measurements of the noise burst activity and the
IMP detection. The simplest instrumentation, the square-law
detector and stripchart recorder, proved to be the best for
monitoring the noise burst activity.
IV. IMP Predictions
The amplitude of the IMP signals is a quantity that is un-
predictable with any accuracy. Previous measurements have
encountered levels typically about -140 dBm for the order
N = 31. For the measurements at hand, the order was much
lower, and therefore one might expect the levels to be stronger
ff all else were equal. The intermodulation product frequency
(Fi) is predictable by the following equation:
Fi = mFx +nF s
where F x is the frequency of the X-band transmitter signal,
F s is the frequency of the S-band transmitter signal, and m and
n are the indication of the order of the intermodulation by the
following equation:
intermodulation order = m + n
For the transmitter frequencies of 2110 and 7173 MHz, S-band
and X-band respectively, and m = 5 and n = 13, the frequency
of the IMP will be 8435 MHz.
V. Test Procedure
During the system tests, each session would generally fol-
low the steps listed below. Some variations would result if
some phenomenon occurred. Items 9 through 14 are some of
the variations that were attempted.
(1) Configure system.
(2) Measure the S-band and X-band system noise
temperatures.
(3) Configure test signals for both S and X.
(4) Calibrate test signal.
(5) Measure or observe spectrum with and without signals
to determine signal strength.
(6) Radiate 20 kW from S-band transmitter only. Note
any changes in the system.
(7) Radiate 20 kW from X-band transmitter only. Note
any changes in the system.
(8) Simultaneously radiate 20 kW from each transmitter.
Note any changes in the system.
(9) Sweep S-band transmitter while X-band remains fixed.
Note any changes.
(10) Sweep X-band transmitter while S-band remains fixed.
(11) Perform antenna tipping curve with both transmitters
radiating.
(12) Apply modulation signals.
(13) Move the antenna in azimuth and/or elevation and
apply brakes.
(14) Install the "surefire" noise generator (described below).
(15) Vary the amplitude of one transmitter or the other.
VI. Results
Each measurement session began by configuring the station
to ensure consistency. The measurements of Top , maser gain,
and receiver follow-up temperature were the primary param-
eters used to determine if the system was configured consis-
tently with previous sessions. The noise temperature was typi-
cally about 31 kelvins at S-band and 28 kelvins at X-band. The
maser gain was set to 45 dB, and the follow-up temperature
was usually under 0.1 kelvin for each receiving system, depend-
ing on the receiver used.
Early in the sessions, the S- and X-band R&D receivers were
used with the spectrum analyzer installed in the maser instru-
mentation rack with no visible results such as noise burst or
IMPs. Previous measurements as reported in [2] were visible
with this instrumentation. No matter what was done, no noise
bursts or IMPs were detected. The fourth harmonic of the
S-band transmit signal was observed at 8440 MHz, which cor-
relates with the 2110-MHz S-band transmitter signal. When the
S-band frequency was tuned up 1 MHz, the harmonic would
move up 4 MHz.
The next approach was to use the Block III receiver and
slowly search through the range of frequencies where an IMP
was predicted, based on the calculations, in an attempt to lock
the receiver to an IMP and measure its amplitude and fre-
quency. No positive results were obtained, although the fourth
harmonic was easily detected. The test transmitter signal could
also be easily detected. Much difficulty was encountered in
maintaining a consistent system configuration for the duration
of these tests. As is the nature of a research and development
station such as DSS 13, equipment is changed or modified and
the capabilities are changed over a period of time. Such was
the case with the Block III receiver; some modified modules
were installed, leaving the receiver unable to lock to a signal.
Restoration of the capability could not be accomplished in a
timely manner, so the Block III receiver testing was abandoned.
In the continuing search for some indication of noise burst
and IMP activity, the R&D receiver was drafted back into ser-
vice with the addition of the SETI digital spectrum analyzer
[4] to increase the sensitivity of the receiving system. The
digital spectrum analyzer bandwidth covers 20 MHz, divided
into two windows of 10 MHz each. The analyzer divides that
bandwidth into 214 (65,536) channels, each channel represent-
ing a bandwidth of 305 Hz. The integration time for a single
measurement is 3.3 msec. The total integration time is adjust-
able with input to the computer controlling the spectrum
analyzer. With this system and about 6 seconds of integration
time, the system threshold was -175 dBm. The spectrum dis-
play that provided the clearest indication of noise was devel-
oped by measuring the peak amplitude in each channel.
Figure 2 shows a sample of the spectrum from 8431 to
8441 MHz. Directly in the center is the "DC line" (an artifact
of the instrument) and to the left of center is a signal that cor-
responds to the X-band test transmitter signal at 8433 MHz at
an amplitude of approximately -162 dBm. During this test,
there was no radiated RF power in the system. With each of
the transmitters radiating 20 kW, S-band at 2110MHz and
X-band at 7173 MHz, the spectrum of Fig. 3 shows the addi-
tion of the fourth harmonic of the S-band at 8440 MHz (four
times 2110). The amplitude was strong enough to saturate
that channel of the spectrum analyzer, so no accurate ampli-
tude measurement was obtained. During this period, no noise
bursts were recorded and no IMPs detected. It was not the pur-
pose of these tests to eliminate the fourth harmonic signal;
should it prove troublesome in the future, it would yield to
standard RFI prevention techniques.
In an attempt to find and measure some evidence of noise
bursts and intermodulation activity, the "surefire" IMP gener-
ator was created. It consisted of a large aluminum pipe clamp,
a rusty bearing and chain, aluminum shavings, and aluminum
wire woven through the steel chain. This unusual collection of
material was suspended from the quad leg about 4 feet above
the dish. A rope was attached and fed down through the dish,
allowing station personnel to mechanicall), disturb the IMP
generator to increase its effectiveness in generating noise
bursts and IMPs. Given the operating frequencies above, the
IMP should have appeared at 8435 MHz, and the spectrum of
Fig. 4 shows a signal at 8435. The test signal was adjusted in
amplitude to match the IMP level and then measured to be
-162 dBm. The S-band and X-band transmitters were radiating
at 20 kW and the IMP generator was shaken during the inte-
gration period. The fourth harmonic signal also increased.
Figure 5 presents a clear record of the activity of the total
noise power as the test progressed through the series just
described. Area A shows the noise power with no RF power
radiated. The level of the X-band trace was adjusted to provide
a clear picture of the activities in each channel. Area B shows
each transmitter coming up to full power with the accompany-
ing momentary disturbance. Note the level changes that are
most likely caused by a small amount of transmitter power
getting into the LNAs, thus increasing the total system noise
power and/or affecting the gain of the LNA. Note that the
sensitivity of the recording at X-band is 2.3 kelvins per inch
and at S-band is 3.5 kelvins per inch. Also, note that the gen-
eral momentary response (trace jitter) of each trace did not
change with or without the RF power. As the radiated power
was shut off, the traces shifted back in the same direction as
before the power was applied.
Area C shows the system response to the installation of the
IMP generator on the dish. The X-band temperature increased
approximately 1.7 kelvins and the S-band temperature increased
approximately 1.4 kelvins due to personnel on the reflector
surface. Area D shows a dramatic increase in noise burst activ-
ity. Also detectable is the shift in the baseline level, as was
seen before without the IMP generator installed. Areas E and
F show the increase in activity as the IMP generator was dis-
turbed mechanically. The level increases at both S-and X-band,
denoting an increase in system noise temperature and noise
burst activity. When the shaking ended, the traces returned to
the same levels as before. During these shaking periods, the
IMPs were measurable, as seen in Fig. 5.
Area G shows that the S-band system temperature returned
to the same pre-transmitter condition when the S-band trans-
mitter interlock automatically shut down the transmitter.
When the transmitter came back to full power, the noise
bursts also returned, as can be seen in Area H. Following
Area H, one additional shaking period of the IMP generator
occurred. Next, when the IMP generator was removed from
the dish, the presence of personnel on the dish caused a cor-
responding increase in temperature (Area I). Area J shows
performance with each transmitter back up to the full 20 kW
but without the IMP generator. This compares well with the
previous recordings of Area B.
Vll. Conclusions
The common aperture feed at DSS 13 is free of noise bursts.
and of intermodulation product signals down to the -160- to
-170-dBm levels. The instrumentation used for the measure-
ments is capable of detecting activities at that level if they are,
present, as demonstrated by the artificial IMP generator tests..
Two factors contribute to this good performance. The first
is the nature of the feed. The point at which both the S-band
and X-band signals are combined is high in the feed, thus ex-
posing few components to the RF power from both transmit-
ters and limiting the opportunities for creating intermodula-
tion products. The second factor is the excellent general
"housekeeping" of this antenna. The feed is kept clean and
free of foreign matter that contributes to arcing and mixing
of signals. The reflecting surfaces of the antenna are free of
loose items or marginally clamped items that could provide the
nonlinear situations necessary for creating IMPs.
The system does demonstrate the possible need for addi-
tional RF filtering to reduce the levels of the fourth harmonic
and to reduce the beam noise that apparently is seen by both
LNAs. Additional measurements would be required to deter-
mine amplitudes and the corresponding filtering requirements.
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Table 1. XSR system performance characteristics
Characteristics S-band X-band
System temperature 31 K 28 K
Receiving bandwidth 10 MHz 8 MHz
Tunable 2270-2300 MHz 8400-8500 MHz
IF frequency 50 MHz 50 MHz
Transmitter power 20 kW 20 kW
Tunable bandwidth 2110-2120 MHz 7145-7235 MHz
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X/X/Ka-Band Prime Focus Feed Antenna for the Mars
Observer Beacon Spacecraft
P. Stanton, H. Reilly, and M. Esquivel
Radio FrequencyandMicrowaveSubsystemsSection
The results of an X/X/Ka-band feed design concept demonstration are presented in
this article. The purpose is to show the feasibility of adding a Ka-band beacon to the Mars
Observer spacecraft. Scale model radiation patterns were made and analyzed.
I. Introduction
A concept demonstration of an X/X/Ka-band prime focus
feed was made for the Mars Observer spacecraft's 1.5-meter
reflector antenna. The purpose was to add a Ka-band capabil-
ity to the spacecraft for downlink experiments [1 ]. Radiation
pattern models of this feed were constructed and pattern
measurements made. A computer analysis of these radiation
measurements was performed. The analysis shows that further
work is required to complete the design, especially in the areas
of impedance matching and packaging.
II. Design
The X/X/Ka-band feed design consists of two types of
antennas combined in a multifrequency, prime focus feed as
shown in Fig. 1. Examples of similar combined feeds, but with
much larger low-frequency apertures, are reported in [2] and
[3]. The low-frequency (X-band) radiating element used in
this case is an open-ended, circular waveguide with four choke
rings as presented in [4] and shown in Fig. 2 (with the Ka-band
dielectric rod coaxially mounted in the aperture). This radiator
provides a suitable pattern over a bandwidth broad enough to
include both the uplink (7.19 GHz)and downlink (8.42 GHz)
at X-band. The radiation pattern beamwidth is controlled by'
the open-ended waveguide aperture diameter.
The high-frequency (Ka-band, 33.7-GHz) element of this
design is a dielectric rod surface wave antenna, shown in Fig. 2
(mounted coaxially in the aperture of the X-band antenna)
and discussed in [5]. One of the main challenges of this design
is to launch a sufficient percentage of the Ka-band power as a
surface wave on the dielectric rod. If this is accomplished, the
Ka-band radiation pattern is controlled by the characteristics
of the dielectric rod and not by the X-band antenna which
surrounds it. The launching efficiency of the surface wave is
controlled by the profile of the dielectric rod and the flare of
the horn at its base (see Fig. 1). The beamwidth of the radia-
tion pattern is controlled mainly by the diameter of the dielec-
tric rod at the antenna aperture.
The combination of the above into a single X/X/Ka-band
feed would possibly take the form shown in Fig. 1. The main
components of this feed are rectangular-to-circular waveguide
transitions, linear-to-circular polarizers, a Ka-band tapered
dielectric rod and launching horn, and an X-band aperture
radiator with four concentric choke rings.
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III. Results
The results presented here are from measurements of two
scale models. The X-band model is full scale and is shown in
Fig. 2. The Ka-band model is 4.4:1 scale and is shown in Fig. 3.
Figures 4 through 6(a) and (b) display the measured E- and
H-plane feed radiation patterns in both magnitude and phase.
The X-band uplink and downlink patterns (Figs. 4 through
5 [a] and [b] ) are well matched in the two planes and result in
feed efficiencies of approximately 74 percent, including spill-
over, illumination, cross polarization, and phase efficiencies.
The Ka-band patterns (Fig. 6 [a] and [b]) are well matched in
the two planes but purposely underilluminate the reflector to
lower the antenna pointing accuracy requirement, resulting in
a feed efficiency of approximately 42 percent.
Figures 7, 8, and 9 show the co-polarized radiation pattern
for the X-band uplink, X-band downlink, and Ka-band down-
link, respectively. These co-polarized radiation patterns were
calculated by the computer program documented in JPL Publi-
cation D-1203.1 This program used the measured feed patterns
1y. Rahmat-Samii, "Offset Parabolic Reflector Computer Program for
Analysis of Satellite Communications Antennas," JPL Publication
D-1203 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
California, December 1983.
(Figs. 4, 5, and 6) and the geometry of the Mars Observer
spacecraft's 1.5-meter reflector antenna to predict the co-
polarized radiation patterns.
Figures 7 and 8 (X-band uplink and downlink)show low
sidelobe levels, which result from a larger than typical edge
taper. Figure 9 (Ka-band downlink) shows no distinct side-
lobes, which can be attributed to the use of an atypical feed
taper.
Table 1 presents the X/X/Ka-band antenna performance in
the form of feed efficiency plus overall antenna gain and 3-dB
beamwidth. The above analysis assumes an ideal reflector and
no aperture blockage.
IV. Conclusions
An X/X/Ka-band prime focus feed for the Mars Observer
1.5-meter reflector antenna seems practical based on the
results of the scaled model radiation pattern measurements.
The X-band and Ka-band feed patterns can be controlled indi-
vidually. The present Ka-band design would require an antenna
pointing accuracy of 0.26 degree to stay within its 3-dB beam-
width. Further work would be required to optimize these
radiation patterns.
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Table 1. X/X/Ka-band antenna performance (1.5-meter antenna)
Frequency, Feed Gain, 3-dB beamwidth,
MHz efficiency dB deg
7190 0.741 39.8 2.1
8420 0.741 41.2 1.7
33,680 0.419 50.7 0.52
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Dual Passband Dichroic Plate for X-Band
T. Y. Otoshi and M. M. Franco
Radio Frequency and Microwave Subsystems Section
A need arose in the DSN for a dichroic plate that wouM simultaneously pass two
desired frequency bands in the X-band region. In addition, the plate must be totally
reflective for S-band frequencies. This article describes a dielectrically loaded dichroic
plate that was developed to meet this need. The unique microwave properties that the
new dichroic plate had to possess were (1) insertion losses of less than 0.04 dB for X-band
uplink frequencies centered at 7167 MHz and for X-band downlink frequencies centered
at about 8425 MHz; (2) insertion losses that met the low-loss requirements at 30-deg
incidence angle simultaneously for both parallel and perpendicular polarizations; (3) total
reflectivity at S-band frequencies; and (4) ability to maintain these electrical character-
istics while passing 100 kW of CW power at X-band or while reflecting 100 kW of CW
power at S-band. The dual-passband dichroic plate that was developed to meet the
technical requirements is a thick metallic plate having an array of periodic round holes
.filled with Teflon plugs. Test results on an experimental prototype plate indicate that it is
technically possible to design a dielectrically filled dichroic plate that meets all of the
technical requirements.
I. Introduction
A need arose in the DSN to expand the antenna optics
capabilities to include operation at X-band uplink frequencies
in addition to maintaining current simultaneous operations at
X-band downlink and S-band uplink and downlink frequencies.
Although several options are available for converting the pres-
ent DSN antenna systems to include X-band uplink operation,
most of the options are expensive to develop and implement.
A relatively simple option was suggested by R. Clauss of the
JPL TDA Technology Development Office. His suggestion
involved the development of a dichroic plate of the same type
currently being used in the DSN, with the exception that the
array of holes in the dichroic plate be filled with Teflon
material. It was pointed out by Clauss that, based on a simple
analysis, the proper choice of hole diameter, dielectric mate-
rial, and plate thickness would result in a dichroic plate that
would have passbands at the desired X-band uplink and
X-band downlink center frequencies. It was also pointed out
by Clauss that a dielectric loaded plate would permit hole
diameters and hole-to-hole spacings to be smaller than those of
an equivalent air-filled dichroic plate. If a design of an equiva-
lent dual passband air-filled dichroic plate were attempted, a
cursory analysis would indicate that grating lobes would
appear at downlink frequencies when the plate is used at
incidence angles in the region of 30 deg. A plate with closely
packed, dielectric filled holes would tend to have fewer
grating lobe problems at the higher incidence angles.
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The approach of dielectrically filling the holes appeared to
be technically promising and relatively easy to develop and
implement. However, it was not certain that a more rigorous
theoretical analysis would lead to the same conclusion as the
simple analysis when taking into account multi-mode wave-
guide, incidence angle, and polarization considerations. Experi-
mental measurements needed to be performed in order to
accurately determine noise temperature contributions of the
dielectrically loaded plate. Also, antenna patterns needed to be
taken to verify the absence of potential grating lobes and the
absence of unknown losses such as those that might be caused
by surface wave propagation. It became necessary to initiate
a theoretical study and an experimental verification program
for dielectrically loaded plates.
A program was initiated to design, fabricate, and test a
model plate to demonstrate that a dielectrically loaded di-
chroic plate could be developed to meet the specified tech-
nical requirements. Section II of this article presents descrip-
tions of the dichroic plates that were designed and fabricated
and additionally presents corresponding theoretical data. Sec-
tion III presents results of insertion loss, noise temperature,
and antenna pattern measurements. The project status is dis-
cussed in Section IV, and a summary and conclusions are pre-
sented in Section V.
II. Dichroic Plate Designs and Theoretical
Data
Figure 1 shows the geometry of the dichroic plate. The
angle theta is the angle of incidence of the incoming plane
wave, and phi is the spherical coordinate azimuth angle defined
with respect to the hole pattern geometry shown in Fig. 1. All
dichroic plates currently used in the DSN are plates with air
dielectric holes. The new proposed plates will have holes that
are filled with a solid, low-loss dielectric material such as
Teflon.
The requirements for new generation dichroic plates are
that they be transparent to both X-band uplink and X-band
downlink frequencies and simultaneously be (nearly 100 per-
cent) reflective to S-band uplink and downlink frequencies.
The dichroic plate must be able to transmit 100-kW X-band
uplink power without arcing. The following are the microwave
technical requirements that the plate must meet:
X-band uplink:
7145-7190 MHz (insertion loss <0.04 dB)
7145-7235 MHz (insertion loss <0.10 dB)
X-band downlink:
8400-8450 MHz (insertion loss <0.04 dB)
(dissipative loss <0.02 dB)
8400-8500 MHz (insertion loss <0.10 dB)
(dissipative loss <0.04 dB)
S-band uplink and downlink:
2090-2320 MHz (reflective insertion loss >45 dB)
The plate must have these microwave properties for both
perpendicular and parallel polarizations (Fig. 1) at 30-deg inci-
dence angle at a specified phi angle orientation. The require-
ment for optimization at these particular theta and phi angles
was dictated by the antenna optical system [1] that the plate
would be used in. It was also a goal to find a final plate design
that would give the best performance over all incidence angles
from 15 deg to 45 deg, and a particular phi angle plus and
minus 5 deg.
A computer program based on equations derived by Chen
[2], [3] was used to design the dielectrically loaded dichroic
plate. The original computer program, which was written by
Chen for an air dielectric hole medium, was modified by
Otoshi to allow the medium in the hole to have any relative
permittivity and loss tangent value. After many computer runs,
data analyses, and numerous trial designs, it was concluded
that all of the requirements could not be met simultaneously
for both polarizations and both X-band passbands at 30-deg
incidence angle if the aperture is restricted to a round hole.
The lack of identical plate properties for both polarizations is
a serious problem because it gives rise to elliptical polarization
output when the incident wave is circularly polarized.
The only possible method for correcting this polarization
problem is to go to a two-diameter (elliptical or two-cutoff
wavelength waveguide) design of the type currently being used
in the DSN [4]. However, a decision was made to try out the
dielectrically filled round-hole design first, because a round-
hole design could be handled by an existing computer pro-
gram. A two-diameter loaded plate that is filled with dielectric
plugs is also more expensive to fabricate than a dichroic plate
with round holes.
Computer runs made of round-hole dichroic plates showed
that if Teflon is used for the dielectric plug material, then the
dielectric constant needs to be known to about 5 percent accu-
racy. The plates are expensive to fabricate. Computer runs
with the Chen-Otoshi program showed that if the dielectric
constant is in error by more than 5 percent, the plates will not
have the passbands at the correct center frequencies. At the
start of this project, the values of Teflon were not known well.
References [5]-[7] give values for the dielectric constant of
Teflon that varied from 2.01 to 2.08 over the X-band region.
A study program was initiated to determine the dielectric
constant of the particular Teflon stock actually used in fabri-
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cating the plugs for the plates. After studying various methods
of measurement of dielectric constants, the Automatic Net-
work Analyzer method [6], [7] was selected. The HP 8510A
Automatic Network Analyzer equipment was readily available
and data reduction software could be (and was) written in-
house. The Teflon samples were made oversize by about 0.002
inch and press-fitted into WRll2 waveguides. For the press-
fitted waveguide Teflon samples made from the same stock
material to be used to fabricate plugs for the dichroic plates,
the measured dielectric constant was 2.04 -+ 0.01 over the
frequency region of 7.0 to 9.0 GHz. A value of 2.04 was used
to design the plates. If a lower than actual dielectric constant
were used to design the plate, the result would be a plate
thickness that is too large. However, this situation might not
be serious because it might be possible to later trim the plate
thickness to cause the minimum insertion point to shift to the
desired center frequency.
A total of three dichroic plates having Teflon plugs were
fabricated. The plates had numerous (more than 1000) holes
that were closely packed. To avoid tolerance buildup of the
hole locations, the plates were fabricated with the aid of a
computer-programmed milling machine. All of the coordinates
for the holes were computer-programmed, and the coordinate
of each hole was kept to within a 0.002-inch tolerance. The
material for the plate was 6061-T4 aluminum, and the holes
were filled with Teflon plugs made from Teflon rods conform-
ing to Materials Specification MIL-P-19468. The method for
holding the plugs in the holes was to make their diameters
O.005-inch oversize, shrink the plugs in liquid nitrogen, drop
them into the holes, and allow the plugs to expand at room
temperature. The plates were then machined to the proper
thickness.
Figure 2 shows one of the fabricated plates with its holes
filled with Teflon plugs. The theoretical performance of this
plate, labeled Plate #1 for convenience, is shown in Fig. 3 for
theta = 30 deg for parallel and perpendicular polarizations. The
theoretical values were based on a Teflon dielectric constant of
2.04 and a handbook loss tangent value of 0.00015 [5]. It is
sufficient to state thal the theoretical curves for Plate #1 show
two passbands, a peak-to-peak insertion loss variation of about
2 dB over the band, and a resonance (due to higher-order TM
modes) for parallel polarization. The range of the Y-axis is pur-
posely made large to permit comparison with an insertion loss
plot for an air-filled dichroic plate, which will be discussed
later. In order to show low insertion loss values in the pass-
band in more detail, the theoretical values are given in Table 1
along with the plate dimensions. It should be restated that
Plate #1 is a round-hole design, and that a compromise had to
be made to give the best performance for X-band downlink for
both polarizations and to give an acceptable performance for
X-band uplink frequencies.
Plate #2 differed from Plate #1 in that the plate was not as
thick and the holes were drilled at a slant angle of 30 deg from
the normal for the plate. The reason for drilling the holes 30
deg from normal was that since the plate is to be used for a
30-deg angle of incidence in the actual application, the direc-
tion of propagation of the incident ray would be exactly in
line with the longitudinal axis of the holes. It was expected
that the impedance match would be better and hence would
make the passband of the plate broader and also less sensitive
to changes of incidence angles in the region of 30 deg.
Plate #3 is the third plate having Teflon plugs as the medi-
um filling the holes of the plate. This plate was originally the
round-hole dichroic plate that was designed by Potter and is
described in [4]. Although it was known that, when dielec-
trically loaded, this plate would not have the passbands at the
desired uplink and downlink X-band frequencies, this plate
was readily available and provided an opportunity to immedi-
ately verify the computer program used to design other
dielectric filled dichroic plates (Plates #1 and #2). Although
this plate is labeled Plate #3 (for convenience), this plate with
Teflon plugs was fabricated and tested 2 months before the
start of fabrication of Plates #1 and #2. Insertion loss mea-
surements on Plate #3 revealed that theory and experiment
were in good agreement to within an accuracy of -+0.3 dB for
the measurement method that was then employed. Based on
the initial test results, a decision was made to proceed with the
fabrication of Plates #1 and #2, which were already designed.
Figure 4 shows an air-filled dichroic plate, labeled Plate #4,
which was used as a comparison standard for verifying the per-
formance and integrity of insertion loss, noise temperature,
and antenna pattern measurement test setups. This plate is the
original Pyle waveguide dichroic plate, also designed by Potter
and described in [4], and is the plate design currently being
used in the DSN. To be useful as a comparison and verification
standard, however, it was necessary to validate the perfor-
mance of this plate as well.
Although some data on Plate #4 was available in lab note-
books and publications [4], there were no broadband theoret-
ical or accurately measured insertion data that could be found
on this plate. The original computer program used by Potter
for the Pyle waveguide aperture also could not be located.
Therefore, another approach had to be used to generate
theoretical data for the Pyle waveguide dichroic plate. The
approach used was to take the design dimensions of the Pyle
waveguide on the dichroic plate and find the cutoff wave-
lengths from the Pyle waveguide curves given in [4]. Then the
equivalent TEl 1 mode circular waveguide diameter was found
from these cutoff wavelengths for the applicable polarizations.
The perpendicular polarization curve was computed using one
round-hole diameter, and the parallel polarization curve was
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computed using the other round-hole diameter. The theoreti-
cally calculated curves are shown in Fig. 5. Theoretical inser-
tion loss values in the passband as well as plate dimensions for
this plate are tabulated in Table 2. Figures 6 and 7 show
experimentally obtained data that are in excellent agreement
with the theoretical values. The acquisition of excellent
experimental insertion loss data was made possible by making
the insertion loss measurements in an anechoic chamber and
using an automatic network analyzer. An interesting observa-
tion when examining the theoretical curves for the dielectri-
cally filled dichroic plate (Fig. 3) and for the Pyle waveguide
plate (Fig. 5) is that the air-filled plate appears to have low
insertion losses over a wider frequency band.
All of the plates were fabricated to have the same outer
diameter of about 33 inches. Each plate had the same mount-
ing hole patterns to enable interchangeability in the test set-
ups. By having all of the plates the same size, it was possible
to make accurate comparisons to a standard reference plate
whose test results were already known. It was also possible to
make measurements of four plates in the same test setup with-
out altering the setup once the integrity of the setup was veri-
fied. Test setup, calibration, and verification took up the most
time in the measurement process. Once the test setups were
verified, the interchangeability of plates enabled measurements
of plates to be made relatively quickly.
Although all four plates were tested thoroughly, in order
to keep this article to a reasonable length only the results of
Plates #1 and #4 will be reported. Results on the other plates
will be presented in future publications.
III. Experimental Results
A. Insertion Loss Tests
Low insertion loss in the passband is one of the more
important properties that a dichroic plate must have when
used in a deep space communications receiving system. Inser-
tion loss includes losses due to both reflection and dissipation.
The insertion loss of a plate can be determined from measure-
ments made of the magnitude of the transmission coefficient
$21 of the path between the transmit and receive horns with
and without the dichroic plate inserted into the path. A block
diagram of the test setup used to make insertion loss measure-
ments on a dichroic plate is given in Fig. 8. An outdoor test
setup with one of the plates being tested is shown in Fig. 9.
Perpendicular-to-parallel polarization changes are made by a
90-deg rotation of the circular-to-rectangular waveguide transi-
tions connected to the transmit and receive horns. Rapid 90-
deg rotations of these waveguide transitions were facilitated
through the use of low-loss, Iow-VSWR circular waveguide
rotary joints.
To enable accurate insertion loss measurements to be made
over a broad band of frequencies, the HP 8510A automatic
network analyzer was used. The procedure was to first make a
reference measurement of $21, the transmission coefficient,
for the total system without the plate. The total system with-
out the plate consists of cables, coaxial-to-rectangular wave-
guide transitions, waveguide isolators, rectangular-to-circular
waveguide transitions, the transmit and receive horns, the free-
space propagation path, and the dichroic plate holder. The
dichroic plate holder (without the plate) was first tilted at the
desired incidence angle with the horns oriented for the desired
polarization, and then measurements were made of $21 and
recorded as a function of frequency. This first set of measure-
ments provided the reference data. Then the test was repeated
with the plate attached to the plate holder. The automatic net-
work analyzer was then used to convert the $21 data into dB,
and the first (or reference) measurement data were subtracted
from the second (or test) measurement data, thus resulting in
plate-only $21 data in decibels. Data were taken from 7.0 GHz
to 9.0 GHz in 5-MHz steps and stored on diskette files. Inser-
tion group delays of the plates were determined from $21
phase data, which were simultaneously recorded.
Figures 10 and 11, respectively, show measured insertion
losses for perpendicular and parallel polarizations for the
dielectrically loaded Plate #1 when the plate was mounted for
a 30-deg incidence angle and phi = 90 deg. The measurements
were made in the outdoor setup, rather than in an anechoic
chamber, to avoid having to pay the high rental cost ($400 per
day) of using the anechoic chamber. In Figs. 10 and 11, fre-
quency markers show the desired uplink and downlink pass-
bands and the approximate regions where the plates were
theoretically supposed to have minimum insertion loss as
predicted by the Chen-Otoshi program (see Table 1). It can be
seen that the experimental and theoretical passbands agreed
reasonably well for perpendicular polarization, but the experi-
mental passband was about 55 MHz too high for the parallel
polarization configuration. ! Other measurements were also
made at 0-, 15-, 45-, and 60-deg incidence angles as well as at
other phi angles. In order to keep this article to a reasonable
length, all test data presented will be restricted to the con-
figuration of an incidence angle of 30 deg and phi = 90 delg,
which is the geometry that dichroic plates are in when installed
on DSN antennas.
Figures 12 and 13 show the insertion loss of Plate #4 as
measured in the outdoor test setup. This plate was used as the
standard to check out the integrity of the outdoor insertion
1Slightly better agreement between theory and experiment was ob-
tained at a 30-deg incidence angle test configuration where the plate
orientation was changed from a phi angle of 90 deg to a phi angle of
0 deg.
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loss test setup because the insertion loss properties of this plate
were known beforehand. Comparisons of the outdoor test set-
up data (Figs. 12 and 13) with theoretical data in Fig. 5 show
that valid insertion loss measurements could be made with the
outdoor test setup.
It should be mentioned that for measurements of insertion
loss in the outdoor test setup, ripples on the insertion loss as a
function of frequency were observed in the test data. These
ripples are attributed to multipath signals interacting with the
primary desired signal. Proper placement of absorbing material
around the horns, frame holder, and flat reflecting surfaces
helped reduce the magnitude of multipath ripples. In an out-
door setup such as the one that was used (Fig. 9), it is diffi-
cult to totally eliminate the multipath-caused ripples. When
a limited number of tests were later made in an anechoic
chamber, it was observed that multipath signal-caused ripples
on measured insertion loss were almost nonexistent.
The cause of the discrepancy between theory and experi-
ment for dielectrically loaded Plate #1 was originally thought
to be an error in the dielectric constant value of 2.04 used to
design the plate. However, use of different dielectric constant
values ranging from 2.01 to 2.10 through the computer pro-
gram failed to explain the discrepancy between the theoretical
and experimental data for this plate. Hence, an incorrect
dielectric constant was ruled out as the possible cause of the
discrepancy.
Another cause of the discrepancy between theory and ex-
periment for the dielectrically loaded plate was thought to be
poor machining of the surfaces of Plate #I. Some of the Tef-
lon plugs were recessed from the surface of the plates and
some of the ends of the Teflon plugs had prominent machining
marks and grooves. This uneven plate surface gave rise to
the hypothesis that errors could be generated by unwanted
surface waves. The plate surfaces were therefore remachined
with an extra-sharp cutting tool. The final plate thickness was
0.017 inch less than the original 1.580 inch. However, the
machining of the plate to a fine surface finish did not elimi-
nate the discrepancy between theoretical values (based on the
new thickness) and experimental values for the parallel polari-
zation case. It should be pointed out that the plate was not
remachined to the new thickness until all other data (noise
temperature and antenna patterns) were first taken.
Another possible cause of the discrepancy between theory
and experiment was lhought to be an insufficient number of
Floquet modes used in the Chen-Otoshi program, which gen-
erated the theoretical data. Changing the number of Floquet
modes from (p, q = I 1,5) to (p, q = 51,51) did not make any
significant difference in the theoretical values.
The only other presently known explanation for the dis-
crepancy between theory and experiment is that the theoreti-
cal data were computed on the basis of matching the free-
space parallel polarization tangential E-field to 5 TM wave-
guide modes at the dichroic plate interface. When the plate is
dielectrically loaded, the number of TM waveguide modes may
have to be increased in order to compute the transmission
coefficient more accurately when the plate is tilted at 30 deg.
Adding more waveguide modes to the existing version of the
Chen-Otoshi program turned out to be difficult. At this time,
modifications of the Chen-Otoshi program to include addi-
tional waveguide modes are still in progress. No definite
explanation exists at this time as to the cause of the dis-
crepancy between theoretical and experimental results. The
lack of a good theoretical computer program also makes it
more difficult to design dielectrically loaded dichroic plates
for other frequency bands.
B. Noise Temperature Tests
Noise temperature measurements were made because inser-
tion loss measurements in the outdoor setup could not give
results to accuracies of better than 0.1 dB. A good noise tem-
perature setup, where mismatch errors are small, has the poten-
tial for providing dissipative loss information to accuracies of
better than 0.1 K, corresponding to a dissipative loss of about
0.002 dB.
The method for determining noise temperature of the di-
chroic plate involves the measurement of effective receiver
temperature with and without the plate inserted between the
horn and sky. The change in measured effective receiver tem-
perature is attributed to the dichroic plate dissipative loss,
which includes plate surface resistivity loss, waveguide conduc-
tivity loss, and dielectric dissipative loss. The equations and
description of the procedure are described elsewhere, 2 and
hence will not be described further here.
Figures 14 and 15 show the test setups used for the noise
temperature measurements of the plate for perpendicular and
parallel polarizations, respectively. It was necessary to test the
plates for both polarizations because the insertion loss test
results showed that significant differences existed for the two
polarizations. The basic equipment required for this measure-
ment technique includes a calibrated low-noise horn of known
noise temperature, a low-noise maser, a follow-up receiver,
noise power measurement equipment, and an ambient load to
place over the horn aperture. An attempt was made to re-
reflect the power reflected by the dichroic plate back up to
2,,X_Band Traveling Wave Maser Group Block IIA," Part I of II, Techni-
cal Manual Overhaul Instructions (internal document), Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, pp. 113-119, August 1, 1983.
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the sky. This was achieved by placing a secondary reflector
plate parallel to the dichroic plate at a 30-deg angle from the
horizontal (see Figs. 14 and 15). This secondary reflector was
a solid aluminum sheet with a 33-inch diameter. Some of the
open spaces between the horn aperture and the secondary
reflector were covered with metal plates and aluminum foil.
Test results later indicated that the 33-inch diameter secon-
dary reflector was inadequate in size and should have been
fabricated to have a larger diameter. It is valid to reflect the
main reflection lobe from the dichroic plate back up to the
sky with the secondary reflector because, in the actual applica-
tion of the dichroic plate on the large antenna, the reflections
from the dichroic plate are re-reflected to the sky by the large
main reflector of the Cassegrainian antenna.
Table 3 shows the results of noise temperature tests for
Plates #1 and #4. Plate #4 was used as the test setup verifica-
tion plate because its noise temperature had been previously
calibrated. The measured noise temperature value of 1.5 K in
this current setup agrees well with expected values for Plate
#4. The noise temperature of about 4.5 K for Plate #1 was
higher than anticipated. Theoretically, Plate #1 should have a
noise temperature of about 2.5 K, of which 1.5 K is due
to plate surface resistivity and waveguide conductivity loss
while the remaining 1.0 K is due to Teflon dissipation loss (as
theoretically calculated from the Chen-Otoshi program when
using a loss tangent of 0.00015 for Teflon). Therefore, the
measured noise temperature of the dielectrically loaded plate
was about 2.0 K higher than expected.
It was initially thought that the higher loss of Plate #1
might be due to the fact that the loss tangent of Teflon is 2 or
3 times higher than the published handbook values. Studies
were made later to accurately determine the loss tangent of
Teflon. Through the use of two independent measurement
techniques, it was established that the Teflon material used for
plugs in the dichroic plate had a loss tangent of 0.0002. When
this value of loss tangent is used in the Chen-Otoshi modified
computer program, a 1.5-K noise temperature due to dielec-
tric loss is calculated. The two methods used to determine loss
tangent were (1) an improved automatic network analyzer
measnrement technique; and (2) an improved noise tempera-
ture measurement method. These two improved methods and
associated test results will be discussed in a separate report. It
was important to determine the loss of Teflon accurately be-
cause Teflon is one of the less expensive readily available mate-
rials that have low loss. It was desirable to prevent erroneous
conclusions from being drawn based upon the dichroic plate
noise temperature measurements. It would be a serious mistake
to conclude prematurely that dielectrically loaded dichroic
plates are not useful because they have undesirably high noise
temperatures generated by dielectric losses.
The poor results in Table 3 for Plate #1 might be explained
by the following equations, which are applicable to the test
setups shown in Figs. 14 and 15. The equations for system
noise temperature for the measurement setups for the con-
figuration with and without the dichroic plate are respectively
given as:
Ty s = Tky +Thorn + Laser+ Tfr (1)
TI
sy$ = (1 - tl-'dpl2) Tky + Tdp + II"dpl2 IPspl2 Tsky
+ IFdplu (1 - Iqpl2) Tg + T_om+ Taser + Tfr
(2;)
Then
Taiff = T' - T
sys sys
= Tap + IFap12 (1 - IFsp12) (Tg - Tky ) (3)
where
TsRy =
Thorrl "_
Tmaser =
%=
sky noise temperature (approximately 5 K) due to
cosmic background (2.7 K) and the zenith atmo-
spheric noise temperature (nominally 2.3 K) at
X-band, K
horn noise temperature, K
maser noise temperature, K
follow-up receiver noise temperature, K
dichroic plate noise temperature, K
Tpg = physical temperature of ground (nominally 290 K),
K
IPap 12 = square of the magnitude of the voltage reflection
coefficient as seen looking at the dichroic plate
from the horn aperture plane
t Psp 12 = ratio of the power reflected by the secondary plate
to the total power radiated toward the secondary
plate due to reflections from the dichroic plate
Equation (3) shows that the error in measuring the noise tem-
perature of the dichroic plate will be proportional to the mag-
nitude squared of the reflection coefficient of the dichroic
plate times the ratio of power not re-reflected by the secon-
dary plate. For example, if at the noise temperature measure.
ment frequency, the insertion loss of a dichroic plate is 0.1 dB,
corresponding to a voltage reflection coefficient magnitude;
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of 0.15, and the secondary plate captures and reflects only
90 percent of the power radiated toward it (as a result of
reflection from the dichroic plate), then from Eq. (3) the error
in measuring the noise temperature of the dichroic plate will
be
0.15 × 0.15 × (1.0- 0.90) X (290- 5)= 0.6 K
If instead the insertion loss of the plate is 0.5 dB, correspond-
ing to a voltage reflection coefficient magnitude of 0.33, the
error in measurement will be 3.1 K. A study of this type is
being made to correlate the insertion loss data measured for
Plates #1 and #4 to noise temperature errors at the various
measurement frequencies and the two polarizations. The
results of this study will be reported later.
A good test would have been to cover the lower side of the
dichroic plate with a metallic sheet having the same diameter
as the dichroic plate. This would simulate a worst-case reflec-
tion coefficient of 1.0 from the dichroic plate. All of the
power coming from the dichroic-plate reflection-lobe direction
could be captured by a properly designed secondary plate, and
this captured power could then be redirected towards the sky.
According to Eq. (3), and taking into account resistive losses
on the reflectors, a measurement of antenna temperature
would reveal how effective the secondary plate was and how
much noise temperature was due to ground absorption.
C. Antenna Patterns
As a final test, antenna patterns were taken of the dichroic
plates to verify that there were no unknown effects such as
unknown grating lobes, beam shifting, or scattering patterns
not predicted by theory. Antenna patterns taken in different
planes will give information about scattering losses in three
dimensions, whereas insertion loss measurements basically give
information only in one propagation direction between the
transmit and receive horns.
The measurement of antenna patterns is more laborious and
time consuming because, at a single frequency, a pattern must
be recorded for 360 deg of angle rotation. There are main
E-plane patterns (corresponding to parallel polarization) and
main H-plane patterns (corresponding to perpendicular polari-
zation) as well as cross-polarization patterns that have to be
taken. Then the same types of patterns have to be taken with
the plate rotated 90 deg so that the plate coordinate system is
rotated 90 deg with respect to the axis of rotation for pattern
recording.
Figure 16 shows the antenna pattern measurement setup
for measurement of the horn only in the 60-ft anechoic cham-
ber at the JPL Mesa Facility. The phase center of the horn was
aligned with the axis of rotation of the table. The procedure
was to measure the pattern of the horn only, and then to mea-
sure patterns with the dichroic plate installed in place. Then
the dichroic plate assembly was turned over on its side 90 deg
and the pattern was again recorded. Figure 17 shows the test
configuration where the plate holder and plate are in an
upright position similar to that used for insertion loss mea-
surements. In this configuration, the main reflection from the
plate will be radiated toward the ceiling of the anechoic cham-
ber and be absorbed. Figure 18 shows the test configuration
where the plate is turned over on its side 90 deg. In this test
configuration, the main reflection lobe will appear in the
antenna pattern recording. The plate was mounted for a
phi = 90-deg hole pattern orientation angle, and a 30-deg inci-
dence angle position. The rotator angle reads 0 deg and the
receive and transmit horns are boresighted to each other.
Correct alignment and boresighting of the transmit and receive
X-band horns were previously verified with an optical laser
beam.
E- and H-plane patterns were taken of the horn only, horn
plus plate holder, and horn plus plate holder and plate for
both the upright and flopped 90-deg positions. All correspond-
ing cross-polarization patterns according to Ludwig definition
#1 [8] were also taken. All of these types of patterns were
taken for Plate #1 at uplink frequencies of 7145 MHz and
7168 MHz and also at downlink frequencies of 8415 MHz,
8425 MHz, and 8450 MHz.
For the DSN plate (Plate #4), only E- and H-plane patterns
at 8415 MHz were taken for verification purposes. The an-
tenna patterns were virtually identical to those given in [4]
and, therefore, measured patterns for Plate #4 will not be
presented in this article.
Figures 19 and 20, respectively, show E- and H-plane pat-
terns for the horn alone at a frequency of 7168 MHz, which
corresponds approximately to the middle of the desired uplink
passband. Figures 21 and 22, respectively, show the antenna
patterns when dichroic Plate #1 and the plate holder were
installed in the flopped 90-deg position. Figures 23 through 26
show similar sets of patterns taken at the downlink mid-
passband frequency of 8425 MHz. Patterns taken with the
frame assembly upright were virtually the same as the horn-
alone patterns, with the exception of about 0.2 dB loss in the
peak of the main beam relative to the horn-alone case. There-
fore, patterns taken with the dichroic plate holder in the
upright position (see Fig. 17) will not be shown. Cross-
polarization patterns will not be shown because in all cases the
patterns were at least 35 dB down from the peak of the main
beam of the main polarization patterns.
An interesting correlation can be made of antenna pattern
data and the insertion loss data given in Figs. 10 and 11. If the
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level of the largest reflection lobe is subtracted from the peak
level of the main beam of the horn-only pattern, and the dif-
ference of levels is treated as return loss, these data can be
converted to insertion loss. The results of this analysis are
given in Table 4. Reasonable agreement was obtained between
insertion loss values computed from pattern data and insertion
loss values (+-0.t dB accuracy) in the outdoor test setup.
One final test was needed to show that Plate #1 behaves as
a solid reflector at S-band frequencies. In order to perform the
required test, it was necessary to replace the transmit and
receive X-band horns in the anechoic chamber test setup with
S-band standard gain horns. The particular type of standard
gain horn used was a Scientific-Atlanta (Model 12-1.7) stan-
dard gain horn that has a WR430 waveguide input and a gain
of about 16.4 dB at 2295 MHz. Antenna patterns were made
at 2295 MHz with Plate #1 in the 90-deg flopped position, and
then again after the front face of the plate was covered with a
thin solid aluminum sheet of the same diameter. No differ-
ences were observed in the two patterns. It is safe to conclude
that below cutoff, a dielectric loaded plate has properties simi-
lar to a perfect reflector at S-band. This conclusion is sup-
ported by theoretical data obtained from the Chen-Otoshi
computer program.
The antenna pattern tests verified that there was no unusual
behavior of the dielectrically loaded dichroic plate such as
might be caused by unexpected surface wave radiations or
grating lobes. The experimental work generally confirmed
most of the theoretical predictions concerning the behavior of
dielectrically loaded dichroic plates.
IV. Project Status
A. Accomplishments
The following is a list of accomplishments and spinoffs re-
sulting from this project:
(1) Numerous computer programs written in FORTRAN
and BASIC for IBM-XT/AT, including:
(a) Waveguide conductivity loss for a circular or rect-
angular waveguide when the waveguide is filled
with any dielectric material;
(b) Below cutoff attenuation for numerous TE and
TM modes for a circular or rectangular waveguide
of specified length and frequency;
(c)Generation of theoretical S-parameters for a di-
electric sheet in either a circular or rectangular
waveguide;
(d)Derivation of complex permeability and complex
permittivity values from measured S11 and $21 cm
a dielectric-filled waveguide sample;
(e) Improvement of measurements of noise tempera-
ture when using the horn-maser Y-factor measure-
ment technique. The improvement occurs in the
data reduction that accounts for atmospheric noise
temperature changes due to weather condition
changes. (This improvement technique might be
valuable for future Beam Waveguide system
evaluations.);
(0 Antenna computer programs related to dichroic
plate measurements such as antenna range loss
(Friis transmission loss formula), far-field criteria,
and circular and rectangular aperture theoretical
antenna gain programs; and
(g) A computer program to compute group delay
from network analyzer phase measurements.
(2) Two methods were developed for measuring the perme-
ability and permittivity of materials. The first method
involves the measurement of S-parameters of the di-
electric sample in a waveguide. The second method
involves the measurement of the sample in a waveguide
when terminated with a short-circuit. In addition, sig-
nificant improvements were made on the current net-
work analyzer technique to accurately determine the
loss tangent of low-loss dielectric materials. Heretofore,
the network analyzer technique could not be used to
accurately determine loss tangents of low-loss dielectric
materials.
(3) A new noise temperature measurement technique was
developed for the accurate determination of dissipative
loss of dielectric materials from noise temperature mea-
surements. This method uses the technique of making
the waveguide sample an integer multiple of a half-
waveguide wavelength at the test frequency. Substitu-
tion of this waveguide sample for an empty waveguide
of identical electrical length (already in the system)
enables cancellations of waveguide conductivity loss
and minimization of mismatch errors.
Other new results obtained on dichroic plates not yet
reported include the following:
(1) Good agreement was obtained between theoretical and
measured group delays of Plates #1 and #4;
(2) Data were taken with various-thickness Teflon sheets
placed on one or both sides of dichroic plates. The
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passbands shifted, but as yet the experimental data
have not been correlated to theory. The employment
of dielectric sheets might be a good way to fine-tune
the dichroic plate passband characteristics;
(3) It was found that the insertion losses of a dichroic
plate, as measured over a frequency range of 7.0 to 9.0
GHz with the test setup configurations shown in Figs. 8
and 9, did not change when the transmit X-band horn
having a diameter of 7 inches was replaced by a pyram-
idal horn whose largest dimension was 5 inches. The
multipath ripple magnitude increased for data taken
with the smaller horn, but the average measured inser-
tion loss curve (see Figs. 10 and 11) was the same for
either transmit horn test setup;
(4) Data obtained on the slant-drilled Teflon-loaded
dichroic Plate #2 described in Section II showed that
higher than expected insertion loss occurred for paral-
lel polarization and 30-deg incidence angle at X-band
downlink frequencies. The corresponding noise tem-
peratures were also much higher than expected. No
beam squint was observed on the antenna patterns for
this plate;
(5) Improved techniques for future insertion loss measure-
ments of dichroic plates were learned. It was found
that time-consuming calibrations could be skipped if
isolators were used. Also, it was learned that a solid re-
flector should be used to check for leakage if very high
insertion values are to be measured, such as for a di-
chroic plate below cutoff;
(6) Improvements in noise temperature measurements of a
dichroic plate can be obtained if a solid plate is placed
in front of the dichroic plate. This measurement would
enable determination of the integrity of the secondary
reflector to determine how much noise temperature is
coming from the ground (see Eq. (3)).
B. Problem Areas
An important part of the development of dielectrically
loaded dichroic plates is the accurate determination of the
properties of the dielectric material to be used for the plates.
A dichroic plate with over 1000 holes and loaded with dielec-
tric material is expensive to fabricate. If the dielectric constant
is not closely known, then it may not be possible to fine-tune
the plate by trimming the plate thickness. The dielectric
constant needs to be determined for the density state that the
plugs will be in after installation by whatever method is
employed for locking the plugs in place. Accurate determina-
tion of the dielectric constant is a time-consuming task that is
not generally appreciated or understood as being a necessary
part of this developmental work.
Another technical challenge related to dichroic plate design
lies in finding a suitable material that has low loss, but at the
same time is mechanically durable, chemically inert, and
commercially available at reasonable cost. The selection and
evaluation of materials presents the same type of technical
challenge that developers of radomes have had to face in previ-
ous and current decades.
Another technical problem that currently needs to be solved
is the development of an improved computer program that
accurately predicts the passbands for the dielectrically loaded
plate. Currently, the Chen-Otoshi program version being used
is a 10-waveguide mode program. Revising the program to in-
clude twice as many modes might result in a computer pro-
gram tool that would be invaluable for designing dichroic
plates. Also, the incorporation of a version that provides for
arbitrary aperture shapes other than round holes might prove
invaluable.
Another unsolved technical problem at this point of devel-
opment is that of knowing the CW power at which arcing
across the holes will occur. Some preliminary calculations
show that breakdown will not occur at 100 kW of CW power,
but experimental verifications need to be made.
V. Summary and Conclusions
The primary objectives of this study have been accom-
plished. It has been demonstrated that a dichroic plate having
two passbands at the desired frequencies can be developed.
Over the frequency range of 7.0 to 9.0 GHz, good agreement
was obtained between theory and experiment for perpen-
dicular polarization. For parallel polarization, the measured
passband occurred at a center frequency that was about 55
MHz higher than theoretical predictions for both uplink and
downlink passbands. The noise temperature of the Teflon-
loaded plate is determined to be about 3.0 K if corrections are
made for about 1.5 K error that is attributable to measure-
ment setup problems. This 3.0 K noise temperature value
includes a contribution of about 1.3 K due to dissipative losses
of the Teflon plugs. Antenna pattern measurements showed
that for the dielectrically loaded plate at 30-deg incidence,
there was only one reflection lobe, as theoretically predicted,
and that this lobe had a magnitude that correlated with
the data obtained from insertion loss measurements.
Immediate technical challenges and tasks that remain for
developing a dielectrically loaded dichroic plate for the DSN
are (1) the development of a Pyle waveguide type dielectrically
filled dichroic plate; (2) improvement in the computer pro-
gram to theoretically design the plates; and (3) experimental
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verification that arcing does not occur for a dielectrically
loaded plate at high CW power levels at about 100 kW.
Long-term projects include (1) research into lower loss type
dielectric materials; (2) research into different types of aper-
tures (other than round holes and Pyle waveguide) for develop-
ing plates that operate over a broader bandwidth and over a
greater range of incidence angles; (3) development of com-
puter programs and theory to design new classes of improved
dichroic plates; and (4) development of less expensive, less
time-consuming techniques for experimental verifications of
performance.
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Table 1. Design data a and theoretical passband insertion losses of dielectric filled hole plate
(Plate #1) for phi = 90 deg and incidence angle = 30 deg
Passband insertion loss, dB
Polarization Band b Start Mid End Comments
frequency frequency frequency
Perpendicular Uplink 0.02 0.06 0.14 Not too good at mid-
band and end of band
Perpendicular Downlink 0.01 0.02 0.06 Not too good at end
of band
Parallel Uplink 0.13 0.06 0.02 Not too good at start
and mid-band
Parallel Downlink 0.04 0.02 0.01
aHole diameter = 0.803 in., hole-to-hole spacing = 0.850 in., plate thickness = 1.580 in.
Hole medium dielectric constant = 2.04.
Loss tangent = 0.00015.
bUplink, downlink = 7170 ± 30 MHz, 8430 ± 30 MHz.
Notes:
(1) The insertion loss values include dissipative loss due to the loss tangent of Teflon.
(2) At some of the passband frequencies, the results are not good at 15- or 45-deg incidence angles.
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Table2.Designdataand theoretical passband insertion losses of
DSN air-filled hole plate (Plate #4) for phi = 90 deg and incidence
angle -- 30 deg
Passband insertion loss, dB
Polarization Band b Start Mid End
frequency frequency frequency
Perpendicular Downlink 0.000 0.009 0.037
Parallel Downlink 0.025 0.004 0.001
apyle waveguide dimensions = 0.866 and 0.900 in., respectively,
for perpendicular and parallel polarizations. The corresponding
cutoff wavelengths of the Pyle waveguide are 1.511 and 1.539 in.
(see note 1 below for equivalent round-hole dimensions).
Hole-to-hole spacing = 0.940 in., plate thickness = 1.408 in.
Hole medium dielectric constant = 1.00.
Loss tangent = 0.00000.
bDownlink = 8415 -+31) MHz.
Notes:
(1) This DSN Plate has a Pyle waveguide aperture (see [4] ) rather
than a round-hole aperture. The equivalent round-hole diam-
eters corresponding to the 0.866- and 0.900-inch Pyle wave-
guide dimension are respectively 0.886 and 0.902 inches.
These round-hole dimensions were used to compute the theo-
retical insertion losses.
(2) This plate has no dielectric dissipative loss term associated with
insertion loss.
(3) At some of the passband frequencies, the results were not
too good at 15- or 45-deg incidence angles.
Table 3. Noise temperature test results for dichrolc plates at
phi = 90 deg and theta = 30 deg
Description
Perpendicular Parallel
polarization polarization
noise temperature, K noise temperature, K
8400 8450 8500 8400 8450 8500
MHz MHz MHz MHz MHz MHz
Plate #1 4.7 4.3 4.0 11.0 5.2 4.0
with Teflon
plugs
Plate #4 1.5 3.2 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.7
air dielectric
Difference 3.2 1.1 2.4 9.4 3.6 2.3
in noise
temperature
Notes:
(1) The measured mid-frequency of the insertion loss passbands are
8450 MHz for perpendicular polarization and 8500 MHz for
parallel polarization for Plate _1.
(2) The measured mid-frequency of the insertion loss passbands is
8415 MHz for both perpendicular and parallel polarizations for
Plate #4.
Table 4. Correlation of the relative level of the reflection lobe to
measured insertion loss for Plate #1
Relative
Equivalent Measured
Pattern Frequency, level of insertion insertion loss
MHz reflection
lobes, dB loss, dB Polarization dB
E-Plane 7168 -16.0 0.11 Parallel 0.2
H-Plane 7168 -21.0 0.03 Perpendicular 0.2
E-Plane 8425 -20.0 0.04 Parallel 0.2
H-Plane 8425 -21.0 0.03 Perpendicular 0.05
Notes:
(1) Data for reflection lobe levels were obtained from patterns of
Plate #1 and taken relative to the peak of the corresponding
horn-only pattern.
(2) Data for the measured insertion loss were obtained from Fig. 10
and 11, respectively, for perpendicular and parallel polarizations.
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The pointing control loops of the DSN 70-meter antennas extend only to the Inter-
mediate Reference Structure (1RS). Thus, distortion of the structure forward of the IRS
due to unpredictable environmental loads can result in uncompensated boresight shifts
which degrade blind pointing accuracy.
A system is described which can provide real-time bias commands to the pointing
control system to compensate for environmental effects on blind pointing performance.
The bias commands are computed in real time based on optical ranging measurements of
the structure from the 1RS to a number of selected points on the primary and secondary
reflectors.
I. Background
The DSN 70-meter antenna pointing system derives the
main Az-E1 pointing servo drive error signals from a two-axis
autocollimator mounted on the Intermediate Reference Struc-
ture (IRS) [1]. The autocollimator projects a light beam to a
precision mirror mounted on the Master Equatorial (ME) and
detects elevation/cross-elevation errors (non-parallelism) be-
tween the two reference surfaces by measuring the angular
displacement of the reflected beam. Thus, the pointing control
loop extends only as far as the IRS, which is located aft of the
main antenna structure near the intersection of the Az-E1
axes (see Fig. 1). Since the main antenna structure is outside
the pointing control loop, distortion of the structure due to
environmental loads can result in uncompensated RF bore-
sight shift. While deformations and misalignments of the main
paraboloid, subreflector, and feed cone can individually pro-
duce equivalent pointing shifts of nearly a degree due to envi-
ronmental loads, self-compensating effects in the structural
design of the antenna limit the net peak pointing offset to
approximately 100 millidegrees.
The effect of structural distortion on pointing performance
is illustrated in Fig. 2. Under design conditions, the main re-
flector paraboloid and subreflector hyperboloid axes lie on
an axis normal to the IRS which passes through the parabo-
loid vertex. Environmental forces which distort the structure,
as indicated by the broken line, cause rays reflected from
different segments of the antenna to concentrate off the IRS
reference axis. The objective of a pointing error compensation
system design is to bias the pointing command so that the
centroid of energy to and from the desired RF target falls
along the IRS reference axis.
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The following discussion presents a description and an
analysis of a real-time optical measurement and processing
concept which outputs real-time pointing system bias com-
mands to compensate for the effects of environmentally
induced structural distortions. The system optically measures
the displacements of selected points on the main reflector and
subreflector relative to the IRS. The discussion assumes that
pointing of the IRS via the ME is error-free and deals only
with the effects of environmentally induced distortions of the
main paraboloid and displacements of the subreflector.
II. Environmental Effects
The principal environmental loads acting on the antenna are
gravity, wind, and thermal effects. Gravity, the largest but
most predictable load on the structure, causes sagging of the
main paraboloid which varies as a function of elevation angle.
Gravity also creates loads in the quadripod structure which dis-
place the subreflector in the elevation direction. The effects of
gravity are accounted for in the finite element models of the
DSN antenna structures. Lookup tables constructed from
finite element structural model data are currently used to pro-
vide an elevation pointing command bias signal to compensate
for gravity-induced pointing error as a function of elevation
angle.
Wind and thermal effects on the structure are less severe
than gravity, but they are also much less predictable and can
cause pointing errors in both the elevation and cross-elevation
axes. These effects could also be included in the finite element
structural models of the antennas, but in order to provide
effective (real-time) blind pointing compensation, accurate and
instantaneous knowledge of the true wind vector and thermal
profile of the structures is required.
Through the use of lookup tables to bias the elevation
pointing command to compensate for gravity effects, a blind
pointing capability of 4 to 6 millidegrees rms is currently
achievable in benign weather, with the accuracy degrading to
about 12 millidegrees rms under moderately windy condi-
tions. With the recently completed upgrades to enlarge and
improve the shape of the large DSN tracking antennas in com-
bination with future plans to quadruple the upper operating
frequency, it will be necessary to improve blind pointing pre-
cision to 1 millidegree rms to fully realize the benefits of the
upgrades for 32-GHz (Ka-band) operation.
III. Measurement Concept
A system of multiple point-to-point measurements using
optical ranging techniques was conceived as a method for mea-
suring and estimating the effects of structural distortions on
blind pointing accuracy in real time. It was recognized at the
outset that a large number of measurement configurations are
possible and that trade-offs exist between the number, loca-
tion, and accuracy of measurements. To establish a baseline, a
simple configuration was analyzed to determine the measure-
ment accuracy required to meet a blind pointing accuracy of
one millidegree rms. The analysis was divided into two parts:
(1) a determination of the required measurement resolution;
and (2) an evaluation of the effects of systematic (i.e., scale
factor) errors on pointing offset determination. Also, because
the main paraboloid boresight axis and subreflector positions
can shift relative to each other, separate analyses of measure-
ment resolution and systematic error requirements were made
for these two major elements of the Cassegrain system. For
analysis purposes, the measurement baseline was assumed to
be located at the main paraboloid vertex. Since the IRS is
actually located approximately 7 meters aft of the vertex,
implementation of the system will require transfer of the IRS
reference plane to the baseline measurement plane by optical
or other methods. The main paraboloid and quadripod struc-
tures are considered to be flexible, whereas the subreflector
itself is assumed to be a rigid assembly.
The SHAPES (Spatial High Accuracy Position Encoding
Sensor) system under development at JPL [2] was taken as
the baseline sensor for the measurement system since it is
capable of multiple simultaneous high-speed (10 frames/sec)
ranging measurements with accuracies at the submillimeter
level. SHAPES is a time-of-flight laser ranging sensor which
measures ranges from multiple sources to retroreflector targets
placed at any desired (unobstructed) location throughout the
structure. Each SHAPES "head" can accommodate up to 30
sources, whose actual locations can be remote from the head
and optically connected through optical fibers. The measure-
ment configuration employed for the analyses uses two-
dimensional triangulation techniques to precisely determine
shifts in the positions of preset targets relative to IRS coordi-
nates due to structural distortions caused by environmental
forces. From these, the "structural" boresight of the main
paraboloid and the deviation of the subreflector relative to the
IRS are determined by geometric calculations. These two
quantities must be combined to determine the net shift of the
boresight due to environmental forces. This determination is
then used in computing pointing bias commands to compen-
sate for structural distortions.
IV. Primary Reflector Structural Boresight
Axis Determination
A. Measurement Configuration
The optical measurement configuration chosen as a test
case for the analysis below is shown in Fig. 3. The configura-
tionwasselectedasonewhichmaximizestheamountof use-
ful boresightdeterminationdatafor thenumberof measure-
mentsmade.In thisdesign,threeSHAPESsourcesareplaced
in a precisepatterncenteredon thephysicalvertexof the
mainparaboloidatthebaseof thefeedconeandalignedparal-
lelto theelevation-bearingaxis.Theyhaveunobstructedviews
of fourretroreflectorsequallyspacedaroundtheperimeterof
themaindish.Tworetroreflectorsareplacedontheantenna
rim diametricallyoppositeachothersuchthat theplane
passingthroughtheretrosandthevertexisparalleltotheele-
vationaxis.(Thisis referredto astheelevation-boresight
plane.)Thisretroplacementischosento providethegreatest
detectionsensitivityto distortionscausedby forcesacting
parallelto thesurfaceof theEarth(i.e.,crosswinds).Two
other retroreflectors are located diametrically opposite each
other such that the plane (e.g., the cross-elevation-boresight
plane) passing through the retros and the vertex is orthogonal
to the elevation axis. This set of retros provides the greatest
detection sensitivity to distortions caused by gravity. The key
assumption made is that the intersection of the planes contain-
ing the antenna vertex and the retroreflectors on the antenna
rim represents the geometric boresight axis of the antenna
dish surface distorted by environmental loads. A means of
identifying that boresight axis using SHAPES measurements is
described below.
B. Main Reflector Boresight Shift Analysis
The SHAPES sources and retroreflectors are identified in
Fig. 4. The three SHAPES sources, A, B, and C, are located on
the main dish surface in the RF shadow of the quadripod at
the base of the feed cone. Four retroreflectors, 1, 2, 3, and 4,
are placed on the antenna rim-numbers 1 and 2 in the
cross-elevation-boresight plane and numbers 3 and 4 in the
elevation-boresight plane. Measurements across the dish (e.g.,
from point 1 to point 2 or from point 1 to point 3) are made
via relay mirrors placed at rim position numbers 1 and 3.
The analytic determination of the effective structural bore-
sight of the deformed main paraboloid is divided into three
parts:
(1) Calculate the intersection of the elevation-boresight
and cross-elevation-boresight planes in the antenna
rim plane.
(2) Calculate the antenna rim plane intersection coordi-
nates in the pointing reference plane.
(3) Calculate the angular orientation of the effective struc-
tural boresight axis in pointing reference coordinates.
1. Calculation of the rim-plane intersection. Figure 4 illus-
trates the range measurements in the antenna rim plane needed
to calculate the coordinates of intersection J relative to retro-
reflectors 1, 2, 3, and 4. The objective is to compute R13 and
Rj1 given range measurements RI2, Ra4, R13 , R14 , and R23.
The procedure is outlined below.
Calculate angles 01 and 02 by the law of cosines:
ER12 +R13 -R23O, = cos-' Y')_-_2 *" (1)
-- (2)
Calculate angle 03:
03 = 180-(01 +02) (3)
Calculate intersection J locations Rja and R jl :
sin 01
Rja = R13" sin 03 (4)
sin 02
RJ] = R13" sin0 a (15)
2. Calculation of intersection coordinates in the pointing
reference plane. Figure 5 illustrates the placement of SHAPES
sources A, B, and C and the projections of retroreflectors 1, 2,
3, and 4 on the pointing reference plane. Given range mea-
surements RaB, RBC, RA], RBI, RA2, RB2, RBa, RB4, Rca,
Rc4 ' R12 , and R34 , it is possible to locate the intersection J in
the pointing reference plane in coordinates orthogonal to RAB
and RBC in the following manner:
Calculate angles 04 and 0s :
e, c°:l L R;g (6)
ERic+R],-RL]
os = cos-'[ 4 .j (7)
Calculate the projections of retros 3 and 4 from point B
along line BC:
K 3 = RB3" COS04 (8)
K 4 = RB4 " COS05 119)
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Calculate the projection of the elevation component (Jr)
of intersection J relative to the vertex in pointing reference
plane coordinates:
C1 RBC
JY = K3 +--R34 (K3- K4) 2 (10)
Calculate angles 06 and 07 :
FR 2 +R 2
12---AB -'B ! - R_ 1
o6 = c°s-1 L 2. RAB • R m
(11)
2 5]07 = cos_ 1 B +RB2 -RA2
-J (12)
Calculate the projections of retros 1 and 2 from point B
along line AB in the pointing reference plane:
K 1 = RBI • cos0 6 (13)
K 2 = RB2 • cos 07 (14)
Calculate the projection of the cross-elevation component
(Jx) of intersection J relative to the physical vertex in point-
ing reference plane coordinates:
C 2 RAB
Jx = K1 + -- "(K1-K2) 2 (15)R12
3. Calculation of the structural boresight error angles.
There are now sufficient data to determine the angular devia-
tion of the structural boresight axis relative to the reference
boresight axis. Figure 6 illustrates the reference boresight axis
in a pointing reference plane, fixed coordinate frame whose
origin is at the physical vertex of the main paraboloid. The ele-
vation and cross-elevation error angle components of the main
paraboloid structural boresight axis relative to the reference
boresight axis are
Jy
0_el = tan -1 --if- (16)
J.
0txel = tan_ 1 A (17)H
where H = the depth of the main paraboloid from the rim
plane to the surface at the vertex.
V. Subreflector Displacement Determination
A. Measurement Configuration
Figure 7 shows the baseline measurement configuration for
determining the orientation of the subreflector relative to the
pointing reference coordinate system. Figure 8 is a view look-
ing into the antenna boresight axis illustrating the placement
of three retroreflectors on the subreflector backup structure as
viewed from three SHAPES sources located on the pointing
reference plane at the base of the feed cone. Two SHAPES
sources and two retroreflectors define a plane. Hence, three
SHAPES sources, A, B, and C, in combination with three
retroreflectors, 5, 6, and 7, define two planes with one com-
mon SHAPES-retroreflector pair. A reference coordinate
frame is defined with SHAPES defining the X-Y axes and with
the Z axis orthogonal to both the X and Y axes. The analysis
below solves for the subreflector displacements in the pointing
reference coordinate frame.
B. Subreflector Displacement Analysis
Figure 9 is an elevation view of the antenna parallel to a
plane defined by two SHAPES sources, A and B, located on
the pointing reference plane, and by two retroreflectors, 5 and
6, mounted on the subreflector backup structure. The interior
angles 09,01o , 011 , and 012 can be determined as follows:
I.R +R 2 R 2 -
A6 - "AB -- - "B60 9 = COS -1 _'/I_A- _ :']I_-_B
(18)
010 = C°S-1 L" _:RA5 "RA6
(19)
011 = COS-1 RB6 _-
(20)
R2 +R2 R2 t
"'A6 -'56 --'A5012 = COS-1 2":' _ :'-_56
(21)
The lateral subreflector displacement parallel to the line
between SHAPES sources in the pointing reference plane is
31 = 90-011 (22)
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Ay = RB6 • sin _1 (23)
The rotational angle of the subreflector about an axis
orthogonal to the plane of Fig. 9 is
_2 = 09 - 012 (24)
The same procedure is used to determine the translational
and rotational displacements in the other plane defined by
SHAPES sources B and C and retroreflectors 6 and 7.
Vl. Error Sources
Both random and systematic errors affect the accuracy in
the determination of antenna pointing parameters. Random
errors are attributed primarily to measurement instrument
resolution but are also caused by environmental effects. Scale
factor variations are representative of systematic errors which
affect all measurements in proportion to their magnitude.
Because the scale factor of SHAPES is determined by a preci-
sion crystal oscillator, the contribution of the instrument to
systematic measurement errors is insignificant. However, as
with any optical time-of-flight ranging system, the measure-
ment scale factor is affected by the speed of light in the work-
ing medium (air). The speed of light in air is inversely propor-
tional to the index of refraction, n, which depends on the
temperature, pressure, humidity, and carbon dioxide content,
as well as on other factors. The index of refraction of air is
given in [3] as
H = relative humidity
K = vapor pressure enhancement factor
es = saturation vapor pressure of water vapor over water
If the values of the environmental parameters above were
known exactly, the uncertainty in the determination of the
refractive index of air would be estimated to be between 0.05
and 0.1 ppm due to the empirical nature of the equation.
Therefore, the key environmental parameters must be mea-
sured at the antenna site to minimize time-of-flight uncertain-
ties. On-site measurement of parameters is expected to yield
a global index-of-refraction determination accuracy of 0.1 to
1.0 ppm. In addition to global uncertainties, variations due to
local turbulence can add errors to individual measurements.
The random uncertainties of SHAPES have been deter-
mined by laboratory measurements to be 25/am rms. Added
to these are measurement uncertainties due to local index-of-
refraction variations, which are also estimated to be approxi-
mately 25 /am rms. Since the configuration analyzed requires
14 measurements to determine the structural boresight error
of the main reflector plus 7 measurements to determine the
orientation of the subreflector, computer programs were
needed to individually evaluate the effects of both systematic
and random measurement errors on the determination of geo-
metric pointing parameters relative to the pointing reference
coordinate frame. In the random error determination pro-
grams, a measurement error increment was individually added
or subtracted to each range measurement, and all possible
combinations were evaluated to determine the worst case
pointing parameter determination error.
where
0.0003)P /n = 1 + II -.8.6 + 42.4( _y
TZ }
- (0.00042 "K • es • H)I 10 -8 (25)
n = refractive index of air
y = fractional concentration of carbon dioxide by volume
P = atmospheric pressure in pascals
T = temperature in kelvins
Z = compressibility factor
VII. Error Analysis Results
Figure 10 shows the worst case main reflector boresight
determination error for random SHAPES measurement resolu-
tion errors from 1 X 10 -6 to 100 X 10 -6 meters. A plot of
the boresight determination error due to systematic measure-
ment errors ranging from 1 ppm to 100 ppm is shown in
Fig. 11. Results are plotted in Figs. 12 and 13 for subreflector
lateral displacement determination errors resulting from ran-
dom and systematic measurement errors. Subreflector tilt
determination errors due to random and systematic measure-
ment errors are shown in Figs. 14 and 15.
Main reflector boresight determination errors due to ran-
dom measurement errors have the most significant impact on
the performance of the pointing compensation configuration
analyzed. The effects of expected measurement error levels
on other factors affecting pointing compensation system per-
formance are one-tenth as great or less. Based on a "35-/am-
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rms overall measurement resolution (e.g., 25-/_m-rms SHAPES
random error combined with 25/am rms of random noise due
to local index-of-refraction variations), Fig. 10 shows that the
main reflector structural boresight determination error is
approximately 3 millidegrees. This represents the performance
for the worst case combination of measurement errors and is
considered to be conservative by a factor of about four.
VIII. Conclusions
This article covers work performed during fiscal year 1987.
While the results are not fully conclusive, they do suggest that
refinements of the technical approach have the potential to
meet the 1-millidegree blind pointing accuracy required for full
realization of 32-GHz (Ka-band) performance improvement.
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A 32-GHz Reflected-Wave Maser Amplifier With Wide
Instantaneous Bandwidth
J. Shell and D. Neff
Radio Frequencyand MicrowaveSubsystemsSection
An eight-stage, 32-GHz reflected-wave ruby maser has been built. The maser operates
in a 3-watt closed-cycle refrigerator (CCR) at 4.5K and is capable o/'21 dB of net gain
with an instantaneous bandwidth of 400 MHz. The input noise temperature referred to
the room-temperature flange is approximately 21 K.
I. Introduction
In recent years, NASA has been evaluating the relative
advantages of 8.4-GHz, 32-GHz, and optical communication
links for its future deep space communication needs [1]. As a
result, the Deep Space Network is planning to upgrade its
current capabilities by the addition of a 32-GHz downlink
[2]. The 500-MHz band, from 31.8 to 32.3 GHz, is allocated
for that purpose [3]. An important component in achieving
that goal is the development of low-noise front-end amplifiers.
One promising approach, drawing upon JPL's experience and
success with masers, is to develop a 32-GHz ruby maser.
This article describes the first such device built at 32 GHz
by the Cryo-Electronics Group at JPL. The design of this
maser draws upon previous experience in building reflected-
wave amplifiers at 22 GHz (K-band) [4]. The reflected-wave
maser (a negative resistance amplifier utilizing a shorted
ruby-filled transmission line) design is considered a more
realizable approach for broadband! 32-GHz performance than
the traveling-wave maser (utilizing a periodic transmission line
with distributed isolators) currently in use at 2 and 8 GHz.
This maser will initially be part of a receiver system for the
Caltech Owens Valley Radio Observatory (OVRO) located
near Big Pine, California. Provision has been made to accom-
modate either the 5.5-meter Cassegrain antenna with high-gain
feedhorns or the 40-meter antenna with focal point feeds.
Caltech personnel will operate and maintain the equipment for
32-GHz radio astronomy, specifically for use in measuring the
microwave cosmic background (approximately 3 K). The bene-
fit to JPL/NASA will derive from the receipt of weather data
for the 32-GHz communications band, from the calibration of
known radio stars, and from the acquisition of operational
data on the maser's performance and experience in running the
maser as part of a system.
II. Input Description
The design (see Figs. 1 and 2) uses two input feedhorns
spaced 4.5 inches apart that will be symmetrically placed about
the center line of the 5.5-meter antenna and asymmetrically
placed about the center line of the 40-meter antenna. The
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input lines are identical in structure, and each consists of the
following:
(1) A mica window.
(2) A vacuum feedthrough waveguide.
(3) A cryogenically coolable low-noise choked waveguide,
nominally ambient to 4.5 K. 1
(4) A round-to-square waveguide adapter (0.343 round to
0.234 square).
(5) A polarizer with RCP and LCP outputs. 2
(6) A switching circulator to direct inputs to the maser
from either the antenna or a variable-temperature cold
load. 3
(7) A 30-dB cross-guide directional coupler for external
signal calibration and noise diode inputs.
A third EMS switching circulator switches the maser input
between the two antenna input lines at any rate up to 5 kHz.
The signal input line is finally connected to the maser circula-
tor block. (Operation of the maser will be fully described in
the following sections.)
III. Maser Description
A block diagram of the maser is shown in Fig. 3. It consists
of eight stages of ruby-filled waveguide connected in series
with 18 junction circulators. This design was chosen to achieve
our goal of low noise and wide instantaneous bandwidth. Low
noise is possible because of lower dissipative losses than those
typically achieved in a traveling-wave maser with slow-wave
structures and isolators. The reflected-wave maser uses only
the dielectric and waveguide slowing of the ruby-filled guide.
Wide instantaneous bandwidth is achieved by using a long
length of ruby (approximately 67 cm in total length) and arti-
ficially broadening the ruby linewidth with a magnetic field
gradient.
The number of stages and the length of each stage are dic-
tated by our goal of low-gain ripple, convenient magnet size,
ease of fabrication of the ruby bars, and good noise perfor-
mance across the band. The absence of a resonant slow-wave
structure also allows for relatively large tunability. The tuning
range is limited only by the frequency response of the junction
circulators. This particular maser will tune from approximately
x Modified version of U.S. Patent #4,215,327.
2Model 2800, Atlantic Microwave Corporation, Boston, Massachusetts.
3Model 408-26, Electromagnetics Sciences, Inc. (EMS), Norcross,
Georgia.
29 to 34 GHz. However, because of the large pump power
required to invert the large volume of ruby, we have chosen to
operate with fixed tuned "pump" oscillators, effectively
making this a fixed-frequency amplifier at this time.
Pump power requirements are more stringent for the 32-
GHz masers than for the 22-GHz masers. Waveguide and struc-
ture losses are higher, and the ruby is more difficult to invert
due to smaller pump transition probabilities. More impor-
tantly, the pump power is divided eight ways rather than four
ways as in the 22-GHz maser. The power is supplied by four
independent oscillators. It is combined in pairs with two 3-dB
hybrid couplers 4 outside the vacuum vessel. The four wave-
guide outputs from the hybrids enter the closed-cycle refrig-
erator (CCR) and are split with four E-plane power splitters
into eight channels. 5 The power is then carried to each ruby
separately in WR15 waveguide and impedance-matched to the
ruby-filled guide. This ensures an even power distribution
among all eight stages.
Almost all of the unfilled signal waveguide is a specially
fabricated waveguide. 6 The waveguide width for 32 GHz was
chosen by frequency scaling the WR42 waveguide of the
K-band maser from its best operating frequency of 23.3 GHz.
The height was chosen to obtain broader-bandwidth circulator
operation and to ease the matching into the ruby-filled guide.
The signal enters the circulator block and passes through
two junctions. The first junction, configured as an isolator
with a termination on the third port, reduces the level of re-
flected signals exiting the input. This function is performed by
all the terminated junctions. After passing through the input
isolator, the signal enters the input circulator and then the first
ruby bar. The signal travels the full length of the ruby bar,
growing exponentially with distance, and is reflected at the
opposite end. It travels back up the bar, still being amplified,
and is directed into the second stage. The gain of each stage
depends on the chosen bandwidth. The signal makes a total of
26 passes through the junctions and 16 passes through the
ruby. The forward insertion loss (at 4.5 K) is approximately
12 dB.
The ruby is single crystal and is grown by the Czochralski
process by Union Carbide. The chromium-to-aluminum con-
4Model 15HS12B, Microwave Development Laboratories, Inc., Natick,
Massachusetts.
5The power splitters were manufactured at JPL. A commercial source is
not known to the authors.
6Copper (OFHC) waveguide (0.051 inch by 0.306 inch), A. T. Wall
Company, Warwick, Rhode Island.
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centration ratio is approximately 0.05 percent. The ruby is
cut and oriented so that the optic-axis is at an angle of 54.73
degrees to the dc magnetic field. The energy levels of the
ground state orbital of the chromium spins are shown in Fig. 4
as a function of magnetic field for this orientation. Population
inversion is achieved by push-pull pumping the 1-3 and the
2-4 transitions [5]. The signal transition is the 2-3 transition.
A. Maser Gain and Bandwidth
The natural linewidth of ruby is 60 MHz. In a maser with a
uniform magnetic field and 30 dB of electronic gain, the 3-dB
bandwidth is 20 MHz, about one-third of the linewidth. There-
fore, to achieve masers with wider instantaneous bandwidths,
it is common practice to inhomogeneously broaden the line
shape by placing different parts of the ruby in different dc
magnetic fields [5]. For large bandwidths, an efficient and
convenient technique is to employ a linearly staggered mag-
netic field along the length of the ruby. This is the technique
employed here. The frequency dependence of the gain is given
by [51
_gw{G(v) 2 dv tan-1 "2(Vw-%) + -_]
-tan-lI?(u_ v°)?]1 (1)
where
G(v) = electronic gain in decibels at frequency v
uo = center frequency
w = 'natural linewidth of ruby = 60 MHz
dv = resonance separation (difference in resonant fre-
quency between opposite ends of the ruby bars
assuming a longitudinal magnetic field gradient) =
622 MHz
and g, the unbroadened gain (gain without artificial broaden-
ing), is given by
27SN
g- Qm
where, in turn,
S = slowing factor = (C/Fgro,p) = 3.9
N = length of ruby in free space wavelengths = 143
Qm = magnetic Q
and
1 _ 72h hi, _N IoZrl
Qm nlao _-k-T] n w
i o,,t ,,j_.'a_rln-]s_ hv N Io2rl
kT n w
where
7 = magnetogyric ratio = 2.8 MHz/gauss
h = Planck's constant/21r = 1.054E-27 erg-sec
1= inversion ratio (gain with pumps on/absorption with
pumps off) = 0.7
v = frequency in hertz
T = absolute temperature = 4.5 K
k = Boltzmann's constant
N = spin density per cubic centimeter = 2.35E19
n = number of energy levels = 4
o2 = signal transition probability = 0.96
rl = filling factor = 0.5
/% = permeability of free space
w = 60 MHz = natural linewidth of ruby in units of mega-
hertz
In this instance, 1/Q m = 2.29E-02. Therefore g = 232 dB.
Assuming a resonance separation of 622 MHz (corresponding
to our tapered shim), the bandpass of the maser looks as shown
in Fig. 5. This is the electronic gain (and does not include the
maser structure insertion loss) and agrees quite well with what
is observed. Obviously, gain can be traded for bandwidth and
vice versa.
B. Noise Temperature
The noise temperature of a reflected-wave maser can be
thought of as arising from two distinct noise sources. The first
source is blackbody radiation from any dissipative losses in the
system. The second source is spontaneous emission from the
ruby. The theoretical noise temperature of the maser referred
to the room temperature flange can be calculated if estimates
of the losses and the state of the ruby are known. The results
of these estimates are plotted in Fig. 6 and tabulated in
Table 1. The noise temperature is a function of gain (and there-
fore bandwidth) for two reasons. First, as the gain per stage
decreases (with increasing bandwidth), the ratio of loss per
unit length to gain per unit length increases because the losses
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are constant. This causes a large increase in noise temperature,
especially for values of this ratio greater than 0.5 [6]. Second,
as the gain per stage is decreased, noise from succeeding ruby
stages makes a larger contribution to the total noise tempera-
ture. (The noise contribution of a given stage, when referred to
the input of the complete amplifier, is given by the equivalent
noise contribution at the input of the stage divided by the net
gain which precedes that stage.)
C. Gain Ripple
There are several sources of gain ripple in this maser. One
source is mismatch between the circulator junctions and the
rubies. Another source is cross-talk between ruby stages where
the structure mates with connecting waveguide flanges. A third
is uneven pumping of the rubies due to a frequency-dependent
coupling of pump power. Of these different sources of rip-
ple, only the first is amenable to calculation. The VSWR of
reduced-height guide to ruby-filled guide has been measured at
room temperature and is typically 1.21. This is determined by
measuring with a reflectometer the attenuation and ripple with
the waveguide shorted at the pump end. 7 The VSWR into the
circulator junctions has also been measured at room tempera-
ture and is typically 1.32. This was measured by placing the
entire circulator block in a 12-inch Varian electromagnet.
Therefore, the equivalent circulator-ruby VSWR is somewhere
between 1.09 and 1.60, depending on the frequency and path
length between them.
D. Maser Structure
The copper structure that houses the eight ruby bars is con-
structed in three parts in a sandwich configuration (see Fig. 7).
The center section is flat on both sides and forms one broad
wall of the waveguide. The remaining three walls are formed
by machining waveguide channels in the upper and lower sec-
tions of the sandwich. The dimensions of the ruby-filled guide
are 0.100 by 0.050 inch. There are four waveguide channels in
each section. The center section is made in two parts and con-
tains channels through which liquid helium flows to cool the
rubies. 8 This was an attempt to improve the cooling, since
some experiments had indicated that heating of the rubies may
occur. This construction effectively eliminated all pressed con-
tact thermal resistance between a number of metal-to-metal
joints. These joints were located between the rubies and the
main CCR 4.5-K station. Although there was a gain improve-
ment of a few decibels, the improvement was not as large as
had been hoped.
7T. Otoshi and R. C. Clauss, private communication.
8The two parts were vacuum furnace brazed by Scarrott Metallurgical,
Los Angeles, California.
The ruby bars are firmly pushed against this center plate by
spring-loaded copper pins. The rubies are flush at the pump
end of the structure and tapered in the E-plane at the signal
end of the structure. The tapered ruby sections are positioned
in a six-step quarter-wave transformer to effect the transition
from the 0.306-inch-wide waveguide of the circulator block to
the 0.100-inch-wide ruby-filled waveguide.
One potentially serious problem with this design is the leak-
age of signal power from the waveguide in the top section to
the waveguide in the bottom section at both ends of the struc-
ture. To reduce this problem, we have found it necessary to
lap the structure completely assembled (minus the rubies) with
a special fixture. After lapping, the structure is never disassem-
bled completely. The rubies are installed without disassembly
of the structure.
E. Circulator Block
The circulator block consists of 18 symmetrical Y-junction
H-plane circulators. The circulators are also constructed in
reduced-height waveguide. Each junction consists of two
ferrite disks attached to the upper and lower waveguide broad
walls. The disks are approximately 0.107 inch in diameter and
0.020 inch tall. The ferrite material used is type TT 2-111. 9
Each junction also employs a Teflon matching element, a
departure from the small alumina matching elements used in
past designs. This circulator design is basically a frequency-
scaled version of a design used at 22 GHz [4].
The circulator block construction is similar to that of the
maser block (see Fig. 8). It consists of a sandwich of three
pieces of copper. Nine of the circulators are between the top
two layers and nine are between the bottom two layers. The
top and bottom rows are connected in series by an external
length of waveguide.
F. Superconducting Magnets
There are two separate superconducting magnets in this
maser. Both magnets operate in a vacuum and are cooled by
thermal conduction to the liquid helium within the 4.5-K CCR
station. The main magnet is used to provide the 11.8-kilogauss
dc field required to Zeeman-split the energy levels to achieve
a 32-GHz frequency separation between levels 2 and 3. The
second magnet is used to bias the ferrite disks in the circulator
block assembly. First, the magnet for biasing the rubies will be
discussed (see Fig. 9).
The magnetic field is created by a single superconducting
racetrack coil completely enclosed in a Hiperco (iron/cobalt
9Trans-Tech, Inc., Gaithersburg, Maryland. The material is a nickel-
zinc ferrite with a saturation magnetization near 7000 gauss at 4.2 K.
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alloy) box. 1° This magnet does not suffer from the fring-
ing field problems associated with the open Cioffi-style mag-
nets [7] used at K-band. The magnet coil form is rectangular
with rounded corners and has inside dimensions of 7.2 by
3.57 inches. The coil form is 1.I inches high and is constructed
of copper. The magnet windings consist of 3056 turns of
niobium-titanium (T48B) wire.l 1 There are approximately 40
layers with 76 turns per layer. The coil windings are prevented
from moving by vacuum-impregnating the coil with Scotchcast
235 epoxy. 12
The top and bottom plates of the Hiperco are 9.6 inches by
6.0 inches by 0.64 inch. They are each constructed of two
separate pieces. Slots are machined for the signal waveguides in
one plate and for the pump waveguides in the opposite plate.
The side pieces are 1.030 inch high, approximately 0.640 inch
wide, and of varying lengths.
The magnetic field taper is achieved by inserting a tapered
Hiperco shim between the top plate and the sides. There is
also 0.016 inch of steel shim over the four center rubies. This
corrects a lateral field gradient of approximately 180 gauss
between the inner and outer rubies. The current required to
achieve 11.8 kilogauss is 12.6 amps. The magnet is operated in
the persistent mode. The thermal switch consists of a small
light bulb illuminating a small section of the superconducting
wire where the copper cladding has been etched away.
The magnet for the circulators is much smaller and con-
structed differently (see Fig. 10). The Hiperco yoke is C-shaped
with additional cylindrical pole pieces to get as much Hiperco
as close to the ferrite as possible. The superconducting wire la
is wound on the Kapton-covered Hiperco. To bias the ferrites
correctly at 4.5 K, the coil is usually charged with 7.5 amps.
It is also operated in the persistent mode.
G. Microwave Pumps
The question of how best to pump the ruby to obtain popu-
lation inversion depends to some extent on the pump power
required. It is well known that ruby becomes more difficult to
pump at frequencies that are large compared to the zero field
]°Carpenter Steel, Reading, Pennsylvania.
11Supercon, Inc., Shrewsbury, Massachusetts. The wire is a single fila-
ment with a superconducting core diameter of 0.005 inch with
0.0025-inch copper cladding. The superconducting transition tem-
perature is 9.5 K.
123M Corporation, Saint Paul, Minnesota. The epoxy was added by the
JPL cable shop.
laAlso T48B wire with a 0.005-inch niobium-titanium core and
0.0015-inch copper cladding.
splitting of 11.5 GHz. It is rather easy to estimate the mini-
mum pump power required if one assumes a relaxation rate for
the pump transitions. One can use
Pmin : hfpw°t(N) V (2)
where
fp = pump frequency
w = relaxation rate
N/V-- spin density
V = volume of maser material
= a constant which depends on the population distribu-
tion because all the spins need not be flipped
In this case, fp = 66.4 GHz, t_ = 0.17, V = 2.29 cc, w is
estimated to be 100/sec, and N/V = 2.35E19/cc. Therefore,
Pmin = 40 roW. However, Eq. (2) is a lower bound on the re-
quired pump power. It underestimates the required power for
several reasons. First, it assumes that every photon incident
on the ruby is successful in flipping a spin. This is a very poor
assumption for the specific ruby operating point we are using
because of the low transition probabilities. It is a particularly
bad assumption when the ruby is located in an electromag-
netic structure with a low Q at the pump frequency. Second,
it ignores the fact that the pump RF magnetic field may not
be properly polarized. Third, it ignores waveguide losses
and losses due to mismatch.
In addition to the estimates, some experiments were carried
out using a single bar of the ruby in liquid helium. We found
that approximately 40 mW was required at the input to a
single ruby channel in order to achieve an inversion ratio
near 1.0 over 500 MHz of signal bandwidth. After adding in
the waveguide losses and window losses, we estimated that
each stage would require at least 50 mW. Therefore, the total
requirement for eight stages would be 400 mW. Because of 'the
large power requirement, it was decided to use four IMPATT
diode oscillators, each supplying approximately 100 mW of
CW power, l'; The method by which the pump power was
directed to the rubies was described earlier.
The coupling of the pump power to the rubies was accom-
plished with quarter-wave matching elements. The design of
the quarter-wave matching elements was based on a wave
impedance given by
14Model 47134H, Hughes Aircraft Company, Electron Dynamics Divi-
sion, Torrance, California.
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Then we use the matching condition for quarter-wave trans-
formers, i.e., Z (matching section) = Z m :
Zm = X/_l " Z 2
where Z 1 = impedance of the dielectric-filled guide and Z 2 =
impedance of WR15. Then Zrn is given by
Zm = N/ ala2 NI _0 g -J am _00
Thus bm = 0.061 and am = 0.122. ern is chosen so that
x//_ X°),(m) = ) ?_(2) =
g
This requires that e m = 2.9. We used a dielectric (polystyrene
doped with titanium) with a dielectric constant e of 3. The
thickness of the elements is 0.029 inch. Experimentally, the
return loss looking into the pump end of a ruby bar with the
matching element was approximately 15 dB. The IMPATT
diode oscillators are frequency modulated with a bandwidth
roughly twice the desired signal bandwidth. The modulation
rate is typically 4 kHz.
H. Cryogenics
A closed-cycle helium refrigerator (CCR) is used to provide
a 4.5-K environment for the maser (see Fig. 11). This refrig-
erator uses a CTI-Cryogenics Model 1020 drive unit to precool
a Joule-Thomson expansion circuit. The refrigerator is capable
of more than 3 watts of cooling at 4.5 K. In addition, we have
installed an externally adjustable Joule-Thomson valve that
permits operating at reduced helium flow rates. This allows us
to achieve temperatures lower than 4.5 K by reducing the
vapor pressure over the helium with a vacuum pump. is This
produces an additional 10 dB of gain at the expense of reserve
cooling capacity.
lSA Leybold-Heraeus model $65B vacuum pump that has a pumping
speed of 45.9 cubic feet per minute was used. This model pump will
be used at OVRO.
I. Maser Package
The entire maser and refrigerator assembly (minus the drive
unit) is contained within a cylindrical stainless steel vacuum
housing approximately 12.5 inches in its inside diameter (see
Fig. 12). The four IMPATT diode oscillators are mounted on a
temperature-controlled copper plate attached to the vacuum
housing.
The refrigerator and maser are both surrounded by a cylin-
drical copper radiation shield near 70 K, and the maser is fur-
ther shielded by a cylindrical copper radiation shield near 5 K.
The maser package weighs approximately 200 pounds.
For mounting in the antenna, the maser, the receiver, and
various pieces of support equipment are housed in a circular
container 18.75 inches in diameter and 84 inches long. The
estimated total weight is approximately 400 pounds.
IV. Performance
The performance of the maser with the field tapered
as described in Section IIA yielded a net gain of 21 dB
and an instantaneous bandwidth of 400 MHz at 4.5 K (see
Fig. 5). This is the maximum gain-bandwidth product we have
achieved. Higher gains with reduced bandwidth can be ob-
tained by decreasing the frequency modulation bandwidth of
the "pump" oscillators and reducing the magnetic field gradi-
ent. The amount of ruby absorption is difficult to measure
with our measurement setup (all components at 32 GHz). The
power absorption is so large (because of the large volume of
ruby) that the power level at the output of the maser is below
the sensitivity of our diode detectors. However, the absorption
certainly exceeds 36 dB. Therefore, the inversion ratio (gain
with pumps on/absorption with pumps off) is less than 1.0 and
probably closer to 0.7. The ruby is considered to be saturated
when an inversion ratio of approximately 1.1 is achieved [8].
The noise temperature was measured as a function of gain
by measuring output power with reference terminations at
different temperatures connected to the maser. In this case,
the "hot load" was an ambient target placed over the horn and
the "cold load" was the sky. The maser output was downcon-
verted to S-band with a superheterodyne mixer. Commercial
S-band amplifiers, a tunable filter, and a power meter enabled
us to compare the maser output power when the input was
looking at the hot and cold loads. The measured maser noise
temperatures (including the feedhorn) were as follows (see
Fig. 6):
Net gain of 40 dB: T = 17-+2.5K
Net gain of 30dB: T = 20+-2.5K
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Net gain of 20 dB: T = 25-+ 2.5 K
The error was estimated from the scatter in the measured
values. Since these results were all obtained with a fixed mag-
netic field taper, in principle the noise temperature obtained
with 40 dB of gain could be realized across a full 400-MHz
bandwidth if there were sufficient pump power and if ruby
heating was not a problem. The gain ripple can be as low as
+-1 dB with adjustment of the magnetic field, IMPATT center
frequencies, and sweep bandwidths.
V. Applications
This wide-bandwidth maser will find immediate application
in continuum radio astronomy as well as in deep space space-
craft communications. In addition to using this maser to
search for spatial anisotropies in the cosmic background, other
potential experiments include tracking the fourth harmonic
of the Voyager or Galileo spacecraft X-band signal to study
weather effects on a deep space communications link at
33.6 GHz.
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Table 1. Estimated noise temperature contributions (in kelvins)
from various components of the maser/receiver for three different
values of net gain
Variable/stage
NetgMn, dB
40 30 20
I 5.4 6.O 6.8
2 1.8 2.6 3.9
3 0.5 I.I 2.2
4 0.2 0.5 1.2
5 0.i 0.2 0.7
6 - 0.I 0.4
7 - - 0.2
8 - - 0.I
Zero point energy 0.8 0.8 0.8
Tequi v (4.5-K input) 8.8 11.3 16.3
Waveguide inputs (estimated) 3 3 3
Tequi v (ambient) 11.8 14.3 19.3
Feedhorn (estimated) 4 4 4
Ttota i 15.8 18.3 23.3
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Fig. 1. Receiver input block diagram
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Fig. 2. View of the input feeds, waveguide plumbing, and maser 
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Fig. 7. Partially disassembled view of the ruby-filled structure. The helium lines to the center 
dividing plate are not shown. 
Fig. 8. Disassembled view of the circulator block 
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Fig. 9. View of the Hiperco box and copper coil form before the winding of the superconducting 
coil. The holes for the pump waveguide are not shown. 
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Fig. 11. Rear overview of the complete maser. The radiation shields and vacuum housings 
have been removed. 
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An 8.4-GHz Cryogenically Cooled HEMT Amplifier for DSS 13
L. Tanida
RadioFrequencyand MicrowaveSubsystemsSection
A prototype 8.4-GHz (X-band) high electron mobility transistor (HEMT)amplifier/
closed-cycle refrigerator (CCR) system was installed in the DSS 13 feedcone in August
198Z The amplifier is cryogenically cooled to a physical temperature of 12 K and pro-
vides 31-1£ antenna system noise temperature (zenith) and 35 dB of gain at a frequency
of 8.2 to 8.6 GHz. Antenna system noise temperature is less than 50K from 7.2 to 9.4
MHz. The low-noise HEMT amplifier system is intended for use as a radio astronomy or
space communications receiver front end.
I. Introduction
This article describes the design, assembly, and performance
of the first 8.4-GHz high electron mobility transistor (HEMT)
amplifier system designed for the DSN. This system was in-
stalled on the DSS 13 antenna at Goldstone, California, in
August 1987, where it is mounted beside the 2.3-GHz HEMT/
CCR amplifier system [1]. A performance goal for this system
was to provide the widest possible operating bandwidth for
radio science applications while maintaining state-of-the-art
noise performance in the DSN 8.2- to 8.7-GHz band. The
antenna system noise temperature (looking at zenith, clear
weather) measures less than 50 K across an instantaneous band-
width of 7.2 to 9.4 GHz with the use of this HEMT/CCR sys-
tem. At midband, antenna system noise is as low as 31 K. At
the room temperature waveguide input flange at a frequency
of 8.42 GHz, the amplifier input noise temperature measures
13K. The operating frequency range of the HEMT/CCR sys-
tem includes frequencies that operate very close to the DSS 13
transmitter frequency, and since no cryogenic transmitter
reject filter has been provided, system operation is limited to
a listen-only mode) The narrower-bandwidth 8.4-GHz travel-
ing wave maser system remains available for use when diplexed
operation is desired (see Fig. 1).
II. General Description
Figure 1 is a block diagram of the signal distribution for the
DSS 13 8.4-GHz microwave front end, including the 8.4-GHz
HEMT/CCR system. Figure 2 is a photograph of the HEMT/
CCR package with vacuum housing and radiation shield
removed to show the components mounted on the 12-K
refrigerator station. The 12-K closed-cycle refrigerator con-
tains a cryogenically cooled waveguide input transmission line,
1This amplifier design typically experiences 1 dB of gain compression
at -25 dBm input CW power. If diplexed operation is desired, a cryo-
genic filter (or, alternatively, an external waveguide filter) must be
provided to attenuate transmitter leakage from the diplexer receiw._r
port (up to +20 dBm in 1985) to a level that is at least 10 dB below
that which causes 1-dB saturation (approximately -35 dBm). .>
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a cryogenic input isolator, a three-stage amplifier that contains
a HEMT in the first stage and GaAs FET devices in the second
and third stages, and a cryogenic output isolator. Figure 3
shows the completed HEMT/CCR package.
III. Detailed Description
A. Cryogenic Input Transmission Line
The function of the input transmission line is to transmit
the input RF signal from the room temperature WR 125 wave-
guide flange to the cryogenic low-noise amplifier while adding
the least possible noise and an acceptably low heat load to the
CCR system. A mica waveguide window on the top supports
a vacuum in the CCR dewar. A thermal barrier separating the
300-K and 12-K portions of the input waveguide is achieved
by a 0.005-inch gap in the waveguide wall. A radial choke
prevents RF leakage from the gap. A waveguide-to-coaxial
transition couples the input signal to a semi-rigid coaxial line
at a 12-K physical temperature. The noise contribution of this
assembly is estimated to be less than 0.5 K based on room
temperature insertion loss measurements.
B. Cryogenic Isolator
A cryogenically cooled isolator is included at the input of
the HEMT amplitier to provide good input match over the
entire bandwidth. The cryogenic isolator, P&H Laboratories
Model C1-X-13366, has a return loss exceeding 18.5 dB from
8.2 to 8.7 GHz and an insertion loss of 0.13 dB. The estimated
noise contribution of this assembly is approximately 1 K or less.
C. HEMT Amplifier Module
The HEMT/FET/FET amplifier module is shown in Fig. 4.
The amplifier is a three-stage microstrip circuit design now
commercially available from Berkshire Technologies, Inc. The
first-stage HEMT is a commercially available 0.5-/am device,
the Fujitsu FHR01FIt. The second-stage and third-stage FETs
are the Mitsubishi 1412 and 1402, respectively. Each stage is
individually biased for optimum low-noise performance. Low-
temperature HEMT performance is often complicated by a
sensitivity to light, which is thought to be associated with the
existence of traps in the A1GaAs layers [2], [3]. Minimum
noise temperature is achieved with the Fujitsu HEMT device
by application of a tow level of light. An LED mounted in
the cover of the amplifier provides this function. An out-
put isolator is included to ensure >15 dB of output return
loss. The minimum input noise temperature (at 8450 MHz) of
the completed three-stage amplifier is 13 K with 35 dB of
gain (includes the input and output isolators). It should be
noted that the Fujitsu FHR01FH HEMT used in this ampli-
fier is a very early device; the more recent shipments of this
HEMT have not provided state-of-the-art noise performance.
D. Closed-Cycle Refrigerator
The HEMT/CCR package uses a Cryogenics Technology,
Inc., Model 350 Cryodyne refrigerator and compressor. This
is the same CCR used for all cryogenic FET and HEMT ampli-
tiers in the DSN. The refrigerator is enclosed in a vacuum
housing and radiation shield designed specifically for DSN
applications. The first stage of the refrigerator operates at
approximately 50 K and the second stage at 12 K. The refrig-
erator is designed to provide an unloaded cooling capacity of
15 watts at 70 K and 3 watts at 15 K. Cool-down time of the
HEMT/CCR system is approximately 5 hours. The fully loaded
reserve heat capacity was measured to be 2.7 watts at the 15-K
second-stage station. The completed HEMT/CCR package is
shown in Fig. 3.
IV. DSS 13 Installation and Performance
Tests
Prior to installation, the input noise temperature of the
assembled HEMT/CCR package was measured at JPL using the
Y-factor method. A horn was attached to the amplifier input
and Y-factors were obtained by switching between "cold sky"
and a room temperature aperture load. The input noise tem-
perature at the room temperature, waveguide flange measured
13.0 to 13.2 K across the 8400- to 8500-MHz range. On
July 10, 1987, the HEMT/CCR was installed at DSS 13, and
antenna system noise temperature was subsequently measured
at zenith during clear weather. These results are shown in
Fig. 5.
Since the HEMT/CCR system replaced a maser/CCR sys-
tem, it is appropriate to compare the characteristics of these
two types of low-noise amplifier systems:
(1) The HEMT amplifier provides excellent noise perfor-
mance in a 12-K cryogenic refrigerator, whereas the
maser requires a more complex and less reliable 4.6-K
refrigerator.
(2) In the event of a refrigerator and/or compressor fail-
ure, the noise temperature of a HEMT/CCR system
degrades in a gradual "fail-soft" manner. Figure 6
shows the input noise temperature of the DSS 13 8.4-
GHz HEMT/CCR as a function of time after the
refrigerator and the compressor were turned off. Noise
temperature, normally 13 K, degraded to 20 K after
45 minutes and reached approximately 25 K in 2 hours.
(3) HEMT systems provide greater bandwidths than do
maser systems. Masers, on the other hand, provide the
lowest possible noise temperatures when ultimate
noise performance is required, such as for Voyager and
other spacecraft downlink applications.
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(4) HEMT amplifiers have no tuning controls that need to
be adjusted in the field. Masers require tuning of the
magnet and pump source (oscillators).
(5) HEMT/CCR systems are smaller, less complex, and
lighter in weight than maser systems.
(6) HEMT amplifiers experience gain compression at
approximately -25 dBm compared to -85 dBm for
masers.
(7) The HEMT amplifier will be permanently damaged
when input power exceeds 100 to 500 mW, while a
maser can survive many watts of input power (a dis-
tinct advantage during those few occasions when trans-
mitter power has been accidentally applied to a maser-
receiver system configurated for listen-only).
(8) The reliability of the DSS 13 X-band HEMT/CCR has
not been as good as that of other FET/CCR systems
because of a small vacuum leak that has not been con-
sidered serious enough to repair. This vacuum leak
makes it necessary that the system be warmed and
pumped down with a vacuum pump during a conveni-
ent time period approximately every 3 months. Other-
wise, during the 14 months since installation, only one
failure occurred: a chip capacitor delaminated in the
HEMT module. Berkshire Industries identified this
capacitor as one that has failed in many of their com-
mercial cryogenic amplifiers. A different capacitor was
installed that has proven to be reliable in cryogenic use.
V. Conclusions
Since the time of installation, there have been numerous
VLBI and other radio astronomy experiments utilizing the
HEMT amplifier. The amplifier has proven to require less
operator attention than have previous maser systems, and
repairs are typically less time-consuming. The gain stability of
this system, as well as that of the complete DSS 13 receiver
subsystem, is very good. A 50-mk radio spectrum has been re.
solved with a noise level of 10 mK for a 45-minute integration
time (T. Kuiper, private communication).
Since installation of this system, lower-noise HEMT devices
have been developed by the General Electric Company. It is
expected that the amplifier noise temperature of this system
(at the room temperature waveguide input flange) could be
reduced to less than 10 K at 8.2 to 8.7 GHz with the use of
one of these GE devices.
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Design of an Optical PPM Communication Link in the Presence
of Component Tolerances
C.-C. Chen
CommunicationsSystemsResearchSection
A systematic approach is described for estimating the performance ofan optical direct-
detection pulse-position modulation {PPM) communication link in the presence of param-
eter tolerances. This approach was incorporated into the JPL optical link analysis pro-
gram to provide a useful tool for optical link design. Given a set of system parameters and
their tolerance specifications, the program will calculate the nominal performance margin
and its standard deviation. Through use of these values, the optical link can be designed
to perform adequately even under adverse operating conditions.
I. Introduction
Uncertainties in system parameters have a strong impact on
the design of deep-space communication links. Traditionally,
the design practice for communication systems is to reserve
sufficient power margin to account for the parameter uncer-
tainties. However, for deep-space systems in which the system
power is at a premium, how to trim the design margin and still
maintain a sufficiently high confidence range in system per-
formance is an important problem that can be solved only by
a systematic approach.
For radio frequency (RF) systems, a rigorous and well-
established design procedure has been identified [1] based on
extensive experience with RF system design. In this pro-
cedure, each parameter in the link control table will be speci-
fied by its design value, favorable tolerance, and adverse toler-
ance. The design value is the best estimate of the parameter
under normal operating conditions. The adverse and favorable
tolerances are derived based on past experience with the par-
ticular system component. These tolerance values are deter-
mined so that the actual parameter value generally falls within
the specified tolerances. Probability distribution models of
these parameters are also constructed based on experience.
From these specifications, the mean and variance of each link
control table entry can be calculated. These entries are then
tabulated so that the final link margin can be calculated.
A similar problem occurs in the design of optical deep-space
links. Despite the fact that optical systems generally consume
less power than comparable RF systems, the scarcity of prime
system power still implies that the communication system
must be designed with a tight performance margin. Unfor-
tunately, analysis of the optical link is much more complicated
than that of the typical RF system. This is because RF systems'
performance depends only on the receiver signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), whereas the performance of the optical link depends
not only on the SNR but also on the actual signal and noise
powers [2]. Furthermore, in contrast to RF systems, in which
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extensive design experience has been accumulated, compara-
tively little experience has been acquired for optical link de-
sign. As a result, larger uncertainties in parameter values can be
expected for optical systems.
This article describes a systematic approach to estimate the
performance of an optical direct-detection PPM communica-
tion link in the presence of uncertainties in component values.
Section II outlines the standard procedure for calculating the
performance of an optical communication link. Some short-
comings of this procedure are identified. The procedures and
assumptions used to calculate the link control table in the
presence of system parameter tolerances are then summarized
and discussed in Section III.
II. Performance of an Optical Link
Given an optical system with source laser power PT, the
amount of signal power received by the detector is given by
[3] as
Ps = PTrITGrLT GRrlRrlatmrlF (1)
where tit and _rR are the efficiencies of the transmitter and
receiver optics, G T and G R are the transmitter and receiver
antenna gains, X is the optical wavelength, z is the link dis-
tance, L r is the transmitter pointing loss factor, r/at m is the
atmospheric transmission factor, and _rF is the narrowband
filter transmission factor. The factor (_/47rz) 2 is known as
the space loss factor.
The transmitter antenna gain G r is a function of the oper-
ating wavelength and the aperture diameter [4]. For a Gauss-
Jan input signal, G r is given by [4] as
l> Ee:2 - T -- e-aT "tGr=
OtT
(2)
where D r is the aperture diameter, d r is the obscuration diam-
eter, )'r = dr/Dr is the obscuration ratio of the transmitter,
and t_r _ 1.12 - 1.307_ + 2.1274 is the optimal truncation
ratio of the Gaussian beam. Similarly, the receiver antenna
gain can be related to the receiver optics and obscuration
diameters by
where 7R = dR/DR is the receiver obscuration ratio.
The pointing loss factor L T is a function of the transmitter
antenna parameters and the transmitter pointing bias and jitter.
Given an instantaneous pointing error, 4_, the farfield intensity
of the transmitted signal is reduced from its maximum by a
factor [4] of
"l 2 2 1
__J'r_,e-aru Jo (rtdr_u/h)udu
LT(¢) | f I -alu 2 .
I I:e " uau
L "_T
(4)
The pointing efficiency of the transmitter, given in terms of
the transmitter pointing bias error and the rms jitter, is simply
the average of Lr(¢) over the probability distribution of _.
For a two-dimensional spatial tracking system, transmitter
pointing errors in the azimuth and altitude directions can be
modeled as independently distributed Gaussian random varia-
bles so that the resulting radial pointing error is Rician dis-
tributed. By averaging Lr(¢ ) over the distribution of _, the
pointing loss factor L T can be written as
LT = f**LT(ep)-_Texp (¢:+e:T_I {q_eT_ dc)
(5)
where 6 r is the static pointing error and o T is the root-mean-
square (rms) jitter in the transmitter line of sight.
In addition to the transmitted signal, the optical receiver
also collects background radiation from other sources. Given
the total irradiance of the noise source, NN, the amount of
noise power collected by the receiver can be written as
_z)_ "o2 w_/,x (6)PB = r_F_ (I--"/:n)
where ® is the receiver diameter field of view and AX is the
narrowband filter bandwidth.
As was previously stated, the performance of the optical
link depends on both signal and background powers. Given
Ps and PB, the quantities of signal and background photons
detected by the receiver are Poisson-distributed random var-
iables with means
InoX\
[nD?,\
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where r_D is the detector quantum efficiency and T w and T s
are the PPM word and slot widths, respectively. The word
width is related to the PPM order, M, and the data rate, R b, by
log 2 M
T w - Rb (9)
and the slot width is related to T w and the dead time Ta by
T w = MT + Ta (10)
Since T w > Ts, Eq. (7) shows that the peak signal power is
much higher than the average power. This is because in a PPM
signaling scheme, the laser is turned on only during the signal
time slot, while during the rest of the word period, no signal is
transmitted.
Given the expected photocounts, K s and K B, the bit error
rate (BER) of an M-ary optical PPM link can be written [2] as
BER -
["
M I 1 e-(Ks+MKB)
2(M- 1) _1 -_
- Z (KS + KB)kk! e-(Ks+KB)
k=l
M-1
k-1
X _-_KBe -K
/=o j! (1 +a) M- 1)3Ma
(11)
where
k
K a
a =
The procedure described above can be used to calculate
effectively the expected BER of an optical channel. Given the
required system BER, the signal power can also be iterated to
achieve a desired power margin.
In some instances, having to repeat the calculation for sev-
eral different links can be a tedious and time-consuming task.
In order to ease the design of optical communication links, a
simple yet elegant optical link analysis program was developed
by W. Marshall and B. Burk in 1986 [3], [5]. The objective
of this program is to predict the performance of an optical
communication link given a set of component and operational
parameters as well as the noise source specification. A list of
system parameters needed to specify the optical link is shown
in Table 1. After all system parameters are entered, the pro-
gram calculates and displays the link control table. A sample
link control table for an Earth-Saturn link generated by this
program is shown in Table 2.
III. Performance Estimate in the Presence of
Parameter Uncertainties
The simple link analysis program is very useful in providing
a preliminary estimate of the link performance. For systems in
which all component and operational parameters can be pre-
cisely specified, the simple link analysis program is sufficient.
In most systems, however, the parameters may not be speci-
fied precisely. For instance, the atmospheric transmission fac-
tor can vary from less than 2 dB on a clear day to over 200 dB
in a thunderstorm. Components may degrade over time so
that their performance specification cannot be given accurately.
Accidents and interactions with interplanetary environments
can also reduce the efficiency of the optical system. For these
reasons, a systematic approach must be devised for the design
of optical links in the presence of parameter uncertainties.
The optical link tolerance estimate program is designed to
provide a simple analytic tool for estimating the performance
of an optical link in the presence of uncertainties in compo-
nent and operating parameters. Since most parameters are
susceptible to time-dependent degradations, tolerance speci-
fications must be given on these parameters. The parameters
that must have their tolerances specified include the source
power, the optics efficiencies, the detector quantum effi-
ciency, the atmospheric transmission factor, and the narrow-
band filter transmission factor. The probability distribution
of these parameters must also be specified based on sample
distributions. From the tolerance specification and the method
of distribution, an estimate of the parameter variance can be
derived. The procedure for determining the variance is similar
to the one used in RF system design.
Some critical link parameters, however, can best be repre-
sented as functions of the basic physical quantities. These
parameters include the transmitter and receiver antenna gains,
the transmitter pointing loss, and the quantity of background
photons received. The functional dependencies are in general
very complicated so that it is infeasible to derive the tolerance
specifications on these parameters based on the tolerance
specifications of basic component parameters. Furthermore,
the actual performance of these parameters can also depend on
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factors not previously considered in the ideal link analysis.
For instance, the transmitter antenna gain G T depends not
only on the aperture and obscuration diameters but also on
the surface tolerance and the incoming beam quality. Devia-
tions from the ideal surface and optical wavefront can result in
a degraded antenna gain. Consequently, instead of specifying
tolerances on the aperture and obscuration diameters, adverse
and favorable tolerances will be specified directly for the
transmitter and receiver antenna gains. The transmitter point-
ing efficiency is also a complex function of the component
parameters. For simplicity, tolerance values will be specified
directly on the transmitter pointing efficiency rather than on
the static and rms pointing errors. Similarly, tolerance values
will be specified for the noise photocount rather than for the
receiver FOV and the narrowband filter bandwidth.
Finally, those parameters that can be specified exactly will
be given no tolerance specifications. These parameters include
the order of the PPM, the slot width and the modulation
dead time, and the required bit error rate (BER). The link
distance and the laser wavelength are also predetermined
parameters. These parameters will be entered without toler-
ance specifications.
Once all the system parameters are properly specified, the
amount of signal power needed to achieve the desired error
performance (receiver sensitivity) can be calculated. In general,
the receiver sensitivity is a function of the noise power and the
modulation format. Since the noise power received by the
detector varies for different values of the system parameters,
the required signal power must vary accordingly. Unfortu-
nately, the required signal power cannot be related to the
noise power by a simple functional form. This can easily be
seen from the complexity of the BER expression in Eq. (11).
The lack of a simple functional dependence implies that the
statistics of the required signal level cannot be deduced easily
from the probability distribution of the noise count. Some
simplifications must therefore be made before the tolerance on
the required signal level can be calculated.
One such simplification is the functional dependence of the
required signal level on the background strength. Under the
condition of weak background, the BER can be approximated
by the Union-Chernoff bound [2] :
BER ,_ (M-1)e(_- K"/X--Bn)2 (12)
By fixing the BER and solving for the required signal level as a
function of Ks, it is seen that
K s _c+ 4x_-_s (13)
where c = ln[BER/(M - 1)]. For a small fluctuation of back-
ground, K B = K B + zkKB, K s varies as
Ks _ Ks + B (14)
Therefore, when the noise fluctuation is small compared to
the average noise level, the required signal level can be assumed
to have the same statistical dependence as the background
level.
By using the above approximation, the required signal level
can be calculated by iterating Eq. (11) given the expected
noise photocount. The variance of the required signal power
can then be calculated directly based on the variance of the
noise power, or the favorable tolerance values of the noise
power can be substituted into the BER expression to calcu-
late the favorable and adverse required signal photocounts.
From these values and the assumption that the required signal
photocount has the same statistical dependence as the back-
ground photocounts, the variance on the required signal level
can be calculated.
Once all the system parameters and the required signal
power level have been calculated, the generation of the link:
control table is straightforward. Since the system power mar.
gin is generally expressed in terms of decibels, all parameters
and their tolerances should be converted into decibels before
they are entered into the link control table. This is done as
follows: Given a parameter x = x + Ax, where E [(Ax) 2 ] = a 2
X r
the value in decibels is given by
y = lO×logx -_10× (15)
The standard deviation ofy can therefore be approximated as
10o
X
oy _ (In 10)-----_ (16)
When all parameters and their variance values are computed,
the final power margin can be calculated by algebraically sum..
ming all the loss factors. Given the independent parameter
assumption, the final link performance variance is simply the
sum of all parameter variances. Table 3 shows a typical output
of the tolerance link control program for the same Earth-
Saturn link given by Table 2. The program also calculates and
displays the 30 value of the link performance. Some parameter
values are different because the link control table now displays
the average values of the parameters instead of the design val-
ues. Note that the standard link analysis results in a 5.2-dB
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margin. When component tolerances are considered, however,
the 30 margin is only 0.8 dB.
IV. Conclusions
The inclusion of tolerance calculations in the existing link
analysis program gives the link designer a simple and effective
tool for estimating the performance of a deep-space optical
PPM communication link. The inclusion of tolerance calcula-
tions will permit the design of a deep-space link with suffi-
cient power margin even under adverse operating conditions.
At the same time, by minimizing the required system power
while maintaining a confident operating margin, the cost of
the system can be minimized without seriously affecting link
performance. Finally, the use of rigorous design methodology
allows critical link parameters to be identified. Improvements
in these parameters can then be directly reflected in the reduc-
tion of performance uncertainty.
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Table 1. Component and operational parameters of a typical
optical link
Component parameters:
Operating wavelength of the transmitter laser, X
Average laser output power, PT
Diameter of the transmitter aperture, D T
Diameter of the transmitter center obscuration, d T
Transmitter optics efficiency, _T
Transmitter pointing bias error, •T
Transmitter rms pointing jitter, a T
Diameter of the receiver aperture, D R
Diameter of the receiver center obscuration, d R
Receiver optics efficiency, _T
Narrowband filter transmittance, _F
Narrowband filter spectral bandwidth, _.
Detector quantum efficiency, _D
Detector field of view,
Operational parameters:
Alphabet size, M
System data rate, R b
Modulation slot width, Ts
Link distance, z
Atmospheric transmission factor, nat m
Desired/required link bit error rate, BER
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Table 2. Link control table of an Earth-Saturn link generated by the optical link analysis program
Link specifications
Component parameters:
Wavelength,/*m 0.532
Average laser output power, W 2.000
Modulation extinction ratio 0.100E+06
Diameter of transmitter aperture, m 0.300
Obscuration diameter of transmitter, m 0.600E-01
Transmitter optics efficiency 0.650
Transmitter pointing bias error,/Jrad 0.100
Transmitter rms pointing jitter, _rad 0.100
Diameter of receiver aperture, m 10.000
Obscuration diameter of receiver, m 4.280
Receiver optics efficiency 0.380
Narrowband filter transmission factor 0.500
Filter spectral bandwidth, ,_ 10.000
Detector quantum efficiency 0.350
Detector diameter field of view,/_rad 100.000
Receiver type (ideal = 0, APD-based = 1) 0.000
Operational parameters:
Alphabet size (M -- ?) 256.000
Data rate, kbps 114.350
Dead time,/_sec 67.401
Slot width, nsec 10.000
Distance between transmitter
and receiver, AU 9.000
Atmospheric transmission factor 0.500
Required link bit error rate 0.200E-01
Noise sources:
Saturn receiver to source distance, AU 9.000
Link control tables
Laser output power, W
Minimum required peak power, W 0.130E+05
Transmitter antenna gain
Antenna diameter, m 0.300
Obscuration diameter, m 0.060
Beamwidth,/_rad 3.068
Transmitter optics efficiency
Transmitter pointing efficiency
Bias error,/_rad 0.100
RMS jitter, #tad 0.100
Space loss (9.00 AU)
Atmospheric transmission factor
Receiver antenna gain
Antenna diameter, m 10.000
Obscuration diameter, m 4.280
Field of view, _rad 100.000
Receiver optics efficiency
Narrowband filter transmission
Bandwidth, .R,' 10.000
Factor Decibels
2.000 33.0 dBm
0.222E+13 123.5
0.650 -1.9
0.980 -0.1
0.989E-39 -390.0
0.500 -3.0
0.285E+16 154.5
0.380 --4.2
0.500 -3.0
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Table2.(contd)
Link control tables (continued)
Received signal power, W
Received background power, W
Detector quantum efficiency
Photons/joule
Detected signal PE/second
Symbol time, sec
Detected signal PE/symbol
Required signal PE/symbol (ideal)
Detected background PE/slot
Margin
0.400E-09
3.750
Factor Decibels
0.758E-12 -91.2 dBm
0.350 -4.6
0.268E+19 154.3 dB/mJ
0.711E+06 58.5 dB/Hz
0.700E-04 -41.6 dB/Hz
46.500 16.7
13.900 11.4
3.340 5.2
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Table3. LinkcontroltableofanEarth-Saturnlinkwhencomponentvaluetolerancesare
includedinthecalculation
Design Favorable Adverse
value tolerance tolerance
Link specifications
Component parameters:
Wavelength, _m 0.5320
Transmitter power, W 2.0000 0.SE-01 0.2
Transmitter aperture, m 0.3000
Transmitter obstruction, m 0.6000E-01
Transmitter antenna gain, dB 123.4700 0.0 1.0
Transmitter optics efficiency 0.6500 0.2E-01 0.5E-01
Transmitter pointing bias, farad 0.1000 0.0 0.0
Transmitter pointing jitter, tarad 0.1000
Transmitter pointing loss, dB -0.8821E-01 0.3E-01 0.3E-01
Receiver aperture, m 10.0000
Receiver obstruction, m 4.2800
Receiver antenna gain, dB 154.5500 0.0 1.0
Receiver optics efficiency 0.3800 0.3E-01 0.4E-01
Filter transmission 0.5000 0.3E-01 0.3E-01
Filter bandwidth, ._ 10.0000
Detector efficiency 0.3500 0.1 0.5E-01
Detector FOV, urad 100.0000
Operational parameters:
Alphabet size (M = ?) 256.0000
Data rate, kbps 114.3500
Link length, AU 9.0000
Dead time, ,_sec 67.4010
Slot width, nsec 10.0000
Atmospheric transmission factor 0.5000 0.2 0.2
Link BER 0.2000E-01
Noise count/slot 3.9659 0.5 0.5
Noise sources:
Saturn receiver to source
distance, AU 9.0
Factor Decibels Variance
Link control tables
Laser output power, W 1.9250 32.84 dBm 0.03
Minimum required peak power, W 0.1347E+05
Transmitter antenna gain 0.1983E+13 122.97 0.03
Antenna diameter, m 0.3000
Obscuration diameter, m 0.6000E-01
Beamwidth, _rad 3.0680
Transmitter optics efficiency 0.6350 -1.97 0.02
Transmitter pointing efficiency 0.9799 -0.09 0.00
Bias error, _rad 0.1000
RMS jitter, _rad 0.1000
Space loss (9.00 AU) 0.9887E-39 -390.05
Atmospheric transmission factor 0.5000 -3.01 1.01
Receiver antenna gain 0.2539E+16 154.05 0.03
Antenna diameter, m 10.0000
Obscuration diameter, m 4.2800
Field of view, _rad 100.0000
Receiver optics efficiency 0.3750 -4.26 0.05
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Tab_ 3. (contd)
Link control tables (continued)
Narrowband filter transmission
Bandwidth, ._
Received signal power, W
Background power, W
Detector quantum efficiency
Photons/joule
Detected signal PE/seeond
Symbol time, sec
Detected signal PE/symbol
Detected background PE/slot
Required signal PE/symbol
Margin
3o
Factor
0.5000
10.0000
0.5588E-12
0.5015E-09
0.3750
0.2678E+19
0.5612E+06
0.6996E-04
39.2600
3.9660
14.2000
2.7660
Decibels
-3.01
-92.53 dBm
--4.26
154.28 dB/mJ
57.49 dB/Hz
--41.55 dB/Hz
15.94
11.52
4.42
±3.60
Variance
0.02
1.18
0.25
0.00
1.44
1.44
0.00
1.44
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Atmospheric Propagation Effects Relevant
to Optical Communications
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A number of atmospheric phenomena affect the propagation of light. This article
reviews the effects of clear-air turbulence as well as atmospheric turbidity on optical com-
munications. Among the phenomena considered are astronomical and random refraction,
scintillation, beam broadening, spatial coherence, angle of arrival, aperture averaging, ab-
sorption and scattering, and the effect of opaque clouds. An extensive reference list is
also provided for further study. Useful information on the atmospheric propagation
of light in relation to optical deep-space communications to an earth-based receiving
station is available, however, further data must be generated before such a link can be de-
signed with committed performance.
I. Introduction
There is considerable interest in the development of optical
communication systems for space applications. Use of optical
frequencies will result in very high gain antennas as well as
potentially enormous channel capacities. The interaction of
electromagnetic waves with the atmosphere at optical fre-
quencies is stronger than that at microwave frequencies. Hence,
it is important to show that laser communication systems are
capable of operating within the atmosphere with predictable
statistics for availability and reliability.
There are several phenomena that affect the manner of light
propagation through the atmosphere. A laser beam propagat-
ing through the atmosphere can quickly lose its energy due
to molecular scattering, molecular absorption, and particu-
late scattering. Refractive turbulence may also contribute to
energy loss; however, it mainly degrades the beam quality,
both by distorting the phase front and by randomly modulat-
ing the signal power. The presence of opaque clouds may oc-
clude the signal completely, rendering the line-of-sight com-
munication link useless. The problems described above are
quite distinct from each other, and the difficulties presented
by each of these obstacles need to be studied and understood
independently.
The next section will identify and describe various ingre-
dients of an atmospheric model that must be studied in some
detail before a coherent view of ,optical communications
through the atmosphere can be developed. Sections III and/V
describe the optical consequences of the model atmosphere
for the propagation of laser beams. The focus will be on those
results that are especially relevant to optical communications.
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Also suggested will be methods and strategies to minimize the
adverse effects of the atmosphere on optical communication
links. Section V then concludes the discussion by putting the
future of optical communications research in perspective.
II. Description of the Atmosphere
The atmosphere is a dynamic system of considerable com-
plexity. It is obvious that the entire set of phenomena that
characterizes the atmosphere and its interaction with laser
radiation needs to be understood before useful optical systems
can be designed for operation in the atmosphere. Various com-
ponents of the atmosphere will be considered in the subsec-
tions that follow.
The atmosphere is usually divided into a number of layers
based on its mean temperature profile. From the ground to an
altitude of 10 to 12 km, the mean temperature decreases
steadily. This lowest layer is called the troposphere. For the
next layer, which is called the stratosphere, the temperature
increases with altitude. Unlike the troposphere, the air in this
layer is very stable, and turbulent mixing is inhibited in the
stratosphere due to the inverted temperature profile. Low
turbulence and the absence of rainfall account for the long
residence time of aerosols and other particulate matter in the
stratosphere. Figure 1 shows the mean temperature of the
atmosphere as a function of altitude at a 45-degree north
latitude during July [1 ].
A. Chemical Composition
Table 1 gives a list of dry clear-air chemical components of
the atmosphere near sea level [2]. The water vapor content of
the atmosphere in the troposphere is highly variable and ranges
from 1 to 3 percent in concentration. A number of minor con-
stituents, all influencing turbidity at optical frequencies, are
also found in the atmosphere in varying concentrations. Some
of these constituents are aerosols, oxides of carbon, compounds
of sulfur and nitrogen, hydrocarbons, and ozone.
B. Turbidity
For the present discussion, turbidity is defined to consist
of all particulate matter which absorbs and scatters light. For
the study of optical beam propagation, atmospheric turbidity
can be roughly divided into two classes. The first includes gas
molecules, aerosols, light fog and haze, and thin cirrus clouds.
The attenuation or extinction loss of light energy from the
laser beam for this category is generally due to Rayleigh and
Mie scattering. The direct beam retains a fair percentage of its
energy even after traveling through the entire atmosphere. The
second class of turbidity consists of opaque clouds and of
dense fog and haze. Scattering losses for this case are very
high; most of the beam energy appears as diffused light. For
optical communications, the strategies to overcome the prob-
lems posed by the two categories are quite different and will
be discussed later.
C. Astronomical Refraction
The index of refraction, which depends on the density of
the atmosphere, decreases with height above ground. Light
arriving at the top of the atmosphere on a slant path bends
downward, which causes the observed zenith distance of the
transmitter to be different from the true zenith. The angular
distance between the true and the apparent zenith angle of "the
object, referred to as the terrestrial refraction angle, can be
obtained by applying Fermat's principle to the atmospheric
profile. Garfinkel [3] has prepared a computer program to
compute the magnitude of the refraction angle for any atmo-
spheric profile, including the U.S. Standard Atmosphere [4]
for all apparent zenith angles. For a grazing ray at sea level,
the terrestrial refraction angle can be as large as 10 mrad [5].
The refractivity, N, of the atmosphere for optical wave-
lengths can be approximated by the relation [5]
N _ 79 X 106(n- 1)PIT (1)
where n is the refractive index of the atmosphere, P is the
atmospheric pressure in millibars, and T is temperature in
kelvins. For a detailed analysis of optical refractive index and
more accurate formulas, see [6] - [8]. N is about 290 at sea
level [5] ; it varies about 10 percent with wavelength over the
visible range and by 0.5 percent with humidity [9].
D. Random Refraction
The average profile of the atmosphere, which follows from
the meteorological conditions, determines the regular or mean
refraction of light beams. Random or stochastic refraction is
due to the motion of inhomogeneities in the air. It is this type
of refraction that causes the light rays to wander in time and
degrades their spatial as well as temporal coherence. Stochastic
refraction may impose some special requirements on the point-
ing and tracking mechanisms of optical systems. It may also
restrict the rate of data transmission on optical channels.
Systematic astronomical observations of the refraction
angle have led to the discovery of several types of random
oscillations. For most practical purposes, they can be put in
two classes: (1) oscillations with frequencies of 1 Hz or less;
and (2) rapid oscillations with frequencies of 10 Hz or higher.
High-frequency oscillations will be discussed in detail in the
following section.
Slow oscillations arise due to general shifts of weather pat-
terns and air masses in time. Such oscillations cause the image
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to drift slowly with amplitudes attaining several arc seconds
[9]. Beckmann [10] and Hodara [11 ] have observed random
refraction along horizontal paths, noting a slow drift of laser
beams over paths of 5 to 15 km at a rate of several micro-
radians per hour. Another study estimates that inhomogenei-
ties in the atmosphere have a scale length of 10 to 40 km and
that the fluctuations of the beam direction are as high as
75 grad [9]. Lese [12], using a 0.9-m telescope, has measured
angular deviations with a mean value of 3 grad for zenith
angles of less than a radian for the entire atmosphere.
E. Clear-Air Turbulence
Refractive turbulence of the atmosphere is caused by rapid,
small-scale spatial and temporal fluctuations in temperature
(on the order of 0.1 to 1.0 K). While the deviations of the
refractive index from their average values are very small (a few
parts per million), the cumulative effect of such inhomogenei-
ties over large distances of practical interest can be quite
significant.
Turbulence results from disordered mixing of air in the
atmosphere. A flow becomes turbulent when the Reynolds
number, Re = vL/g, for a flow process exceeds a critical value.
Here, v is a characteristic flow velocity, L is some scale size of
the flow process, and g is the kinetic viscosity of the fluid. For
L = 2 - 10 m, v --- 1 - 5 m/s, and g = 15 × 10 -6 m2/s, the
Reynolds number is on the order of 106 . Such large Reynolds
numbers, which are typical of the atmosphere, usually corre-
spond to fully developed turbulent flow.
The kinetic energy of turbulence is usually introduced by
wind shear or convection from solar heating at scale sizes of
the inhomogeneities in the atmosphere, L 1> Lo, where L o is
called the outer scale. The kinetic energy of large-scale motions
characterized by the outer scale is transferred to increasingly
small-scale inhomogeneities by turbulent means. When the
Reynolds number, which depends on the scale size of motions,
becomes small enough, the mechanism for dissipation of
energy becomes predominantly viscous rather than turbu-
lent. This transition takes place for a scale size l0, which
will be called the inner scale of the turbulent flow. Typically,
lo _ 1 - I0 mm and L o _ 10 - 100 m in the troposphere;
close to the earth's surface, L o can be approximated by the
height from the ground.
The flow for scale sizes L, where l0 _< L _< Lo, is then
strongly turbulent, with velocity gradients occurring in all pos-
sible directions randomly in time and space. For the present
purposes, we may view the atmosphere to be composed of
vortices or blobs of homogeneous fluid of sizes between lo
and Lo, which have dissimilar temperatures and pressures
from their neighboring vortices, and which are mixing chaoti-
cally. It is necessary to use stochastic methods to explain and
interpret atmospheric turbulence.
Modern understanding of atmospheric turbulence is based
on the Kolmogorov-Obukhov theory. The range of applica-
bility of their theory, referred to as the inertial range, is be-
tween the scale sizes lo and L o. Tatarski based his work on
their theory to obtain results relevant to the propagation
of electromagnetic waves through the turbulent atmosphere.
The refractive index n(r) of the atmosphere can be expressed
as
n(r) = E[n(r)] + nl(r) (2)
where E [.] represents ensemble averaging, n I is the refractive
index fluctuation with E[nl(r) ] = O, andE[n(r)] - 1 for the
atmosphere. The characteristics of the fluctuation may be ex-
pressed by a structure function which obeys the Kolmogorov-
Obukhov 2/3 law:
Dn(r) = E[Inl(r+rl)-nl(rl )[2] = C2r-2/an (3)
where the structure constant Cn represents the strength of tur-
bulence. Typically the values of C n range from 10 -9 for weak
turbulence to 10 -7 for strong turbulence. For a more com-
plete account of turbulence spectrum, the refractive structure
constant and its relation to the temperature structure con-
stant, see [13] - [16].
Extensive experimental data available today confirm the
validity of theoretical results fairly well for the atmospheric
layers of altitudes higher than 50 m. For heights lower than
50 m during daytime, the shape of the structure constant is
better approximated by Cn(z) _ r-4/3 [9].
For heights greater than 3 km above sea level, the Hufnagel
model provides a good approximation for the refractive index
structure constant [17] - [22]. According to the model, C2n(Z)
may be expressed as
l ¢z/1oC2n(z) = 2.72 × 10 -16 3V 2 _1-6) exp[-z]
(4)
where V is the wind speed in meters per second and z is the
altitude in kilometers. Measurements by Barletti et al. [23]
and Vernin et al. [24] show that for z/> 4 km, the data are
nearly independent of the site location and agree quite well
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with the Hufnagel model. The data also indicate little variation
in the value of the structure constant with seasons.
III. Effects of Turbulence on
Optical Beams
Most studies, after Tatarski, employ the hypothesis of
"frozen" turbulence to model optical propagation through
the atmosphere. The approximation consists of assuming that
the temporal variations at any point result from a uniform,
cross-beam motion of the atmosphere as a whole due to pre-
vailing winds. The changes in the internal structure of the at-
mosphere due to evolution of turbulence in time are neglected.
Several mathematical techniques, including diagrammatic
methods [25] - [31], coherence theory [32] - [34], Markov
approximation [13], [35] - [37], and others [38], [39], have
been used to solve the wave equation for the propagation of
light in order to study the effects of turbulence. Most of these
techniques are equivalent and yield comparable results, which
will be reviewed in the following paragraphs.
A. Scintillation
Stellar scintillation is a well-known phenomenon. Turbu-
lence causes fluctuations in the intensity of a light wave by
redistributing its power spatially in time. The strength of
scintillation can be measured in terms of the variance of the
beam amplitude or its irradiance at a point. Theoretical inves-
tigations have led to the prediction that the log-amplitude,
X = In [.4/.4 o ], where A is the amplitude and A o is a normaliza-
tion factor, has a Gaussian distribution. Also Gaussian is the
distribution for the log-intensity or the log-irradiance. Other
methods point to a Rice-Nakagami distribution for the
amplitude A [40] -[42]. For small variances in X, the differ-
ence between the two is small. However, the solutions are valid
2 _< 0.5; i.e., the solutions hold forwhen the variance of X, ox
weak turbulence only. The restriction is quite stringent: for
horizontal paths near the ground, where the turbulence is
strong, the limit may be reached over path lengths of about
1 km. Since Cn2 decreases rapidly with height above the ground,
the problem of optical propagation through the whole atmo-
sphere may still remain amenable to weak turbulence methods
for zenith angles of less than a radian. Experimental data seem
to favor the log-normal distribution for the amplitude and the
irradiance in the weak turbulence region. Theoretical results
for strong turbulence are scarce and quite controversial [26] -
[31], [33], [34], [37], [39], [43]-[61].
For weak turbulence, the variance in log irradiance, which
is the usual parameter that is measured experimentally, can be
simply related to the calculated log amplitude by
o: = 4o 2 (5)
In/ X
It can be shown from Tatarski's work that
fo zo_n! _- 2.24k Tl_(sec O)"16 C2n(z)zS/6dz (6)
where 0 _< 1 rad is the zenith angle, k = 2rr/)_ is the optical
wave number, and Z is the altitude of the source. For larger
angles this result may not be very useful as scintillation effects
move into the strong turbulence regime. Equation (6) above is
insensitive to small values of z due to the z s  6 factor in the
integrand, and most of the intensity fluctuation effects come
from higher altitudes. This justifies the use of the Hufnagel
model, which Yura and McKinley [62] have employed to
obtain the following result for log-irradiance variance:
o21 _ .41 X 10-2 +4.45 X 10- )k-T/6(sec 0) 11/6
(7)
where ), is the wavelength in micrometers and V is wind speed
in meters per second. Wind speeds at higher altitudes seem to
be quite stable diurnally as well as seasonally and do not differ
much from site to site. For Maryland, the wind speed appears
to be normally distributed with a mean value of 27 m/s and
a standard deviation of 9 m/s.
The wavelength dependence of scintillation is apparent
from observations of stars near the horizon, where the turbu-
lence is strong. The wavelengths at small elevation angles are
decorrelated enough that the stars seem to scintillate with dif-
ferent colors at different times. The effect is much smaller
for stars higher in the sky. Quantitative studies of this effect
show that the correlation of intensity fluctuations drops to
about 0.6 for wavelengths differing by 50 percent [5].
B. Beam Broadening
Consider a Gaussian beam of size I4/0 and beam-axis inten-
sity 10 at the transmitter. Its intensity at distance z in free
space is given by [63] as
i(z,p) = Io/WO_2 exp V' 2p2_ (8)
where p is the transverse distance from the beam and W.r, the
beam size at z for a collimated beam, is
(9)
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For large distances z, the beamwidth Wt in the turbulent
medium is given by
(10)
and the average intensity, E [I] on the beam axis is
W2oI o
E[I] -
2
We
(11)
where it is assumed that the beam propagates without loss of
power, i.e., the backscattering and absorption are negligible
for clear air. A more complete description of both short- and
long-term behavior of beam spreading can be found in [59]
and [64].
C. Spatial Coherence
Loss of spatial coherence across a light beam is another
important effect of clear-air turbulence. Refractive-index in-
homogeneities of relatively larger scale sizes produce random
phase fluctuations which degrade coherence of the propagating
wavefront. Kon and Tatarski [65], Schmeltzer [66], and
Ishimaru [67] have studied the problem in detail and have
obtained expressions for the structure function of the phase
fluctuations, Ds(P l, P2 )' which is defined to be
Ds(Pl , p2) = E [Is(p1) - s_2)l 2 ]
where P l and P2 are position vectors in the plane of observa-
tion across the beam and s(.) is the phase at that point. For
weak turbulence, [9] gives a simple result for the phase struc-
ture function
Ds(O,p) = 2.91b I CZnk2 zp 5/3
where the value of b l, a constant, ranges from 1.0 for a plane
wave to 0.375 for a spherical wave.
where Po is the phase coherence radius and is given by
Oo = (b_C 2 k 2 z2) -3Is (15)
where b2 = 1.45 (0.55) for a plane (spherical) wave. When
P >t Po, the random phase angle difference is larger than rr,
and the wavefront is assumed to have lost its spatial coherence.
D. Angle of Arrival
Fluctuations in the angle of arrival of a signal at the receiver
aperture are a consequence of random phase distortions due
to turbulence. The phase difference A S across a receiver aper-
ture of diameter d can be approximated by
As _- kd sin a _- kdct (16)
where c_ is the random angle of arrival. The variance of the
angle of arrival can be written as
E [(A s) 2 ] Ds(O,d)
E [a 2] = 02 - - (17)
k 2 d 2 k 2 d 2
Using Eq. (13), the variance in angle of arrival can be computed
for the weak turbulence case.
E. Aperture Averaging
(12) The scintillation statistics discussed above are true for a
point observer. If the receiver has a non-zero aperture diam-
eter, the observed effect of scintillation will be the spatially
averaged value of a2ni over the entire collecting surface. The
strength of received intensity fluctuations is found to decrease
with increasing aperture size. This effect, known as aperture
smoothing, has been observed experimentally [68], [69]. For
weak turbulence, the smoothing effect continues to be pro-
nounced until the diameter of the aperture becomes as large
(13)
as the Fresnel zone, i.e., (Xz) 1/2, after which it saturates. In
the case of strong turbulence, the critical diameter is on the
order of the transverse spatial coherence parameter of the
incoming beam, which is usually much smaller than the
Fresnel zone.
The correlation in phase between two points Pl and P2 on
the wavefront degrades with the distance p = IPl - Psi. For a
plane or a spherical wave, the degree of coherence can be
expressed as
(14)
7(z,P) = exp \'%] _]
F. Other Effects
Refractive turbulence may also produce depolarization of
light and temporal stretching of optical pulses. Calculations by
Strohbehn and Clifford [70] show that average power in the
depolarized component is about 160 dB smaller than that of
the incident beam. Attempts to measure depolarization with
an accuracy of 45 dB have yielded a negative result [71 ]. Indeed,
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most theoretical studies of clear-air turbulence neglect the
polarization term in the wave equation to simplify calculations.
Light pulses arrive at the receiver with variable path delays
as they travel through spatially different parts of the turbulent
atmosphere [72]-[77]. Calculations show that temporal
stretching of pulses is typically about 0.01 picosecond for the
entire height of the atmosphere.
We find that the magnitude of both of these effects is negli-
gibly small, and consequently their effects on optical com-
munications can be ignored. It must be noted, however, that
the effects can be much stronger when scattering due to turbid
constituents of the atmosphere is considered. This aspect of
the problem will be discussed in a later section.
G. Optical Communications in Turbulence
For communications from an exoatmospheric laser source
in deep space to an earth-bound receiver (downlink), the
Fresnel zone size of the beam in the atmosphere will be much
larger than the scale size L of the inhomogeneities. The main
effects of turbulence on the signal for this configuration will
be beam spreading, scintillation, and loss of spatial coherence.
For earth-space optical communications (uplinks), with the
optical transmitter residing inside the atmosphere, the Fresnel
zone size will be much smaller than L, making beam wander
and fluctuations in the angle of arrival the principal factors
contributing to signal degradation.
Scintillation produces both temporal and spatial intensity
fluctuations at the receiving aperture, resulting in power
surges and fades. The typical duration of scintillation-induced
temporal fades is on the order of a few milliseconds [78]. The
probability of fade events for given fade levels, as well as the
duration of such fades, is described in [62] and [78]. It is
shown there that fade values of 10 dB or larger are observed
12 percent of the time for worst-case turbulence (1 percent
of the time for weak turbulence). A brute force approach may
be used to overcome fades produced by temporal scintilla-
tion. Yura and McKinley [62] provide a worst-case scintilla-
tion fade analysis. With this approach, a link margin of 10 dB
will be necessary for the system to work properly 99 percent
of the time. However, the situation in reality is not this bad
for ground receivers [79], [80]. The results given above refer
to a point receiver, whereas actual receivers have a non-zero
size. Aperture averaging reduces the probability of fades.
Yura and McKinley [80] have obtained an engineering approx-
imation for the magnitude of this effect on ground-based
receivers. The factor A by which the irradiance variance is
reduced due to aperture averaging is given by
A -_ E1 + 1.1 (D2/_ho sec 0)7/_ -1 (18)
where D is the aperture diameter, 0 is the zenith angle, _, is
the laser wavelength, and ho _ 10 km is the scale height of the
atmosphere. For _, = 1 /am, D = 1 m, and a scale height of the
atmosphere ho=10.3km, the aperture averaging factor
A becomes 4.3 × 10 -3. It should be noted here that the
advantage of aperture averaging is not available for uplink
applications, as the phase coherence radius in this case is much
larger than the probable receiving aperture on a spacecraft.
A number of phase compensation techniques to remove
turbulence-induced tilt have been discussed in the literature
[81] -[88]. A rigorous calculation of tilt correction on axial
beam intensity is provided in [89]- [91]. Dunphy and Kerr
[86] have obtained a simplified approximate expression for
this effect. For path length in turbulence, z <<.kd 2 , where d
is the transmitter aperture diameter, they find
I E tl-1e[I]= \16z] (kde)-2+ 1-C\%] (kro)-
(19)
where the effective diameter de = d for a uniformly illuminated
circular beam cross-section, but for a Gaussian profile d e is set
equal to 2d. C = 0 if there is no tilt correction, and C = 1.18
when tilt correction is included. Also, ro = 2.098 Po is Fried's
spatial coherence diameter. Furthermore, the above result is
true when de/r o > 2. The largest improvement in the received
intensity occurs when 2 _< d/r o _< 5. Whereas theoretical calcu-
lations predict an improvement of about 5 dB, measured data
show that the improvement can be as high as 8 dB [86].
IV. Turbidity Effects on Beam
Propagation
Atmospheric constituents in the form of gases and particu-
lates absorb and scatter light. Thus, the design of successful
optical systems has to contend with atmospheric turbidity
and must account for the diminished direct-beam energy as
light travels through the atmosphere.
A. Absorption and Scattering
The only notable effect of molecular absorption is to take
away some of the energy from the laser beam [92]. The beam
irradiance I as the light travels a distance Z through the atmo-
sphere can be written as
E:oZ I = I oexp - 7a(z) (20)
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where I o is the irradiance at z = 0, and "Ca(Z) is the absorption
coefficient at position z. The argument of the exponential in the
above equation is known as optical depth or optical thickness.
Light is absorbed when the quantum state of a molecule,
characterized by its electronic, vibrational, or rotational
energy, is excited from a lower to a higher state. The absorp-
tion cross section has a Lorentzian shape [93] that peaks at
the molecular transition energy. For each transition line, one
needs to know the peak frequency, the width, and its total
absorption cross section. The widths of these lines are typi-
cally on the order of 10 -s nm. However, Doppler and pressure
broadening, which result from the thermal motion of mole-
cules and molecular collisions, respectively, lead to much larger
Gaussian-shaped absorption lines. Therefore, to obtain the
total absorption coefficient at a particular frequency, one
must calculate the line shape factor, including temperature and
pressure effects as well.
There are a number of texts on spectroscopy and catalogs
of line parameters. The High Resolution Transmittance
(HITRAN) program, one of the most complete compilations
of such data, was developed at the Air Force Geophysics
Laboratory (AFGL). The compilation gives various line param-
eters for almost 350,000 lines over a spectral region from the
ultraviolet to millimeter waves [94] - [100].
For typical optical calculations, however, the source and
receiver bandwidths will be much larger than the resolution
provided by the HITRAN database. Another database, called
the Low Resolution Transmission (LOWTRAN) program,
which is suitable for optical communication needs, has also
been developed by AFGL. The LOWTRAN codes calculate
molecular absorption from 0.25 to 28.5 /am [101]-[106].
They also calculate extinction due to molecular and aerosol
scattering. These codes have been used extensively, and a
number of comments on their use have been published [107] -
[114]. A typical LOWTRAN calculated plot, shown in Fig. 2,
is presented in [114] for space-to-ground light transmission
under hazy conditions. Note that it includes the effects of
molecular and aerosol scattering in addition to molecular
absorption.
Since the size of air molecules is much smaller than optical
wavelengths, the scattering of light by molecules falls into the
Rayleigh regime. The main effect on a beam of light, as in the
case of molecular absorption, is extinction of the beam. A
relation similar to Eq. (207 above can be defined by replacing
the absorption coefficient by the Rayleigh scattering coeffi-
cient, Tsr(Z). The argument of the exponential now gives the
optical depth of the atmospheric path due to molecular
scattering. The scattering coefficient for a gas with refractive
index n is given by [115]
87r3(n 2-1) 26+38
')'sr - X4 6 - 78 (21)3N
m
where N m is the number of molecules of the gas per unit
volume, X is the optical wavelength, and 8 is the depolariza-
tion factor of the scattered radiation. According to recent
measurements, 8 = 0.035 [116]. By adding contributions
from the constituent gases in the air, the total molecular
scattering coefficient for a given atmospheric profile can be
computed. Tabulated values for various vertical paths are
provided by Elterman [117] - [118]. As mentioned earlier,
molecular scattering effects have been included in the LOW-
TRAN computer codes.
Scattering by aerosols, light fog and haze, and thin clouds
generally falls into the Mie category. The size of the scatterers
in this case is between 0.01 to 10.0/am, comparable to the
optical wavelengths under consideration. A relation analogous
to Eq. (20) defines the Mie scattering extinction coefficient,
Tsrn, and the relevant optical depth. The calculation of the Mie
scattering coefficient is not a simple task. The size, concen-
tration, and shape of Mie particles in the atmosphere are not
well defined and vary with time and height. A good sampling
of numerous techniques used to determine Mie scattering
coefficients is given in [119] - [155]. Tables for the scattering
coefficient and the angular scattering function for various
atmospheric particles are given in [ 156] - [164]. Some typical
profiles of this type of scattering are also included in the
LOWTRAN computer codes.
B. Opaque Clouds
As a rule of thumb, if the disk of the sun or moon can be
seen, the clouds are considered thin, and their effect on light
beams can be adequately explained in terms of Mie scattering
as discussed above. Opaque clouds are a different matter
altogether. Vertical attenuation of over 100 dB has been ob-
served for cumulus clouds [165]. Calculated extinctions of
over 1000 dB for realistic dense fog or clouds in the atmo-
sphere are possible. The only viable strategy for optical system
designers is to avoid such severe atmospheric conditions by
employing spatial and temporal diversity.
C. Cloud Cover Studies
Satellite monitoring of the skies to build up a reasonable
database to draw appropriate statistical conclusions about the
suitability of a site seems promising, but for the present,
imaging and direct visual observations dominate. The length
of time for which GOES, GMS, and NOAA satellites have
collected data is no more than a few years (1983-present).
This duration is too short to obtain reliable, long-term cloud
cover statistics.
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Single-object monitoring can be very precise but must
include many stars over the sky to be fully relevant. So far this
method has not been used extensively. The expense of setting
up such stations indiscriminately would alone be prohibitive.
A number of databases giving coarse information on cloud
cover and visibility exist. Surface Airways Observations is one
such database and is available from National Climatic Data
Center in Asheville, North Carolina [166]. It provides infor-
mation on cloud cover, visibility, and other parameters for
over 1000 sites in the United States with a temporal resolu-
tion of 3 hours for the last 40 years. Data of this type are
being used by the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL)
and other institutions to develop cloud cover models and com-
puter programs with which to understand and design optical
communication systems that would work under ambient
weather conditions.
AFGL is also helping to set up whole sky imaging (WSI)
stations. The WSI cameras use a fisheye lens to image the sky
dome with a resolution of 512 X 512 pixels. There will be six
such stations initially dispersed over the continental United
States. This type of database can be quite useful for the work
at hand but as yet is unavailable.
Almost all data and statistics currently available on cloud
cover are not readily amenable to the study of optical propa-
gation through the atmosphere. However, the available weather
data may be used as a guide to develop computer models for
the simulation of real-time dynamic cloud behavior. An early
model for cloud cover was developed by scientists at SRI
International. Work at AFGL, which is based on the SRI
model, has produced considerably sophisticated computer
programs suitable for modeling light propagation through the
atmosphere. These models may be used to compute cloud-free
line of sight (CFLOS) or cloud-free arc (CFARC) probabilities
for any site. It is also possible to compute joint CFLOS and
CFARC probabilities for two or more sites. These statistics,
needless to say, are of great importance to the development of
an optical space network (OSN).
D. Optical Communications in a Turbid
Atmosphere
In the absence of opaque clouds, the only significant effect
of the atmospheric scattering and absorption is described by
Bouguer's law:
I = I o exp 7t(z) (227
where 7t(z) is the sum of all absorption and scattering coeffi-
cients due to gas molecules, aerosols, and other particulate
matter at position z, and Z is the propagation distance through
the atmosphere. The law assumes that the extinction loss of
beam power is independent of beam intensity, and that the
absorbing and scattering events occur independently. The
magnitude of the exponent in Eq. (22) is defined as the optical
depth or thickness, T, of the atmosphere, i.e.,
(23)
Experiments with artificial fog and smoke and with diluted milk
solution [9] show that the law holds well for optical thick-
ness z _< 12. ,,
It is possible to describe the attenuation coefficient over
horizontal paths in terms of meterological range, Rv, com-
monly called "visibility" [167] - [ 169]. The approximate re-
lationship is given by
3.912
7t(P,Z ) = 7t - Rv (24)
where we have disregarded the dependence of the attenuation
coefficient on laser frequency and position, and R v is mea-
sured in kilometers. Further approximate results may then be
used to obtain the optical depth of the entire atmosphere
along vertical paths. For example, it may be assumed that the
scale height of the atmosphere is about 10 to 20 km along
near-zenith paths; this assumption may then be used to obtain
total attenuation loss. It may be necessary to devise direct
measurement methods to obtain more accurate determinations
of optical depths along vertical paths.
The presence of thick clouds, in general, will have a cata-
strophic effect on the availability of an optical communication
link. Although scattered laser light will be available for com-
munication, the system has to be designed to have (1) a wide
field of view to collect enough power, which greatly increases
the background noise; and (2) a low data rate to avoid inter-
symbol interference due to pulse spreading. Also, polarization
coding of the signal cannot be used as the scattered light is
depolarized. An optical communication system designed to
employ the scattered beam through thick clouds, then quickly
loses its advantages over conventional radio frequency systems.
The only reasonable strategy is to develop the OSN such
that it avoids opaque clouds by employing diversity tech-
niques. It will be necessary to identify sites for the installa-
tion of optical receiver and transmitter stations where the
clouds have a low probability of occurrence. Several such sites
with uncorrelated weather patterns may need to be operated
simultaneously to obtain desired link availability.
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Some of the possible configurations of an OSN which
uses spatial diversity to get around the problem of opaque
clouds is discussed in JPL IOM 331.6-88-491.1 In [170], a
first-order theoretical weather model is given for the estima-
tion of the link budget for extinction loss through the
atmosphere.
V. Conclusion
Various aspects of the light propagation problem through
the atmosphere have been discussed in this article. Loss of
beam energy due to absorption and scattering, degradation of
beam quality due to scintillation and reduced spatial coherence
fi:om refractive turbulence, and link unavailability due to
opaque clouds are some of the factors that cannot be over-
looked while designing an optical communication system.
1K. Shaik, interoffice memorandum to J. Lesh, IOM 331-6-88-491
(internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
April 22, 1988.
A number of optical communication systems and tech-
niques have been investigated to demonstrate optical com-
munication links over horizontal as well as vertical paths
through the lower atmosphere [171]-[178]. These include
the Airborne Flight Test System (AFTS) developed by
McDonnell Douglas, demonstrating a 1000-Mbit/s laser com-
munication air-to-ground system [179]; a Laser Airborne
Communications Experiment demonstrating a 50-km air-to-
air and air-to-ground optical communication link using a
100-mW laser operating at 0.904/am developed by GTE [180] ;
and SLCAIR demonstrations for submarine laser communi-
cations [181]. Detailed reviews of optical communications
techniques and design procedures and considerations for atmo-
spheric links can be found in [182] - [184].
Considerable information regarding the atmosphere and its
effects on the propagation of light is available. To this end, an
extensive reference list has been compiled. The work on opti-
cal communications through the atmosphere, however, is not
yet complete. Further experiments and statistical studies will
be necessary before reliable estimates on link availability and
link budgets for optical communications through the atmo-
sphere can be predicted with confidence.
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Table 1. Composition of "clean" dry air near sea level 1
Percent
Component by Volume Content, ppm
Nitrogen 78.09 780900
Oxygen 20.94 209400
Argon 0.93 9300
Carbon dioxide 0.0318 318
Neon 0.0018 18
Helium 0.00052 5.2
Krypton 0.0001 1
Xenon 0.000008 0.08
Nitrous oxide 0.000025 0.25
Hydrogen 0.00005 0.5
Methane 0.00015 1.5
Nitrogen dioxide 0.0000001 0.001
Ozone 0.000002 0.02
Sulfur dioxide 0.00000002 0.0002
Carbon monoxide 0.00001 0.1
Ammonia 0.000001 0.01
1The concentrations of some of these gases may differ with time and
place, and the data for some are open to question. Single values for
concentrations, instead of ranges of concentrations, are given above to
indicate order of magnitude, not specific and universally accepted
concentrations.
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Node Synchronization of Viterbi Decoders
Using State Metrics
U. Cheng
Communications Systems Research Section
This article investigates the concept of node synchronization using state metrics. In
this study, the branch metn'cs are integrated over a fixed time interval and the results are
compared to the detection threshold. If the threshold is exceeded, the out-of-sync hypoth-
esis is accepted; otherwise, the in-sync hypothesis is accepted. It is shown that the detec-
tion threshold can be chosen independent of any particular convolutional code with
fixed code rate and constraint length if the code has reasonably good bit error rate
performance.
Three node synchronization schemes are compared in this article: (1) a scheme using
the syndrome (Scheme 1); (2) a scheme using the frame-sync patterns (Scheme 2); and
(3) a scheme using the state metrics (Scheme 3). At very low SNRs, Scheme 2 can be
faster than Scheme 1. For Voyager's rate 1/2 and constraint length 7 convolutional code,
this happens for SNRs of less than O. 75 dB. This result is obtained by assuming that the
coded frame-sync pattern has good aperiodic autocorrelation properties. For a fixed
false alarm probability, the sequential detection scheme based on the syndrome is faster
than Scheme 3 with fixed integration time. A sequential detection technique is needed to
improve the speed of Scheme 3.
I. Introduction
The NASA standard concatenated coding system uses a
(7,1/2) convolutional code as its inner code and an 8-bit (255,
223) Reed-Solomon (RS) code as its outer code. This system
achieves a bit error rate (BER) of 10 -6 at a bit signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of 2.53 dB. However, it is possible to improve this
performance by 2 dB using the newly discovered (15,1/6) con-
volutional code concatenated with a 10-bit (1023,959) RS
code [1], [2]. Toward the goal of demonstrating this per-
formance improvement, a convolutional decoder is currently
under development for codes with constraint lengths up to
15. Good node synchronization schemes are essential to the
achievement of the aforementioned performance. Three node
synchronization schemes are considered in this article. Em-
phasis is placed on the scheme using state metrics because
this scheme can be integrated in the Viterbi algorithm. The
(7,1/2) convolutional code is chosen as an example to illus-
trate the theory. The same principle is applicable to the con-
volutional codes of constraint length 15.
Many node synchronization schemes have been investigated
[3], [4]. In [3], the syndrome, which is computed from the
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hard-quantized received sequence, is used to detect the node
synchronization. In this case, the syndrome {x k } is designed
so that the distributions of sequences of {0,1} in {xk} are
different for the in-sync and out-of-sync hypotheses. Thus, by
observing the distribution of {0,1 } in {x k }, it is possible to
determine which hypothesis is true. A sequential detection
procedure based on this concept was described in [3]. This
scheme is referred to as Scheme 1 in the subsequent discussion.
tion time for a given false alarm probability is closely related
to the BER of the convolutional code.
The concept of node synchronization using state metrics
is explained in Section II. A performance analysis is given in
Section III. Implementation considerations regarding Scheme 3
and a comparison of the three schemes are given in Section IV.
Another way to perform node synchronization is to use
frame synchronization patterns. In this case, a fixed sync
pattern is periodically inserted in the data stream. If the length
of the sync pattern is longer than the memory length of the
convolutional code, a fixed symbol pattern caused by the sync
pattern periodically appears in the coded symbol stream.
Therefore, a straightforward correlation process can be used
to detect this pattern, and node synchronization is accom-
plished. The aperiodic autocorrelation property of the coded
sync pattern is essential to node synchronization performance
in this method. This scheme i.,; referred to as Scheme 2 in the
subsequent discussion.
The third method involves the use of state metrics in the
Viterbi decoder to perform node synchronization. This is
based on the observation that the growth rates of the state
metrics are different under the in-sync and out-of-sync hy-
potheses. Many node synchronization techniques can be de-
rived based on this observation. A sequential detection scheme
was presented in [4]. In this article, a different approach is
addressed, wherein the integration time is kept fixed and the
result at the end of each integration period is compared to a
preselected threshold. If the threshold is exceeded, the out-of-
sync hypothesis is accepted (here we assume that the Viterbi
decoder searches for the path with the smallest metric; see
Section II for details); otherwise, the in-sync hypothesis is
accepted. This scheme is referred to as Scheme 3 in the subse-
quent discussion. For this simple scheme, the "false alarm"
and "missing" probabilities can be determined.
It will also be shown that the state metric growth rate
under the out-of-sync hypothesis is independent of the choice
of convolutional code with fixed rate and constraint length.
This implies not only that the detection threshold can be the
same for all convolutional codes with the same rate and con-
straint length, but that the resulting false alarm probability
is also independent of the code. It turns out that the convo-
lutional code having the best bit error rate (BER) performance
may also give the best node synchronization performance.
Suppose the detection threshold is determined for a given
convolutional code. If another convolutional code with bet-
ter BER performance is used in the future, the same detection
threshold can still be used, and the missing probability is also
reduced. It is also worth mentioning that the required integra-
II. Node Synchronization Using State
Metrics
Without loss of generality, we assume that the branch
metrics are the square of the Euclidean distance between the
received code words and the branch code words. Thus, the
task of the Viterbi decoder is to search for the path with the
smallest metric. For the in-sync hypothesis there is always a
correct path, while for the out-of-sync hypothesis there is no
correct path. If the decoder follows the correct path, the state
metrics grow only because of channel noise. If the decoder
follows the incorrect path, the state metrics grow at a rate
determined by channel noise as well as by the mismatch
between the received code word and the local reference branch
code word. Thus, the state metric growth rates under the out-
of-sync hypothesis are greater than those under the in-sync
hypothesis. As the decoder event error probability decreases,
the difference between the in-sync and out-of-sync state
metric growth rates increases. Therefore, the performance of
node synchronization is closely related to the BER perfor-
mance of the convolutional decoder.
Note that the convolutional code improves BER perfor-
mance over the uncoded system if the bit SNR is above a cer-
tain threshold, denoted by SNR r, where the convolutional
coded system has the same performance as the uncoded sys-
tem. Simulation results indicate that ifSNR >SNR r + 0.5 dB,
the node synchronization can be performed rapidly. If SNR r
- 0.5 dB < SNR < SNR r + 0.5 dB, a long integration time may
be needed. A straightforward way to use the state metrics for
node synchronization is as follows: A fixed integration time is
selected. The state metric growth at the end of each integra-
tion period is compared to the preselected detection threshold.
If the threshold is exceeded, the out-of-sync hypothesis is
accepted; otherwise, the in-sync hypothesis is accepted. The
integration time and the detection threshold are selected to
yield satisfactory false alarm and missing probabilities.
III. Performance Analysis
Let Dir (in-sync) and Dir (out-of-sync) denote the state
metric growth of state i in r branches under the in-sync and
out-of-sync hypotheses, respectively. The false alarm and
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missing probabilities based on the observations of Dir are
given by
PFA ,i(r) = prob {Dir (out-of-sync) < 7} (1)
and
PM,i(r) = prob {D ir(in-sync ) > 7 } (2)
where 7 is the detection threshold. At this moment, we as-
sume that the state metric accumulators have infinite dynamic
range. If the accumulators have a finite dynamic range, the
actual implementation of the node synchronization scheme
may depend on the renormalization procedure. This is ex-
plored in Section IV. The determination of the appropriate
r and 7 can be made by simulation; however, it may be too
time-consuming to be practical. Another approach is to gener-
ate the first 2N-1 moments of Dir by simulation. The false
alarm and missing probabilities can then be upper bounded by
the technique referred to as the moment method, described in
[5] and [6].
A good choice of the detection threshold 3' should balance
the false alarm probability and the missing probability. A rea-
sonable choice can be
a}t --._
where
e I E {Dir (out-of-sync)) + o2E {Dir (in-sync))
01 +O 2
O)
o I = [var {Dir (in-sync)}] 1/2 (4)
and
0 2 = [var{Dir (out-of-sync))] 1/2 (5)
The quantization scheme used in this simulation study is as
follows: Let x be the demodulator output for each received
coded symbol: namely, x = s + n if "0" is sent and x = - s + n
if "1" is sent, where n is a normal random variable with zero
mean and unit variance and
= [2Sr_ I/2
s \N-o'0] (6)
In the above equation, S is the signal power, N O is the one-
sided noise power spectrum density, and r is the code rate. The
metric for each received coded symbol is given by
t(x - s) 2 if the local reference coded symbol is "0"
d = {(x + s) 2 if the local reference coded symbol is "l"
(7)
If the desired dynamic range is u2 and the number of quan-
tization levels is Q, the quantized metric is given by
(VQd+0.51 ifd<a 2 [1 - (1.5/Q)]
y = JL" 3 <g)
1, Q - 1 if d > a2 [1 - (1.5/Q)]
where [.] represents the integer part. For the out-of-sync
hypothesis, if the received coded symbols and the local refer.
ence coded symbols have equal probability of matching or
mismatching, all branch metrics are identically distributed ran-
dom variables. This observation indicates that Di, (out-of-
sync) are nearly identically distributed random variables fbr
all convolutional codes with the same rate and constraint
length. The observation is important because it implies that
the false alarm probability performance is nearly independent
of the selection of the convolutional code. We can see this by
simulation. In Table 1, we compare E{Dir (out-of-sync)} for
two convolutional codes. The first eonvolutional code is
Voyager's code with free distance 10. The second code was
selected arbitrarily. It has free distance 7, and thus the BER
performance may be much worse than that of the first code.
We find that the first few moments of Dtr (out-of-sync) are
roughly the same. Suppose that the detection threshold is
determined for a given convolutional code (code A) and an-
other convolutional code with the better BER performance
(code B) is used in the future. Since E{Dir (out-of-sync)} for
the two codes are roughly the same and code B has a larger
metric growth rate difference under two hypotheses (because
of the better BER performance), the same detection thresh-
old can Still be used for code B, and the missing probability
is also reduced.
The state metric growth rate under the out-of-sync hypoth-
esis depends on three factors: SNR, the integration time, mid
the quantization scheme. For the in-sync hypothesis, in addi-
tion to the three factors just mentioned, the state metric
growth rate also depends on the convolutional code. The inte.
gration time and the quantization scheme are usually deter-
mined in advance. Therefore, they do not create a problem in
the selection of 7. The SNR dependence of 7 must be handh;d
with care since SNR is usually unknown in advance and can
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be estimated only during operation. We know that the opera-
tion of the AGC/quantizer also needs a good SNR estimate.
Therefore, a good estimate of SNR is essential to the operation
of the Viterbi decoder.
Figures 1 and 2 show the state metric growth versus the
integration time r. It can be seen that the difference between
Dir (out-of-sync) and Dir (in-sync) increases linearly with z.
In Fig. 2, Dir (in-sync) at an SNR of 2 dB is used as the refer-
ence in order to present all curves clearly. We see that although
both Diz (in-sync) and Bit (out-of-sync) grow faster at the
lower SNR, the separation between them grows more slowly.
Figures 3 and 4 show the normalized metric growth difference
versus the integration time. Note that the normalized metric
growth difference determines the node synchronization per-
formance. Figure 4 shows the need for long integration times
at an SNR of 0.5 dB. In Figs. 5 and 6, the missing probabil-
ity is shown. Figures 7 and 8 show the false alarm probability.
All curves shown in Figs. 5 through 8 were computed using
the upper bound based on the moment method, and in all
cases the convolutional code generator is (171,133). The
smoothness and accuracy of these curves depend on the
amount of simulation data.
IV. Implementation and Comparison
The implementation of a node synchronization scheme
based on state metrics depends to a large extent on the renor-
malization procedure. Suppose that the state metric accumu-
lators have dynamic range 2n, and 2n-1 is subtracted from all
state metrics at each time of renormalization. If SNR = 2 dB,
r = 1600, and n = 18, the expected numbers of times of renor-
malization are E(Diz (in-sync))/217 = 0.8468 and E(Diz
(out-of-sync))/217 = 0.9532. Clearly, just looking at the num-
ber of times of renormalization is not enough to determine
which hypothesis is true; the actual contents of the accumula-
tors must be examined. On the other hand, if n = 10, the
expected numbers of times of renormalization are E(Dir
(in-sync) _/29 = 216.78 and E _Oi_ (out-o f-sync) )/2 9 = 244.02.
In this case, the number of times of renormalization can pro-
vide useful information about which hypothesis is true.
Since the statistics of the state metrics are roughly the same
for all states, the implementation can be based on the growth
of the minimum state metric. The node synchronization
scheme by state metrics can be implemented outside the Viterbi
decoder if the minimum state metric is made available. The
advantage of this external node synchronization installation
is that many schemes can be implemented; the best scheme
can be selected during the decoder operation.
For Scheme 3 (node synchronization using state metrics),
if PFA = 10-6, the integration time is about 1500 branches at
an SNR of 2 dB, 2800 branches at an SNR of 1 dB, and
12,000 branches at an SNR of 0.5 dB. For Scheme 2 (node
synchronization using the frame sync patterns), the worst case
detection delay is the number of bits between two consecu-
tive sync patterns if one sync pattern is sufficient for detec-
tion; it is between 3000 and 8000 bits in our case. Thus,
roughly speaking, Scheme 2 is faster when the SNR is less
than 0.75 dB for Voyager's rate 1/2 and constraint length
7 convolutional code. Note that more than one sync pattern
may be needed to get the satisfactory performance for the
convolutional codes of constraint length 15.
The comparison between Scheme 1 (node synchronization
using the syndrome) and Scheme 3 is based on two parameters:
the short ARL and the long ARL, defined as follows:
Short ARL = average number of branches needed to accept
the out-of-sync hypothesis if the out-of-sync
hypothesis is true from the beginning.
Long ARL = average number of branches needed to accept
the out-of-sync hypothesis if the in-sync
hypothesis is true from the beginning.
For Scheme 3, the short ARL is determined by the integra-
tion time, and the long ARL is determined by the missing
probability. Explicitly, the long ARL is equal to the integra-
tion time divided by PM" Thus, the long ARL = 1.3 × 109
branches at SNR = 2 dB, and the required integration time is
about 1300 branches. Compared to the results in [3], at an
SNR of 2.3 dB, if the long ARL is 7.9 × 109, the correspond-
ing short ARL is 171.4 branches. Note that Figs. 5 and 6 are
computed using the upper bound based on the moment method.
This bound is usually not tight, although it does provide good
insight into the performance. The actual integration time for
Scheme 3 could be shorter than 1300 branches, and it may be
determined by simulation. Based on the above results, we con-
dude that Scheme 1 could be faster than Scheme 3. To reduce
the integration time of Scheme 3 further, a sequential detec-
tion procedure is needed [4].
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Table 1. Typical E [Dj, (out-of-sync)] for two convolutional codes
Code #1 generator Code #2 generator
(171,133) (101,133)
Difference/a 2
(Code #1)
8000 695,476 697,437 0.76
16,000 1,391,302 1,394,790 1.02
24,000 2,086,506 2,090,037 0.83
32,000 2,781,027 2,787,637 1.15
40,000 3,477,955 3,482,137 0.82
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A software simulation of long constraint length Viterbi decoders has been developed.
This software closely follows the hardware architecture that has been chosen for the
VLS1 implementation. The program is used to validate the design of the decoder and to
generate test vectors for the VLS1 circuits.
I. Introduction
Convolutional codes have been used on deep space probes
for several years. During the last few years, TDA Advanced
Systems undertook a research effort [1] to develop advanced
coding techniques capable of gaining an additional 2 dB over
the present performance of deep space missions. Current cod-
ing systems are based on a K = 7, r = 1/2 convolutional code
concatenated with an 8-bit (255,223) Reed-Solomon (RS)
code, where K is the constraint length and r is the code rate.
The main result of this research effort was the discovery of
new convolutional codes with K = 15 and r = 1/6 which exceed
the 2-dB goal when concatenated with a 10-bit (1023,959) RS
code. Recently, the delay imposed on the Galileo mission
introduced the possibility of including a K = 15, r = 1/4 code
in this mission. This experimental code [2] will gain approxi-
mately 1.5 dB over the current NASA-standard code. The
Galileo experiment, together with the potential offered by
these coding gains for future missions, has led to an effort to
build a VLSI-based Viterbi decoder capable of decoding codes
with K up to 15 and r = 1/n, n = 2,3,4,5,6, at speeds approach-
ing 1 Mbit/s. 1
II. Decoder Architecture
The complexity of a Viterbi decoder depends mainly on the
constraint length K, since the number of states is 2K-1 . The
decoder for the new K = 15 codes is approximately 256 times
more complex than the current MCD (Maximum-likelihood
Convolutional Decoder) used in the DSN stations to decode
K = 7 codes. The requirement on the information data rate
forces the use of heavily parallel architectures.
After evaluation of several design alternatives, it was decided
to use a fully parallel architecture consisting of 2K-2 = 8192
physical butterflies operating in parallel. Each butterfly uses
bit-serial arithmetic to perform the internal operations of add-
1j. Statman, "Preliminary Design Review for Big Viterbi Decoder
(BVD)," JPL internal document, March 31, 1988.
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compare-select, since this is more suitable to fast VLSI cir-
cuits, and represents the metrics as 16-bit numbers. Each but-
terfly contains two states of the decoder and outputs two
decision bits to the trace-back memory. The 8192 butterflies
are organized in identical VLSI chips containing 32 butterflies
each, and in 16 identical boards containing 16 chips each [3].
The concern was to develop a software simulation of the
complete decoder so that (1) several new design ideas could be
tested and validated; and (2) test vectors could be generated
for signals at various key points in the decoder and then used
to test the VLSI design. Given the complexity and the cost of
this project, it was necessary to have a complete software de-
coder that closely emulated the hardware architecture and
demonstrated the validity of the design.
III. Software Decoder
The software decoder consists of a program developed on a
SUN 3/260 workstation and written in C-language. Since the
program runs on a sequential computer, it scans through the
butterflies in sequential order, while the hardware performs all
these operations in parallel. The decoder is based on the hard-
ware design summarized in Figs. 1 and 2.
The add--compare-select circuit of Fig. 2 takes the branch
metrics p and q just computed and the previously computed
accumulated metrics mlo and rail from states i0 and il
and generates the updated metrics mlo , mjl and the decision
bits bit o and bit 1 , which are stored in the trace-back memory.
This memory is organized in three banks of L bits each, where
L is the path truncation length. Decoded bits are given by the
trace-back performed on the bank containing the "oldest"
decision bits. The detailed operation of the add-compare-
select module is shown in the flow diagram of Fig. 5. The tes_
for overflow is performed on the output accumulated metric
mio of butterfly number zero. Renormalization occurs if the
two most significant bits of m/o are both equal to one. In this
case, the most significant bit of all accumulated metrics is reset
to zero to prevent overflow of the metrics. The decoder de-
scribed in this article and its future VLSI implementation carl
decode any code with connection vectors G i = (Xio,xil .....
xn4), where xii E ((3,1) and Xio = xn4 = 1. Code search results
[1 ], [2] show that good codes always meet the constraint of
having a leading and trailing "1" in the connection vectors.
Because of this constraint, only two branch metrics, p and q,
need to be computed. When K < 15, this constraint is no
longer met, but it can be observed that in this case rail is
always equal to m/o, as shown in [3]. This is accomplished
with the switch in Fig. 2 or the test (K < 15) in Fig. 5.
Figure 1 represents the metric computer module present
in each butterfly. It takes the received symbols in sign and
magnitude representation and computes the two branch
metrics, p and q, as two 16-bit numbers. The register denoted
as LABEL i is initialized at startup time and contains an appro-
priate label for the ith butterfly. The value of this label is pro-
vided by the module encoder, whose operation is described by
the flow diagram of Fig. 3. Here NB represents the total num-
ber of butterflies (8192), i is the index of the current butter-
fly, and / the index of encoded symbols e/. First, the n en-
coded symbols ei are computed for the current butterfly. Then
LABELj is just given by the decimal equivalent of the binary
array (e o, e 1 ..... e s). The other input to the metric computer
module, rmax, is just the sum of the magnitudes of the re-
ceived symbols for each information bit time. Notice that the
diagram in Fig. 1 shows six input received symbols, but it can
be used for any code rate r = l/n, n = 2,3,4,5,6, by setting the
unused symbols to zero. Figure 4 shows a flow diagram repre-
senting the computations taking place in the software. The
variable/" counts the received symbols modulo n.
IV. Operation of the Software Decoder
Testing a large Viterbi decoder is a complex task, since
some programming errors may be revealed only by particular
input sequences or error patterns. This decoder has been tested
first against an existing software decoder for K = 7 and r = 1/2,
which has been extensively used in the past. After it was ascer-
tained that the two programs had identical behavior, the new
program was tested with various other codes, and it also per-
formed according to expectations.
To run the program, which is reproduced in the Appendix,
the user must enter K, the inverse n of the rate, the path trun-
cation length L, and the generator polynomials in octal. Also,
the names of the Fries used to get the input received symbols
and to write the decoded bits must be provided. Currently, the
output consists of the decoded information bits and is written
to a disk file. The test signals to be used for future testing of
the VLSI circuits can be obtained by inserting print statements
anywhere desired in the program.
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Appendix
# include <stdio.h>
/*********************************** VLSI
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*
*/
This program simulates the long constraint length VLSI Viterbi decoder. */
It allows the user to decode convolutional codes with constraint length */
up to 15 and code rate 1/2 to 1/6. */
*/
int n; /* rate= 1/n */
int L; /* buffer length */
int p,q; /* branch metrics */
int n_tb; /* traceback addresses */
int time; /* traceback time */
int butt; /* loop counter */
int NS; /* number of states */
int NB; /* number of butterflies */
int k; /* constraint length */
int dec; /*
int mi0, mil, mj0, mjl; f*
int blk_time; f*
int bit_no; /*
int GP[6]; /*
int out/100]; /*
int outr[100];
int LABEL/8192];
decoding bank */
accumulated metrics */
time in traceback */
number of symbols decoded */
generator polynomials */
temp storage for decoded bits */
/* storage for decoded bits */
/* butterfly labels */
int metric/16384], old_metric/16384]; /* accumulated metric storage */
char flag; /* renormalization flag */
char bit0, bitl; /* decision bits */
char RAM/16384]/100]/3]; /* traceback RAM*/
main 0
{
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
int
mt
int
tb; /* traceback (tb) bank */
Mo; /* parameter to calculate memory size */
bank; /* loop counter */
blk_no; /* number of blocks decoded */
blk_par; /* block parity (0 or 1) */
n_dec; /* addresses of decoded bits */
state; /* loop counter */
symbol_no; /* loop counter */
state0, statel; /* current states of butterfly */
prev_state0, prev_state 1; /* previous states of butterfly */
/* received symbols (8-bit) */
/* input and output files of decoder */
/* input/output file pointers */
int recsym[6];
char decinp[10], decout[10];
FILE *fpl, *fp2;
printf ("The simulation can decode binary data with a constraint length");
priutf Ck < = 15 and code rate of 1/2 to 1/6");
printf ("Enter constraint length k");
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scant C%d",&k);
printf ("Enter number of symbols n (2-6)");
scant ("%d",&n);
printf ("Enter length of traceback buffer L");
scant ("%d",&L);
for (symbol_no= 0; symbol_no< n; symbol_no+ + ) {
printf ("Enter generating polynomial GP[%d] in OCTAL > ",symbol_no);
scanf C %o",&GP[symbol_no]);
if (k < 15) GP[symbol_no] < < = (15 - k);
]
printf ("Enter binary input filename");
scant C %s",decinp);
printf ("Enter output filename that will contain decoded bits");
scant (" %s",decout);
fpl = fopen (decinp,"r");
fp2 = fopen (decout,"w");
/* open file of received symbols */
/* open file for decoder output */
bit_no = 0;
symbol_no = 0;
flag = 0;
n_tb = 0;
/* set bit counter to zero */
/* set symbol counter to zero */
/* set renormalization flag to zero */
/* set starting tb addr. to zero */
Mo = 14;
NS = 01 < < Mo;
NB = NS/2;
/* number of states */
/* number of butterflies */
/* set storage of decoded bits to zero */
for time = 0; time < L; time+ + ) out[time] = 0;
/* initialize metrics, accumulated metrics, and traceback RAM to zero*/
for (state = 0; state < NS; state+ + ) {
metric[state] = 0;
old_metric[state] = 0;
for (time = 0; time < L; time+ + )
for (bank = 0; bank < 3; bank+ + )
RAM[state][time][bank] = 0;
]
/* generate the labels that are assigned to the butterfly */
encoder( );
/* receive data bits and enter decoder loop */
while ((recsym[symbol_no] = getc (fpl)) != EOF) {
symbol_no+ + ;
if (symbol_no = = n) {
symbol_no = 0;
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/* check value of flag to determine to renormalize accumulated metrics */
if(flag = = O)
for (state = 0; state < NS; state+ + )
old_metric[state] = metric[state];
else {
for (state = 0; state < NS; state+ + )
old_metric[state] = metric[state]&077777;/* clear MSB */
flag = 0;
blk_time = bit_no%L;
/* check to see if new traceback must be started */
if (blk_time = = O) {
blk_no = bit_no/L;
blk_par = blk_no%2;
tb = blk no%3;
dec = (tb+ 1)%3;
n_dec = n_tb;
n_tb = 0;
for (time = 0; time < L; time+ + ) outr[time] = out[time];
}
/* determine whether to move left or right through traceback memory */
if (blk_par = = 0) time = L - blk_time - 1;
e Ise time = blk_time;
/* generate the addresses for the decoded bits and traceback */
ndec = (n_dec > > I) I(NB*RAM[n_dec][time][dec]);
n_tb = (n_tb > > 1) [ (NB*RAM{n_tb][time][tb]);
out[blk_time] = (n_dec > > 5)&01; /* extract decoded bits */
/* Generate branch metrics associated with new received symbol, add to */
/* existing accumulated metrics, determine smallest accumulated metric */
/* at current state, and output decision bits to traceback memory */
for (butt = 0; butt < NB; butt+ + ) {
/* compute the two current states of butterfly and their associated previous states */
state0 = butt < < 1;
statel = state0 + 1;
prev_state0 = butt;
prev_statel =prev state0 t NB;
metric__comp(recsym); /* call metric computer */
mi0 = old_metric[prev_state0];
mil = old_metric[prev_statel];
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add_corn p_select(); /* calladd, compare, and select*/
metric[state0] = m j0 ;
metric[statel] = mjl ;
[* write to traceback RAM, the bits at corresponding state of butterfly */
RAM[state0][time][dec] = bit0;
RAM[statel][time][dec] = bitl;
}
fprintf (fp2,"%d",outr[L-blk_time-l]); /* output decoded bits */
fllush(fp2);
bit_no+ + ; /* increment bit counter */
/AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA METRIC COMPUTER ******************************
/* */
/* q'hJ_ subrout, ino computes the branch metrics from the "n" received */
/A nymt,ol _ . */
/* */
metric comp(recsym)
int *rccsym;
{
int symlx)l_no;
int sum_recsym;
int encoded_bit;
int mag_recsym;
int sign_recsym;
/* loop counter */
/* maximum branch metric */
/* one bit of branch label */
/* received symbol magnitude */
/* sign of received symbol */
sum_recsym = 0;
p=0;
/* set branch metric to zero */
for (symbol_no = 0; symbol_no < n; symbol_no+ + ) {
mag_recsym = recsym[symbol_no] & 0177; /* mask the first eight bits */
sign_recsym = (recsym[symbol_no] > > 7) & 01; /* extract sign bit */
encodedbit = (LABEL[butt] > > symbol_no) & 01; /* strip label bits */
sum_recsym + = mag_recsym; /* sum all the received symbol magnitudes */
if ((encodedbit ^ sign_recsym) = = 01) p + = mag_recsym;
}
q = (sum_recsym -p);
************************** ADD, COMPARE, AND SELECT *************************
/* */
/* Add branch metrics to accumulated metrics. The pair of sums at each */
/* of the states is compared and the smallest is selected. The output */
/* of each of these decisions is the smallest accumulated metric at each */
/* state and the decision bits which are sent to the traceback memory. */
/* */
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add_comp_select( )
{
int s00, sl0, s01, sl 1; /* the accumulated metrics */
/* add branch metric to accumulated metric */
s00 = (mi0 + p);
sl0 = (mil + q);
s01 = (mi0 + q);
sll = (mil + p);
/* determine smallest metric for present two slatcs of butterfly */
if (st)() < sl0) { bit0 = O; mjO = sO0; }
else { bilO= 1; mjO= slO; }
if (sOl < sl I) I bill = O: mjl = sol; }
else [ bill = I;,njl =sll; }
/* check constr:fi.t Icnglh and set OUtlm! accumulated metrics respectively *[
if (k < 15) mjl = mjO;
/* dr'lorraine if at't'umuhltcd metrics tntml be rcnor,nalized, if so, set flag */
if (bull = = 0 && (¿njO > > 14) = = 3) flag = I;
*/
* This subroutine generates the labels for each butterfly by utilizing */
* the appropriate generating polynomials. */
*/
encoder( )
{
int butt;
int symbol_no;
int encoded[6];
unsigned int masked;
/* loop counter */
/* loop counter */
/* encoded symbols */
/* the masked state */
/* encode butterfly labels and do appropriate shifting */
for (butt = 0; butt < NB; butt+ + ) {
for (symbol_no = 0; symbol_no < n; symbol_no+ + ) {
encoded[symbol_no] = 0;
masked = (butt < < 1) & GP[symbol_no]; /* mask the butterfly */
for ( ; masked > 0; masked > > = 1)
encoded[symbol_no] ^= masked; /* sum the bits of butterfly */
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LABEL[butt] = 0;
for (symbol_no = 0; symbol_no < n; symbol_no+ + )
LABEL[butt] 1=(encoded[symbol_no]&01) < < symbol_no;
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An Automatic Frequency Control Loop Using
Overlapping DFTs
S. Aguirre
Communications SystemsResearchSection
An automatic frequency control (AFC) loop is introduced and analyzed in detail. The
new scheme is a generalization of the well-known Cross-Product AFC loop that uses run-
ning overlapping discrete Fourier transforms (DFTs) to create a discriminator curve.
Linear analysis is included and supported with computer simulations. The algorithm is
tested in a low carrier to noise ratio (CNR) dynamic environment, and the probability of
loss of lock is estimated via computer simulations. The algorithm discussed is a subopti-
mum tracking scheme with a larger frequency error variance compared to an optimum
strategy, but offers simplicity of implementation and a very low operating threshoM CNR.
This technique can be applied during the carrier acquisition and re-acquisition process in
the Advanced Receiver.
I. Introduction
Automatic frequency tracking is a subject of great impor-
tance in the fields of communications, control, and signal
processing. For instance, it may provide initial rapid acquisi-
tion in coherent receivers, may supply information on the
velocity of rapidly moving targets, and can be used in con-
junction with channel doppler extractors, just to name a few
applications.
This article presents a study of the fundamental problem of
estimating the frequency of a sinusoidal wave embedded in
noise, subject to severe dynamics. It is well known [1], [2]
that the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE)of a constant
(but unknown) frequency sine wave is equivalent in practice
to a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) operation on the re-
ceived discrete data, the MLE of frequency being the center
frequency of the bin filter in the DFT with maximum output
power. For a stable frequency, arbitrarily good resolution is
obtained by increasing the size of the DFT or, equivalently,
by extending the observation interval. However, when the fre-
quency of the incoming wave is time varying in a random man-
ner, the implementation of a maximum likelihood approach
may be computationally demanding, as discussed in [3], [4].
The object of this article is to propose and analyze a sub-
optimum frequency control loop based on short overlapping
DFTs and suited to track the rapidly varying frequency of a
sine wave. For brevity, the new scheme will be referred to
here as ODAFC (Overlapping Discrete Fourier transform-based
Automatic Frequency Control). This scheme can be thought
of as a generalization of the so-called Quadri-Correlator [5].
The new scheme integrates ideas originating in the fields of
classical spectral estimation and digital phase-locked loop
theory. It will be shown that the ODAFC is capable of track-
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ing the frequency of a carrier signal in a low carrier-to-noise
(CNR) and high dynamic environment where a Phase-Locked
Loop (PLL) is inoperative. Such a situation is foreseeable dur-
ing planetary encounters. In these cases ODAFC will allow
fast carrier re-acquisition and help the resumption of tracking
itself. This is achieved with remarkably modest implementa-
tion complexity, since the algorithm may be implemented in
software and does not require any modification to the Ad-
vanced Receiver (ARX) hardware.
First, as an indicator of the quality of the closed loop esti-
mator, the variance of the loop is computed for a fixed fre-
quency sine wave in the presence of additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN). Later, the loop is tested with severe dynamics
and noise together, and the probability of loss of lock is esti-
mated. Both analytical answers (whenever possible) and com-
puter simulation results are included for greater confidence.
II. Description of the ODAFC Loop
A. System Block Diagram
A block diagram of the ODAFC loop is shown in Fig. l(a).
An equivalent baseband model is shown in Fig. l(b). The dis-
crete time in-phase and quadrature mixer outputs admit a
representation of the form
/ = A cos (¢n) + n/. (la)
Qn = A sin (_n) + nQ n (lb)
The amplitude A is related to the carrier power viaA 2 =Pc, the
instantaneous phase error is given by en (rad), and the noise
sequences {nln}, {nQn} are independent Gaussian random
variables with zero mean and variance o2 = No/2Ts, where Ts
is the loop update time (henceforth called the sampling inter-
val). The carrier-to-noise ratio is defined as CNR = Pc/No.
Every update time, Ns complex samples are Fourier trans-
formed with Ns zeroes appended. At the tick of the clock, the
data are shifted when another complex sample arrives; a new
discrete Fourier transform is computed (of size 2Ns) , an error
control signal is created and the loop filter is updated. This
process is repeated every sampling interval Ts, each time incor-
porating just one more complex sample. A timing diagram of
the underlying process is illustrated in Fig. 2.
B. On the Discriminator Characteristic
It is well known that the discrete Fourier transform can be
seen as a bank of bandpass filters tuned at multiples of half the
Nyquist rate [6]. In order to create a control signal propor-
tional to the frequency error (discriminator characteristic),
the powers in two adjacent filter bins around zero frequency
are subtracted every sampling interval (a weighted combina-
tion of the filter bin outputs was not selected to facilitate the
implementation). The subtraction of the powers in the bin
filters around zero frequency to create a discriminator curve
as opposed to selecting the bin filter with maximum power
was originally discussed in [7]. The idea of employing run-
ning overlapping DFTs has a connection with the use of the
FFT for the estimation of power spectra based on averaged
periodograms [8].
III. Linear Tracking of the ODAFC Loop
in the Presence of Noise
A. Exact Computation of the Variance of the
Frequency Error
This section focuses on the tracking performance of the
ODAFC loop when the carrier-to-noise ratio is sufficiently
high to justify a linear analysis. A sine wave with constant fre-
quency is assumed for the remainder of the section. The goal
is to compute analytically an expression that predicts the
variance of the closed loop estimator. The results will be con-
firmed by computer simulations.
The closed loop estimator uses the received complex sample
x =/+/Q. (:2)
and computes
k
1 -/2n_nl2N s
Xk,_ = N- E x e
$ n=k_(Ns_l)
A
= RkS +/Mk,_ (3)
The discriminator output at time n = k is given by
¢. +ML,)
k k-- E 5-2. 2(¢o,.-
m=k-(Ns-1) .=k-(Ns-1)
X sin m - n
_, $ 1
which upon expansion results in
P,,_ s,+_,,,
(4)
(5)
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where
Sk = 2 Z Z A2 sin(_bm-_bn)
m=k-(Ns-1 ) n=k-(N$-l )
X sin (_-s (m-n)) (6)
= 2 Z Z Ano,cos( .)
m=k-(Ns-1 ) n=k-(Ns-1 )
+ A n/n sin (_m)" A nlm sin (%)
- A nQ. cos (era) + nln nQm - nQn nIm I
X sm(_ s (m - n (7)
for a fixed frequency error; Sk(') denotes the discriminator
characteristic for the ODAFC loop, and it is given more explic-
itly in Eq. (8).
2_ pln_ 2 -
5/
IL sin_ - 2 _---j_
sin t- -2 +2) 1
- [a_k
sin_
The slope at the origin is
/
, = =I
AWk Ts=O (
(8)
sin
The discriminator characteristic is illustrated in Fig. 3 for a
unit amplitude signal (A = 1) for Ns = 2,4 corresponding to
DFTs of sizes 4 and 8, respectively; notice that a larger slope
for the discriminator at the origin is obtained with larger
DFTs. For a fixed frequency sine wave in the presence of
AWGN, the larger the size of the DFT, the smaller the variance
of the estimator• However, in a dynamic medium, the maxi-
mum permissible size for the DFT is limited by how fast the
center frequency is moving, since larger DFTs have a smaller
linear operating range.
The term Neq,k will be referred to as the additive equivalent
noise. Unfortunately, the typical white noise assumption for
the equivalent noise is not justified here, since there exists a
significant amount of correlation between the noise samples.
It is shown in Appendix A that the correlation function of the
noise sequence (Neq,k} is given by
RNeq(£ ) = 1I=(Neq,k Neq,k+_)
1_4A 2 a2l
-8 (N_)4A2
• [. I_1\
sin t--_-s )
0 2
_in (2-_s)l 2 sin(_s)
+ 8 o4(N - I.QI)2
otherwise
• .£ 2
lsm(N-s)l
0 _< I,QI_<N$
(10)
RNeq(_ ) = 0
With the aid of Fig. 1, it is a straightforward exercise to show
that in operational notation the Z transform of the normalized
radian frequency error is given by
_Xa(z)T = H(z) _(z) T - --H(z)
s;_(o)Nq(Z) (11)
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where
S;c(05 F 2 (z ) NCO(z ) kN
H(z) _- (125
1 + Sg(0) F2(z) NCO(z) kN
represents the closed loop transfer function. The loop filter
F(z) considered here has the form
F2(z)
F 1(z) -
1 -z -]
I kl k2 21 1= _ + m _(1 -z-'5 s (osk , r
(13)
where
r(4 BA T)
kl = r+ 1
k2=--
r
r=4_ 2
= damping ratio
B4 = nominal bandwidth (Hz)
and NCO(z) is the mathematical model of the numerically
controlled oscillator and may include computational delays
inherent in a digital implementation. Of particular interest is
the NCO discussed in [9], which conceptually represents the
cascading of an integrator using the trapezoidal rule and two
extra delays.
E(z + 1)
NCO (z) - (14)
2 z2(z - 1)
Since the noise sequence {Neq,k } is stationary, the steady state
variance of the frequency error (Hz) is given by [10], [11] as
[S£(0)] 2 _ .IH(e/W)12 SNeq(eiW)dco
(15)
where the equivalent noise spectral density has the form
Ns-1
SNeq(e/_ ) = _q(0)+ 2 E _q(£)C0S(_6O)
9=1
(16)
Unfortunately, the previous integral does not reduce to a
simple compact expression as in a standard phase-locked loop
[5], and a numerical integration must be used. For illustration
purposes, Fig. 4 shows numerical results, based on Eq. (15),
for Ns = 4 and for a particular mechanization using Ts = 2 ×
10-3 s with nominal bandwidth BA(Hz ) as a parameter. Com-
puter simulation results are also included in the same graph to
confirm the analysis. Notice that for high CNR, the analysis
and the simulations are in excellent agreement.
B. A Useful Approximation for the Variance of the
Frequency Error
A very useful approximation to the variance of the fre-
quency error can be obtained for low to moderate CNR when
the bandwidth of the loop is much smaller than the sampling
rate. The approximation is obtained by expanding the cosirm-
soidal terms of the noise spectral density of Eq. (165 in a
Taylor series and keeping only the significant terms of the
expansion. The result is
2 /2_2/ 1 '_3 (1.7)
where
N-1
$
a = RNeq(0 ) + 2 E RNeq(_) (18)
l=l
N-1
$
b = E _2 RNeq(£ ) (19)
9=1
g2L = 2rr (2BL)
B L = one-sided loop noise bandwidth
The approximation is very tight for small bandwidths
(BL _ 10 Hz) and for low CNRs (_ 30 dB-HzS, and it loosens
as these two parameters increase, until it becomes useless for
CNR ) 50 dB-Hz, as shown in Fig. 4.
IV. Steady State Frequency Errors
The steady state frequency error due to acceleration in fre-
quency can be calculated from Eq. (11) in the absence of noise
using the final value theorem [12]. The input frequency in the
Z domain is given by
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and the steady state error is
J (r + 1)2 1
21t
16 B2 r
where the units of the jerk Jo are in rad/s 3.
V. The ODAFC Loop in a Dynamic
Environment
One of the main reasons for this study was the need to
operate the frequency estimator under severe dynamic condi-
tions at low CNR levels. It is natural to select the probability
of loss of frequency lock as a measure of quality. Once cast
into this form, computer simulations provide the most direct
way to evaluate performance.
A. Dynamic Trajectory
A dynamic trajectory of duration 8 s was developed to
evaluate loop performance. Initially, it is assumed that the
phase, frequency, and frequency rate of the received signal
are perfectly known, i.e., that the loop is in the tracking mode
of operation. The transmitting vehicle then experiences a sud-
den maneuver resulting in an acceleration of 3 s duration and
equivalent to a doppler rate of-1287 Hz/s. For the next 0.5 s,
a frequency acceleration of 5150 Hz/s 2 occurs, followed by a
2 s duration doppler rate of 1287 Hz/s. A frequency accelera-
tion of -5150 Hz/s 2 proceeds for the next 0.5 s, and the
maneuver culminates with a 2-s-duration doppler rate of
-1287 Hz/s.
B. Probability of Loss of Lock for the ODAFC Loop
The probability of losing frequency lock was estimated for
a loop that is initially in-lock and then experiences the phase
trajectory previously described. The simulations were carried
out for various sizes of DFTs, but Ns = 4 was found to have the
lowest possible threshold with this technique. Some simulation
results are presented in Figs. 5 and 6 for Ns = 4 and 8, respec-
tively, as a function of carrier to noise ratio (dB-Hz) with
nominal loop bandwidth as a parameter. For a given CNR
and nominal bandwidth, 250 different simulation runs were
employed. Loss of lock was declared when the instantaneous
frequency error exceeded the one-sided Nyquist bandwidth
I/2T s.
In order to put these results in proper perspective, from [4]
a type-3 digital phase-locked loop (DPLL) with the same phase
trajectory and an optimized bandwidth, has a probability of
O.1 of losing lock at approximately 26 dB-Hz; i.e., the thresh-
old for a DPLL is about 3 dB higher than that of the ODAFC
with Ns = 4. From the same reference, the threshold of a typi-
cal Cross-Product AFC loop is 2.3 dB-Hz higher than that
of the ODAFC.
Estimation of the probability of loss of lock is only a par-
tial performance measure. If in-lock, a phase-locked loop
has typically a better frequency estimation ability than the
ODAFC loop. In Figs. 7 and 8, the rms value for the ODAFC
loop is estimated for the aforementioned trajectory. Notice
that when N s = 8, smaller tracking errors are achieved, but the
threshold is higher. The same effect is noticed for larger values
of iVs. This scheme then suffers from the usual trade-off be-
tween noise suppression and dynamic tracking: the effect of
the noise increases as Ns decreases, while smaller dynamic
errors are obtained as Ns decreases.
Vl. Conclusions
A new automatic frequency control loop was introduced
and discussed. The algorithm (ODAFC) is based on running
overlapping DFTs, and can be viewed as a generalization of the
well-known Cross-Product AFC (CPAFC) loop [7]. In fact,
the CPAFC is a special case of the ODAFC loop when Ns -'- 2.
A detailed noise analysis was presented of the new algo-
rithm for any desired DFT size, and the analysis supported
with computer simulations. In addition, the algorithm was
tested in a noisy dynamic medium, and the probability was
estimated of loss of lock for various configurations for a spe-
cific phase trajectory. It was shown in the text that for this
particular trajectory, a value Ns = 4 minimizes the operating
threshold for this algorithm. In fact, the ODAFC with N s = 4
has a threshold 3 dB-Hz lower than that of a DPLL and com-
parable to that of a maximum likelihood estimator [4], but
with a larger error variance. The implementation complexity
for the ODAFC is substantially simpler than for an optimum
strategy, not even requiring fast Fourier transforms to com-
pute the DFT when N s is small.
In summary, the algorithm discussed in this article is a
suboptimum tracking scheme with increased variance for the
frequency error compared to an optimum strategy, but offers
simplicity of implementation and a very low threshold.
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Appendix A
Correlation Function of the Equivalent Additive Noise for the ODAFC Loop
In this appendix, the autocorrelation function of the
equivalent additive noise for the ODAFC loop is computed for
any lag. The starting point is Eq. (7). The autocorrelation is
given by
RU,q(_) = n:(_q,k _q,k+O
Due to symmetry, the previous correlation reduces to
Ns-1 NS-1 NS-I+_ /'Vs-I+_
RNeq(£ ) _ 16 A2°2E E Z E 6miCmn
m=O n=O i=_ ]=_
N-1 N-1 N-I+Q N-l+l?
l(__sf _._ _ k____ _ I X C//+ 16 o4 5mi= 4 A2 02 _rni = = "= "=
m =k n=k i=k+f2 j=k+_
-(Ns-1) -(Ns-]) -(Ns-I)+_ -(Ns-I)+_ X _ . C C.. (A-5)
n I mn Zl
x cos(% - _,) - A_o_8j cos(_,,,- _,)
- A_o_,_ cos(Ore- 0) +A: °: _.j cos(*m- 0,')
+ 2 o4_nj_mi- 2 04_mj_nil CnCij (A-l)
where
= "11 x =y
_xy (A-2)( 0 x _y
Cy = sin x-y (A-3)
For linear analysis it is useful to make the approximation
cos (¢x - ¢)y) = 1 in Eq. (A-I); therefore, the correlation func-
tion becomes
N-1 N-1 N-I+_ N-I+Q
RNeq(_) _ 4 Z Z Z Z A2°2_mi
rn=O n=O i=_ ]=_
-A2025 .-A2025 .+A202d .
ml m nl
)
+ 2 04_mi_n] 2 O4
- _m]_ni ) Cmnq'J (A-4)
or, using short notation:
Rueq(_) _ C1fll - C1f12
+ C2 f21- C2 f22
where
and
_1= ZZZZSmiCOS (m-
_2 = ZZZESmicos (m-
_1 = ZZZZ_mi_njCOS_ ( m
)_2 = ZZZE_mi_n]COS (m
n+j-i) 1
n+i-/_
-n+l-i) 1
-n+i-j_
(A-6)
(A-7)
(A-S)
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This article describes the reduction of the operation and fault diagnostics of a DSN
heat exchanger to a rule base by the application of propositional calculus to a set of logic
statements. The value of this approach lies in the ease of converting the logic and subse-
quently implementing it on a computer as an "expert system. "The rule base was written
in Process Intelligent Control (PICON) software.
I. Introduction
The application of formal systems analysis and propositional
calculus has great value in the design of an "expert system"
rule base, where the need is to model knowledge. Propositional
calculus is a formal logic system from which conclusions are
deduced independent of the structure of the propositions. The
conclusions follow uniquely from the truth or falsity of the
propositions. Once a knowledge base has been converted to
propositions, assuming it has been done correctly, the process
of deduction cannot lead to contradictions or to invalid con-
clusions. One of the consequences is that, given an appropriate
model, every deduction is a tautology. A description of formal
systems and propositional calculus can be found in [I]. The
breadboard heat exchanger expert system is described in [2].
The task described in this article involved the conversion of
the controls and operation of a DSN heat exchanger to a set of
logic statements for an "expert system" computer operating
system [2]. The heat exchanger elements and the sensors that
were converted to logic statements are listed in Table 1. A
flow diagram (Fig. 1) indicates the position of the sensors in
the piping. The electrical schematic is shown in Fig. 2.
The controls and operation were first described in terms of
hardware for all conditions of service. For example, the heat
exchanger has dual pumps which are fully redundant. The
failure of one pump does not affect the capability of the heat
exchanger to cool the transmitter, except for the reliability
factor. Two fans are provided, but these are only partially
redundant. Under certain conditions, both fans are required.
In addition, a number of other failures can be tolerated pro-
vided the heat exchanger is operated locally. The Pumps
Alternating command can be bypassed with a local switch, in
which case both pumps may be operated simultaneously. All
of these conditions were described and incorporated in the
rule base, as the expert system needed the capability to dis-
tinguish between and not be confused by these alternatives.
II. Operational Logic Statements
The word description of the heat exchanger operation was
then converted to logic statements or schemata. The symbols
used for the elements are defined in Table 1. The operand
symbols are defined in the Appendix.
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For simplicity, the limits in the summations have been omitted,
but are equal to those of Eq. (A-3). After considerable algebra,
the functions in Eq. (A-6) reduce to
(N- I£l) cosF_- _
I._ s
= 0_< I£1_<N (A-9)Jell 2 s
sin/--_-s t t_2sin _- )
0_< I.QI_<N (A-10)
f21 = (N-ll2t) 2 0_ I._I_N+ (A-11)
• n£ 2
[sln(_s" !
O_ I£1_N s (A-12)
After collecting the terms in Eqs. (A-9)-(A-12) and using
Eq. (A-6), the correlation function shown in the main text is
obtained•
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The heat exchanger is operational whenever it is providing
cooling for the transmitter. Coolant must be flowing and heat
must be removed from the coolant. This implies that at least
one pump and at least one fan are operating, with the second
fan available if required for additional heat transfer. The fan
operation depends on the coolant temperature at the output
of the core. The two conditions are (a) for a coolant tempera-
ture <120°F; and (b) for a coolant temperature >110°F.
Let
a denote condition a is true
b denote condition b is true
denote condition a is false
denote condition b is false.
Given this notation, it can be stated that the heat exchanger
is operational when
vVw:a ----*xy :b ---_.xyVxy :ab ----_.xVy
The use of dots in the above statement indicates grouping
as referenced in the appendix. This states that (1)for the heat
exchanger to be operational, at least one pump (v or w) is on;
and (2) if the coolant temperature is not less than 120°F, then
two fans (x and y) are operating, if the coolant temperature is
not greater than ll0°F, then at least one fan is on but not
both, and if the coolant temperature is between 110°F and
120°F, then either fan 1 is on or fan 2 is on or both. The
advantage of schemata can be appreciated when it is desired to
check the consequences of a statement like the one above. The
heat exchanger is not operational when the negative of the
above is made by the use of DeMorgan's law:
vwV: a .xVy :V: b .xVy .x : y- :V abx_7
This states that for the heat exchanger to be not opera-
tional, both pumps (v and w) are off or the coolant tempera-
ture is not less than 120°F, and either fan 1 (x) is offer fan 2
(y) is off; or the coolant temperature is not greater than 110°F
and either fan 1 is off or fan 2 is on, or vice versa; or the
coolant temperature is between 110°F and 120°F and both
fans are off.
In the process of taking the inverse, the "if-then" state-
ments of the original schema were eliminated and only con-
junctions and alternations remained. This form is known as the
"alternative normal form." Using this form, it is simple to re-
move inconsistencies. If the schema was found to be valid,
i.e., true under all conditions of its terms, then this would
mean that the original schema before inversion was incon-
sistent. This is a useful check, and errors were found and
eliminated by this method. Although the above may be logi-
cally true, from a practical point of view the heat exchanger
would not be considered not operational if both fans were on
with a coolant temperature of less than 110°F. In this case,
the failure does not degrade the cooling capacity of the heat
exchanger. This is an example of the necessity of analyzing
each schema and its inverse. It is not always obvious what the
consequences are, even for rather simple definitions.
Several assumptions and simplifications were made. It was
assumed that the heat exchanger is commanded on either from
the transmitter or from the local panel and that prime power is
available. It was also assumed that with one pump operating,
20 gpm of coolant with a pressure differential of 125 psi is
being supplied. Similarly, it was assumed that the operation of
the fans moves a quantity of air adequate to maintain the
coolant exhaust temperature at the transmitter output at less
than 70°C. Obviously, however, these conditions are not
always necessarily true; they are also addressed in Section III.
The heat exchanger is controlled from a three-position
switch located on a panel on the heat exchanger. In the Local
position (Cl), power is applied; in the Off position (co), no
power is applied; and in the Remote position (Or), power is
applied if the transmitter control power (Pl) is on. With
respect to the REMOTE/OFF/LOCAL switch $2, and again
using the notation of the appendix, the heat exchanger is
operational when
Cr Pl Vcl ._'-------_. v V w .xVy
Associated with the pumps are time delay relays TDR1 and
TDR2 and pressure switches $4 and $5. When the heat ex-
changer is turned on, the time delay relays inhibit the pressure
switches during the time required for the motors to reach
operating speed. If a pump does not deliver operating coolant
pressure by the time the time delay relay has timed out, that
pump will be turned off and the other backup pump will be
turned on. This provides redundancy in case of a pump fail-
ure. The time delays of relays TDR1 and TDR2 are designated
r I and r2, and the functions of pressure switches $4 and $5 are
designated s4 and ss .
In addition, there are two alternating relays for the pumps
and the fans K9 and K14, respectively. To simplify which
pump and which fan are being turned on at any given time,
the times are designated t I for pump 1 and fan 1, and t 2 for
pump 2 and fan 2. After t2 , the time starts at t I again.
The hardware conditions for the operation of pump 1 are
as follows:
(1) The control circuit breaker Coe) is closed.
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(2) The main circuit breaker (bT) is closed.
(3) The pump 1 circuit breaker Co1) is closed.
(4) The pump 1 contactor (k 1) is closed.
(5) The tank low-level switch (s 3) is closed.
(6) The 480-Vac three-phase power (P2) is available.
(7) The pump 1 thermal overload (01) is closed.
Similarly, for pump 2:
(1) The control circuit breaker (b6) is closed.
(2) The main circuit breaker (b 7) is closed.
(3) The pump 2 circuit breaker (b 2) is closed.
(4) The pump 2 contactor (k 2) is closed.
(5) The tank low-level switch (s 3) is closed.
(6) The 480-Vac three-phase power (P2) is available.
(7) The pump 2 thermal overload (02) is closed.
The control switch is in either the Local or the Remote
position. If it is in Remote, the 28-Vdc control power (Pl)is
on from the transmitter and the tank low-pressure cutoff
switch (s 1) is closed. In addition, either the alternating relay
is in Pump 1 position (and when pump 1 was turned on, it
reached a pressure of 60 psig before the pump 1 time delay
relay closed) or pump 2 was turned on (and the alternating
relay for pump 2 timed out before the pressure reached
60 psig or the pressure dropped while pump 2 was operat-
ing). This can be written in a condensed form using the dot
notation in the appendix (with multiple dots representing a
greater break) as follows:
For pump 1 :
rl s4tl V't2 "_2 V_5 : ClV Cr Sl Pl "b6 b7 P2 bl kl S3°l
: .'('-"-""_ V
Similarly, with appropriate change of components, pump 2
operation is:
r2 ss t2 V'tl "71Vs'4 : clVcr S1 Pl "b6 b7 P2 b2 k2 s3 02
: ._-------+ W
There are conditions when both pumps may be operating
together. This involves either the use of the critical command
(cc) or the closure of the alternating relay disable switch (slo).
For pump 1 and pump 2 both operating,
cI V cr s1 Pl "Cc V slo . b 6 b 7 P2 bl b2 k] k2 s3 °1 02
; '_"-'"_ W V
The conditions for the fans are similar but not identical to
those for the pumps. The appropriate circuit breakers, relays,
overloads, switches, and voltages are required. The difference
is that the fans are not fully redundant and do not back each
other up. In addition, the coolant level, the alternating bypass
switch, and the pressure cutoff switches are not in the fan
circuit. A temperature switch monitors the coolant, and when
the coolant temperature is greater than 110°F at the output
to the coil, the second fan is commanded on.
The hardware conditions for the operation of fan I are:
(1) The control circuit breaker (b6) is closed.
(2) The main circuit breaker (bT) is closed.
(3) The fan 1 circuit breaker (b3) is closed.
(4) The fan 1 contactor (k 3) is closed.
(5) The 480-Vac three-phase power (p2) is available.
(6) The fan 1 thermal overload (o3) is closed.
Similarly, for fan 2:
(1) The control circuit breaker (b6) is closed.
(2) The main circuit breaker (bT) is dosed.
(3) The fan 2 circuit breaker (b4) is closed.
(4) The fan 2 contactor (k4) is closed.
(5) The 480-Vac three-phase power (P2) is available.
(6) The fan 2 thermal overload (04) is closed.
For fan 1 :
t2 V t 1 k15 . cI V cr s1 p] . b7 b 3 b 6 P2 k3 03 : _ y
For fan 2:
tl Vt2 kls "ClV Cr S1 Pl "b7 b4 b6 P2 k4 04 . <-----_ x
For fan 1 and fan 2:
03 o4 b7 b4 b3 b6 P2 k3 k4 kls " cl V Cr S1 Pl : +-'--'---* x y
At this point, schemata have been written to describe the
operation of the pumps and the fans. These are true when the
antecedent and the consequent are both true or both false. The
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schema is false when the antecedent and the consequent are
not both true or false. Since the operation of the pumps or
fans is monitored independent of the hardware used for the
antecedent, a false schema indicates a problem with either the
sensor or the data collection. If the biconditional is broken
into two conditionals and each is tested independently, the
conditionals may provide different information. This is the
case with the pumps, and this procedure can be used as a
diagnostic.
Part of knowing the operational status lies in keeping track
of the various time durations. How long has the expert system
been monitoring? How long has the heat exchanger been on?
How many times has the heat exchanger been turned on and
off?. Other clocks were added as required. Time clock param-
eters are the following:
t I = elapsed time since PICON has been on line monitoring
t r = continuous accumulated time since the heat exchanger
was turned on
t t = continuous accumulated time duration since the
transmitter was turned on
t c = number of times the heat exchanger has been turned
on
III. Heat Exchanger Diagnostics Description
The next task was to list all components (least replaceable
units) and failure modes. It was then necessary to identify the
symptoms and the response of the sensors to each. After de-
scribing the various possible failures, the propositional logic
statements were written using the available sensors. For this
purpose, the phrase "heat exchanger on" was taken to mean
that one pump and one fan were operating. A sensor was avail-
able for the coolant flow, but the sensor for the air flow
proved to be so noisy as to be unusable. The fan rotation sen-
sor was inoperative due to burned-out lamps. Consequently,
no direct means of monitoring air flow was available, so the
fan motor prime power loading was used instead for the rules.
A sensor for the position of the local control switch $2 was
not available, although such a sensor would have simplified the
rules.
The heat exchanger is required to provide liquid cooling
for the transmitter. In order to do this, it must deliver at least
20 gpm with a pressure differential of at least 125 psid. The
coolant temperature is not to exceed 70°C. The head of the
transmitter load from the output of the heat exchanger is
125 ft. Coolant purity is to be maintained with a resistivity of
not less than 2 megohms per centimeter. These are the most
critical requirements. Failure to meet these requirements may
be due either to parts failure in the heat exchanger or to fail-
ures in the transmitter or prime power; this project was
limited in scope to the heat exchanger. External failures were
identified whenever possible, but no procedures were devel-
oped to isolate such faults.
The diagnostics began with the heat exchanger off: In the
Off state, is the heat exchanger available for operation? It is
not possible to answer this on the basis of sufficient condi-
tions, but it is possible to conclude some necessary conditions
for the heat exchanger to be turned on. The "H.E. not av_dl.
able" rule defines the conditions that prevent the heat ex.
changer from being turned on. Fault localization depends on
sensors. It is always possible that a sensor has failed and the
equipment is nevertheless operational. Unfortunately, it is not
easy to isolate sensor failures from equipment failures; only
through gross sensor error or sensor redundancy can some sen-
sor failures be isolated. This area has not been thoroughly
analyzed, and rules have not been developed except for a few
obvious ones.
The "H.E. not available" rule was then broken up into
various rules that identified faults either to a component or,
if that was not possible, to an area. For example, if a circuit
breaker has tripped, the possibilities are endless. Reasonable
and probable considerations must be used in the deductive
process. The tripped circuit breaker could be the result of
sabotage, but this is neither reasonable nor probable. The fol-
lowing basic assumptions were made:
(1) Wiring has a negligible probability of failure.
(2) Multiple failures of independent components involv-
ing the joint probability of two failures occurring
simultaneously are negligible.
(3) Problems that cannot be isolated to a component will
require a technician to troubleshoot the fault with the
use of test equipment and procedures.
For the category "H.E. not available," the choice of sen-
sors was an adequate compromise. With the sensors available,
it was not possible to identify the failure of a fuse in the con-
trol circuit. Sensors should be relocated in the future to iden-
tify this potential failure.
The next category is "H.E. available." In this category,
warnings are included. In general, if the heat exchanger is
capable of providing cooling for full power operation with no
failures, no reporting is desired. If the heat exchanger is capa-
ble of providing cooling even though failures or potential
failures exist, then that information is reported. The basic
schema was deduced as an exclusive-OR of these two condi-
tions, namely, "H.E. not available" and "no failures."
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Some faults are detected only with the heat exchanger on.
If the heat exchanger is not capable of cooling the transmitter
as required, the condition is called "H.E. not working." Note
that the conditions "H.E. not working" and "H.E. not avail-
able" differ only in that the heat exchanger must be com-
manded to operate to detect "H.E. not working" conditions.
In the "H.E. not available" category are faults which are
detected whether the heat exchanger is commanded on or off.
An interlock fault is indicated when a switch sensor located
in the transmitter indicates a fault. A corresponding analog
sensor provides the actual value for each interlock. Since these
are independent of each other, small differences in calibration
can be expected. The heat exchanger may be operating cor-
rectly and an interlock fault may indicate a problem in the
transmitter.
When an interlock is activated, the transmitter beam power
is turned off, reducing the heat load immediately and de-
creasing the coolant temperature drastically. The values of
flow rate and temperature just before the activation of an
interlock comprise very useful diagnostic information.
The failure of the pumps or the fans to cycle properly is an
indication of equipment failure. Each time the heat exchanger
is turned off and then turned on, the pumps and fans are alter-
nately switched. A failure to switch indicates a failure that, if
not repaired, will lead to a heat exchanger failure. In addition,
the reliability factor is degraded by the loss of redundancy.
IV. Diagnostics Logic Statements
The next step in the task was to convert the diagnostic
description to maintenance logic that is understood by a com-
puter. One simplification made was that any fan failure is a
heat exchanger failure.
A. "H.E. Not Available" Rules
In terms of hardware sensors:
(1) If both pump thermal overloads (sensors d6,100 and
d6,200) are open, or
(2) If both pump circuit breakers (sensors d 3 ,go and d3, lOO)
are open, or
(3) If one pump circuit breaker and the other pump ther-
mal overload are open, or
(4) If either fan circuit breaker (sensors d 3,2o0 and d 3,400)
is open, or
(5) If either fan thermal overload (sensors d6,40 o and
d6,soo) is open, or
(6) If the control circuit breaker (sensor d3,1) is open, or
(7) If the main circuit breaker (d3,8o00) is open, or
(8) If the phase-sensitive relay (sensor d3,4o) is open, or
(9) If the 120-Vac control power (sensor d6,8ooo) is not
present, or
(10) If low reservoir level switch (d6,10) is open, or
(11) If low nitrogen pressure switch (d6,20) is open,
then the sensors indicate that if the heat exchanger were to be
asked to operate, it would not be available to cool the trans-
mitter. Indeed, if it did turn on, then the sensors or the data
link have failed. This is written as:
d3,1 V 1i3,40 V d6,10 V d"6,20 V d3,80 36,200 V
d-3,100 d6,100 V'd6,800 V'd6,400 V d3,80 d3,100 V d3,200 V
d3,400 V d6,100 d6,200 V d 3,8000 V d6,8000 . --* Sensors
indicate that the heat exchanger is not available
where di, j indicates a normal value from the sensor Di, j and
di,j indicates a fault value from the sensor Di, j.
When the rule "H.E. not available" is activated, the follow-
ing sensor information is useful in localizing faults:
33,80 d6,200 Vd3,100 36,100 V d3,8o d3,100 V
96,100 d6,200 • _ Sensors indicate that both
pumps are not operational due to either tripped
circuit breakers or tripped overloads.
This can be divided further:
(1) d3,80 d3,100 d6,100 d6,200 _ Sensors indicate a
short in pump 1.
(2) d3,80 d3,100 d6,100 d6,200 _ Sensors indicate a
short circuit in primary wiring to pump 1.
(3) d3,80 d3,100 d6,100 d6,2oo _ Sensors indicate a
short in pump 2.
(4) d3,8o d3,1oo d6,1oo d6,2oo _ Sensors indicate a
short circuit in primary wiring to pump 2.
(5) d6,1o a1,1 _ Low reservoir level sensor indicates
the heat exchanger is not available. Add coolant and
check for leaks. (Note that an analog sensor always has
a value because for a signal of zero a current of 4 mA is
the output. A sensor failure or data link failure is
detected by not receiving the 4 mA.)
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(6) d'6,1o al,1 ------_Low reservoir level signal is not
available.
J
(7) d6,2o al,2OOO --_- Low nitrogen pressure indicates
the heat exchanger is not available. Add nitrogen.
(8) d'6,2o ax,2000 --* Low-pressure cutoff switch signal
is not available.
The next set of diagnostics involves control power:
(l) d3,1 -------_d6,8000
(2) d3,1 V d6,8000 . d3,8000 d3,40 --_ Sensors indicate
a heat exchanger control short circuit.
(3) d3,40 V d6,8000, d3,1 _ Sensors indicate a heat
exchanger three-phase power fault.
(4) d3,200 d3,400 d6,400 d6,ao 0 _ Sensors indicate a
short in fan 1.
(5) d3,200 d3,400 d6,40 o d6,800 _ Sensors indicate a
short circuit in primary wiring to fan 1.
(6) d3,200 d3,400 d6,400 d6,ao 0 _ Sensors indicate a
short in fan 2.
(7) d3,200 d3,400 d6,400 d6,800 _ Sensors indicate a
short circuit in primary wiring to fan 2.
B. "H.E. Available" Rules
The heat exchanger may be in need of maintenance and still
be capable of cooling the transmitter. This condition is called
"H.E. available." The following schema can be deduced from
the "H.E. not available" rule:
d3,80 d6,200 V d3,100 d6,1oo V d6,100 d6,200 V
d3,80 d3,100 Vd3,100 d3,80 V d6,200 d6,100 V
d6,100 d3,100 V d6,200 d3,80 . --,- The heat
exchanger is available for operation, but mainte-
nance is to be performed as soon as possible.
When the "H.E. available" rule is activated, the following
sensor information is useful in localizing faults. Included in
this category are the warnings that require attention of mainte-
nance personnel but still allow operation to continue:
(1) (a 1,2ooo < 30 psig) d6,2o _ Add nitrogen to the
heat exchanger tank.
(2) al,1 d6,1o _ Add coolant to the tank. Check for
leaks in the heat exchanger and the transmitter cooling
pipe assemblies.
Some faults are detected only with the heat exchanger on.
If the heat exchanger is on and not capable of cooling the
transmitter as required, the condition is called "H.E. not work-
ing." Note that the condition "H.E. not working" and "H.E.
not available" differ only by the ON/OFF command. All
"H.E. not available" conditions are also included in the "H.E.
not working" category, as these are not mutually exclusive.
Only conditions that would not be detected with the heat ex-
changer off are listed below:
(1) {(a 1,800 - al,2OOO) < 125 psig) _ al,soo
(2) al,2O al,8OO (al,2O > 2 gpm) d6, 4 _ The heat
exchanger output flow is less than 20 gpm with a pres-
sure of less than 125 psid as indicated by coolant flow
sensors. Replace operating main pump.
(3) d6,4-d6, 2 d6,1od6,2o _ Relay K7 defective or
heat exchanger control switch $2 in the off position.
The heat exchanger may be operated locally until K7
is replaced.
(4) a'2,4 a2,8 d6,10 d6,20 d6,4 _ Fans are not oper-
ating properly. Both fans are off.
(5) a--l,40 al,20 . a2, 4 a-'2,a V a-2,4 a2 s _ Warning!
Coolant temperature greater than 1 i0°F and both fans
are not on.
(6) d'6,1 a1,20 --_ There is no flow in the purity loop.
Replace the submicrometer filter (item 34 of the pip-
ing diagram).
(7) al,4 al,2o (tr > 10min) _ Replace the purity
cartridge (item 24 of the piping diagram).
(8) a-1,2 a1,4 al,2o (tr > 1 hr) _ Main coolant loop
is being contaminated. Localize the cause of contamii-
nation. Replace defective component.
(9) (al,2O ( 2 gpm) de, 1 d3,8000 d6, 2 d6, 4 d6,10 d3,80
d3,100 d6,20 d6,100 d6,200 d6,8000 _ Sensorsindi-
cate a heat exchanger control open circuit.
The transmitter and heat exchanger are usually operated
with the heat exchanger controlled by the transmitter. It is
also possible to operate the heat exchanger from local controls.
This condition is detected only when the transmitter is off and
the heat exchanger is on. If both systems are on, there is no
way to tell that the heat exchanger is being operated locally:
al,2o d6,4 _ Heat exchanger under local control.
An interlock fault is indicated when a switch sensor located
in the transmitter indicates a fault. A corresponding analog
sensor provides the actual value for each interlock. Since these
are independent of each other, small differences in calibration
can be expected. The heat exchanger may be operating cot-
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rectly and an interlock fault may indicate a problem in the
transmitter:
a,,2o ai,8oo, d-s ,1 V ds,2 V ds,4 V ds,a V ds,lo V
ds,2o V d-s,40 V d--s ,ao : --¢ Interlock monitoring
problem, not a heat exchanger problem.
The following sensor information is useful in isolating inter-
lock faults:
(I) ai,2oat,soo • ds,l V d-s,2V ds,4 V ds,s V ds,lo V
ds,2oV ds,4oV ds,so --_ Sensors indicate the
causeofthe interlockisthe heatexchanger.
(2) ds,1 V d-s,4 V d's,lo V ds,4o _ Flow interlock:
Magnet flow
Body flow
Collector flow
RF load flow
(3) ds,2 V d-s,a V d--s,2o V d-s,ao _ Temperature inter-
lock:
Magnet temperature
Body temperature
Collector temperature ......
RF load temperature
The values of flow and temperature would be given where
the dashed lines appear. These values provide valuable informa-
tion to a maintenance technician.
A condition for the cycling is that a different pump and a
different fan be turned on each time the heat exchanger is
turned on. Turn-on counter t c is incremented each time the
heat exchanger is turned on.
(4)
(5)
Pumps cycling:
(1) d3, 4 d3,8 _ Pump 1 is on.
(2) -d3,4 d3,8 _ Pump 2 is on.
(3) d a,4 da,a (to)" da,4 da,a (te + 1) : _ Pumps are
cycling properly.
-da,4 da,s (tc)" d3,4 da,a (tc) : _Pumps are cy-
cling properly.
d3, 4 (tc) . d3, 4 (t c + 1) :V: d3, a (t c) . d3, a (t c + 1)
.: _ Pumps are not cycling properly.
Fans cycling:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
d3,1o d3,2o --_" Fan 1 is on.
d3,1od3,2o ----+Fan2 ison.
d3,1od3,2o (tc)'d3,1od3,2o(tc+ I): _ Fans are
cyclingproperly.
d3,1od3,2o(tc)"d3,1o-d3,2o(tc+ I): _ Fans are
cyclingproperly.
da,lo (te) . d3,1o (t c + 1) :V: d3,2o (tc). d3,2o (to+ 1)
.: --_ Fans are not cycling properly.
This is not an exhaustive set of rules. Additional rules should
be added by maintenance personnel as experience is obtained
with actual failures and repairs. Ideally, each failure should be
analyzed and new rules developed to improve the capability of
the expert system.
V. Other Diagnostics
Analysis of heat exchanger efficiency and trends such as
reservoir level changes can be implemented. This type of infor-
mation alerts maintenance personnel to possible future prob-
lems. Preventive or scheduled maintenance can correct a
potential problem before an actual failure occurs.
A decreasing reservoir level indicates a leak which, if not
corrected, will lead to an equipment failure. Actually, detect-
ing the tank level is somewhat complicated. The reservoir level
changes when the pumps are turned on due to the expansion
of the piping caused by the increased pressure at the output of
the pumps. Another factor is the expansion of metals due to
temperature. These complications can be taken into account
in one of two ways: the variation of each measured parameter
can be found and appropriate corrections made, or the mea-
surement can be made only at times when conditions are
identical. For example, the tank level will be measured only
when the pumps are off and the temperature is within defined
limits.
The heat exchanger efficiency was a different problem.
Deteriorating efficiency indicates future problems. Origi-
nally, it was intended to calculate the U-factors in the fol-
lowing manner [3] :
where
q = UA AT
U = overall heat-transfer coefficient
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A --- surface area for heat transfer consistent with the
definition of U
AT m = suitable mean temperature difference across the
heat exchanger
However, this method proved to be impractical for a num-
ber of reasons. Some of the parameters needed are difficult to
measure (e.g., mass air flow); some of the sensors proved to be
unreliable; some of the sensors were not available (e.g., sensors
to measure specific heat of the coolant); and the heat is dissi-
pated in other places outside the heat exchanger core. (The dis-
sipation of heat in the long piping lines between the heat ex-
changer and the transmitter depends on the elements, such as
rain, snow, ambient temperature, and wind.) Actually, the
choice of U-factors was a bad one. A better choice would have
been the Effectiveness-NTU method, defined as
effectiveness = actual heat transfer
maximum possible heat transfer
This method has the advantage that the inlet and outlet air
temperature do not have to be measured. The disadvantage of
this method is the difficulty in obtaining the mass flow rate of
air across the coil.
However, the problem can be reduced to a much simpler
one. The heat taken out of the coolant by the coil can be mea-
sured without difficulty, and the efficiency of the heat trans-
ferred is a function of the difference in temperature between
the coolant temperature at the outlet of the coil and the
air ambient temperature. The heat exchanger can be calibrated
and a table of values stored for comparison. Corrections can
be made for the specific heat of the coolant, air humidity, and
barometric pressure. Allowing for data errors, a value of the
efficiency can be used to estimate long-term degradation in
cooling efficiency. The failure to measure U-factors appears
to be a case of insufficient investigation of the problem dur-
ing the design stage. As described above, however, a simple
alternative exists that could provide the information needed
by maintenance personnel.
Vl. Conclusions
Based on the work carried out, the following conclusions
were made:
(1) The use of propositional logic is well suited to the
development of expert maintenance systems.
(2) The development of expert maintenance systems must
involve on-site maintenance personnel.
(3) The expert system must include not only past exper-
ience but present and future experience as well.
(4) The initial effort need not be exhaustive, but rather
should form a shell that can be expanded with new
rules and new procedures. In this way it will be easily
accepted by users and can be developed to reach its
full potential.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
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Table 1. Heat exchanger sensors and elements
Sensor number Description Definition Statement
A-01*0001 Reservoir level transducer >1.5 ft _ a 1 1
A-01*0002 Resistivity inlet purity >2 megohms]cm 2 --* a 1,2
A-01*0004 Resistivity outlet purity >5 megohms/cm 2 -* a 1,4
A-01*0008 HE core flow az, 8
A-01*0010 HE bypass flow al,lO
A-01 *0020 HE total flow >20 gpm _ a 1,20
A-01"0040 HE core outlet temperature <112°F _ al,40
A-01*0080 HE core inlet temperature a1,80
A-01*0100 HE assy inlet temperature not used
A-01*0200 Ambient air temperature al,200
A-01"0400 Core air flow pressure delta not usable; too noisy
A-01*0800 Pump outlet pressure al,sO 0
A-01*1000 Core outlet pressure al,lO00
A-01*2000 Suction inlet pressure >15 psig _ a 1,2000
A-01"4000 Pump inlet temperature not used
A-01*8000 Heater outlet temperature not part of DSN HE
A-02"0001 Pump 1 motor load not used
A-02'0002 Pump 2 motor load not used
A-02'0004 Fan #1 motor load >1200 watts _ a2, 4
A-02"0008 Fan #2 motor load >1200 watts _ a2, 8
A-02*0010 Fan #1 speed not reliable
A-02"0020 Fan #2 speed not reliable
A-02"0040 3-way valve position not working
A-02"0080 Spare
A-02*0100 HE assy outlet temperature a2,100
A-02"0200 Heater load not part of DSN HE
A-02"0400 Differential pressure across <15 psid _ a2,400
main line filter
D-03*O001 Auxiliary contacts on CB6 d3,1
D-03"0002 Auxiliary contacts on K5 not used
D-03"0004 Auxiliary contacts on K1 d3, 4
D-02"0008 Auxiliary contacts on K2 d3, 8
D-03*0010 Auxiliary contacts on K3 d3,1o
D-03"0020 Auxiliary contacts on K4 d3,2o
D-03"0040 Auxiliary contacts on K6 d3,40
D-03"0080 Auxiliary contacts on CB1 d3,8o
D-03"0100 Auxiliary contacts on CB2 d3,100
D-03"0200 Auxiliary contacts on CB3 d3,200
D-03"0400 Auxiliary contacts on CB4 d3,400
D-03"0800 Auxiliary contacts on CB5 not used
D-03"1000 Auxiliary contacts on K8 not working on test HE
D-03"2000 Limit SW #1, plenum door not used
D-03'4000 Limit SW _2, plenum door not used
D-03"8000 Auxiliary contacts on CB7 d3,8o00
A-04*0001 Magnet flow >1.5 gpm _ a4,1
A-04"0002 Magnet temperature <70°C --, a4, 2
A-04"0004 Body flow >1.2 gpm --* a4, 2
A-04"0008 Body temperature <70°C _ a4, 4
A-04*0010 Collector flow >18 gpm _ a4,10
A-04"0020 Collector temperature <70°C _ a4,20
A-04'0040 RF load flow >6 gpm _ a4,40
A-04"0080 RF load temperature <70°C --, a4,80
A-04*0100 Magnet voltage not used
A-04"0200 Magnet current not used
b 6
k 1
k 2
k 3
k 4
P2
b 1
b 2
b 3
b 4
C c
b 7
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Table1.(contd)
Sensor number Description Definition Statement
A-04"0400 Spare
A-04"0800 Body current not used
A-04* 1000 RF load power not used
A-04"2000 Spare
A-04"4000 Beam voltage not used
A-04* 8000 Beam current not used
D-05"0001
D-05"0002
D-05"0004
D-05"0008
D-05*0010
D-05"0020
D-05"0040
D-05"0080
D-05*0100
D-06*0001
D-06"0002
D-06"0004
D-06"0008
D-06*0010
D-06"0020
D-06"0040
D-06"0080
D-06*0100
D-06"0200
D-06"0400
D-06"0800
D-06*1000
D-06"2000
D-06'4000
D-06"8000
Low magnet flow interlock d5,1
High magnet temperature interlock d5, 2
Low body flow interlock d5, 4
High body temperature interlock d5, 8
Low collector flow interlock ds,lO
High collector temperature interlock d5,20
Low RF load flow interlock d5,4o
High RF load temperature interlock d5,80
RF load and RF power range not used
Purity loop flow switch
Auxiliary contacts on K7
Monitor control power across
connector pins A and B
Auxiliary contacts on $8
Low reservoir level switch
Low nitrogen pressure switch
PM1 resistivity meter status
PM2 resistivity meter status
OL1 K1 thermal O/L status
OL2 K2 thermal O/L status
OL3 K3 thermal O/L status
OL4 K4 thermal O/L status
OL5 K5 thermal O/L status
$4 pressure switch status
$5 pressure switch status
120-Vac control power status
K15 fan control relay
$2 panel control switch:
Remote
Off
Local
TDR1 pump 1 time delay relay
TDR2 pump 2 time delay relay
SIO pump alternating disable switch
K9 pump alternating relay:
Pump 1
Pump 2
K14 fan alternating relay:
Fan 1
Fan 2
d6,1
d6,2
d6,4
d6,8
d6,10
d6,20
d6,40
d6,80
d6,100
d6,200
d6,400
d6,800
not used
not working in test HE
not working in test HE
d6,8000
k 7
P]
s 3
s 1
o 1
02
03
04
s4
s 5
k15
c r
c o
c 1
r 1
r 2
slo
t 1
t 2
t 1
t 2
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A-02"0100
SUPPLY
COOLANT
RETURN COOLANT
MAKE-UPWATER
A-01 *0002
(_A-01*1000 (_ r_ CONTROLLER _AAoL2V.(_H0
DEIONIZER
FILTER
A-01 *0100 A-01 "8000
: Vvvvvv I -
HEATER
A-02"0200
A-01"0010
FILL PUMP
TEMPERATURE-REGULATING
A-Of *0040Q A-01 *0200
A-02"0010C ) A-02"0004
A-FL__f01.040_ ?L--._ I I FANS
Y
C :) VI _---_ A-02"0020
AssyCORE :) _ A-02"0008
I_ A-01 *0800
-01 *0080
A-01"00Ol
RESERVOIR
D-06"0020
A-01 *4000
_ A-01"2000
- - _ A-02"0002
MAIN PUMP
Fig. 1. Heat exchanger flow diagram
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Appendix
Logic Symbol Definitions
The symbols used in the description of the operation of the
assemblies of the transmitter were taken from [4]. They are
described below.
Negation. A bar above a letter represents negation of the
statement that this letter represents. For example, _ means
"not-p" or -p. The meaning of negation is summed up in "the
negation of a true statement is false; the negation of a false
statement is true."
Conjunction. The conjunction of two statements such as p and
q is represented as pq. The meaning of conjunction is taken to
mean "a conjunction of statements all of which are true is
true, and a conjunction of statements not all of which are true
is false."
Alternation. The alternation of two statements such as p or q
is represented as p V q. The meaning of alternation is given by
this rule: "An alternation is true if at least one of the compo-
nents is true and otherwise false."
Conditional. A statement of the form "if p then q" is repre-
sented as "p _ q" and is called a conditional. The "p"
component is called the antecedent and the "q" component
is called the consequent. Note that the antecedent is not to be
interpreted to be the cause of the consequent. If the antece-
dent is false, the conditional is taken as true regardless of
whether the consequent is true or false. The relation is "if p
then q" and "if q then p." It is represented as "p _ q"
and is called biconditional.
Grouping. The dot convention is used in place of brackets.
The insertion of a dot indicates a greater break at the point
where it is inserted. For example, "pq V r" is understood to
mean "(pq) V r." If the intent is "p(q V r)," the representa-
tion is "p.q V r," indicating the break between "p and q."
Greater emphasis is indicated by the use of multiple dots
such ": ," ": .," etc.
Consistency and validity. A schema is called consistent if it
comes out true under some interpretation of its letters. A
schema is valid if it is true under every interpretation of its
letters.
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Storage and Computationally Efficient Permutations of
Factorized Covariance and Square-Root
Information Arrays
R. J. Muellerschoen
Navigation SystemsSection
A unified method to permute vector-stored Upper-triangular-Diagonal factorized
covariance (UD) and vector-stored upper-triangular Square-Root Information (SR1) arrays
is presented. The method involves cyclic permutation of the rows and columns of the
arrays and retriangularization with fast (slow) Givens rotations (reflections). Minimal
computation is performed, and a one-dimensional scratch array is required. To make the
method efficient for large arrays on a virtual memory machine, computations are arranged
so as to avoid expensive paging faults. This method is potentially important for processing
large volumes of radio metric data in the DSN.
I. Introduction
In the reduction of observational data involving simultane-
ous least-squares estimation of many parameters, it is desirable
to examine different modeling scenarios without reprocessing
the data through the filter. Often the analyst will estimate
a full contingent of system parameters in the initial filter pass.
A reduced state estimate, reflecting a different modeling sce-
nario, can then be obtained from this initial pass. Furthermore,
the sensitivity of the reduced state to the excluded parameters
is readily obtainable. Application of a priori information for
the excluded parameters to the sensitivity and subsequent aug-
mentation of the reduced state by these perturbations then
yields a more conservative assessment of the reduced state
errors. This type of analysis is particularly useful when the
reduced state is sensitive to the excluded parameters that are
insensitive to data [ 1 ].
Upper-triangular data structures, such as those encountered
in an Upper-triangular-Diagonal factorized covariance filter
(UD filter) or in an upper-triangular Square-Root Information
filter (SR1 filter), are conducive to computing these reduced
state estimates. In a UD filter, it is necessary to permute the
rows of the UD array in order to compute the reduced esti-
mate. The rows corresponding to the parameters that are to be
excluded must be moved below those corresponding to the
parameters that are to be included in the reduced estimate. In
an SRI filter, it is necessary to permute the columns of the
SRI array in order to compute the reduced estimate. The
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columns corresponding to the parameters that are to be
excluded must be moved to the right of the columns corre-
sponding to those that are to be included in the reduced
estimate. 1
A brute force method to accomplish these permutations
reorders the rows (columns) of the UD (SRI) array into a
two-dimensional work array. To retriangularize this two-
dimensional array, one can then post(pre)-multiply it by an
implicitly defined orthogonal transformation composed of
Householder reflections. 2 This method is sound and numeri-
cally stable due to the orthogonality of the transformation.
Furthermore, the commercially available Estimation Subrou-
tine Library (ESL) has standard routines to conveniently per-
form these permutations and subsequent retriangularizations
[2]. However, this method requires a two-dimensional work
array to store the permuted UD (SRI) array. For large-scale
systems, such as those encountered for Global Positioning
System (GPS) studies, it is not at all uncommon to estimate on
the order of 1000 parameters. This translates into four million
extra bytes of storage. Additionally, over 3000 parameters are
routinely solved when DSN VLBI data are processed with
MASTERFIT software [3]. Moreover, for systems of this
order, retriangularization is computationally expensive.
In 1986, Bierman (personal communication) suggested that
the necessary reordering of UD arrays be performed as a series
of pairwise permutations in such a way that the upper-
triangular structure of the UD array is always maintained. Each
pairwise permutation could be performed as a suboptimal
noise-free measurement update:
epdate = ([ - GH) P(I - GH) t + RGG t
where Pupdate is then the permuted covariance of the covari-
ance P. The noise R is set equal to zero, and the gain G and
design H are chosen so that (I - GH) is a permutation opera-
tor. Such a permutation operator that permutes parameters i
and j can be expressed as
where e i is a column vector whose elements are zero except
element i, which is 1. Trivially H = (e i - ej) t and G = H r. In
practice this computation is implemented with an optimal
measurement update using the Bierman UD measurement
update algorithm and a rank-1 update to include the effect
of the suboptimality of the gain. This method eliminated the
need for a two-dimensional scratch array. Software was even-
tually written that exploited the structure of the suboptimal
gain G and design H. This method still required several scratch
arrays and a multitude of pairwise permutations. 3
In 1987, Wolff (personal communication) suggested that
the same pairwise permutations could be performed on an SRI
array with retriangularization accomplished after each column
exchange with slow Givens reflections. 4 This method also
eliminated the need for a two-dimensional work array. How-
ever, in the retriangularization process, elements not consistent
with the upper-triangular data structure of the SRI array
were created. Each inconsistent element required another slow
Givens reflection. Subsequently, this method required on the
order of n 2 slow Givens reflections, where n is the column dis-
tance between the two parameters of the exchange. Further-
more, this method required two explicit scratch arrays. One of
the scratch arrays stored the right column of the exchange
while the other was used to store elements that were created in
the retriangularization process, s
Also in 1987, Pombra suggested a technique that eliminated
the need to perform a multitude of these pairwise permuta-
tions in reordering a UD array. 6 His technique was to insert
into the covariance an artificial parameter with zero variance
and zero correlation with the other parameters. This is easily
accomplished by inserting into the UD array a row and column
of zeros. A parameter could then be moved directly into its
proper place by performing a pairwise permutation of this
artificial parameter and the parameter that is desired to reside
in its place. After the permutation is performed, this artificial
parameter can then be deleted from the UD array. This is also
easily accomplished by removing from the UD array the appro-
priate row and column of zeros. This technique drastically
I - GH = I - (_ - _) (e i - el)r
1S. C. Wu et al., Oasis Mathematical Description, JPL Publication
D-3139 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
California, April 1, 1986.
2Before this retriangularization can be performed on the UD array, it
is of course necessary to scale the columns by the square root of the
corresponding diagonal. These square roots can be avoided by per-
forming a modified weighted Gram-Schmidt UD triangularization
algorithm.
3p. j. Wolff, "UD Permutations via ESL Subroutine UCON," JPL IOM
314.5-1040 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasa-
dena, California, August 29, 1986.
4Since the SRI array is not unique, either Givens reflections or rota-
tions can be used.
Sp. j. Wolff, "Permuting R Matrices in Place," IOM 314.5-1091 (inter-
nal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
March 10, 1987.
6S. A. Pombra, "Computationally Fast Version of UDEDIT," IOM
335.1-87-160 (internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasa-
dena, California, July 7, 1987.
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reduced the number of permutations necessary to reorder the
array. However, suboptimal noise-free measurement updates
were still used to perform the pairwise permutations.
It was recognized that the insertion of a row and column of
zeros into the UD array, together with the subsequent row
exchange between the artificial parameter and the parameter
of interest, created an array similar to a Morf-Kailath prearray
with zero noise variance [4]. Retriangularization of this array
into an upper-triangular Morf-Kailath postarray is easily
accomplished with fast Givens rotations. 7 This method re-
quires a one-dimensional scratch vector which manifests itself
as an augmentation of the UD array. An extra column of the
UD array permits the insertion of a row and column of zeros.
Furthermore, the method requires on the order of Prow fast
Givens rotations, where _t'row is the row distance between the
parameter and the desired location of the parameter. Due to
the nature of the fast Givens, square root computations are
never required.
This technique can also be adopted to reordering SRI
arrays. In a manner similar to the Wolff method, retriangulari-
zation is accomplished with slow Givens reflections. Unlike the
Wolff method, however, no new elements are created. Hence,
this method requires on the order of only _'column slow Givens
reflections, where _'column is the column distance between the
parameter and the desired location of the parameter.
Since the artificial parameter is only a convenient place
holder, an alternative method could be constructed that does
not incorporate the insertion/deletion step. Similar results can
be achieved by cyclically permuting the rows and columns
of the arrays. Retriangularization is then achieved as before.
Furthermore, since the size of the array does not change, it is
not necessary to augment the array with an extra column.
However, a one-dimensional scratch vector is required.
Cyclic column permutations and retriangularization of SRI
arrays have already appeared in the literature [5]. In fact, the
discussed method to cyclically permute columns of an SRI
array is similar to the left circular shift method used in the
LINPACK routine SCHEX [6].s Until now, however, these
results have not been extended to cyclic row permutations and
retriangularization of UD arrays. The permutations are per-
formed in such a way that the only difference between per-
muting UD and SRI arrays lies in the retriangularization
process.
7Since the UD array is unique, fast Givens reflections cannot be used.
SSCHEX requires two one-dimensional scratch arrays to store the
transformation pairs and does not store the upper-triangular array as a
vector.
II. Row Permutations of UD Arrays
To demonstrate the technique on UD arrays, let the factori-
zation of a covariance P with parameters U1, U2, U3, U4, U5
be
P = UDU t (1)
where
U
"ul I ul 2 ul 3 ul 4 ul s"
0 u2 2 u2 3 u2 4 u2 s
0 0 u33 u34 u3s
0 0 0 u4 4 u4 s
0 0 0 0 u5 s
(2)
and
O =
"dI 0 0 0 O"
0 d2 0 0 0
0 0 d3 0 0
0 0 0 d4 0
0 0 0 0 ds
If we designate a weighted inner product as
(:3)
x " y - Z xid'Yi (4)
i
then the covariance can be written in terms of its factorized
elements:
e___
"ul • ul ul • u2 ul "u3 ul "u4 ul • u5"
u2" ul u2" u2 u2 "u3 u2"u4 u2" u5
u3 • ul u3"u2 u3"u3 u3 .u4 u3 • u5
u4" ul u4.u2 u4"u3 u4"u4 u4"u5
u5 • ul u5 • u2 u5 .u3 u5 "u4 u5 • u5
(5)
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As usual, let Ui i = 1 to obtain a unique factorization. With this
convention, the diagonals of the D array can now be stored as
the diagonals of the U array. This new array is referred to as
the UD array: 9
UD =
"d1 //12 ul a ul 4 ul 5"
0 d2 u2 a u24 u2 s
0 0 d3 u34 u3 5
0 0 0 d4 u4 s
0 0 0 0 d s
(6)
Rows 2 and 5 of Eq. (7) can then be exchanged:
_/1 u 12 u 13 u 14 0 u 1/
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 d3 u3 4 0 u3 s
0 0 0 d4 0 u4 s
0 d2 u23 u24 0 u2 s
0 0 0 0 0 d s
(9)
Say it is desired to reorder the parameters as U1, U3, U4,
U2, US. The first step is to insert an artificial parameter, with
zero variance and zero correlation with the other parameters,
before parameter U5. This is accomplished by inserting into
the UD array a row of zeros above row 5 and a column of zeros
left of column 5 :
In practice, however, elements d2, u23, and u24 would not be
moved, since a scratch array would be needed to store these
elements. As will soon be evident, the second row can itself be
used as a scratch array. The array in Eq. (9) implicitly corre-
sponds to a nontriangular U array
-d 1 ul 2 ul 3 ul 4 0 Uls'7
0 d2 u23 u24 0 u2 s
0 0 d3 u3 4 0 u3 s
0 0 0 d4 0 u4 s
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 d s
The corresponding covariance is
"ul • ul ul" u2 ul" u3 ul" u4 0 ul • u57
u2"ul u2"u2 u2"u3 u2"u4 0 u2"u5
u3"ul u3"u2 u3"u3 u3"u4 0 u3"u5
u4" ul u4" u2 u4" u3 u4 "u4 0 u4" u5
0 0 0 0 0 0
u5"ul u5"u2 u5"u3 u5"u4 0 u5"u5
(7)
(8)
9The upper-triangular elements of either a UD or an SRI array are
stored contiguously in computer memory as a vector; the zero ele-
ments below the diagonal are obviously not needed to represent the
array.
"u 11
0
0
_=
0
0
0
a diagonal _ array
"dl
0
0
_=
0
0
0
ul 2 ul 3 ul 4 0 ul s"
0 0 0 0 0
0 u3 3 u3 4 0 u3 s
0 0 u4 4 0 u4 s
u2 2 u2 3 u2 4 0 u2 s
0 0 0 0 u5 s
0 0 0 0 O-
d2 0 0 0 0
0 d3 0 0 0
0 0 d4 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 d s
(lo)
(11)
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and a covariance if"
ul • ul 0
0 0
u3.ul 0
u4 • ul 0
u2 • ul 0
u5 • ul 0
ul.u3 ul-u4 ul.u2 ul.u5-
0 0 0 0
u3.u3 u3.u4 u3.u2 u3.u5
u4.u3 u4.u4 u4.u2 u4.u5
u2.u3 u2.u4 u2.u2 u2.u5
u5.u3 u5.u4 u5.u2 u5.u5
(12)
Except for the artificial parameter, this is the desired permuted
covariance. The covariance factorization in Eq. (12) can be
thought of as the product of an upper-triangular array and its
transpose:
where
= _7V/ff(_ X/_-) t (13)
"_1 0 0 0 0 0 "
0 x/d 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 v"d"a 0 0 0
0 0 0 x/d-4 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 X,Qs
(14)
It is desirable to construct an orthogonal transformation T
such that _r,q/_T is an upper-triangular array with zeros in the
second row and column:
ullx/a I ul2_/-d 2 ulax/-d 3 u14x/a 4 0 UlsV_
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 u33V_ 3 u34X/_ 4 0 U3svra5
0 0 0 ua4x/_ 4 0 u4sV_ s
0 u22v"a 2 u23x/'d a u24v'_ 4 0 u2sv"d s
0 0 0 0 0 U5sX/_ s
T
(15)
E ,fET =
U llX/_ 1 0 X X X UlsVCds
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 x x x U3sX/_ s
0 O0 x x U4sX/_ s
o o o o x .2,,,/as
0 0 0 0 0 U5sVCds
(16)
A portion of the array in Eq. (15) is similar to a Morf-Kailath
prearray with zero noise variance. Reduction of this prearray
to the postarray in Eq. (16) is easily accomplished with three
fast Givens rotations. As a result of the zero noise variance, the
first fast Givens To is simply a permutation of columns 2
and 5:
iTx/_ o =
"U11.Vrdl
0
0
0
0
0
ul2x/'d 2 ul3x/'d 3 u14_" 4 0 Uls_" s"
0 0 0 0 0
0 u3..,/;. 0 .3s s
0 0 u4,vcd, 0 U4sV'_"s
u22VQ 2 u23,v/-d3 u24VQ"4 0 U2svras
0 0 0 0 U5sX/_ s
X
"1 0 0 0 0 0"
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 -1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
Ulx_cQ , 0 ulav_ 3 ul4V"d 4 u12X, Q 2 Uls.q"d s
o o o o o o
o o .3r,% ,,3.4a. o u3, ,
0 0 0 u44V_ 4 0 U4sV_s
0 0 u2ax/'a a u24V_"4 u22x/_ 2 U2sV_ s
0 0 0 0 0 U5sX/_ _
(17)
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This is the required step to produce the zeros in the second
row and column. The next fast Givens T 1 operates on columns
3 and 5 in such a way that the array element containing
u23x/'d a becomes zero. The final fast Givens T2 operates on
columns 4 and 5 such that the array element containing
u24x/_ 4 becomes zero. Each of these Givens transformations
maps the elements in each row of the columns on which they
operate into a linear combination of the same. Hence, ele-
ments not consistent with an upper-triangular structure are
never created; a linear combination of zeros is still zero. For
example, T 1 operates on Eq. (17) as follows:
Likewise, T2 operates on Eq. (18) as follows:
_4_r or, r_
J
ullx/_ 1
0
0
0
0
0
0 x ul4x/-d 4 x ulsx/J s
0 0 0 0 0
0 x u3,,ce, x u3s,jz_
0 0 u4,v_, 0 _4#_
0 0 _24_ x u2#__
0 0 0 0 U5sX/_ s
_,/_ror 1 :
ul,x/_, 0 ul3x/-d 3 ul4x/d 4 ul2x/-d 2 ulsVrds
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 U33N/_ 3 U34@ 4 0 U3S_ s
0 0 0 u4,X/_ 4 0 U4s vrds
0 0 u23X/_ 3 u24x/'d 4 u22x/"d 2 U2sX/_ s
0 0 0 0 0 U5sX/_ s
"1
0
0
X
0
0
0
0 0 0 0 0"
1 0 0 0 0
0 c 0 s 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 -s 0 c 0
0 0 0 0 1
X
"1 0 0 0 0 0-
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 c s 0
0 0 0 -s c 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
ul,_ o x y y uls_
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 x y y u3sv_ s
0 0 0 y y U4sV_s
0 0 0 0 y u2sV_s
0 0 0 0 0 U5sx/d s
(19)
Trivially, since the transformations T_. are orthogonal, the
covariance _'in Eqs. (12) and (13) remains unchanged:
lUllV"d" 1 0 X u14x/-aT4 x UlsX/rJ;
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 X u34%/-d4 X U3sV_ s
0 0 0 u4,_ 0 U4s4¢_
0 0 0 u24X/_ 4 x U2SX/7 s
0 0 0 0 0 U5sV_ s
(18)
F = _4Eror _r_(_4Eror_5)'
= ff/_fft (20)
The importance of the zeros in the second row and column of
Eq. (16)is now readily apparent. Since the insertion of a row
and column of zeros into the UD array in Eq. (7) did not
affect the individual elements of the covariance in Eq. (8),
deletion of the second row and column of zeros from Eq. (16)
will have a similar null effect on the individual elements of the
covariance ft..
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III. Column Permutations of SRI Arrays
To demonstrate the technique on SRI arrays, represent an
augmented SRI array R with parameter order R1, R2, R3,
R4, R5 as
(RIZ) =
rl 1 r21 r31 r41 r5 l
0 r22 r32 r42 r52
0 0 r33 r43 r53
0 0 0 r44 r54
0 0 0 0 r5s
el1z 2
2 3
I
(21)
where Z is the residual vector. The following identity suggests
the justification of incorporating an artificial parameter into
an SRI array:
l!°0C :o°0
(22)
If there are no intentions of computing the inverse of the SRI
array, it is permissible to allow e = 0. Hence, the insertion and
subsequent deletion of an artificial row and column of zeros
into an SRI array does not affect the information content of
the array.
Say it is desired to change the parameter order to R 1, R 3,
R 4, R 2, R 5. The first step is to insert a row and column of
zeros into the (R [Z) array before the parameter R 5"
rl I r21 r31 r4 x 0 r51
0 r22 r32 r42 0 r52
0 0 r33 r43 0 r5 a
0 0 0 r44 0 r54
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 r5 s
g 1
z 2
z3 (23)
Z4
0
z$
Columns 2 and 5 of Eq. (23) can then be exchanged. This is
just a reordering of the design equation
(RIZ) =
rl I 0 r31 r41
0 0 r32 r42
0 0 r33 r43
0 0 0 r44
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
r21 r51 zx
r2 2 r52 z2
0 r53 z3
0 r54 _4
0 0 0
0 r5 s zs ,
(24)
It is desirable to construct an orthogonal transformation 7o
such that To(R IZ) has only zeros in the second row and col-
umn. Such a transformation is just a permutation of rows 2
and 5:
"1 0
0 0
0 0
To(R,Z ) =
0 0
0 1
0 0
o o o o
0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
X
rl 1 0 r31 r41 r21 r5 x
0 0 r32 r42 r22 r52
0 0 r3 3 r4 3 0 r5 a
0 0 0 r4 4 0 r5 4
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 r5 s
71
4
0
$
rl 1
0
0
0
0
0
r31
0
r3 3
0
r3 2
0
r41
0
r43
r4,
r42
0
r21
0
0
0
r2 2
0
r51
0
r53
r54
r52
r5 s
z 1
0
g3
Z4
Z_
zsl
(:,.5)
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In practice, however, elements r32 and r42 would not be
moved, since a scratch array would be needed to store these
elements. As is evident, the second row can itself be used as a
scratch array. It is now a simple matter of retriangularizing
Eq. (25) with two slow Givens. The first Givens T 1 operates
on rows 3 and 5 in such a way that the array element contain-
ing r32 becomes zero. The second Givens T2 operates on
rows 4 and 5 in such a way that the array element containing
r42 becomes zero. Each of these Givens transformations maps
the elements in each column of the rows on which they oper-
ate into a linear combination of the same. Elements not con-
sistent with an upper-triangular structure are never created.
For example, T 1 operates on Eq. (25) as follows:
r, ro(elz ) :
"1 0 0 0 0 O"
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 c 0 s 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 +s 0 T-c 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
X
"rl 1 0 r31 r41 r21 r51
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 r33 r43 0 r53
0 0 0 r44 0 r54
0 0 r32 r42 r22 r52
0 0 0 0 0 r5 s
z 1
0
z 3
Z4
z 2
z 5
Likewise,
r_T,ro(g lz ) =
T2 operates on Eq. (26) as follows:
1 0 0 0 0 0-
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 c s 0
0 0 0 +s _-c 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
X
rl 1 0 r31 r41 r21 r51
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 x x x x
0 0 0 r4 4 0 r5 4
0 0 0 x x x
0 0 0 0 0 r5 s
)11 0 r3 a r41 r21 r51
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 x x x x
0 0 0 y y y
0 0 0 0 y y
0 0 0 0 0 r5 s
z 1
0
x
Z4
x
z 5
z 1
0
x
Y
Y
z 5
(27)
rl I 0 r31 r41 r21 r51
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 x x x x
0 0 0 r4 4 0 r5 4
0 0 0 x x x
0 0 0 0 0 r5 s
0
x
Z4
x
z5
(26)
From Eq. (22) it is a trivial matter that the second row and
column of zeros of Eq. (27) can then be deleted.
IV. Cyclic Permutations
Since the artificial parameter is only a convenient place
holder, an alternative method can be constructed that does not
incorporate the insertion/deletion step. By cyclically per-
muting the rows and columns of either the UD or SRI arrays,
a data structure similar to Eq. (17) or Eq. (25), respectively,
can be achieved. For example, cyclically left permuting col-
umns 2 through 4 of Eq. (21) yields the following:
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rl 1 r31 r41 r21 r51
0 r32 r42 r22 r52
0 r33 r43 0 r53
0 0 r44 0 r54
0 0 0 0 r5 s
z3I
z4 [
(28)
Cyclically upward permuting rows 2 through 4 of Eq. (28)
then yields
rl 1 r31 r41 r21 r51
0 r33 r43 0 r53
0 0 r44 0 r54
0 r32 r42 r22 r52
0 0 0 0 r5 s
21
Z3
q
z 2
z s
(29)
This is the desired data structure of Eq. (25) without the arti-
ficial parameter. Slow Givens sweeps across rows 2,4 and
rows 3,4 of Eq. (29) can then be applied to zero out the array
elements containing r32 and r42, respectively. Since the size
of the array never changes, this method would not require that
the array be augmented with an extra column. However, one
explicit scratch array is required to hold that part of Eq. (29)
not consistent with an upper-triangular data structure.
V. Implementation
When dealing with large arrays on a virtual memory ma-
chine, computations should be arranged to minimize expensive
page faulting. The Givens sweeps should access contiguous
storage locations. The usual column ordering of a vector-stored
upper-triangular data structure with n rows and n columns is
as follows:
Solumn =
7(1) s(2) s(4)
0 s(3) s(5)
0 0 s(6) ...
0 0 0
?12 -- ?/
+1)
t///2 -- ?/
STT- +2)
- n +3)
(31)
Element Scolumn (i, ]) is easily referenced as s [(/2 _ ]/2) +i].
For UD arrays, the Givens sweeps down the columns using the
data storage in Eq. (31) would require minimal paging. For
SRI arrays, the Givens sweeps across the rows with the data
storage in Eq. (31) would be paging intensive. Hence, for
SRI arrays, it proves to be more efficient to store the upper-
triangular array with unnatural row ordering as follows:
A similar approach can also be taken toward permuting
UD arrays. Cyclic permutations of the rows and columns
would yield the data structure in Eq. (17) without the artifi-
cial parameter:
//llV_ 1 u 13x/d 3 ul4x_ 4 u 12,v/-d2 u ls_/'0
0 u3.v 4 0 u3,vT,
0 0 .4.v7. 0 u4,vT,
0 u23v'd 3 u2,1V'74 u22v'-d = U2sV'-_s
0 0 0 0 U5sV_ s
(30)
Fast Givens sweeps down columns 2,4 and columns 3,4 of
Eq. (30) can then be applied to zero out the array elements
containing u23x/-d-3 and u24vrd4, respectively.
S
row
_(1)
0
0
0
s(2) s(3) ... s(n)
s(n + 1) s(n + 2) ... s(2n - 1)
0 s(2n) ... s(37/- 3)
0 0
(3::)
Element Sro w (i, ] ) can be referenced as s[ j + (i 2 - i/2)
+ (i - 1) (n - i)] .lO Since filtering software generally stores
l°Srow(i, ]) = Scolumn(i, j ); this is just a relabeling of the elements.
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upper-triangular arrays according to Eq. (31), it would be
necessary to relabel from Scolumn to Sro w before the permu-
tations and then back to Scolumn afterward.
It is equally easy to perform cyclic permutations with
either Eq. (31) or Eq. (32). In the former, movement is along
the columns; in the latter, movement is across the rows. The
only paging-intensive step in cyclically permuting the rows and
columns with data storage Scolumn (Srow) is in storing the
upper row (left column) into a scratch array.
Vl. Performance
To assess the permutation methods on UD arrays, an upper-
triangular array was constructed with 499 parameters and an
estimate column. The following permutations were then per-
formed on a VAX 11/780. First, the parameters were per-
muted randomly. In practice, of course, this would never hap-
pen. It is more realistic to move blocks of parameters to the
bottom of the array. Therefore, the following systematic per-
mutations were performed. A block of 10 parameters starting
in rows 1, 167, and 334 were moved to the bottom of the
array. These permutations were then repeated with a block of
100 parameters. CPU time and page faults were accumulated
for three different methods. First, the ESL routine HHPOST
was used to apply a post-Householder to a row-reordered
column-scaled UD array. Second, pairwise permutations were
performed with suboptimal noise-free measurement updates.
This is equivalent to the ESL routine U2U. Third, the permu-
tations were performed with the discussed method of cyclic
permutations with fast Givens sweeps. The results are pre-
sented in Table 1.
The ESL method with HHPOST performs the same regard-
less of the number and type of permutations performed. The
performance of the other methods depends on the number and
type of permutations. The cyclic permutation method with
fast Givens sweeps is shown to be superior to the ESL method
in U2U. Furthermore, in the cyclic permutation method, as
the starting row moves down there are fewer elements to
retriangularize.
The ESL has standard routines to perform permutations on
SRI arrays. The routine R2A copies and reorders the columns
of an upper-triangular array into a two-dimensional work array.
A Householder transformation can then be applied with rou-
tine TDHHT to retriangularize back to an upper-triangular
array.
To assess the permutation methods on SRI arrays, ESL rou-
tines R2A/TDHHT, the discussed method of cyclic permuta-
tions with slow Givens sweeps using data storage Scolumn , and
the same with data storage Srow were used to permute an
upper-triangular array with 499 parameters and a residual
column. CPU time and page faults were accumulated for per-
muting, retriangularizing, and any necessary relabeling. The
results are presented in Table 2.
The ESL method performs the same regardless of the num-
ber and type of permutations performed. The performance of
the cyclic permutations with slow Givens sweeps depends on
the number and type of permutations. As the starting column
is moved to the right, not only are there fewer elements to
retriangularize, but the lengths of Givens sweeps also become
smaller, and fewer computations are required. Since the VAX
11/780 is a virtual memory machine, the method with data
storage Sro w is generally superior to the method with data
storage Scolumn. For fixed memory machines or small SRI
arrays, the method with data storage Scolumn should be
superior, since no relabeling or unlabeling is required.
VII. Conclusion
The most efficient method to permute UD (SRI) arrays has
been shown to be cyclic permutation with fast (slow) Givens
sweeps for retriangularization. Since the only difference is in
the retriangularization process, it has been possible to combine
the methods into one subroutine. This method has been incor-
porated into the OASIS software [7] and should prove to be
advantageous for GPS, TOPEX, and DSN high-earth-orbiter
data processing and analysis.
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Table 1. CPU and paging faults in permuting UD arrays
CPU time; thousands of page faults
Permutations
ESL Cyclic permutations
ESL U2U
HHPOST and fast Givens
0:33:06 1:06:31 0:17:04
Random 1025 2051 612
Rows 0:32:43 0:48:55 0:01:24
1-10 948 1823 40
Rows 0:31:49 0:40:00 0:01:14
167-176 970 1338 35
Rows 0:31:12 0:24:26 0:00:45
334-343 970 728 21
Rows 0:32:44 0:59:25 0:11:23
1-100 968 1985 363
Rows 0:31:32 0:48:47 0:08:46
167-266 946 1433 275
Rows 0:30:59 0:27:29 0:02:20
334--433 973 747 52
Table 2. CPU and paging faults in permuting SRI arrays
CPU time; thousands of page faults
Cyclic permutations Cyclic permutations
Permutations
ESL and slow Givens and slow Givens
TDHHT using data storage using data storage
Scolumn Srow
0:22:28 0:41:09 0:20:07
Random 729 3253 575
Columns 0:20:29 0:01:36 0:01:38
1-10 717 48 55
Columns 0:21:13 0:00:55 0:01:03
167-176 723 31 41
Columns 0:21:53 0:00:20 0:00:39
334-343 719 11 27
Columns 0:21:25 0:13:11 0:11:10
1-100 727 424 411
Columns 0:21:15 0:06:14 0:05:14
167-266 714 229 205
Columns 0:21:03 0:00:51 0:01:43
334-433 723 52 104
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Phasing the Antennas of the Very Large Array for Reception
of Telemetry From Voyager 2 at Neptune Encounter
J. S. Ulvestad
Tracking Systemsand Applications Section
The Very Large Array (VLA) radio telescope is being instrumented at 8.4 GHz to
receive telemetry from Voyager 2 during its encounter with Neptune in 1989. This article
examines the procedure in which the 27 antennas have their phases ad/usted in near real
time so that the signals from the individual elements of the array can be added coherently.
Calculations of the expected signal-to-noise ratio, tests of the autophasing (or self-calibra-
tion) process at the VLA, and off-line simulations of that process are all presented in this
article. Various possible procedures for adfusting the phases are considered. It is shown
that the signal-to-noise ratio at the VLA is adequate for summing the signals from the
individual antennas with less than O.1 dB of loss caused by imperfect coherence among
the antennas. Tropospheric variations during the summer of 1989 could cause enough
loss of coherence to make the losses higher than O.1 dB. Experiments show that the
losses caused by the troposphere can probably be kept below 0.2 dB if the time delay
inherent in the phase adjustment process is no longer than "5 seconds. This relatively
small combining loss meets the goal established in order to minimize the bit error rate in
the Voyager telemetry and implies that the autophasing of the VLA shouM be adequate
for reception of telemetry from Voyager 2 at its Neptune encounter.
I. Introduction
The Very Large Array (VLA) will be used in 1989 to receive
telemetry from Voyager 2 when it encounters Neptune. The
VLA, an array of 27 telescopes located on the Plains of San
Agustin in New Mexico, is described in detail in [1]. Several
years ago, it was identified as a potentially important contrib-
utor to the reception of telemetry from the Voyager 2 space-
craft at Neptune [2]. Work is currently proceeding to equip all
28 VLA antennas (27 in operation plus one in the mainte-
nance cycle) for signal reception at 8.4 GHz and to design the
optimal system for telemetry reception from Voyager. One of
the crucial issues is the best procedure for keeping all 27 oper-
ational antennas in phase with one another so that the signals
received by those antennas can be added coherently. The indi-
vidual antenna phases will be adjusted in near real time so as to
keep the summed signals coherent by maximizing the inter-
ferometric fringe amplitude of the Voyager signal. Preliminary
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tests of this real-time self-calibration procedure (hereafter
referred to as "autophasing") and a discussion of some of the
issues involved can be found in [3]. Several key questions
remain to be answered more completely. Specifically, those
questions are as follows:
(1) Is the signal-to-noise ratio on the Voyager signal suffi-
cient to allow the autophasing process to work?
(2) How well will the "global" autophasing procedure
improve the signal-to-noise ratio in comparison with
the previous method for determining antenna phases?
(The difference between the two methods is described
in Section IIA.)
(3) To what extent can the summer troposphere corrupt
the phases?
(4) Given the constraints of both the troposphere and the
expected signal-to-noise ratio, what is the optimal
algorithm for phase correction that can be easily
implemented to work in near real time?
For Voyager, the goal of the autophasing process has been
to keep the combining loss for 27 VLA antennas below
0.2 dB. Such a loss would have minimal effect on the bit error
rate of the Voyager telemetry. The purpose of the work
described in this article is twofold: to address the above ques-
tions by means of real and simulated autophasing and to deter-
mine the best way to meet the goal of less than 0.2 dB of
combining loss.
II. Autophasing Procedure
A. Description
The autophasing process is conceptually fairly simple. It
will be described briefly here, with details about the imple-
mentation of models and corrections in VLA fringe rotators
being largely ignored. A point-like celestial radio source, either
a natural source or an artificial source such as the Voyager
spacecraft, is observed by the individual VLA antennas. Dur-
ing the observations, standard phase corrections are imple-
mented at each antenna based on a geometric model. For each
pair of antennas, observed fringe phases after the application
of that model are found from the cross-correlated data. The
on-line computers then compute residual phases for each indi-
xridual antenna. The residuals may be caused by a variety of
problems, such as errors in the radio source position, imperfect
refraction models, and instabilities in electronics. Most such
problems give rise to slowly varying phases that are easily cor-
rected, so the most stringent autophasing "problem" is that of
trying to correct for a rapidly varying troposphere along each
antenna's line of sight. The residual phases are used as error
signals to derive phase corrections. These corrections are
applied to a local oscillator at each antenna in order to keep
the phase of that antenna near zero relative to the other an-
tennas. If the corrections are successful, the VLA will be
"phased up," and the individual antenna signals will sum
coherently.
In the past, the VLA phasing algorithm has used only one
baseline in computing the residual phase for each antenna. The
phases on the baselines from each antenna to a single reference
antenna have been used to compute the individual antenna
phases in an attempt to bring the phases together with that of
the reference antenna. Since not all possible baselines are used
in the phase computations, the highest signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) that might be available is not achieved. With the VLA
being controlled by a new computer system that was brought
on line in January 1988, the individual phases are computed
"globally" via a least-squares algorithm that uses all available
baselines to solve for the individual antenna phases. This
improves the determination of the individual antenna phases,
as described more fully below.
The determination of residual antenna phases is only part
of the autophasing process. The other important aspect of the
procedure is the correction algorithm by which these residual
phases are "fed back" to the local oscillators of each antenna.
It is important to recognize a key limitation of this feedback
loop: namely, it takes a period of time for the residual phases
to be computed and for phase corrections to be communicated
to the individual antennas, and the VLA must continue observ-
ing during this time. Therefore, there is a delay before any cor-
rection can be applied to the antennas, and data taken during
the delay interval will have a somewhat outdated phase correc-
tion applied. In previous implementations of autophasing at
the VLA, a 20-second delay has existed between the end of
one 10-second integration and the beginning of the 10-second
integration in which the phase information from the earlier
integration is used. Taking an average time at the middle of
each integration period, the net delay in this procedure is
approximately 30 seconds. (Also see Section IIC below.)Any
correction or feedback loop acts as a filter that corrects for
low-frequency tropospheric fluctuations but misses the highest-
frequency fluctuations. Minimizing both the integration time
and delays in the feedback loop should help correct more of
the higher-frequency fluctuations and reduce the combining
loss when a large number of antenna signals are added.
B. Signal-to-Noise Calculations
1. General considerations. One can calculate the SNR of a
single interferometer pair in a variety of ways. An extensive
description of such a computation for the VLA is given in [4],
and the calculation made here largely follows that reference.
The application to Voyager is fairly straightforward, with one
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major exception. The applicable case for almost all of radio
astronomy is that of a source with no significant circular
polarization, whereas the signal from Voyager is 100 percent
circularly polarized. Therefore, the antenna temperature (or
signal strength) contributed by Voyager in a single circularly
polarized channel is a factor of 2 higher than that for an un-
polarized source having the same total power.
The noise power of a single antenna at the input to the
correlator is
PAr = kBTysAVG (1)
where k R is Boltzmann's constant, Tsy s is the system temper-
ature of the antenna, Av is the bandwidth, and G is the power
gain of the antenna. When two such antennas (whose noises
are the results of independent, random processes) are corre-
lated, the variance of the noise power coming out of the corre-
lator is 1/2 the product of the powers divided by the number
of independent samples in the correlator:
p2 _
rms 2z_vz_t (2)
where At is the integration time. Therefore,
kBOTy, x/-E;
?_m, - 2v5S7 (3)
The correlated signal power from a source contributing an
antenna temperature Ta is P a = rlckBGTa Av, and the antenna
temperature contributed by Voyager, a 100 percent circularly
polarized source, is T a = _?aAPv/(kBAv ). Here, tic is an effi-
ciency factor including the effect of the correlator sampling
and the duty cycle of the observations; r_a is the antenna aper-
ture efficiency;A is the physical area of the antenna; and Pv is
the spacecraft power per unit area at Earth. Combining all
these expressions, we arrive at a formula for the SNR (R) for
Voyager:
P _cT?aAPvX/_At
R = a
Prms kBTysx/_-v (4)
A small correction for atmospheric attenuation, which is
dependent on the weather and on the elevation angle of the
spacecraft during the observations, should also be applied but
is assumed to be negligible in deriving Eq. (4).
2. Standard parameters and assumptions. We use the fol-
lowing standard parameters for the Voyager observations at
the VLA:
_7c = 0.79
17a = 0.62 -+0.03
Ty s = 35+_46K at a 30-degree elevation angle
Pv = 5.0 -+0.4 × 10 -21 W/m 2 at Neptune
Ap = 8 MHz
At = 10 seconds
.... + 0.008
zenith opacity = U.U1U o.ool s neper
Using the above values in Eq. (4), we find a Voyager SNR of
3 on+°'s8 for a single VLA baseline. Some of the errors and
.Iv_0.76
quantities quoted above are taken from [5], while others
were estimated from unpublished data acquired by the author
while performing tests at the VLA.
The probability distribution of the phase errors on each
baseline has a well-known dependence on the SNR (see [4] ).
At a moderately high SNR, that distribution approaches a
Gaussian distribution whose standard deviation is
1
% = _- (5)
For R _ 3.9, the actual probability of a given phase error
differs from the value given by the Gaussian approximation by
_<3 percent for phase errors with a substantial pxobability of
occurrence, so the use of Eq. (5) gives a "typical" phase error
within a few percent of the value derived from the exact prob-
ability distribution. In the case of a perfect autophasing algo-
rithm (or no tropospheric phase problems), the rms residual
phase after autophasing should be equal to the rms phase
errors predicted by the limiting SNR. For R = 3.90o176,+°s8 the"
predicted rms residual phase for each antenna relative to a
user-selected reference antenna would be n 9_ +o.os radian,
.... --0.04
1-4 '7+2.9
or ..... 2.2 degrees. In general, at the VLA, there is no abso-
lute knowledge of the phase of any individual antenna. There-
fore, the phase at the user-selected reference antenna is defined
to be zero, and all other antenna phases are determined rela-
tive to that value.
3. Sealing with elevation angle (air mass). Using the results
given in [2], a typical X-band atmospheric temperature at the
VLA is found to be _2.73 K per air mass. We will estimate
errors of +1.0 K and -0.15 K per air mass (already incorpo-
rated in the Tsy s uncertainty at 30-degree elevation that was
given above). These errors are estimates based on the variations
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seen in the data from tipping curves taken under various
weather conditions at the VLA. Large positive excursions in
atmospheric temperature can occur during the summer thun-
derstorm season, but there are not enough data to permit the
statistical distribution of the summer atmospheric tempera-
tures to be accurately determined. Relative to the 30-degree
elevation value, the additional Tsys at 20-degree elevation will
be o _o+o.92 K. At 10-degree elevation, the additional tem-
"_'_-0.14
perature will be 1n oK+ 3.76 K. The opacity caused by the atmo-
..... -0.56
r_ r_l r_+ 0.008
sphere will be assumed to be as quoted above, v.v,_, o.ool 5
neper per air mass (again based on VLA tipping data). As with
system temperature, the higher positive error in the opacity
partially accounts for the possibility of thunderstorms at the
VLA. However, the most severe thunderstorms may give
greater increases in system temperature and opacity than are
assumed here.
CranO recently measured gain curves for VLA antennas at
22 GHz. He found significant changes at low elevations which
may be caused by antenna deformations and/or failures of the
antennas to track changing foci. From Fig. 2 of Crane, 1 we
estimate median gain losses at 22 GHz of 5 percent in going
from 30-degree to 20-degree elevation and 11 percent in going
from 30-degree to 10-degree elevation. Assuming that the
losses are dominated by antenna deformation or pointing
errors, these losses should be reduced at X band. We estimate
(conservatively) that the gain changes scale inversely with
wavelength. Therefore, at X band, the expected gain losses in
going to 20-degree and 10-degree elevation will be 2 percent
and 4 percent, respectively. Errors of +50 percent and -25 per-
cent are assigned to the degradation at each elevation angle,
with the larger positive error caused by the increased spread
in the antenna gain losses at the lowest elevation angles.
4. Changing integration times. Because an integral number
of phase-switching cycles must be included in each unit VLA
integration time, the allowed integration times are quantized
in units of a single complete phase-switching cycle. This cycle
time is 1 2/3 seconds (32 of the 19.2-Hz VLA waveguide
cycles). Therefore, allowed integration times, in seconds, are
1 2/3, 3 1/3, 5, and so on. Integration times longer than
10 seconds will not be considered in this work. The SNR per
baseline scales as the square root of the integration time.
5. Changing bandwidths. The SNR scales as 1/X_. In
addition to the nominal value of 8 MHz, a 6-MHz bandwidth
will briefly be considered below. It will be assumed that all
significant telemetry sideband power can be accommodated
1p. C. Crane, "Measurements of Flux Densities and Gain Corrections
at 22485.1 MHz," VLA Test Memorandum No. 149 (internal docu-
ment), Socorro, New Mexico: National Radio Astronomy Observa-
tory, April 1987.
in the 6-MHz bandwidth, so the Voyager signal power will not
be reduced for the narrower bandwidth. At worst, this may
give an error of_0.1 dB, a value considerably smaller than the
0.3-dB uncertainty quoted for the Voyager power above.
6. Global autophasing. In the case of global autophasing,
every baseline in the array is used to compute the phases of
the individual antennas. Theoretical work (e.g., [6]) shows
that the determination of individual antenna phases via a least-
squares calculation will give rms errors that are reduced from
the single-baseline values by V_ - 2, where N is the number of
antennas. Simulations 2 and actual VLA observations (see
below) show that this scaling may overestimate the accuracy
of the phase determination by _25 to 30 percent. It will be
assumed that the rms phase improvement given by global
autophasing is (0.7 -+0.1) N,v/ff-2-2.
7. Calculations of expected phase errors. Table 1 summa-
rizes the various parameters and scaling laws described above.
Using the numbers quoted in that table and assuming global
autophasing, we find the following formulas for the rms phase
errors at three different elevation angles:
o+1.o6 1//_0 /23
0_(30 °) _ (4.38 -0.90) X %/_%/_:2 (6a)
4 °+1.23 _ /__23
0_(20 °) _ (.88 -0.99) × _/ AtVN-2 (6b)
o¢(10 °) _ x v Atv N- 2
Table 2 gives the rms phases predicted only from the SNR
for different elevations and integration times. For the global
autophasing, it is assumed that 25 VLA antennas are opera-
tional. The right-hand column gives the expected values for
each set of parameters. The predicted phase residuals for the
highest SNRs in the table are not far above the rms phase
noise of _2 degrees on time scales of ~5 to 10 seconds for the
VLA. (This phase noise is determined by factors such as the
quantization in the lobe rotators.) All phases in the right-
hand column of the table will give combining losses much less
than 0.2 dB (see Section V), so the signal-to-noise ratio for
short integrations on the Voyager spacecraft is adequate to
give phase determinations of very high accuracy in the case of
global autophasing. Narrowing the filter bandwidth to 6 MHz
would give a slightly higher SNR and predicted rms phases
about t5 percent lower than those in the table, but the calcu-
2F. R. Schwab, "Robust Solution for Antenna Gains," VLA Scien-
tific Memorandum No. 136 (internal document), Socorro, New
Mexico: National Radio Astronomy Observatory, September 1981.
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lations show that the decreased observing flexibility of the nar-
rower filters is not necessary to give an adequate SNR.
C. Tropospheric Fluctuations and the Autophasing
Feedback Loop
The rms phase computed above is that which would be ex-
pected for observations of the Voyager spacecraft through a
static troposphere. In fact, the troposphere over each antenna
can be quite active. Water vapor cells of various sizes blow over
the antennas, changing the effective path length, and hence the
observed phase, at each antenna. (See [7] and [8] for more
detailed theoretical and empirical treatments of this phenome-
non.) The small-scale disturbances blow across an antenna
quickly, giving rise to rapid phase fluctuations. These high-
frequency fluctuations are the ones that are not adequately
corrected by the autophasing feedback loop. Thus, the residual
phases after the autophasing process can be much larger than
would be predicted just from the signal power and the indi-
vidual antenna characteristics.
When the VLA is being autophased, the following feedback
loop has been implemented for correcting the residual antenna
phases: 3
_)t+ 1 t t-k
corr = _bcorr + Ot_res (7)
r
where _corr is the phase correction applied during the tth inte-
gration period, _t+ 1 is the correction to be applied in thercorr
(t + l)th integration interval, _brt_'_is the residual phase found
in the (t - k)th integration period, and u is the gain of the
feedback loop. Strictly speaking, this formula is correct only
for the "standard" VLA integration time of 10 seconds, be-
cause the exact nature of the time delays in the feedback loop
is related to the internal data-handling procedures and to the
frequency with which commands updating the local oscillator
frequencies are sent to the antennas. For integration times of
10 seconds, the standard VLA phasing algorithm has used
k = 2 and a = 0.25. Note that this feedback loop is different
from that described in the Appendix of [3], where the crucial
built-in time delay is not taken into account.
Equation (7) can be rewritten in more generality by replac-
ing t
_bcorr with the correction phase at any past integration
period (t - 1). The index ] can take on integer values 0, 1,2,
and so on. A more general expression for the feedback loop
is then
_)t+ 1 t-j t-k
corr = _corr + 0t_)res (8)
3G. Hunt, interoffice memorandum to B. Brundage (internal docu-
ment), National Radio Astronomy Observatory, Socorro, New Mexico,
March 3, 1987.
In this expression,/and k need not take on the same values,
although they may be the same if desired.
In [9] (e.g., see Fig. 9 of [9] ), it is shown that the auto-
correlation function of VLA phase data that are corrupted by
the troposphere generally decreases with increasing time lag.
As can be seen from the above formulas, there is a consider-
able time delay built into the feedback algorithm. If the time
delay were reduced, more recent phase data from a higher
part of the autocorrelation function could be used to generate
the corrections of the autophasing process. That should reduce
the residual phase substantially in cases where the tropo-
spheric fluctuations dominate the phase errors. One of the
major goals of the tests described below has been to deter-
mine how much the residual phases could be reduced when
compared with the current feedback process.
III. Autophasing Observations of the
Voyager Spacecraft
The VLA antennas are gradually being equipped with re-
ceivers at X band (8.4 GHz) in order to receive Voyager telem-
etry. Significant numbers of antennas were not instrumented
until late 1986. As part of the monthly JPL tests during 1987,
substantial effort was devoted to various tests related to auto-
phasing. This section describes the portion of tests that in-
volved the standard autophasing of the VLA in real time,
accomplished by observing Voyager at X band through 8-MHz
bandpass filters.
The observations in the spring of 1987 were made when
Voyager was transmitting at low power, _2.0 dB below :its
high-power mode. However, the spacecraft was also closer to
Earth than it will be at Neptune. In March, April, and May,
the spacecraft transmitter power should have been _2.6 dB
higher than the low-power values will be at Neptune. There-
fore, the SNR on each baseline should have been "-4.4, which
would translate into an rms phase residual of 13 degrees. The
respective measured values for the rms residual phase in
March, April, and May 1987 were 15.0, 16.7, and 15.6 degrees,
which would correspond to an average SNR of _3.6, _0.8 dB
less than the highest possible expected value.
Although the observed phase residuals were slightly higher
than those expected based on simple SNR considerations, it is
quite likely that they were dominated by the system noise.
Several factors could have reduced the average SNR below
"4.4: there is some uncertainty in the Voyager power; fine
pointing of the Voyager antenna is not updated as frequently
during the cruise mode as it is near an encounter; the pointing
of the VLA antennas was not completely optimized; several
antennas had higher noise receivers than the production
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receivers which use high-electron-mobility transistors (HEMTs);
and two antennas were partially shadowed during some of
the observations. Estimated errors in the Voyager power and
the power losses due to spacecraft and ground antenna point-
ing were in the 0.1- to 0.5-dB range. The antennas lacking
HEMT amplifiers were ~0.8 dB noisier than those with such
amplifiers. The partial shadowing also caused the SNR to be
reduced by ~0.2 to 0.3 dB on some baselines. Further, the
fact that the autophasing feedback algorithm was not optimal
for the SNR-limited case may have added as much as _1 de-
gree to the phase residuals (see Section IVA). The combination
of these effects can easily account for the 0.8-dB (or _3 de-
grees of phase) decrement relative to the optimal SNR. The
closeness of the measured values to the predicted values, taken
together with the factors that would serve to reduce the SNR
slightly, implies that the SNR calculation models the actual
observations quite well.
IV. Autophasing Simulations
Various off-line simulations have been performed to vali-
date results obtained with the VLA autophasing process and to
explore parameter space a bit more thoroughly. These simula-
tions have used a variety of values for the gain and for the
number of periods of delay (a,], and k in Eq. [8] ) in the feed-
back loop. Because of constraints set by the data-handling
procedures at the VLA, not all of the feedback loop param-
eters considered are actually usable at the VLA. However, they
serve to indicate the improvement that may be expected by
decreasing the integration and delay times. The autophasing
simulations have been applied to phase data obtained by the
VLA in its "normal" interferometry mode-i.e., with no auto-
phasing applied on line. This section describes the results of
the off-line simulations.
A. Observations of Voyager: Single-Antenna-
Referenced Phase Computations
The Voyager spacecraft was observed through the 8-MHz
filters in normal interferometer mode on several occasions
during 1987. The phases relative to a specified reference
antenna, which were exactly those that would have gone into
the feedback algorithm in real time during autophasing at the
VLA, were fed into a simulation program instead. The data in
March and May were taken with 10-second integration periods.
Simulations were run for three different values of the gain in
the feedback loop: 0.125, 0.25, and 0.5. Another set of simu-
lations was run for the same three gains, but with a time delay
of only one integration (k = 1 in Eq. [8] ). All these simulations
used the correction phase from the last integration period in
the recursive formulation of Eq. (8) (i.e.,f = 0). The rms resid-
ual phases for both sets of simulations are shown in Table 3.
Three important points should be noted from Table 3.
First, the residual phases for a gain of 0.5 are very much lower
for a time delay of only one integration than for a delay of
two integrations. The high residuals for a feedback loop with a
delay of two integration periods seem to be caused by the fact
that the loop is marginally stable for a gain of 0.5; this is
confirmed both by simulations using faked data and by ana-
lytical results found by J. W. Armstrong (private communica-
tion). Second, the results for a gain of 0.25 and a delay of two
integration periods are very close to the values obtained on the
same dates using the VLA in its autophasing mode (see Sec-
tion IlI). This provides confidence that the simulations are
working properly. Third, the simulations with a gain of 0.125
provided slight improvement over those with a gain of 0.25,
since the lower gain gives a better performance in the SNR-
limited case.
B. Observations of Voyager: Global Phase
Computations
It is expected that the global phase computations will in-
crease the SNR in the autophasing, as described in Section II.
There were seven antennas used in March 1987 and nine in May
1987. Theoretical analysis implies that global phase computa-
tions should have improved the SNR by _ = 2.24 in March and
by x/ff = 2.65 in May. As mentioned in Section II, these theo-
retical improvements should probably be reduced by _25 per-
cent, to _1.7 and _2.0. Simulations of global autophasing
were run on the same data used in the analysis described in the
previous subsection, and with the same choices of parameters
in the feedback loop. The VLA program ANTSOL was first
run in the off-line computers to compute the phases globally.
Then, those phases were fed into the autophasing simulation
programs. Results are shown in Table 4.
Several comments are in order regarding Table 4. For the
March data, the rms phase residuals for the four cases with
gains of 0.25 or less were reduced by factors between 1.71
and 1.80 when the global phase calculations were used. (The
simulations with a gain of 0.5 have contributions from algo-
rithm instability that are too large to allow for the reliable
estimation of the improvement caused by better SNR.) These
improvement factors are close to the predicted value of ~1.7.
The actual improvement in global autophasing indicated by
the May data was only a factor of _1.4, substantially less than
the predicted improvement. The lack of improvement in the
May data is probably attributable to weather that was signifi-
cantly worse than that in March, with the troposphere-induced
phase problems becoming more important as a limiting factor
when the SNR was improved by the global phase calculations.
In November 1987, data were again taken on the Voyager
spacecraft in the normal interferometer mode. These data
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were acquired using 14 X-band antennas, all equipped with
HEMT receivers. Since the troposphere is relatively quiet dur-
hag this time of year, these data were expected to be SNR-
limited, as the March data had been. The increased number
of antennas available meant that the global phase computa-
tion could be expected to give a larger improvement than it
did with only seven or nine antennas. In fact, the expected
improvement factor was _2.6, whereas the real improvement
factors ranged from 1.7 to 2.0. Results are shown in Table 5.
Since the Voyager spacecraft was transmitting in its high-
power mode (accounting for the generally lower phase resid-
uals in November when compared to March), the SNR was
higher on each baseline. This means that the residual phases
were low enough so that the tropospheric "noise" would make
a more important contribution and might create a "floor"
above that expected from simple SNR considerations. There
is some evidence for this effect in simulations using the last
previous phase to predict the next phase (not actually possible
in the real VLA because of finite computation times). As
shown in the bottom line of Table 5, this gives an improve-
ment factor of 2.4, much closer to that predicted. Since only
the most recent phase point is used in this case, the effective
delay is reduced, and the troposphere should be followed
better. However, it is not yet clear whether the troposphere
is really at fault or if the actual improvement from the global
phase computations will be somewhat less than that expected.
Therefore, an improvement factor of (0.7 ± 0.1 N)vrN--Z2-2has
been used in Section III and Table 2 rather than the factor of
0.8 NN/rN--Z2-2,which is more in line with the results given in
VLA Scientific Memorandum No. 136 (see footnote 2).
C. Summertime, Low-Elevation Observations
at a High Signal-to-Noise Ratio
The worst tropospheric effects should occur during the
summer, during observations of low-elevation sources. The
tests run during July 1987 were designed for the observation
of strong point radio sources at a variety of elevation angles
that are characteristic of the Voyager spacecraft. Strong
sources were observed in order to ensure that the phase errors
were dominated by the troposphere rather than by limited
SNR. For 5-second integrations on sources with several janskys
of flux density (1 jansky = 10 -26 W/m2/Hz), observing through
a 50-MHz bandwidth, the SNR was _100 to 1 on each base-
line. Normal interferometry observations were made of several
sources during the 4 1/2-hour test. As stated previously, the
fact that the autocorrelation of the phase fluctuations is larger
for shorter time lags implies that the shorter integrations
should help reduce the residual phases after autophasing cor-
rections are applied.
Two strong radio sources, 0237-233 and 1730-130, were
observed at X band at elevations ranging from 9 to 25 de-
grees. The phase data from these two sources were separated
into three bins according to their elevation angle. A third
source, 3C345, was observed at an elevation of "25 degrees.
This gave a total of seven different sets of interferometry data..
All seven were treated with the autophasing simulation algo-
rithrn using various parameters for the integration time and the
delay interval. The data were taken in the "A" configuration,
in which the three arms of the VLA range from 19 to 21 km in
length. There were nine X-band antennas operational.
Using an antenna near the center of the VLA as a reference,
the simulations mimicked phase adjustments on the other
eight antennas, which were at distances of 0.8 to 20.5 km
from the reference antenna. The data were averaged for 10-
second intervals, and autophasing was simulated using a feed-
back algorithm with delays of one or two integration periods.
In addition, simulations were performed on the same data
with their initial 5-second integration periods. A set of runs
was also made with no time delay and with a gain of 1.0 for
the 5-second-interval data. This simulation uses the last pre-
vious phase as the predictor of the next phase. It is not a
physically realizable system, since a finite time is required to
calculate the antenna phases before they can be applied to
incoming data. However, it does provide a limiting phase
residual; all possible systems having the same integration time
should have phase residuals greater than those given by tkis
method.
In addition to the feedback loop parameters described
above, all of which used / = 0 in Eq. (8), simulations were run
using a feedback loop in which ] :/: 0. Specifically, the case
where j = 1 and k = 1 has been considered. This choice of
parameters has the effect of using a recent "observed" phase as
the predictor of the next observed phase. In this special case,
Eq. (8) becomes
_)t+ 1 t-1 t-1
corr = _bcorr + _res (9)
The sum of the phase correction and the residual at time
(t - 1) is the phase that would have been observed at time
(t - 1) if there had been no autophasing correction at that
time.
Table 6 gives the results of the autophasing simulations for
the different source observations in July 1987. For each
source and elevation angle, results for seven different sets of
parameters are shown for the generalized feedback algorithm
of Eq. (8). Figure 1 plots the residual phase for two different
sources as a function of elevation angle, while Fig. 2 shows
results for a single observation as a function of baseline length.
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In each case, simulations with different sets of parameters for
the autophasing are shown. Table 6 and these figures illustrate
several very important points:
(1) When compared with the current autophasing feedback
algorithm, the residual phase is reduced by a factor of
_2.5 simply by reducing the integration time to
5 seconds, reducing the time delay in application of the
residuals to a single integration period, and increasing
the gain to 0.5. A further improvement of _10 to
15 percent is possible if the same delay is used and if
the last available phase for a given antenna is used to
predict the next phase at that antenna-i.e., if the algo-
rithm given in Eq. (9) is used.
(2) A further factor of ~2 improvement could be achieved
if it were possible to compute antenna phases in an
infinitesimally short time and immediately use these
phases as predictors for the following integration
period. However, this is not a physically realizable
system. The delay time could be reduced to some value
closer to zero if there were more computing resources,
but logistical and financial considerations make this
action impractical. Since the integration time must
be at least 1 2/3 seconds because of the VLA phase-
switching characteristics, and the integration time
should be even longer than that to achieve adequate
autophasing SNR on the Voyager signal, there must be
some delay inherent in the individual integrations
(i.e., the data from the beginning of a 5-second integra-
tion are 5 seconds old by the end of the integration
period).
(3) The residual phase is independent of baseline length
for baselines ranging from less than 1 km to over
20 km.
(4) The residual phase depends on elevation angle, with the
residuals near 12-degree elevation being _1.5 to
2 times greater than those for observations of the same
source near _22-degree elevation.
(5) Although results are not displayed, the residuals for
phases calculated only with reference to a single an-
tenna are almost identical to those for phases com-
puted via a global phase-determination procedure.
Since the SNR on each baseline was well above 50 in
5-second integrations on the strong sources, this result
simply confirms the expectation that system noise was
not a limiting factor for the strong sources.
The result summarized in point 3 is not surprising given the
character of tropospheric fluctuations. Fluctuations over a
given antenna can be viewed as being caused by a tropospheric
pattern blowing across that antenna (e.g., [7], [8]). For an
assumed tropospheric wind speed of 8 m/s, representative of
that measured 1 km above Goldstone, California [7], fluctua-
tions move no more than 80 meters in a time of 10 seconds or
less. Therefore, phase fluctuations on such short time scales
are caused only by atmospheric cells having sizes less than
~80 meters. These fluctuations are completely uncorrelated
between antennas separated by more than _80 meters, and
larger (longer time scale) fluctuations are adequately cor-
rected by the feedback loop if the total delay time is no greater
than _10 seconds. Hence the size of the VLA configuration
seems to make little difference. Even the smallest possible
VLA configuration, with each arm of the array having nine
antennas along a line 600 meters long, has the majority of its
baselines longer than 100 meters. Since there is considerable
mutual antenna shadowing in this "D" configuration, the
larger "C" configuration, with arm lengths of _2 km, is pre-
ferred for Neptune encounter.
The apparent elevation dependence of the residual phase is
expected because of the increased number of air masses;
hence the increased chance of an antenna line of sight inter-
cepting small tropospheric cells at the low elevation angles. It
is clear that the shortest possible integration time that still
provides adequate SNR is needed to correct the phases near
the 8-degree elevation limit of the VLA.
D. High-SNR Observations During Thunderstorms
Several short observations of strong sources were obtained
during thunderstorms in August and September 1987. The
purpose of these observations was to determine the ability of
the autophasing process to correct for the phase fluctuations
during the worst weather expected for the Neptune encounter.
These observations generally lasted for _45 minutes and were
made when there were thunderstorms and/or rain showers at
the control building of the VLA. Since they were made with a
small subarray while normal astronomical observing proceeded
with the bulk of the VLA, only four antennas were available,
and there was no direct control over the integration time. The
interferometric data were analyzed via simulations similar to
those described above. Table 7 gives the results from the three
data sets acquired in August and September 1987.
Table 8 shows results of autophasing simulations on data
taken on the radio source 1519-273 during a September
thunderstorm (the same results were shown in Table 7) and
on a November night. Although the antenna spacings were
shorter in November than in September, they were still large
enough so that the uncorrected fluctuations over different an-
tennas were uncorrelated. The data during the two months
were acquired at identical elevation angles and show a differ-
ence of a factor of 5 to 6 in residual phase. This illustrates the
magnitude of the possible degradation caused by having the
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Neptune encounter occur during the summer rather than the
winter. Scaling the thunderstorm data to integration times and
delay periods of 5 seconds, according to the trend shown in
Table 6, yields an expectation for an rms phase residual of
less than _20 degrees in the worst summer weather encoun-
tered during these tests. However, it is clear that the pre-
viously employed feedback loop and integration time, which
can yield residual phases in the 30- to 45-degree range, would
have given substantial combining losses for the VLA antennas.
V. Combining Losses
Given a distribution of residual antenna phases, it is possi-
ble to compute the power loss expected when the signals
from the individual VLA antennas are summed. At the VLA,
the signal combination is done in an analog sum device. The
power output of this device is
N N
P = E EeiOJl _ Ek e-i¢k
/=1 k=l
(I0)
Here, P is the total power, Ej is the real electric field ampli-
tude at antenna ], i is the complex number representing
vCT, ¢/is the residual phase of the/th antenna, and N is the
number of antennas.
Assuming that all antennas are identical, E  and E k can be
set equal to a constant, E, and taken outside the sums. Then,
Eq. (10) becomes
/v N
P = E2 E E ei(OJ-¢k)
j=l k=l
N N
= E 2 _ _ e'(°/-0k) +NE: (11)
j=l k=l
k_/
In Eq. (11), the terms in which j = k have been evaluated
and taken out of the sum. Next, assume that the ensemble
average of the phase difference between any two antennas is
independent of which antenna pair is chosen. If the phase
difference between two antennas is A¢, the sum in Eq. (11)
can be evaluated, and the average power coming out of the
analog sum device is
(P) = N(N - 1) E 2 (e ia _ ) + ArE2 (12)
If the residual phases of the identical interferometer pairs
are Gaussian distributed with variance o_, Eq. (12) becomes
oo, expL J
= N(N- 1)E 2 exp I-_- 1 + ArE2 (131)
The addition of N antennas with zero relative phase gives a
total power (- Pmax) of N2E 2, so the ratio of the summed
power to the maximum possible signal power is simply given
by
Pmax N +
expI 1 (14)
The approximation in the second line of Eq. (14) slightly
overestimates the combining loss. For 23 to 27 antennas, the
overestimate of the loss is only _0.02 dB for % = 25 degrees
and less for lower phase residuals. Therefore, exp(-o_)/2 is a
slightly conservative estimate of the expected combining loss
at the VLA. Identifying % with the rms residual phase after
the autophasing procedure, we can immediately see how the
summed power will be reduced with increasing phase residual
caused either by limited SNR or by tropospheric fluctuations.
Figure 3 is a plot of the signal loss vs. rms phase residual.
From this figure, note that the desired maximum combining
loss of 0.2 dB occurs for a residual phase of _17.4 degrees.
Vl. Trade-offs Between Troposphere
and SNR
In August 1989 (prime thunderstorm season), the first part
of each Voyager pass will be in the late afternoon, when the
atmospheric phases can be expected to fluctuate rapidly. It
has been shown that the residual phases expected in the SNR-
limited case are no more than ~10 degrees for the VLA with
25 operational antennas as long as the integration period is at
least 3 1/3 seconds. Phase errors this small are expected to
give combining losses well below 0.2 dB. Since the shortest
possible integration time is desired to correct for the high-
frequency troposphere delays, this implies that an integration
period of 3 1/3 or 5 seconds is desirable during Voyager's
Neptune encounter in 1989. An integration time of 5 seconds
would provide some signal margin at low elevation angles and
should serve to track the troposphere adequately in most
cases.
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The shortest integration time allowed, 1 2/3 seconds, would
be even better for correcting the troposphere. However, there
are two arguments against using such a short integration time.
First, the SNR on the Voyager signal would be marginal, with
predicted phase residuals of _15 degrees at the lowest eleva-
tions. Second, the necessary phase computations, data han-
dling, and communication to the individual antennas will take
several seconds, long enough to reduce some of the benefits
of the shortest integration period. In fact, the required compu-
tation time would probably be increased slightly because of
the reduced SNR at the shortest integration time.
VII. Summary
VLA tests combined with computer simulations have been
conducted to study the process of autophasing the antennas
at the VLA. Investigations of the SNR of the autophasing
process have been both theoretical and empirical, while the
investigations of the troposphere and of various feedback
loops have been largely empirical in nature. A study is needed
to determine the statistical properties of the troposphere, the
relation of the data to models such as that in [9], and the
consequent expectations for various feedback loops.
The analysis reported here has yielded the following major
conclusions:
(1) The minimum rms phase achievable by the autophas-
ing procedure can be predicted by considerations of
the SNR derived from known properties of the anten-
nas. Both real VLA autophasing and off-line simula-
tions using VLA data taken during observations of
Voyager 2 confirm the predictions. Formulas for the
rms phase of the phasing process are given as functions
of elevation angle, system temperature, and integra-
tion time.
(2) Also predicted is the improvement in the autophasing
process that occurs when individual antenna phases
are computed by means of a least-squares algorithm.
The observed improvement for several 1987 tests is
somewhat less than that predicted on pure theoretical
grounds, but generally consistent with the results
found in other simulations. Further tests with more
antennas will be performed to see if the real improve-
ment is close to that expected for the full VLA.
(3) It is clear that tropospheric effects can greatly increase
the residual phases of the VLA antennas in the auto-
phasing process, especially at the lowest elevations. The
residual tropospheric effects can be reduced substan-
tially by decreasing the delay time inherent in the auto-
phasing procedure. If the integration time can be made
reasonably short, it appears that simple feedback loops
are adequate to correct the VLA phases so that the loss
in the process of combining the signals from the indi-
vidual VLA antennas is less than 0.2 dB.
(4) For short integration times, there is no apparent depen-
dence of the rms residual phase on baseline length.
This implies that the best tropospheric corrections can
be made without choosing a VLA configuration that
is so small that there is significant shadowing of anten-
nas by one another.
(5) Consideration of the trade-offs between tropospheric
activity and SNR implies that a VLA integration time
of 3 1/3 seconds or 5 seconds will be best for observing
the Voyager spacecraft in 1989 and will be adequate to
meet the goal of less than 0.2 dB of combining loss.
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Table 1. Standard parameters for SNR calculations
Parameter Value
System temperature 35 ± 3 K
(30-degree elevation)
Atmospheric temperature
Aperture efficiency
(30-degree elevation)
Voyager signal strength
Attenuation
Gain loss factor
(20-degree elevation)
Gain loss factor
(10-degree elevation)
Global autophase improvement
2,_+1.o K per air mass
"/3-0.15
0.62 ± 0.03
(5.0 -+ 0.4) x 10 -21 W/m 2
0 01 +0.004 per air mass
• -0.0015
0^-+0.01
•OZ_o.oo 5
.+0.02
0-04_0.01
(0.7 -+O.1),v/N- 2
Table 2. Predicted phase residual based only on SNR of Voyager observations with VIA
(errorsin the rms phase residuals are _+25 percent and _-20 percent)
Elevation, Integration time, SNR ao(global),
degrees seconds (one baseline) degrees
30 10 3.9 4.4
30 5 2.8 6.2
30 3 1/3 2.3 7.6
20 10 3.5 4.9
20 5 2.5 6.9
20 3 1/3 2.0 8.5
10 10 2.8 6.2
10 5 2.0 8.7
10 3 1/3 1.6 10.7
Table 3. RMS phase residuals for Voyager observations after simulations of the old VIA
autophasing procedure with lO-second integrations
Gain (a)
Number of periods delayed RMS phase, degrees
j k March May
0.125 0 2 14.7 14.8
0.25 0 2 15.5 15.8
0.5 0 2 24.7 24.1
0.125 0 1 14.8 14.3
0.25 0 1 15.1 14.6
0.5 0 1 17.1 17.4
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Table4. RMSphaseresidualsforVoyagerobservationsaftersimulationsoftheglobal
autophasingprocedure
Gain (c*)
Number of periods delayed RMS phase, degrees
/ k March May
0.125 0 2 8.3 10.8
0.25 0 2 8.6 11.5
0.5 0 2 17.8 17.6
0.125 0 1 8.6 10.1
0.25 0 1 8.5 10.1
0.5 0 1 9.6 10.8
Table 5. Phase residuals for autophasing simulations during observations of the Voyager
spacecraft in November 1987
Integration time,
seconds Gain (a)
Number of periods delayed RMS plaase, degrees
/ k Reference antenna Global
method method
10 0.125 0 2 11.2 6.7
10 0.25 0 2 11.7 6.7
10 0.5 0 2 17.1 10.0
10 0.125 0 1 10.9 6.3
10 0.25 0 1 11.1 6.0
10 0.5 0 1 12.5 6.2
10 1.0 0 0 13.2 5.4
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Table6.RMSphaseresidualsforautophasingsimulationsonstrongsourcesonJuly22,1987
Number of periods delayed
Source Integration time, Gain (a) RMS phase,
seconds / k degrees
0237-233,
9-to 14-degree
elevation
0237-233,
15- to 19-degree
elevation
0237-233,
20- to 24-degree
elevation
3C345,
22- to 26-degree
elevation
1730-130,
9- to 14-degree
elevation
1730-130,
15- to 19-degree
elevation
1730-130,
20- to 25-degree
elevation
10 0.25 0 2 24.0
10 0.25 0 1 21.0
5 0.25 0 2 15.5
5 0.25 0 1 13.5
5 0.5 0 1 10.6
5 1.0 0 0 5.4
5 1.0 1 1 9.2
I0 0.25 0 2 14.1
10 0.25 0 1 12.5
5 0.25 0 2 8.8
5 0.25 0 1 7.8
5 0.5 0 1 6.1
5 1.0 0 0 3.5
5 1.0 1 1 5.6
10 0.25 0 2 10.2
10 0.25 0 1 8.8
5 0.25 0 2 6.6
5 0.25 0 1 5.9
5 0.5 0 1 5.0
5 1.0 0 0 2.9
5 1.0 1 1 4.5
10 0.25 0 2 12.8
10 0.25 0 1 11.5
5 0.25 0 2 8.1
5 0.25 0 1 7.3
5 0.5 0 1 6.0
5 1.0 0 0 3.5
5 1.0 1 1 5.4
10 0.25 0 2 33.0
10 0.25 0 1 27.2
5 0.25 0 2 20.0
5 0.25 0 1 17.1
5 0.5 0 1 12.2
5 1.0 0 0 6.1
5 1.0 1 1 10.8
10 0.25 0 2 29.3
10 0.25 0 1 23.3
5 0.25 0 2 17.4
5 0.25 0 1 15.0
5 0.5 0 1 11.3
5 1.0 0 0 5.7
5 1.0 1 1 9.9
10 0.25 0 2 16.8
10 0.25 0 1 14.4
5 0.25 0 2 11.2
5 0.25 0 1 9.6
5 0.5 0 1 7.7
5 1.0 0 0 4.1
5 1.0 1 1 6.8
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Table7. Residual phases for simulations on data taken during thunderstorms and rain showers
Number of periods delayed
Source Integration time, Gain (a) RMS phase,
seconds / k degrees
1127-145, 8.33 0.25 0 2 25.9
21- to 26-degree 8.33 0.25 0 1 22.1
elevation, 8.33 0.5 0 1 17.7
August 11, 1987 8.33 1.0 1 1 16.3
8.33 1.0 0 0 8.5
3C279, 8.33 0.25 0 2 17.5
50-degree elevation, 8.33 0.25 0 1 15.3
September 18, 1987 8.33 0.5 0 1 12.0
8.33 1.0 1 1 10.6
8.33 1.0 0 0 6.3
1519-273, 10 0.25 0 2 44.6
15- to 22-degree 10 0.25 0 1 37.6
elevation, 10 0.5 0 1 32.2
September 22, 1987 10 1.0 1 1 27.2
10 1.0 0 0 16.0
Table 8. Comparison of data taken on 1519-273 at 15 to 22 degrees of elevation during a
September thunderstorm and during a November night
Integration time, Number of periods delayed RMS phase, degrees
seconds Gain (c_) / k September November
10 0.25 0 2 44.6 7.6
10 0.25 0 1 37.6 6.3
10 0.5 0 1 32.2 5.7
10 1.0 1 1 27.2 5.1
10 1.0 0 0 16.0 3.3
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Phobos Lander Coding System: Software and Analysis
K.-M. Cheung and F. Pollara
Communications Systems Research Section
This article describes the software developed for the decoding system used in the
telemetry link of the Phobos Lander mission. Encoders and decoders are provided to
cover the three possible telemetry configurations. The software can be used to decode
actual data or to simulate the performance of the telemetry system. The theoretical prop-
erties of the codes chosen for this mission are analyzed and discussed.
I. Introduction
The Soviets plan to launch a mission to Mars in mid-July
1988. This mission consists of two identical spacecraft, each
carrying a lander to be placed on Phobos, a moon of Mars. The
insertion into Mars orbit will occur in mid-February 1989. The
landing on Phobos will take place toward the end of April or
early May 1989. This mission is designed to last one year with
a possible extension to two years. NASA has agreed to provide
some data acquisition support.
NASA/JPL's direct involvement in the Phobos project cen-
ters on the landers. These are complex spacecraft that are
capable of receiving commands, transmitting telemetry, pro-
viding two-way range and doppler, and supporting Very Long
Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) measurements.
The Phobos Lander coding system block diagram is shown
in Fig. 1. The telemetry data are transmitted in frames of
2048 bits during a Phobos-Earth view period, which occurs
approximately every 7 hours, 39 minutes (the Phobos orbital
period) for a duration of approximately 20 to 40 minutes.
The Phobos Lander telemetry system can be configured to
operate in three different modes, as shown in Fig. 1. The first
mode involves the use of a K = 6, r = 1/2 convolutional code,
where K is the constraint length and r the rate of the code.
The second mode involves the use of a K = 9, r = 1/2 time-
varying convolutional code with period 4. The third mode in-
volves the use of a concatenation of a Bose-Chaudhuri-
Hocquenghem (BCH) block code and a K = 9, r = 1/2 time-
varying convolutional code.
Our work is concerned primarily with the analysis and im-
plementation of the following software modules to support
the Phobos Lander telemetry processing requirement:
(1) A convolutional encoder (K = 9, r = 1/2, time-varying).
(2) A BCH encoder (128,113).
(3) A Viterbi decoder (K = 9, r = 1/2, time-varying).
(4) A BCH decoder (128,113).
(5) Convolutional code (K = 9, r = 1/2, time-varying) and
BCH (128,113) test and simulation software.
In addition to the above software modules, an encoder
module, a decoder module, and a simulation software module
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for the K = 6, r = 1/2 convolutional code have been developed.
The K = 6, r = 1/2 modules are used only to generate per-
formance comparisons with the other operational modes.
All the software modules are written in FORTRAN-77 on
an IBM-AT-compatible computer. They are contained in three
programs:
(1) k6.f. This program contains the encoder and decoder
modules for the K = 6, r = 1/2 convolutional code.
It determines the bit-error-rate performance of this
convolutional code by simulation.
(2) k9.f. This program contains the encoder and decoder
modules for the K = 9, r = 1/2 time-varying convolu-
tional code. It determines the bit-error-rate perfor-
mance of this convolutional code by simulation.
(3) bchk9.f. This program contains the encoder and de-
coder modules for the K = 9, r = 1/2 time-varying con-
volutional code as well as the encoder and decoder
modules for the (128,113) extended BCH code. It
determines the bit-error-rate performance of the con-
catenated system consisting of the extended BCH
code as the outer code and the time-varying convolu-
tional code as the inner code, with interleaving.
The software will be transported to a Modcomp 7845 com-
puter and integrated with the Phobos Lander software package
being developed by ICI of Spain.
In this article, theoretical and simulation results on the
Phobos Lander coding system are presented. The K = 6, r = 1/2
convolutional code is discussed in Section II. The K = 9,
r = 1/2 time-varying convolutional code is delineated in Sec-
tion III. The concatenated system consisting of the extended
BCH code and the time-varying convolutional code is outlined
in Section IV. Finally, the detailed decoding algorithm of the
extended BCH code and the weight enumerator and the de-
coder error probability of the extended BCH code are presented
in Appendix A and Appendix B, respectively.
II. K = 6, • = 112 Convolutional Code
When operating in the first mode, the Phobos Lander space-
craft will convolutionally encode the telemetry data using a
constraint length 6, rate 1/2 convolutional encoder as shown
in Fig. 2. The Phobos Lander telemetry processor software will
provide the capability to decode convolutionally encoded
telemetry data (K = 6, r = 1/2) using a maximum-likelihood
decoding algorithm (Viterbi algorithm). This is an existing
DSN capability which will be integrated into the Phobos
Lander processor.
The (6,1/2) convolutional code used has connection vectors
gl = 73 and g2 = 61 (in octal), is transparent, and has a free
distance d/equal to 8. The truncation length of the Viterbi
decoder is a variable parameter and was set to 49 in our simu-
lations. The choice of truncation length of the decoder is
somewhat arbitrary as long as it is larger than approximately
5K, which guarantees a small performance degradation due to
path truncation. By assuming perfect synchronization on the
biphase modulated symbol stream on an additive white Gauss.
Jan noise (AWGN) channel, the bit-error-rate (BER) perfor-
mance of the code is simulated as a function of the bit signal-
to-noise ratio (Eb/No) , and the result is given in Fig. 3. All the
simulation results shown in this article assume that the received
symbols are unquantized.
III. K = 9, r = 112 Time-Varying Convolutional
Code
The second operational mode uses a constraint length 9,
rate 1/2, time-varying convolutional code. The connection
vectors are gl = 557, gz = 663, g3 = 711, g4 = 745 (in octal)
and are used in pairs according to the periodic sequence
(gl'g2)' (g2'g3)' (ga,g4), (g4,gl) ..... with period 4, as
shown in Fig. 4. This code has df = 10, which is far from
optimal, since the Plotkin upper bound applied to convolu-
tional codes gives d[ _< 12. For this code the minimum dis-
tance error events are always at distance i0 independent of
their starting point within the period (phase), but the number
of such events depends on the phase.
In fact, the best-known fixed convolutional code with
K = 9, r = 1/2 has connection vectors 561,753 (in octal) and
d[ = 12, which achieves the bound. Figure 5 shows the per-
formance of this code compared to the code chosen for Pho-
bos Lander on an AWGN channel, with perfect synchroniza-
tion and a truncation length of 65 bits for both codes. The
same two codes concatenated with the BCH code are com-
pared in Fig. 6. It is well known that every periodic convolu-
tional code with period T and rate kin has an equivalent fixed
code of rate Tk/Tn. In our case, the fixed code has rate 4/'8
and d[ = 10, but now error events can start only every four
bits, since the encoder inputs four bits at a time.
IV. Concatenated Coding System
When operating in the third mode, the Phobos Lander
spacecraft will first encode the telemetry data using a (128,
113) extended BCH code. Each data frame contains 19 BCH
code words (19 × 113 = 2147 bits) and is padded with 99
zeros to obtain the desired frame length of 2048 bits. The
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actual frame structure is still undefined, but it is natural to en-
vision that the 99 additional bits could be used as a frame
marker. The BCH code words are then interleaved to depth 16
before they are convolutionally encoded by a (9,1/2) time-
varying convolutional code. The DSN Phobos Lander telem-
etry processor software will provide the capability to first
decode the received data stream (convolutionally encoded)
using a maximum-likelihood decoding algorithm. The output
data of the Viterbi decoder will then be deinterleaved before
they are block decoded using a simple but efficient BCH
algebraic decoding algorithm. The detailed decoding algorithm
for the extended BCH code is given in Appendix A, and the
weight enumerator and the decoder error probability of the
extended BCH code are given in Appendix B.
The (128,113) extended BCH code consists of a (127,113)
BCH code plus an overall parity bit. The (127,113) BCH code
has a generator polynomial g(x) = 1 + x + x 2 + x 4 + x s + x 6
+ x 8 + x 9 + x 14 and is capable of correcting two errors. The
schematic diagram of the encoder of the (127,113) BCH code
is given in Fig. 7. With the addition of a parity check bit to the
BCH code word, the code is also capable of detecting three
errors. The (9,1/2) time-varying convolutional code is the same
as that discussed in Section IV. Again, by assuming perfect
synchronization on the symbol stream in a AWGN channel,
the BER performance of the code is simulated and the result
is given in Fig. 8. Figure 8 also shows a comparison of the
three operating modes of Phobos Lander.
V. Conclusion
The results obtained in this article give a first performance
evaluation of the Phobos Lander telemetry system. The soft-
ware modules will be integrated in the Phobos Lander telem-
etry processor and used at the DSN stations to support this
mission.
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Appendix A
Decoding the (128,113) Extended BCH Code
The (128,113) extended BCH code consists of a (127,113)
BCH code plus an overall parity bit. The generator polynomial
for the (127,113) BCH code isg(x) = 1 + x + x 2 + x 4 + x s
+ x 6 + x a +x 9 +x 14. The (127,113) BCH code can correct
two errors. With the introduction of an overall parity bit, the
extended code can also detect three errors.
The decoding of the (127,113) BCH code requires finite
field manipulations. A primitive irreducible polynomial f(x)
= x 7 + x 3 + 1 of order 7 over GF(2) is used to construct
GF(27). Let a be a root off(x) (i.e., f(r 0 = 0). Then for all
X E GF(27), 3. can be represented as a linear combination of
1, a ..... a 6 over GF(27).
Let gl(X) and ga(x) denote the minimal polynomials of
and ot3 , respectively (i.e., gl [a] = 0 andg 3 [a3 ] = 0). It can be
observed that g(x) = gl (x)ga (x). Let C = [CO,C i ..... C126 ]
be a BCH code word, where Ci E GF(2). Let C(x) denote the
polynomial C O + ClX +... + C126x126. The following equa-
tions are then obtained [A-l] :
and
C(a) = 0 (A-l)
C(a 3 ) = 0 (A-2)
Let C' be the received pattern and let E be the error pattern.
Then C-r--- C + E. Let
and
c' (a) =sl (A-3)
=s3
where $1, S 3 are known as the syndromes and $1, S3 E GF(27).
It is shown in [A-l] that this code can correct two or fewer
errors. The correction of a single error [A-1 ] is trivial. The cor-
rection of two errors, however, involves solving the following
quadratic equation:
x 2+S_x+ +S = 0 (S 1:/:0) (A-S)
This would normally require an exhaustive search for elements
in GF(27) which satisfy Eq. (A-5). This exhaustive search can
be bypassed by transforming Eq. (A-5) to the form x 2 +x=[],
where 13E GF(27). By using the concept of the trace of an
element in a finite field [A-2], the solvability of Eq. (A-5) can
be determined by testing if Tr(_) = 0. If Eq. (A-5) is solvable,
the two roots of that equation, which indicate the two error
locations in the code word, can be found readily with simple
algebra. The details of this algorithm are discussed in [A-l]
and [A-2].
The detection of three errors is done by considering the
overall parity of the 128 received symbols as well as the syn-
dromes S 1 and S 3. The complete decoding algorithm for the
(128,113) extended BCH code is given in Fig. A-1.
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Appendix B
The Weight Enumerator and the Decoder Error Probability
of the (128,113) Extended BCH Code
The decoder error probability PE(u) of a code is defined to
be the conditional probability that a code word is being mis-
decoded to another code word given that an error pattern of
weight u occurs. If all error patterns of weight u are equally
probable, then PE(u) is given by the following expression
[B-I], [B-2] (assuming the code is binary):
D
(B-l)
where D u denotes the number of decodable words of weight u.
In order to find Du, the weight enumerator A u of the code
(the number of code words of weight u) must first be evaluated.
The weight enumerator of the dual of the (128,113) extended
BCH code, which is denoted by B u, is given in [B-3]. A u is
then obtained by using MacWilliams's identity on binary codes
[B-4] :
A(z)= 2-(n-k)(1 + z)nB{ll_z ]
\1 z/
(B-2)
where A(z) = A o + AlZ + . .. + An zn and B(z) = B o + B 1
+ ... + BnZ n. For the dual of the (128,113) extended BCH
code, B o = 1, B56 = 8128, B64 = 16,510, B72 = 8128,
and BI28 = 1. The Ai's are then found exactly by using
MacWilliams's identity, and their values are tabulated in
Fig. B-1 for even i, since A i = 0 for odd i. The number ofde-
codable words of weight u, Du, is then calculated as follows
[a-al :
1D2n-1 = A2n_2 + (21) A2n
D2n A2n_ 2 + A2n A2n
+ A2n+2
where 4 _< n _ 64. The decoder error probability PE(U) is cal-
culated using Eq. (B-l). The values of Pc(u) are tabulated in
Fig. B-2. It is observed that PE(U) "oscillates" between two
values: 0.496 and 0.00781, depending on whether u is even or
odd. This observation will be discussed in more detail in a
forthcoming progress report.
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OF. pOOR (DUALITY
A[ 0] _ 1.000e+000
A[ 2] - O.O00e+O00
A{ 4] - 0.000e+000
A[ 6] - 3.414e+005
A[ 8] - 8.729e+007
A[ I0] = 1.384e+010
A[ 12] - 1.448e+012
A[ 14] - 1.061e+014
A[ 16] - 5.697e+015
A[ 18] - 2.315e+017
A[ 20] - 7.303e+018
A[ 22] - 1.827e+020
Al 24] = 3.6838+021
A[ 26] = 6.0708+022
A[ 28] -- 8.272e+023
A[ 30] - 9.4138+024
A[ 32] _ 9.0208+025
A[ 34] = 7.3328+026
A[ 36] = 5.087e+027
A[ 38] = 3.0298*028
A[ 40] - 1.5558+029
A[ 42] - 6.9148+029
A[ 44] = 2.6728*030
A[ 46] - 8.9988+030
A[ 48] = 2.649e+031
A[ 50] - 6.834e+031
A{ 52] = 1.5488+032
A[ 54] - 3.0828+032
A[ 55] = 5.4068+032
A[ 58] = 8.3598+032
A[ 80] = 1.1418_033
A[ 62] = 1.3748+033
A[ 64] = 1.462e+033
A[ 66] - 1.3748+033
A[ 68] - 1.1418+033
A[ 70] - 8.3598+032
A[ 72] - 5.4068+032
A[ 74] - 3.0828+032
A[ 76] - 1.5488+032
A[ 78] = 6.8348+031
A[ 80] - 2.6498+031
A[ 82] - 8.9988+030
A[ 84] - 2.6728+030
A[ 86J - 6.9148+029
A[ 88] - 1.5558+029
A[ 90] - 3.0298+028
A[ 92] - 5.0878+027
A[ 94] - 7.3328+026
A[ 96] - 9.020e+025
A[ 98] - 9.413e+024
A[100] - 8.272e+023
A[102] - 6.0708+022
A[104] - 3.683e+021
A[106] - 1.827e+020
A[108] - 7.303e+018
A{II0] - 2.3158+017
All12] " 5,6978+015
A[II4] - 1.061e+014
A[II6] - 1.4488+012
A[IIS] - 1.3848÷010
A[120] _ 8.7298+007
A[122] = 3.414e+005
A[124] - 0.000e+000
A[126] = 0.000e_003
A[128] - 1.0008+000
Fig. B-1. Weight enumerator of the (128,113) BCH code
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Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe
Pe(
Pe(
Pe(
Pe(
Pe(
Pe(
Pe(
Pe(19)
Pe(20)
Pe(21)
Pe(22)
Pe(23)
Pe(24)
Pe(25)
Pe(26)
Pe(27)
Pe( 28}
Pe(29)
Pe( 30)
Pe(31)
Pe(32)
Pe(33)
Pe(34)
Pe(35)
Pe(36)
Pe(37)
Pe(38)
Pe(39)
Pe(40)
Pe(41)
Pe(42)
Pe(43)
Pe(44)
Pe(45)
Pe(46)
Pe(47)
Pe(48)
Pe(49)
Pe(50)
Pe(51)
Pc( 521
Pe(53)
Pe( 541
Pe(55)
Pe(56)
Pe(57)
Pe(58)
Pe(59)
Pe(60)
Pe(61)
Pe( 621
Pe(63)
Fe(64)
0) - 0.0000000000
Pe( 65) - 0.0078130264
I) - 0.0000000000
Pe( 66) _ 0.4962243897
21 - 0.0000000000
Pe(67) - 0.0078141898
3) - 0.0000000000
Pe( 681 - 0.4962602342
4) - 0.4800000000 Pe( 691 - 0,0078141525
5) - 0.0077419355
Pe(70) - 0,4962101574
61 - 0.4967812973 Pe(71) - 0,0078124122
7} - 0.0078282110
Pe(72) - 0.4961433166
8) - 0.4960509691 Pe(73) - 0,0078122035
91 - 0.0078097428
Pe(74) - 0,4961540703
10) - 0.4960908022
Pe(75) - 0,0078128671
111 - 0.0078116229
Pe( 761 - 0,4962010077
12) - 0.4959824226
Pe(77) - 0.0078137769
13) - 0.0078096133
Pe(78) - 0.4962063144
14) - 0.4981008553
Pe(79) - 0,0078125765
15) - 0.0078118830
Pe(80) - 0,4961524476
16) - 0.4962086132 Pe( 81J - 0.0078122672
17) - 0.0078135469
Pe( 821 - 0,4961573712
18) - 0.4961605096
Pe( 831 - 0.0078130283
- 0.0078124440
Pe(84) - 0.496193046L
- 0.4961972575 Pe(85) - 0.0078132626
- 0.0078132943 Pe(86) - 0,4961724062
- 0.4961436700 Pe(87) - 0,0078117645
- 0.0078121348 Pe( 881 - 0.4961092886
- 0.4961385234 Pe( 89) - 0.0078118161
- 0.0078122653 Pe(90) - 0.4961297598
- 0.4961611465 Pe(91) - 0,0078128097
- 0.0078126833 Pe( 921 - 0.4961759676
- 0.4961716826 Pe(93) - 0,0078128959
- 0.0078127893 Pe(94) - 0,4961790413
- 0.4961683532 Pe( 95) -- 0.0078128440
- 0.0078126913 Pe(96) - 0.4961742825
- 0.4961742825 Pe(97) - 0.0078126913
- 0.0078128440 Pe( 981 - 0.4961683532
- 0.4961790413 Pe(99) - 0.0078127893
- 0.0078128959 Pe(1001 - 0.4961716826
- 0.4961759676 Pe(101) - 0.0078126833
- 0.0078128097 Pe(102) - 0.4961611465
- 0.4961297598 Pe(103) - 0,0078122653
- 0.0078118161 Pe(104) - 0.4961385234
-- 0.4961092886 Pe(105) - 0.0078121348
- 0.0078117645 Pe(106) - 0.4961436700
- 0.4961724662 Pe(107) - 0.0078132943
- 0.0078132626 Pe(108) - 0.4961972575
- 0.4961930461 Pe(109) - 0,0078124440
- 0.0078130283 Pe(ll0) - 0,4961605096
- 0.4961573712 Pe(lll) - 0,0078135469
- 0.0078122672
Pe(112) - 0,4962066132
- 0.4961524476
Pe(113) - 0.0078118830
- 0.0078125765
Pe(ll4) - 0.4961009553
- 0.4962063144 Pe(1151 - 0,0078096!33
- 0.0078137769 Pe(1161 - 0,4959824226
- 0.4962010077 Pe(ll7) - 0.0078116229
- 0.0078128671 Pe(llS) - 0.4960908022
- 0.4961540703 Pe(ll) - 0.0078097428
- 0.0078122035 Pe(120) - 0,4960509891
- 0.4961433166
Pe(121) - 0.0078282110
- 0.0078124122 Pe(122) - 0.4967812973
- 0.4962101574
Pe(123) - 0.0077419355
- 0.0078141525 _e(124) - 0.4800000000
- 0.4962602342
Pe(125) - 0.0000000000
- 0.0078141898
Pe(126) - 1.0000000000
- 0.4962243897
Pe(127) - 1.0000000000
- 0.0078130264
Pe(128) - 1.0000000000
- 0.4961881147
Fig. B-2. Decoder error probability of the (128,113) BCH code
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Relative Planetary Radar Sensitivities:
Arecibo and Goldstone
N. A. Renzetti
TDA Science Office
T. W. Thompson
Radar Science and Engineering Section
M. A. Slade
Communications Systems Research Section
The increase of the Deep Space Network antennas from 64-meter to 70-meter diameter
represents the first of several improvements that will be made over the next decade to
enhance earth-based radar sensitivity to solar-system targets. The aperture increase at the
Goldstone DSS-14 site, coupled with a proposed increase in transmitter power to 1000
kW, will improve the 3.5-cm radar by about one order of magnitude. Similarly, proposed
Arecibo Observatory upgrades of a Gregorian feed structure and an increase of trans-
mitter power to 1000 kW will increase the sensitivity of this radar about 20-fold. In addi-
tion, a Goldstone-to-Very Large Array bistatic observation with horizon-to-horizon track-
ing will have 3.5 times more sensitivity than will a Goldstone horizon-to-horizon mono-
static observation. All of these improvements, which shouM be in place within the next
decade, will enrich an already fertile fieM of planetary exploration.
I. Introduction
Between the mid-1980s and the late 1990s, several upgrades
are planned to both the Arecibo (12.6-cm-wavelength) and the
Goldstone (3.5-cm-wavelength) earth-based planetary radars.
These upgrades, which are already under way with expansion
of the DSS-14 (Mars) site aperture to 70 meters, have the
potential to increase the sensitivity of earth-based radar obser-
vation by one order of magnitude within the next decade.
Arecibo upgrades begin with a partial ground screen to reduce
background noise. This step is scheduled for completion in the
early 1990s. The Arecibo Observatory is also proposing a
Gregorian feed and increased transmitter capability for the
1990s. The Gregorian feed will yield higher and more uni-
form gains together with reduced background noise. The pro-
posed transmitter upgrade at Arecibo will be 1000 kW, up
from the current 450 kW. Goldstone radar upgrades include
the completed antenna aperture increase to 70 meters as well
as the proposed X-band (3.5-cm) transmitter upgrade from the
current 350 kW to 1000 kW.
The purpose of this article is to compare the relative capa-
bilities of these two planetary radars both for the existing con-
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ditions and for the near-future conditions outlined above.
We will generally ignore the 70-meter-wavelength capability
of Arecibo and the 12.5-cm-wavelength capability of Gold-
stone, since the radars' sensitivities at these wavelengths are
less than 10 percent of those associated with the shorter wave-
lengths. Also briefly considered will be a special Goldstone-to-
Very Large Array (VLA) configuration proven in 1987 obser-
vations of Saturn. This is a bistatic configuration in which
Goldstone transmits continuously at a 3.5-cm wavelength, and
radar echoes are recorded at the VLA in Socorro, New Mexico.
This configuration takes advantage of the Voyager project up-
grading of the VLA to X-band capability for the Neptune
encounter in 1989. However, this configuration is rarely avail-
able, since the VLA is a radio astronomy facility in high
demand by that user community.
II. Signal-to-Noise Equations
The discussion of sensitivity will begin with a statement of
the radar signal-to-noise (SNR) equation-the usual method
for defining figures of merit for these types of earth-based
radar observations [1] :
SNR _ pG2_t2a(NLB)°'s (1)
R4(KTB)
where
P = peak transmitter gain
G = antenna gain
X = radar wavelength
0 ---target cross section
N = number of observations
R = earth-target range
K = Boltzmann's constant
T = system noise temperature
B = receiver bandwidth
L = post-detection integration time
To compare Arecibo and Goldstone on the same target, the
radar cross section and the Earth-target range are assumed to
be equ+al. Thus, the relative sensitivity of these two radars
becomes
To proceed further, it is noted that the various bodies of
the solar system rotate. The radar astronomer often uses
spectral analysis to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Thus,
the received bandwidth and the number of observations will
vary with wavelength. In particular, we chose B to match the
target's rotational frequency spreading so that
2_2D
B-
X
N = ,rAf = constant. (r/X)
(3)
where
= target rotation rate
D = target diameter
r = observation time
Af = frequency resolution needed to resolve a particular
area
In Eq. (3), the product (_2D)is the limb-to-limb velocity
difference and (2_D/X) is the Doppler frequency difference
across the target. In Eq. (3), it should be noted that the fre-
quency resolution needed to resolve a particular area (A f) is
proportional to ),-1. Thus, observations at a higher frequency
can be conducted with larger bandwidths, which require
shorter times per spectrum. This, in turn, yields more observa-
tions for a fixed period of time.
Another factor which varies with observation wavelength is
antenna gain, G, which is given by
G - 4rrrM (4)
X2
where
r_ = antenna efficiency
a = antenna area
When these factors are combined by substituting Eqs. (3)
and (4) into Eq. (2), the relative sensitivity of the two radars
becomes
s cR'_[P'rlla Y
,er'],c ] (xx-')''
s R' _tP'l/.rtf , °s/a'xy [N)/o.s
s,vR I--i-]tTltV! t-d-x-]vv] (2) = [e'rll 'A'l• (£)°' f x
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Several quantities in Eq. (5) vary with the declination of
the target. In particular, the total time that a target is within
the visibility limits of the Arecibo or Goldstone antennas is
given by
7" = 2 • LHA
where z = target visibility time. LHA (local hour angle at the
tracking limits) is derived from the following equation:
sin (El) = cos (Zen)
= sin(q_) • sin(6)+ [cos(C) • cos(6) • cos(LHA)]
(6)
where
E1 = elevation limit of the antenna
Zen = zenith limit of the antenna
= radar observatory latitude
6 = target declination
Total tracking times for Arecibo and Goldstone are shown
in Fig. 1. The zenith angle limit for Arecibo is 20 degrees, so
observations can be made only when the body lies within
20 degrees of a point directly overhead. The Arecibo tracking
time for the planets varies from 2 to nearly 3 hours while a
planet is at optimal northern declinations. The elevation limit
for Goldstone is 15 degrees; this limit is set by the Federal
Aviation Administration for radiation safety. The Goldstone
tracking time for ecliptic objects varies from 6 to 12 hours.
The Deep Space Network also operates another large 70-meter-
diameter antenna at Tidbinbilla, Australia, which is located at
a southern latitude within one degree of the northern latitude
of Goldstone. Thus, a plot of the total tracking time for
Tidbinbilla is simply the mirror image of the Goldstone curve
in Fig. 1.
A second consideration for tracking time is that radar
experiments consist of repeated cycles of transmission toward
the observed body followed by reception of the echoes. These
cycles are repeated as long as the body is within the tracking
limits of the antenna. The time spent observing the echo is
thus roughly half of the tracking time. However, when the
special Goldstone-to-VLA bistatic configuration is considered,
the Goldstone transmitter is assumed to be on for the entire
tracking time, and the total echo reception time at the VLA
becomes the entire tracking time as well. Thus, when the ratio
(r'/r) is evaluated in Eq. (5), we used the ratio of tracking
times for the monostatic cases and multiplied this ratio by
1.414 for the bistatic case.
Other quantities in the relative sensitivity equation also
vary with elevation-zenith angle. In particular, the Arecibo
antenna gain and the receiver temperature vary with zenith
angle as shown in Fig. 2.1 The Goldstone antenna efficiency at
3.5 cm is expected to vary with elevation angle as shown in
Fig. 3. These changes of the radar parameters with elevation-
zenith angle must be accounted for in our computation of
relative sensitivities (Eq. [5]). Several obvious approaches are
(1) to replace antenna gain and temperature with an average;
(2) to compute an average "sensitivity" for various elevation-
zenith angles; or (3) to weigh the "sensitivities" for various
elevation-zenith angles and then average these values. We used
the third approach, as it simulates the procedures used in the
data reduction of Arecibo asteroid observations (S. Ostro, per-
sonal communication). The equations for this approach are
S
a
RS- Sg (7a)
where
RS = ratio of sensitivities
Sa = Arecibo sensitivities
Sg = Goldstone sensitivities
and
S
(wls j+ .. + w s)
(w I +...+ w) (7b)
whe re
S = weighted sensitivity for Arecibo or Goldstone
W/= weight of the ith observation
S i = sensitivity of the ith observation
Furthermore, to relate the relative sensitivities given in
Eqs. (5) and (7), we require
S t. = p (G2/T) (r/2) °'s k2.s
(S./S/max)
[4], --
l T
max
(8)
1D.B. Campbell, "Arecibo Observatory S-Band Radar Program,"
NASA Planetary Astronomy Management Committee memorand.um
(personal communication)0 1986.
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where P, G, T, and k are defined in Eq. (1) and r is the total
track time given in Fig. 1 and Eq. (6). The weight is simply the
ratio ofS i to the best S i for the radar in question. Thus,
F (antenna gain) 2 ]Wi = constant • mrecei--_-_-_r e- (9)
A summary of major system parameters is given in Table 1.
For' the VLA configuration, we assumed 27 antennas where
each 25-meter antenna had an individual efficiency of 60 per-
cent and a noise temperature of 35 K. We also assumed an
array efficiency of 80 percent [2].
III. Relative Sensitivities
The equations for the relative sensitivities of earth-based
radars were evaluated for various declinations, yielding the
results plotted in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. Figure 4 shows the improve-
ment in Goldstone sensitivity at the 3.5-cm wavelength in rela-
tion to both the aperture increase from 64 meters to 70 meters
and the transmitter power increase from current (late 1980s)
levels of 350 kW to the proposed lO00-kW level in the 1990s.
Figure 5 shows the enhancement of Arecibo sensitivity at the
12.6-cm wavelength from current (late 1980s) capabilities to
the proposed implementation of the Gregorian feed structure
and with the transmitter power increase from current levels of
450 kW to 1000 kW in the 1990s. Figure 6 shows sensitivities
for the mid-1980s versus those expected in the mid-1990s,
when all Arecibo and Goldstone improvements are in place.
The plots in Figs. 4, 5, and 6 are all scaled such that the maxi-
mum sensitivity in each figure is arbitrarily set to unity.
The improvements in Goldstone sensitivity at the 3.5-cm
wavelength for the already completed aperture increase and
the proposed transmitter increase to 1000 kW (see Fig. 4)
show an order-of-magnitude improvement between the mid-
1980s and the mid-1990s. The improvements in Arecibo sensi-
tivity at the 12.6-cm wavelength from the proposed Gregorian
feed and the transmitter increase to 1000 kW (sketched in
Fig. 5) show an increase of about a factor of 20. After these
improvements, the Arecibo sensitivities have a broader peak
in declination, indicating improved sensitivities for targets
visible at Arecibo at zenith angles beyond ten degrees. A com-
parison of Goldstone and Arecibo before and after all of these
improvements is sketched in Fig. 6. A horizon-to-horizon
Goldstone-VLA observation (a rare experiment, since both
antennas would simultaneously observe for around half a day)
has about 3.5 times more sensitivity than the Goldstone
monostatic observation, as shown in Fig. 6.
IV. Summary
The ability to perform radar astronomy experiments with
the Arecibo and Goldstone radars will improve by a factor of
ten in the next decade. The Arecibo and Goldstone radars are
complementary in several ways. Goldstone can observe bodies
with southern declinations beyond Arecibo tracking coverage.
While bodies are in northern declinations, the Goldstone 3.5-
cm and Arecibo 12.6-cm wavelengths provide dual-frequency
observations of the same body.
The order-of-magnitude improvement in earth-based radar
capability rests upon implementing a Gregorian feed and a
1000-kW S-band transmitter at Arecibo and/or implement-
ing a 1000-kW X-band transmitter at Goldstone (with rare
Goldstone-to-VLA experiments). All of these improvements
are being pursued, promising a new era of planetary explora-
tion with earth-based radars.
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Table 1. Radar parameters: Arecibo and Goldstone
Radar configuration
Arecibo Goldstone
1980s 1990s 1980s 1990s
Transmitter power, kW 450 1000 350 1000
Peak antenna efficiency 0.55 0.60 0.47 0.63
Antenna diameter, meters 200 250 64 70
Peak antenna gain, dB 71.4 73.7 71.9 73.9
Wavelength, cm 12.6 12.6 3.5 3.5
Nominal receiver
temperature, K 35 20 20 20
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DSN 64-Meter Antenna L-Band (1668-MHz) Microwave System
Performance Overview
J. Withington
Radio Frequency and Microwave Subsystems Section
In 1985, L-band (1668-MHz) receive-only feed systems were installed on the three
DSN 64-meter antennas to provide tracking support for two non-NASA spacecraft. The
specifications, design approach, and operational test results are presented in this article.
The L-band microwave system met all of its tracking goals and is currently beingupgraded
to include a C-band (5000-MHz) uplink.
I. Introduction
In support of several international space exploration proj-
ects-the French/Soviet Vega mission to Venus (June 1985)
and Halley's comet flybys (March 1986)-JPL was asked in
late 1983 to modify the DSN to receive the L-band telemetry
used by the Soviet space program. The major hardware imple-
mentation was undertaken by the JPL Radio Frequency and
Microwave Subsystems Section, which was given the task of
planning, designing, building, implementing, and documenting
the microwave portions of fully operational (transferable)
L-band receive systems.
II. System Requirements
The new L-band microwave system had to conform to and
interface with the ongoing Mark 1VA 64-meter antenna up-
grade program and also had to be totally completed and
operational within less than two years. Because of these con-
straints on time and resources, only the minimum microwave
system necessary to support the immediate missions would be
possible.
An extensive description of the Venus Balloon project and
the L-band system requirements is given in [1 ]. Those require-
ments that affected the design of the microwave system are
the following:
(1) The antennas must receive 1668 +-5 MHz.
(2) Antenna gain must be at least 58 dBi, or 50 percent
efficiency on a 64-meter antenna.
(3) System noise temperature (Top) nmst be <35 K at
zenith.
Furthermore, the system required the ability to receive the
LCP signal used by the Vega spacecraft and the Venus Balloon
probe, and sensitivity needs required the use of refrigerated
amplifiers.
III. Design Approach
The required 58-dBi gain precluded the use of all DSN
antennas except the three 64-meter antennas. The design se-
quence of the microwave subsystem went through two itera-
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tions. In the first analysis, it was envisioned that the "host
country" feedcone position on the 64-meter (tricone-fed)
antenna would be used. This would have involved the con-
struction of three new feedcones outfitted with 22.4-dBi-gain
L-band feedhorns. However, since this installation was to be
permanent, a third operations feedcone on the 64-meter an-
tenna was not acceptable to various science groups who use
the third (host country) feedcone for radio science, radar,
and other calibrations. Cost and implementation-time con-
straints also made this approach infeasible.
An alternative method, and the one that was implemented,
was to suspend a feedhorn in the area between the XRO and
the host country feedcone (Fig. 1). The idea was to cantilever
a feedhona on a bracket bolted to the top of the XRO feed-
cone. Since weight was then a critical concern, a sheet metal
smooth-wall dual-mode horn 134 inches long, with a 38-inch
aperture, was designed to be a light, low-loss, but narrowband
(approximately ±40-MHz) solution with the illumination
efficiency necessary to meet system requirements.
The outrigger horn suspension design presented one prob-
lem: the aperture of the feedhorn was too large to allow the
phase center of the feedhorn to be placed on the focal ring of
the asymmetrically fed 64-meter antenna. As a result, the
phase center of the L-band feed lies some 24 inches radially
outward from the focus ring (3.4 wavelengths), which pro-
duces a small scan loss in beam peak gain and beam pointing
squint. Figure 2 shows the basic horn/antenna geometry used
on the three 64-meter antennas. Initial analysis as reported in
[2] predicted 60 percent efficiency, giving 58.8 dBi of gain.
A simple scan angle equation using the antenna Cassegrainian
magnification factor predicted a scan angle of 0.26 degree. A
58.8-dBi-gain antenna has a 0.2-degree half-power beamwidth.
A narrowband (1690 ± 50 MHz) quarter-wave plate polar-
izer was used to meet the circular polarization requirement.
Spare DSN WR 430 waveguide components and a WR 430
switch completed the microwave feed system. No feedhorn
pointing adjustments were provided because there was confi-
dence that the fabrication techniques of machining the correct
feedhorn orientations directly into the mounting brackets
would provide the required accuracy. Since machining surfaces
on the feedcones customarily provide alignment for their
prospective feedhorns, it was felt that accurate mounting of
the L-band feedhorn brackets on the feedcone surfaces would
provide the necessary pointing alignment.
Two completely redundant, cryogenically cooled (physically
cooled to 14 K) L-band FET LNAs provide the necessary pre-
amplification. The FET amplifiers were designed with 38 dB
of gain and a usable bandwidth of about 200 MHz. A bandpass
filter in front of the amplifiers is used to limit the bandwidth
response of the FET amplifier to about 100 MHz (1668
± 50MHz). This was done to prevent out-of-band noise:
(at 2100MHz) from the S-band transmitters of co-situated
antennas in Spain and Australia and to prevent known RFI
threats from saturating the preamplifiers. (A signal level[
approaching -40 dBm may be enough to saturate these FETs.)
The complete cooled FET system, with horn, polarizer,
and waveguide, was assembled and tested to determine the
microwave temperature contribution to the overall system
Top. The temperature contribution was determined to be
approximately 10 K for the hardware and 14 K for the L-band
FET LNA. Adding the temperature contributions and in-
cluding 5 K for cosmic noise plus spillover and 1-K follow-on,
the predicted system Top was 30 K at zenith.
An L-band to S-band upconverter is used to convert the
output of the L-band FETs to S-band. This allowed use of all
station S-band receiver equipment necessary to meet the Vega
telemetry processing requirements. In effect, the stations are
transparent to the fact that L-band, not S-band, is being
received. The upconverter further limits the bandwidth of the
L-band system to 10 MHz, fixing the total bandwidth of the
overall L-band receive system at 1668 +--5 MHz.
A complete component-by-component description of the
L-band microwave system can be found in the two L-band
operation and maintenance manuals [3], [4]. Figure 3 is a
block diagram of the complete system.
IV. Performance Measurements
The last of the L-band equipment was being installed on
the 64-meter antennas at the time of the two Vega spacecraft
launches. The remaining five-month period to the Venus
encounter was used to track the Vega spacecraft, with very
limited time to calibrate the L-band system. The minimal
time available for antenna testing was used only to verify that
the L-band microwave system met its design specification.
This involved measuring the scan offset, system efficiency,
and Top. The 64-meter antenna 100 percent efficiency ratio
of 1.166 K/jansky, along with the flux values of calibration
sources (listed at 1665 MHz in the Astronomical Almanac
[5] ), was used to determine the antenna efficiency.
The measured values for gain, Top, and scan offset on the
three 64-meter antennas are shown in Table 1. As can be seen
from the table, all efficiency values seem to be low by approxi-
mately 12 percent, and the Top appears to be high by the
same amount.
The possibility that more than 0.1 dB of loss was being
caused by scan loss, beam broadening, or other antenna
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anomalies was excluded when the measured scan offset and
measured half-power beamwidth were considered. The pre-
dicted scan offset of about 0.26 degree was subsequently
measured to be 0.26 degree, and the predicted half-power
beamwidth of 0.20 degree was measured to be 0.19 degree.
All measurements were felt to be within 5 percent.
Tracking azimuth and elevation offsets made necessary by
the specific orientation of the L-band feedhorn were the
following:
E1 = -0.120 degree
Az = 0.232/cos (El) degree
In subsequent tracking exercises, these values proved
accurate enough to point on source to within 2 arc minutes
over the 20- to 80-degree elevation range. This demonstrated
the ability to blind point to less than 0.2 half-power beam-
width at L-band.
V. Analysis
Because of the 12 percent efficiency value differences ob-
tained (see Table 1), a Physical Optics (PO) analysis was made
of the L-band feed configuration on the 64-meter antenna.
This analysis showed a spillover higher than that originally
predicted. The PO analysis values at zenith, given in kelvins,
are as follows:
Antenna temperature 8.5 (cosmic plus sky plus
spillover)
Feed components 10.0
FET LNA 14.0
Station follow-on 1.0
Total 33.5
This total is compatible with measured data.
Similarly, the 0.6-dB loss difference between the measured
and originally predicted values was resolved by PO analysis.
The analysis predicted a scan offset angle of 0.26 degree, a
half-power beamwidth of 0.19 + 0.01 degree with a slightly
elliptically shaped beam (0.01-degree difference), and an on-
scan axis gain of 59.46 dBi, or 70.6 percent efficiency (includ-
ing a 0.03-dB scan loss and higher spillover) over a feed_horn
placed on the focal ring of the 64-meter antenna. The 0.03-dB
scan loss compares favorably with the approximate (0.05-dB)
prediction published earlier [2]. The following additional
antenna losses, expressed in decibels, must be subtracted from
the PO result:
Surface R.MS (97%) 0.13 dB
Spar and subreflector blockage (88%) 0.56
Feed dissipation losses (98%) 0.09
Feed mode losses (96%) 0.18
Total additional loss 0.96 dB
Adding all losses, the PO-based prediction is that the scan
axis gain peak should be 58.5 dBi for an efficiency of 57 per-
cent. This is compatible with the measured data. At least at
DSS 14, another reason for the loss differential may be that
these measurements were made before the full extent of FET
saturation by RFI was understood. Some gain nonlinearity
caused by saturation may account for the lower efficiencies
reported here and by K. M. Liewer [6].
Vl. Summary
This article includes all the measured data recorded during
the L-band calibration sequence. Further work is needed to
upgrade the L-band system to include a C-band uplink and to
increase the bandwidth of the L-band to S-band upconverter.
From what is currently understood of the RFI environment
that exists at the Goldstone site, it is concluded that the radio
science involved will not be degraded by RFI included in the
wider bandwidths. It should be noted, however, that RFI
spectrums of considerable power have been observed as close
as 12 MHz from the Venus Balloon signal center frequency of
1668 MHz.
VII. Conclusion
The L-band microwave system met its design requirements,
was successfully implemented in the short time allotted, and
met all of its tracking goals.
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Table 1. Calculated and measured L-band microwave system efficiency and Top
Efficiency, % (gain) Scan offset,
Source at approximately Top, K degrees
45 degrees of elevation
Estimated [2] 60 (58.8 dBi) 30 0.260
Calculated (PO) 57 (58.5 dBi) 33 0.260
Measured at DSS 14 51 (58.2 dBi) 33 a 0.260
Measured at DSS 43 52 (58.2 dBi) 36 a -
Measured at DSS 63 b 55 (58.4 dBi) 34 a -
aT o_ determined using Y-factor methods.
bMerasured by Art Freiley, Radio Frequency and Microwave Subsystems Section.
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Summary of DSN Reimbursable Launch Support
N. A. Fanelli and M. E. Wyatt
TDA Mission Support and DSN Operations
The DSN is providing ground support to space agencies of foreign governments as well
as to NASA and other agencies of the federal government which are involved in space
activities. DSN funding for support of missions other than NASA are on either a cooper-
ative or a reimbursable basis. Cooperative funding and support are accomplished in the
same manner as NASA-sponsored missions. Reimbursable launch funding and support
methods are described.
I. Introduction
This article is a summary of how the DSN provides support
for NASA reimbursable missions. Tables I, 2, and 3 provide a
summary of the missions that have been completed, approved
missions to be supported in the near future, and the new pro-
posed mission set. The tables list the missions, the responsible
agency, the launch vehicle and launch site, the original and
current launch dates, and the support period.
The process begins when other space agencies request
NASA ground station support for the launch of their space-
craft. Normally the spacecraft are geostationary communica-
tions satellites, but they could range from low earth orbiters
to deep space missions. Normally, a preliminary Support Instru-
mentation Requirements Document (SIRD) is sent to NASA
by the requesting foreign agency. NASA tasks JPL to review
the preliminary SIRD and to provide a cost estimate. NASA
then attaches this estimate to the agreement with the foreign
agency, and with that begins the DSN support commitment.
II. Prelaunch Preparation
A. Mission Support Documentation
1. NASA Support Plan (NSP). The Tracking and Data Sys-
tems Manager is responsible for the NSP. The NSP responds to
the SIRD and represents NASA's commitment to the project.
2. Network Operations Plan (NOP). The Network Opera-
tions Project Engineer (NOPE) is responsible for the NOP. The
NOP provides the operational procedures for project support.
3. Interface Control Document (ICD). The ICD is jointly
prepared by the project and .IPL. The project normally takes
the lead and publishes the document. The ICD outlines the
agreed-to data interfaces between the project and the DSN.
4. Data Input Package (DIP). The DIP is provided by the
project. The DIP gives the DSN supporting organization de-
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tailed information about the spacecraft, the network coverage
profile, and the Sequence of Events (SOE).
5. Initial Acquisition Plan (IAP). The IAP is provided by
the DSN. The IAP documents the initial acquisition procedure
to be used by the DSN station or stations supporting the ini-
tial acquisition of signal after launch.
B. Tests and Training
Compatibility tests signal the start of the test and training
phase, which begins about 12 to 14 months prior to launch
and continues through the final prelaunch readiness test.
Compatibility testing ensures that the spacecraft and the DSN
ground stations are compatible. The project provides the com-
patibility test plan and the test criteria, while the DSN pro-
vides the compatibility test procedures. At the completion of
the compatibility test, a test report is written documenting the
test results.
Data flow tests are conducted at about launch minus
6 months. Their purpose is to verify that the project and
DSN data interfaces are correct and work in the operational
environment.
Ground data system tests are conducted at launch minus 2
months. These tests bring together all the supporting elements,
which include the 26-m subnetwork, 34-m backup stations,
DSN control center, project control center, NASCOM data/
voice circuits, DSN operations control team, and project
operations control team. The objectives of the ground data
system tests are to test and verify all elements of the mission
support systems and to provide operational training for all
test participants.
Operational readiness tests are conducted at launch minus
1 month. They ensure that all supporting elements and teams
are operationally ready to support the mission while also pro-
viding additional training for the mission support teams and a
final check-out of operational procedures.
lnitial acquisition tests are conducted at launch minus 2
weeks. The tests provide a check-out of the initial acquisition
procedure, initial acquisition configuration, and operational
team training.
Prelaunch data flow tests are conducted at launch minus 3
days and 1 day. These tests verify that the launch configura-
tion for all elements of mission support are correct. The tested
configuration is placed under configuration control to ensure
that nothing changes prior to launch.
III. Working Group Meetings
A minimum of two working group meetings are held each
year. One meeting is held at JPL, and one is held at the head-
quarters of the foreign agency. The meetings provide an ex-
cellent environment for the exchange of information between
the project and the DSN operations and engineering personnel.
IV. Launch Support
On launch day, the worldwide communications circuits are
in place at launch minus 3 hours. Status information is ex-
changed between the project and the DSN every half-hour.
The station prepass countdown is activated at launch minus
2 hours. The prepass preparations ensure that the stations are
ready and properly configured for launch support. At launch
plus 15 minutes, the stations are briefed on the upcoming
acquisition support and are given any updates to the sequence
of events or predict set to be u sed for initial signal acquisitions.
Most of the reimbursable missions supported by JPL are
geostationary communications or broadcast satellites. A typi-
cal support period for launch, transfer, and drift orbit is 5 to 7
days. The project notifies JPL when mission support is com-
pleted and is to be terminated.
V. DSN Operations Launch Readiness
Review
To ensure that all the necessary planning, testing, and train-
ing has been accomplished prior to a reimbursable mission
launch, a formal Launch Readiness Review is held. The pur-
pose of these reviews is to verify that any required implemen-
tation is complete and that an adequate test and training plan
is in place and on schedule, with completion appropriately
planned to accommodate the launch date.
VI. Special Precautions
The DSN takes special precautions for all critical activities
to ensure readiness to provide the support required for mis-
sion success. It also investigates contingencies that could
enhance the probability of mission success. The following
paragraphs discuss several special precautions that are taken to
ensure reimbursable mission success.
After the successful completion of the last launch rehearsal
or launch operations readiness test (a few days before launch),
the supporting DSN facilities (prime and backup stations and
the control center) are placed under Modified Configuration
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Control (MCC). MCC requires that DSN facilities obtain the
approval of DSN Operations management before making
configuration changes other than remove-and-replace in sup-
port of maintenance.
To provide maximum network reliabilify to the reimburs-
able missions, the DSN operates the supporting stations on
diesel-generator power as opposed to commercial power. The
Space Flight Operations Facility diesel generators are also
operated at the request of the DSN to protect the Network
Operations Control Center (NOCC) power integrity during the
critical periods of the reimbursable mission support.
Station predicts, schedules, and sequences of events are
created and transmitted by the Network Support Subsystem
(hISS). During the launch phase, the ability to generate new
predicts quickly based on updated launch parameters is criti-
cal to rapid and successful initial acquisition at the stations.
Therefore, several precautions are taken to ensure that the
NSS is available and not overloaded during the launch phase.
Special on-call maintenance is contracted during the critical
periods; the VAX System Manager or assistant is always on
duty during critical periods; priorities of work are established
and promulgated prior to the launch; nonessential work is
deferred; and dial-up utilities are disabled as part of the avail-
ability and reliability enhancement activities.
The DSN multimission navigation facility uses pointing vec-
tors from various external agencies as well as DSN station
radio metric data to generate predict Files that are sent to the
NSS for predict generation. Therefore, this critical resource is
protected in much the same manner as the NSS, as described
above.
Communications circuits between JPL and the stations are
provided special contracted maintenance during the critical
periods to ensure rapid recovery of circuits in case of failures.
At both the Control Center and the stations, technical
specialists back up the operations crews on an advisory basis
during critical activities to ensure rapid recognition of prob-
lems as well as rapid recovery.
Finally, to ensure that all personnel within the DSN as well
as users of the DSN are aware of scheduled critical reimburs-
able mission launch activities, an awareness notification mes-
sage is sent to all DSN facilities and to all projects using the
DSN.
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Table 1. Completed missions
Mission Agency
Launch Launch Original/
vehicle site prepared
launch date
Actual
launch date
End
support
period
MS-T5 ISAS M3S-2 KAG a 1/1985 i/7/85 1/17/85
MS-T5 Additional 10/26]86-
support 12/10/86
Giotto ESA Ariane-1 KRU b 7/1985 7/2/85 3/18/86
PLANET-A ISAS M3S-2 KAG 8/1985 8/19/85 8/27/85
PLANET-A Additional 3/25/87-
support 4/15/87
BS-2B NASDA N-2 TAN c 8/1985 2/6/86 2/11/86
ASTRO-C ISAS MU-3S2 KAG 2/1987 2/7/87 2/8/87
ETS-V NASDA H-1 TAN 8/1987 8/27/87 9/1/87
TV-SAT GSOC Ariane-2 KRU 4/1985 11/20/87 11/23/87
CS-3A NASDA H-1 TAN 2/1988 2/19/88 2/22/88
TC1-C CNES Ariane-3 KRU 7/1986 3/11/88 3/13/88
aKAG = Kagoshima, Japan
bKRU = Kourou, French Guiana
CTAN = Tanegashima, Japan
Table 2. Approved mission set
Mission Agency
Launch Launch Original/
vehicle site proposed
launch date
Current
launch date
Prime
support
period
CS-3B NASDA H-1 TAN a 8/1988 9/14/88
TDF-1 CNES Ariane-2 KRU b 8/1985 10/7/88
DFS-1 GSOC Ariane-3/4 KRU 9]1987 1114/88
TELE-X CNES Ariane-2/4 KRU 12/1987 3/1/89
GMS-4 NASDA H-1 TAN 8/1989 8/1/89
EUTELSAT GSOC Ariane-3/4 KRU 10/15/89 1/15/90
II-FI
L + 5 days
L + 8 days
L + 8 days
L + 8 days
L + 5 days
L + 8 days
aTAN = Tanegashima, Japan
bKRU = Kourou, French Guiana
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Table 3. Proposed missions
Launch
Mission Agency vehicle
Launch Proposed Current
site launch date launch date
Prime
support
period
EXOS-D ISAS MU-3SII-4
TDF-2 CNES Ariane
DFS-2 GSOC Ariane
TV-SAT 2 GSOC Ariane
BS-3A NASDA H-1
BS-3B NASDA H-1
SFU ISAS H-2
KAG a (JKSC) b 2/1/89 2/1/89 L + 1 day
KRU c 4/1989 9/]5/89 L + 8 days
KRU 4/1989 9/15/89 L + 8 days
KRU 10/1989 5/10/89 L + 8 days
TAN d 10/1989 8/1/90 L + 5 days
TAN 8/1991 8/1/91 L + 5 days
KAG (JKSC) 1/1993 L + 7 days
and STS
recovery
7 days
aKAG = Kagoshima, Japan
bjKSC -- Japanese Kagoshima Space Center
CKRU = Kourou, French Guiana
dTAN = Tanegashima, Japan
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